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ABSTRACT

The First World War is not particularly renowned for the mistreatment of prisoners. 

Violence against prisoners of war has received little scholarly attention and the history of 

the prisoner experience has been neglected in Britain, France and Germany. This thesis 

looks at how violence against prisoners o f war evolved, contending that the First World 

War marked a seminal and overlooked phase in the history of prisoner treatment in the 

twentieth century. The central hypothesis of this study is that during the war the protected 

status o f the prisoner of war in international law was utterly undermined, leading to such 

serious abuse o f prisoners that in 1929 the Third Geneva Convention on prisoners of war 

was perceived as necessary. How violence against prisoners emerged, evolved and how it 

was remembered in the interwar period are studied in this thesis for the first time.

The thesis compares three countries, Britain, France and Germany. It examines how at 

the outbreak o f the war violence against prisoners initially came to be understood as a 

wartime atrocity. Representations of violence against prisoners o f war in 1914 and 1915 

were crucial to societies’ constructions of the enemy as barbaric and immoral. This study 

analyses the kinds of real violent practices which inspired these popular representations. 

It contends that during 1916, 1917 and 1918 more radical violent practices emerged and 

illustrates this using a detailed case study of prisoner of war labour companies on the 

western front, highlighting the particularly severe deterioration in prisoner treatment in 

the German army. Finally, the thesis explores the memory of the war to explain why 

violence against prisoners, which was such an issue during the conflict, failed to leave 

any lasting mark on British, French or German collective memory. It argues that interwar 

pacifism served to marginalise the history of prisoners and that by the mid-1930s there 

was a reluctance to acknowledge the violence against prisoners which had occurred 

during the conflict.
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In t r o d u c t io n

On 29 November 1918, just after the Armistice, two young German schoolgirls in the 

town of Schneidemiihl, close to Germany’s eastern border, made their way through the 

snow to a graveyard.' One carried a wreath over her left shoulder. They shivered from the 

cold and spoke of their fear o f catching influenza. At the barbed wire surrounding the 

graveyard, they stopped, amazed at the increase in the number of graves. They had not 

been there for a long time and in the interim the graveyard had become enormous.

This was no ordinary German civilian graveyard, grown in size due to the effects of 

influenza, food and fuel shortages in 1918. The two girls were standing at the graveyard 

of Schneidemiihrs prisoner of war camp. They had decided several weeks earlier that 

they would mark the end of the war with their own symbolic “ceasefire” -  by laying a 

wreath on the grave of a prisoner of war. Now they wondered why so many prisoners, 

Russian, French and British, had died. Was it the typhus, dysentery or influenza that had 

occurred in the camp? Or was it simply hunger or homesickness, they debated.

It seems odd that during the past eighty-seven years their question has not been answered. 

We still know far too little about the prisoners of the First World War, about their 

capture, their living conditions and their death rates. The destruction of the Prussian army 

archives at Potsdam during the Second World War erased many crucial records, leaving a 

paucity of sources for historians interested in calculating death rates in prisoner of war

camps in Germany. The two extant interwar publications which provide statistics on
-2

death rates in German camps do not concur. This is hardly surprising as in 1918 the 

German army stopped registering newly captured prisoners who remained in the

' Jo Mihaly, “da g ib t’s ein Wiedersehn! ” Khegstagehuch eines Madchens 1914-1918 (Freiburg and 
Heidelberg, 1982), pp. 376-378. Jo Mihaly was a pseudonym for Piete Kuhr.
 ̂Ibid., p. 370.
 ̂Hans Weiland and Leopold Kem, eds. In Feindeshand: D ie Gefangenschafl im Weltkhege in 

Einzeldarstellungen  (Vienna, 1931), 2 vols, statistical appendix; Wilhelm Doegen, Kriegsgefangene 
Volker. Der Kriegsgefangenen Haltung und Schicksal in Deutschland, herausgegeben im amtlichen 
Auftrage des Reichswehrministeriums (Berlin, 1921), pp. 12-29.
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occupied territories of France and Belgium / By the end of the war Germany did not 

know how many prisoners it held or how many had died in captivity, resulting in widely 

varying estimates as Table 1.1 illustrates. The most realistic estimates for the number of 

prisoners of war held in camps in Germany remain those of the French Deputy Gratien 

Candace of 520,579 French prisoners, and the Statistics o f  the Military Effort o f  the 

British Empire during the Great War, 1914-1920, which estimated 175,624 British 

prisoners.^ Both o f these figures were based on estimates for the number of prisoners 

repatriated from Germany in 1918 and neither includes French and British prisoners held 

in the occupied territories who amounted to approximately 115,000 men in November 

1918.^ As chapter six of this thesis will outline, the Allies’ prisoner repatriation effort in 

1918 caused administrative chaos, meaning that none of these figures can be considered 

conclusive. In sum. the number of British and French prisoners taken by Germany can 

only be tentatively estimated at some 811,203 men. Death rates for prisoners in the 

occupied territories remain unknown; those for Germany vary substantially.

Yet, as Table 1.2 shows, accurate death rates for German prisoners held by France are 

equally difficult to find and estimates for the total number o f Germans captured by 

France vary. The most conclusive figures are those in file 16 N 525 at the Service 

Historique de I ’Armee de Terre at Vincennes which contains the weekly army returns on 

captures. For German prisoners in Britain the Statistics o f  the Military Effort o f  the 

British Empire during the Great War, 1914-1920 provides the most reliable estimates, 

although prisoner deaths in the U.K. are not distinguished from those which occurred in 

France and Italy. ̂  The destruction of the Potsdam archives offers no excuse for our lack 

o f knowledge about German prisoners of war in the U.K. and France, whose 1919-1920 

repatriation fits uneasily with the established 1914-1918 chronology o f the conflict.

See chapter four for more details.
 ̂Gratien Candace, Rapport fa it au nom de la Commission des affaires exterieures (Paris, 1919) No. 5676. 

Chambre des Deputes, onzieme legislature. Session de 1919, Annexe au proces-verbal de la 2e seance du 
11 fevrier 1919; War Office, Statistics o f  the M ilitary Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great War 
1914-1920 (London, HMSO, 1922), pp. 632-635.
® BA Berlin, R 904.77, f3 ,  Kriegsministerium, Unterkunfts-Kriegsabteilung, Nr. 2068.11.18 U.K. to 
Staatsekretar Erzberger.
 ̂War Office, Statistics o f  the M ilitary Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great War, 1914-1920, p. 

632.
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Archive lacunas only half explain why First World War prisoners of war remain 

obscure category.
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British 

prisoners 

captured by 

Germ any *

French prisoners 

captured by 

Germ any ’

British prisoner 

deaths in German  

captivity

French prisoner 

deaths in German 

captivity

Interwar publications

W. Doegen 182,009 535,411 5,525 17,069

G. Cahen-Salvador 520, 579 38,963

H. Weiland and L. Kern 360,400 535,400 11,000 17,000

G. Candace 520,579

L. Marin 506,000

Stat. of the Milit. Effort 175,624 446,300 12,425

Bulletin 844,000

TNA WO 161/82 175,624 12,425

SHAT 12 N 3 171,000 486,000

Volkerrecht 185,329 535,411 5,547 17,308

M. Huber 549,000 19,000

Post-1945 Publications

A. Becker 600,000 20,000

O. Abbal 520,579 Min:
Max:

18,822
38,963

N. Ferguson 191,652 Min:
Max:

446,300
500,000

U. Hinz 500,000

A. Rachamimov 

R. Speed

360,400

185,329

535,400

535,411

11,000 17,000

Table 1.1. The different estimates of the total number of British and French 
prisoners captured by Germany, and French and British prisoner deaths in German 
captivity during the First World War.

* Unless otherwise stated prisoners from the British Empire are included in these estimates. Civilian 
prisoners are excluded.
’ French colonial prisoners are also included. Civilian prisoners are excluded.

See footnote 16 for the sources for this table.
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German  

prisoners o f  

war captured  

by Britain "

German

prisoners o f war  

captured by 

France

German  

prisoner 

deaths in 

British 

captivity

German prisoner 

deaths in French 

captivity

Interwax publications

H. Weiland and L. 
Kern

328,900 429,200 10,000 25,200 dead, 
43,250 missing

Stat. of the Mil. Effort 306,593 392,425 9,349

TNA,WO 161/82 308,864 392,425 9,467

Suddeutsche Monatsh. 421,000 22,105

German prisoner 
graves

2,662

SHAT 16 N 525 392,425

SHAT 12 N 3 311,000 359,000

V5lkerrecht 328,020 424, 157 9,939 25,229

G. Cahen-Salvador 327,373

Post-1945 Publications

U. Hinz 328,000 350,000

R. Speed III 328,000 350,000

Table 1.2, The different estimates of the total number of German prisoners captured 
by France and Britain, and of German prisoner deaths in French or British 
captivity during the First World War

' ‘ Unless otherwise stated, these figures are for the total number o f German prisoners of war captured on all 
fronts, and include naval prisoners. Civilian internees are excluded.

Number o f German prisoners of war held by the U.K. on 20.1.1919. War Office, Statistics o f  the 
Military Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great War, 1914-1920 (London, 1922), pp. 630-631. This 
figure does not include German naval prisoners.

This figure is for German First World War burials located across the U.K. [263] at Cannock Chase War
Cemetery [256] and Cannock Chase German Military Cemetery [2143] where Germans who died in the
U.K. in 1914-1919 were collectively reinterred between 1964 and 1966. These burials are mainly of 
prisoners of war but also include Zeppelin crews who were shot down and bodies washed up after battles at 
sea. http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/cannockchase/wargraves.htm. Accessed 10.8.2005 and 
http://home.arcor.de/kriegsgefangene/cemeterv/cannock chase.html. Accessed 10.8.2005. This figure does 
not include German prisoners who died in British captivity buried in France.
‘‘‘ This figure is for German prisoners captured by France and Belgium.

This figure is for German prisoners who died in French and Belgian captivity.
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The other explanation is historical disinterest. Neither the general public nor professional 

historians were keen to explore the subject following the 1939-1945 conflict. In the past 

seven years there has been a resurgence o f interest in prisoners o f war among First World 

War historians, but for a long period they were neglected. The reasons for this are 

complex, but there is no doubt that the trauma o f the Second World War drew attention 

away from the First, particularly in Germany. The Cold War was also a factor, rendering 

important Eastern European sources inaccessible. The primacy o f the history o f  trench 

combat in the historiography o f the war also played a role. However, the other important 

reason was that the history o f the 1914-1920 prisoner o f war is a deeply divided history: 

divided in the sense that some captives experienced excellent treatment, particularly those 

who worked on farms, while others were treated very badly; but also divided because it is 

laced with the rhetoric o f violence, emnity and hatred. Unlike the history o f trench 

combat, which can be written in terms o f  mutual general slaughter and suffering on both

The following works were used to compile Tables 1.1 and 1.2: Interwar period: Doegen,
Kriegsgefangene Vdlker, p. 28, Prisoners captured by Germany on 10.10.1918; Gratien Candace, Rapport 
fa it au nom de la Commission des affaires exterieures (Paris, 1919) No. 5676. Chambre des Deputes, 
onzieme legislature. Session de 1919, Annexe au proces-verbal de la 2e seance du 11 fevrier 1919; Georges 
Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre (1914-1919) (Paris, 1929), p. 281, p. 284, p. 291; Vdlkerrecht 
im Weltkrieg, Das Werk des Untersuchungsausschusses der Verfassunggebenden Deutschen 
Nationalversammlung und des Deutschen Reichstages, 1919-1928, Dritte Reihe, Dritter Band, Erster 
Halbband (Berlin, 1927) p. 715; Michel Huber, La Population de la France pendant la Guerre (Paris,
1931), pp. 131-138; War Office, Statistics o f  the Military Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great War 
1914-1920 (London, HMSO, 1922), p. 329, p. 352, pp. 632-635; Jakob Reinhardt, “Die Zuriickfuhrung der 
Kriegsgefangenen,” Siiddeutsche Monatsheft (August 1925), Heft 11, 22 JG, p. 29; Bulletin d e l ’Office 
d ’Information -  Office d ’Information des Oeuvres de secours auxprisonniers de guerre rattache a 
I ’Agence des Prisonniers de Guerre de la Croix-Rougefrangaise, 1918, p. 3002, cited in Bernard Delpal, 
“Prisonniers de guerre en France (1914-1920)” in Andre Gueslin and Dominique Kalifa, eds, Les Exclus en 
Europe, 1830-1930 (Paris, 1999), p. 149; Service Historique de L’Armee de Terre, [SHAT] 16 N 525,
GQG Bureau de Personnel -  Pertes, Dossier no.2, Prisonniers de Guerre, K ats numeriques; SHAT, 12 N 3, 
no. 31. Nombre de prisonniers de chaque nationalite faits par les divers belligerents -  [demande de M.Louis 
Marin, Rapporteur general de la Commission du Budget de la Chambre des Deputes] 1919, 27 sept -  14 
novembre, no. 13056. Chambre des Deputes, Commission du Budget-27 .9 .1919 , M. Louis Marin, to Mr le 
President du Conseil, Ministre de la Guerre; Hans Weiland and Leopold Kern, In Feindeshand. Die 
Gefangenschaft im Weltkriege in Einzeldarstellungen, vol. 2 (Vienna, 1931), Statistical Appendix; TNA, 
WO 161/82, War Office, Statistical Abstract o f  Information regarding the Armies at Home and Abroad, 
1914-1920, June 1920, p. 332, p. 628, pp. 633- 636; Louis Marin, Journel Officiel, Annexe no. 633, 1920, 
p. 44. Post-1945: Annette Becker, Oublies de la Grande Guerre, humanitaire et culture de guerre 1914- 
1918. Populations occupees, deportes civils, prisonniers de guerre (Paris, 1998), p. 15, p. 361; Uta Hinz 
“Kriegsgefangene” in Gerhard Hirschfeld, Gerd Krumeich and Irina Renz, eds, Enzyklopadie Erster 
Weltkrieg (Paderbom, Munich, Vienna, Zurich, 2003), p. 641; Niall Ferguson, The Pity o f  War (London, 
1998), p. 295, p. 369; Richard B. Speed III, Prisoners, Diplomats and the Great War: A study in the 
diplomacy o f  captivity (New York and London, 1990), p. 195, p. 76; Odon Abbal, Soldats Oublies. Les 
prisonniers de guerre frangais, (Esparon, 2001), p. 23; Alon Rachamimov, POWs and the Great War. 
Captivity on the Eastern Front (Oxford and New York, 2002), pp. 39-42.
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sides, the history of imprisonment depicts utterly unequal power relations between the 

prisoner and his enemy captor. It easily slips into a simplistic history of victim versus 

perpetrator, risking awakening emotions o f anger and bitterness. Following the Second 

World War this was not a propitious prospect for historians.

This problematic is still relevant today. Many recent publications on First World War 

prisoners of war have grappled with a binary portrayal o f prisoners, looking at their 

history in terms of either its message of European reconciliation, emphasising that 

prisoners were well-treated, or its message of European division, focusing on the worst 

aspects of captivity in the 1914-1918 war as a portent for 1939-45. Thus Remy Cazals 

and Eckart Bimstiel entitle their recent book on the experience of French and German 

prisoners Ennemis fraternels}^ In a similar light an edited collection of conference papers 

by Sylvie Caucanas, Remy Cazals and Pascal Payen was titled Les Prisonniers de Guerre 

dans I ’Histoire. Contacts entre peuples et cultures}^ The American historian Richard 

Speed interprets First World War captivity as the triumph of a shared Western European 

cultural tradition of international law and humanitarianism among belligerents, a tradition 

which he contends communism later destroyed.'^ Several studies judge First World War 

captivity favourably, as the final success o f nineteenth century humanitarian traditions, 

by contrasting it with the Second World War. The recent fascinating study by Alon 

Rachamimov on Eastern front prisoners concludes that ‘“ when we want World War I to 

be the worst cautionary example of war,’ then captivity at best has a marginal place. 

Local studies have tended to reinforce this view. Odon Abbal’s case study of French 

prisoners from the Herault contends that prisoners were relatively well-treated by 

Germany.^' Katja Mitze’s Ph.D. study of Ingolstadt camp and Kai Rawe’s recent work on 

prisoner labourers in the Ruhr mining industry offer similar conclusions.^^ One of the few

Eckart Bimstiel and Remy Cazals, eds, Ennemis fraternels 1914-1915. Hans RodeM’ald, Antoine Biesse, 
Fernand Tailhades, Carnets de guerre et de captivite (Toulouse, 2002).

Sylvie Caucanas, Remy Cazals and Pascal Payen, eds, Les Prisonniers de Guerre dans I ’Histoire. 
Contacts entre peuples et cultures (Carcassonne, 2003).

Speed, Prisoners, Diplomats and the Great War, pp. 2-12.
Rachamimov, PoWs and the Great War, p. 228.

■' Abbal, Soldats Oublies, pp. 9-11.
“  Kai Rawe, “wir werden sie schon :ur Arbeit bringen. ” Auslanderbeschaftigung und Zwangsarbeit im 
Ruhrkohlenbergbau wahrend des Ersten Weltkrieges (Essen, 2005); Katja Mitze, Das
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overviews of captivity from the nineteenth to late-twentieth century, by Fran9ois Cochet, 

contends that it was only after the Second World War that a process of deregularisation 

set in, as international law protecting prisoner rights in war was sidelined.

In contrast, the recent ground-breaking study by Annette Becker emphasises harsh 

treatment of French prisoners of war by Germany and finds important continuities with 

imprisonment during World War Two.̂ "̂  Giovanni Procacci contends that Italian 

prisoners starved to death in large numbers in Austro-Hungarian and German captivity, in 

1915-1918, but places the blame for this upon the Italian government for its failure to
'yc

send food parcels. A recent popular history of French captivity in Germany by Jean- 

Claude Auriol concludes that French prisoners in Germany were horribly treated:

It was listening to my father and other former prisoners telling of their life 
as slaves that made me wish to write and publish this book. Why re-open 
this dossier against Germany at a time when Europe has been 
reconstructed? [...] I reply that one can forgive, [...] one can for 
pragmatic reasons turn away from a past which brought Germany the 
disapproval o f the world, but we cannot demand of a prisoner that he 
forget.^^

Clearly, no historical consensus exists on how prisoners were treated. Existing studies, 

while very useful, define First World War captivity as either bad or good, and largely 

measure it against the worst experiences o f captivity in the Second World War. The 

historiography also suffers badly from a want of comparative context, focusing almost 

entirely upon French prisoners in Germany, with two studies of British prisoners in 

German captivity, and an absence of information on Germans in Britain and France.^  ̂

Germany’s attitudes and motivations towards prisoners thus remain totally occluded.

Kriegsgefangenenlager Ingolstadt wahrend des Ersten Weltkriegs, Doctoral Thesis, University o f Munster, 
W estf (Munster, 1999).

Fran9ois Cochet, Soldats sans armes. La captivite de guerre: une approche culturelle (Brussels, 1998), 
p. 4.

Becker, Oublies de la Grande Guerre.
Giovanna Procacci, Soldati eprigionieri italiani nella Grande guerra (Turin, 2000).
Jean-Claude Auriol, Les Barbeles des Bannis. La TragMie des prisonniers de guerre frangais en 

Allemagne durant la Grande Guerre (Paris, 2002), p. 279.
The one existing monograph on British prisoners only uses sources from the Imperial War Museum; 

Robert Jackson, The Prisoners, 1914-1918 (London, 1989). The other study: Richard van Emden, 
Prisoners o f  the Kaiser. The Last POWs o f the Great War (Barnsley, 2000) was produced in conjunction
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The above mentioned historiographical works have been invaluable in preparing this 

study. However, I wish to propose a different approach to First World War captivity here, 

one that moves beyond the good captivity versus bad captivity dichotomy. This 

dichotomy in fact tells us little about the cultural processes occurring during the war, and 

artificially separates the good and bad aspects o f captivity that often occurred 

simultaneously within the same country -  a prisoner’s captivity experience depended on 

rank, regional location, fitness, place of work and the politics of reciprocity. It is only by 

turning to look at underlying cultural processes that it becomes possible to discern what 

constituted the fluctuating norms and extremes of captivity experience in 1914-1920.

For this reason, this thesis focuses on how captivity evolved during the First World War 

by looking at the representation, practice and memory of violence against prisoners. 

Assessing the fluctuating levels of violence involved in First World War captivity reveals 

how complex prisoner treatment was between 1914 and 1918; how much it varied from 

year to year and from region to region. It also reveals that violent practices towards 

prisoners o f war were not static but continually evolving during the conflict, challenging 

existing norms of behaviour towards captives and redefining them. This redefinition of 

violence towards prisoners of war which occurred between 1914 and 1920 has been 

ignored for far too long -  it provides important insights into the logic of totalisation at the 

heart of the First World War. As Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker have 

outlined: “the specific violence of war is a prism, which refracts many things that are 

otherwise invisible.”

This thesis will attempt to reconstruct how contemporaries assessed violence towards 

prisoners at the time, and during the interwar period, rather than through the prism of the 

1939-45 experience. For this reason the term POW is not used here -  this American

with a Channel Four documentary. Jonathan Vance and Desmond Morton have also written on Canadian 
prisoners in Germany: Jonathan Vance, Objects o f  Concern: Canadian Prisoners o f  War through the 
Twentieth Century’ (Vancouver, 1994); Desmond Morton, Silent Battle: Canadian Prisoners o f  War in 
Germany, 7974-7979 (Toronto, 1992)

Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker, 14-18. Retrouver la Guerre (Paris, 2000), p. 25.
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abbreviation became widespread in Europe in 1939-45. During the 1914-1918 conflict 

British prisoners did not use it.

Three important parameters define this study. First, to avoid replicating a simplistic 

victim-perpetrator paradigm, this thesis looks at prisoners of war captured on the western 

front, from three countries on opposing sides of the war, Britain, France and Germany. 

To the best of my knowledge this is the first such comparative study of its kind, using 

sources from seven countries. This allows for a juxtaposition of evidence from captor 

administrations and prisoner witnesses, and reveals how countries adapted their prisoner 

treatment in response to each other. Prisoner treatment was very much part of the war 

between the belligerents. Looking at these three countries allows us to rediscover this 

reciprocity dynamic. However, the direct comparison of three states is far from 

methodologically straightforward. Wherever possible, similar sources have been 

compared, such as interviews with ex-prisoners from the three countries. However, at 

certain points it is appropriate that the narrative focuses on particular national 

experiences. Thus what unfolds in this thesis draws upon more recent ideas influencing 

comparative history, such as Michel Espagne’s conceptualisation of a history of cultural 

transfer: “accounts o f points o f contact, o f movements that travelled, of ideas that were 

exchanged,” and Benedicte Zimmermann, Claude Didry and Peter Wagner’s call for a 

histoire croisee, a narrative that can account for intersecting histories at multiple levels 

across so c ie tie s .T h e  ‘exchange’ o f concepts about violence, and how it could be used 

against prisoners, was a continual process between belligerents during the war. As a 

cultural history, therefore, this study uses the comparative approach to consider cultural 

forces impacting at, but also beyond, state government level, in military units, in the press 

and in the broader realm of civilian public opinion. Prisoners of war represent one area 

where such a comparative approach is sustainable because of the similarity o f available 

sources and the interactive way behaviour patterns developed between the belligerent 

states. The subject neatly fits Marc Bloch’s definition of a synchronic historical 

comparison as “a parallel study o f societies that are at once neighbouring and

Deborah Cohen, “Comparative History: Buyer Beware” in the Bulletin o f  the German Historical Institute 
Washington, 24 (2001), p. 24.
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contemporary, exercising a constant mutual influence, exposed through their 

development to the action of the same broad causes.

Second, this study has clearly set limits. Combatant prisoners of war are the focus o f this 

thesis: those captured while serving in an army, navy or airforce. Civilian prisoners or 

internees are not included here. Eastern front, Italian front and Belgian prisoners are not 

covered. In Germany, where camps were very mixed during certain phases of the war, 

British and French prisoners did encounter civilian prisoners and prisoners from other 

nationalities. Unfortunately, their fate remains outside the scope of this project.

Third, this study defines violence very broadly. Violence against prisoners o f war cannot 

simply be considered within the conceptual frameworks applied by historians to 

combatant violence. It was understood differently by contemporaries and evolved 

differently. This thesis will consider violence as the “unlawful exercise of force, or
-5 1

intimidation by exhibition of this.” Clearly beating prisoners or making captives work 

under shellfire constitutes exposing them to violent force. Corporal punishment of 

prisoners for misdemeanours or shooting captives at the moment of capture will also be 

examined. However, violence will also be interpreted more broadly here in terms of a 

prisoner’s right to bodily and mental integrity. Mistreatment of sick captives, starvation 

rations, and the threat of violence are, therefore, also relevant. Moreover, how a broader 

symbolic framework of violence was continually used and reinvented by wartime 

societies to define and contextualise captivity will form an underlying theme of this 

study. To quantify exactly how many violent acts occurred against prisoners during the 

war is impossible -  many went unreported or were recorded in sources long since 

destroyed. However, through analysing the sources still extant it becomes possible to 

outline the cultural reverberations which violence against prisoners produced within 

wartime societies.

Marc Bloch, “A Contribution towards a Comparative History o f  European Societies” in Land and Work 
in M edieval Europe (London, 1967), p. 47.

The Oxford English Dictionary {Oxfordi, 1964).
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Walter Benjamin in his “Critique of Violence” differentiated between the “thesis of 

natural law which regards violence as a natural datum” and “that of positive law, which
32sees violence as a product of history.” It is the latter that concerns this study which 

considers how and why violence against prisoners of war emerged at a particular 

historical juncture. This thesis will explore to what extent violence against prisoners was 

“contingent” (the product of a particular combination of external factors such as enemy 

behaviour or the British blockade) or “inherent,” (always probable and only prevented
33when obstructions such as international law blocked its emergence). In this regard this 

study touches upon an on-going debate in sociology as to the nature of collective violence 

and whether it is contingent, inherent or a combination of the two.̂ "*

Therefore, the purpose here is not merely to examine the violent act in isolation. Rather 

this study situates violence against prisoners within the context of wartime societies’ 

search for meaning. The aim is to show how moments o f particular violent experience 

were given collective meaning and translated into broader societal themes. Three 

mediating structures have been identified here as key mechanisms for this social 

translation of violence against prisoners: representations, military practices and memory. 

It is through these mediating structures that it is possible to see how violence against 

prisoners impacted upon society collectively. They allow us to interrogate not only the 

existence of violence against prisoners during the war, but also its social and historical 

trajectory. Representations are understood here as the different ways in which socially 

determined narratives are constructed, orally, textually and visually, to convey particular 

cultural messages about violence. Military practices are interpreted as the collective 

understanding and organisation of violence within armies. Memory is defined here as the 

norms and limits which a society places around the recollection of particular past events. 

These three mediators of violence are explored throughout the thesis with an emphasis on 

representations in section one, military practices in section two and the memory of 

violence in section three. The order is deliberate. This thesis contends that the way

Walter Benjamin, “Critique o f  Violence” in Walter Benjamin. Selected Writings, vol. 1, 1913-1926, 
Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, eds (Cambridge, Mass. and London, 1996), p. 237

Earl Conteh-Morgan, Collective Political Violence. An Introduction to the Theories and Cases o f  Violent 
Conflicts (New York and London, 2004), p. 14.

Ibid.
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violence against prisoners was represented in the first two years of the war culturally 

legitimised an escalation in violent military practices against captives, which in turn 

polarised post-war memory of prisoner treatment.

Section one of this thesis consists of two chapters looking at the representation of 

violence. In chapter one, this thesis explores violent civilian reactions to prisoners in 

1914 and asks how these impacted on the representation of prisoners in Britain, France 

and Germany. The emergence and proliferation of cycles of violent representations 

between 1914 and 1916, depicting prisoner mistreatment as atrocity, is the subject of 

chapter two. Chapters three, four and five form section two on military practices, 

exploring how, between 1916 and 1918, new violent practices against prisoners 

developed in the military in Britain, France and Germany to bring about an escalation in 

prisoner abuse. Finally, section three examines the memory of the war with chapter six 

examining the initial processes that led to the first dramatically polarised post-war 

memory of prisoner treatment in 1918-1921, and chapter seven providing an assessment 

of the evolution of the interwar memory of violence against prisoners in Britain, France 

and Germany.

Before addressing violence against prisoners in detail, it is important to briefly outline the 

wider bureaucratic and international context of First World War captivity. Violence was 

one element of captivity, but there were also forces that acted to prevent it occurring. One 

of these forces was the development of international humanitarian law in the years 

preceeding the conflict. In 1864 the first Geneva Convention had established the principle 

of caring for the wounded enemy on the battlefield.^^ The second Geneva Convention had 

been agreed in 1906, only eight years before the war.^^ In 1907, the Hague Convention on 

Land Warfare had established that prisoners of war were to be treated humanely. It 

stipulated that they were not to be robbed of personal possessions, officer prisoners were 

not to be made work and other rank prisoners were not to be employed on work directly

Franfois Cochet, Soldats sans armes, p. 11. 
Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre, p. 17.
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connected with their captor state’s war effort.^’ Moreover, prisoners were to be paid a 

salary and were to be fed, clothed and housed to the same standard as the captor nation’s 

own troops.^* Britain, France and Germany had all ratified these international laws, 

although the German army had been far slower to accept them than the British or 

French.^^ Indeed, some sections of the German army command actively rejected 

international law, with one senior figure, Colmar von der Goltz, who was named 

Governor-General of Belgium in 1914, describing the Hague Convention as “silly 

negotiations and agreements” which each signatory had no intention of keeping.''^

The Hague Convention also stipulated that prisoners of war were under the military law 

of the captor nation. This led to conflicts in the case of Germany whose military law 

allowed for different types of violent punishment o f prisoners than its French or British 

equivalent/’ It was not clear in the Hague Convention which law took precedent where 

military law and international law clashed: for example, where treating a prisoner 

humanely clashed with a captor state’s normal punishments under military law.

The second factor protecting prisoners was the existence of a well-established 

International Red Cross organisation, which had emerged in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century. The International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva established 

its Agence International des Prisonniers de Guerre at the outbreak o f the war in 1914. By 

September 1914 it already had 200 staff. It forwarded prisoners’ post and parcels 

between the belligerent states and organised its own food parcels for captives. It 

coordinated communication between the German, British and French national Red Cross 

organisations. It also passed on complaints of mistreatment to the relevant governments

James Scott Brown, ed., The Hague Conventions and Declarations o f  1899 and 1907, The Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace (Washington D.C. and Oxford, 1915), p. 110.

Ibid. See also; Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre, pp. 17-19.
Isabel V. Hull, Absolute Destruction. Military Culture and the Practices o f  War in Imperial Germany 

(Ithaca and London, 2005), p. 128.
John Home and Alan Kramer, German Atrocities, 1914. A history o f  denial (New Haven and London, 

2001) p. 151, pp. 215-216.
Herbert Belfield, “The Treatment o f  Prisoners o f  War,” Transactions o f  the Grotius Society, 9 (1923) pp. 

140-141. Prisoners held by Germany were subject to the M ilitarstrafgesetzbuch  (MStGB) from 20 June 
1872: Christoph Jahr, Gewdhnliche Soldaten. Desertion und deserteure im deutschen und britischen Heer 
1914-1918 {GoXXmgQn, 1998), p. 79.

Gradimir Djurovic, L ’Agence centrale de recherches du Comite International de la Croix-Rouge 
(Geneva, 1981), p. 42.
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and carried out enquiries where prisoners went missing or died. These monitoring 

functions did not prevent violence against prisoners as we will see. However, they did 

provide a crucial counterweight to the cultural shifts that were undermining the protected 

status of prisoners of war in the belligerent states.

There were two other important international systems which operated to ensure good 

prisoner treatment. The first was neutral inspection o f prisoner o f war camps. The 

International Committee of the Red Cross carried out its own inspections. There was also 

a relatively sophisticated system of appointed protector powers for each prisoner 

nationality who monitored the situation. The Spanish government was entrusted with 

checking on the treatment of French prisoners in Germany. The Americans (until 1917) 

were responsible for assessing the treatment of German prisoners in Britain and France, 

and British prisoners in Germany."*^

The second system protecting prisoners was the prisoner exchange process. This began 

tentatively in March 1915 when seriously wounded prisoners who were incapable of ever 

fighting again were exchanged between France and Germany via Switzerland."^"* 

Exchanges of captured medical personnel followed in July 1915. Although the overall 

number of prisoners exchanged between Britain, France and Germany during the whole 

war was extremely small proportionate to the numbers captured, the exchange system 

provided a small level of protection for prisoners. Those exchanged were mainly 

amputees or the blind, although later agreements during the war between Britain and 

Germany at The Hague in June 1917 and July 1918, and France and Germany at Bern in 

March and April 1918 extended the grounds for exchange to include prisoners suffering 

from serious depression and those with incurable tuberculosis. A system of neutral 

internment was also established whereby ill or wounded prisoners from Germany, France 

and Britain were sent to Switzerland for the duration of the conflict where they benefited 

from a comfortable lifestyle in sanatoria and mountain hotels. A Swiss Medical

Speed, Prisoners, Diplomats and the Great War, pp. 19-20.
Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre en France et en Allemagne au regard des Conventions 

Internationales. 1914-1916 {Vans, 1916).
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Commission travelled to camps throughout Germany, France and Britain to assess which 

prisoners were ill enough to qualify for exchange.

In addition to exchanges and inspections, the Dutch, Danish, Swedish and Swiss 

governments all monitored prisoner treatment generally at different stages of the war, and 

their national Red Cross movements were involved in providing prisoners with 

humanitarian relief. The Vatican also assessed prisoner of war treatment. Although not as 

active on the ground in inspecting camps, it had a network of local priests who ministered 

to prisoners of war."̂  ̂ Civilian charity organisations came into their own in Britain, 

France and Germany to send parcels to prisoners, with religious organisations, regimental 

care associations, departemental care committees and national Red Cross organisations 

all ensuring that a mammoth parcel delivery system sending food, clothing and books to 

prisoners was established.''^ These different groups all acted to report any prisoner 

mistreatment which came to their attention. Individual families sent money orders, letters 

and parcels. And, from 1916, the French government organised the delivery of bread and 

biscuit to French prisoners in German camps.^^

With all these different monitors and safeguards in place to check violence against 

prisoners, it may appear at a first glance that captives were better protected than in any 

previous war. Yet violence against prisoners was far from a neglible phenomenon during 

the conflict. The power of inspections and exchanges to protect captives was actually 

very limited. Neutral inspectors could only visit certain prisoner of war camps -  they 

were never granted access to prisoners held in the occupied territories of France and 

Belgium, for example. On many occasions they had to give forewarning of their visit. 

Inspectors also lacked information about the existence of reprisals camps and other work 

camps from which prisoners were not always able to write. Complaints made in writing

Frederic Yerly, “Grande Guerre et Diplomatie Humanitaire: La mission Catholique Suisse en faveur des 
prisonniers de guerre (1914-1918),” Vingtieme Siecle, 58 (1998), pp. 13-28.

Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8615, Report o f  the Joint Committee appointed by the Chairmen o f  Committees 
o f  the House o f  Lords and the House o f  Commons to enquire into the Organisation and Methods o f  the 
Central Prisoners o f  War Committee (London, 1917). See also: Joint War Committee o f  the British Red  
Cross Society and the Order o f  St John o f  Jerusalem in England on Voluntary A id  rendered to the Sick and 
Wounded at Home and A broad and to British Prisoners o f  War, 1914-1919 (London, 1921), pp. 544-587.

Abbal, Soldats Oublies, pp.88-89.
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by prisoners were rarely passed on to the protective power by any wartime administration 

and prisoners were punished for trying to complain. As one British ex-prisoner related in 

1917: “representatives of neutral States came from time to time to the camp, but as they 

were always surrounded by German officers we never dared to speak out as we wished to 

as we should have suffered for it afterwards.” *̂ Another ex-prisoner, Private WiUiam 

Beeby, described the visit of the American Ambassador to his camp: “Mr Gerard visited 

Merseburg about March 1915. We were all drawn up on parade. One man complained 

that the parcels were not coming through regularly from Giessen. After the American 

ambassador had gone he was punished with 3 days confinement by the camp 

commandant.”"*̂ Prisoners who met with inspectors remained prisoners. Any complaint 

reported by an inspector in their official report could be traced back to the captives he had 

spoken with during his visit. Prisoners knew this and feared being punished for 

complaining. Finally, the number of inspectors was limited. The camp system during the 

war encompassed a huge geographical area. Inspectors, despite their tireless efforts, could 

only ever gain access to a limited number of camps and work Kommandos.

Prisoners who qualified for an exchange on health grounds would often be refused if they 

had witnessed anything during their captivity which could damage the reputation of the 

captor power. At the border to Switzerland exchanged prisoners were carefully searched 

and all written notes, diaries and drawings about their experience were taken from them. 

Moreover, governments continually restricted the number o f prisoners they were 

prepared to exchange. There was good reason for this -  once exchanged prisoners left 

their captor country they were free to recount their experience. This testimony was often 

useful propaganda against their former captors. To assess the kinds of violence occurring 

towards prisoners of war it is necessary to look in the interstices that existed beyond the 

reach o f inspections. To do this, this thesis examines the representations, practices and 

memory of violence that the conflict engendered. This allows us to see the evolution of 

violent behaviour, and its multiple interpretations, over time.

The National Archives, London (formerly the Public Record Office), TNA, WO 161/99, n o .1060, Private 
Edward Page.

TNA, WO 161/99, no. 862, Private William Charles Beeby.
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One final point must be made before embarking upon the subject of representing 

violence. The prisoner of war administration systems were not identical or static in the 

three countries studied here. Prisoner administration was most centralised in France and 

least centralised in Germany. When war broke out in 1914, the treatment o f prisoners by 

the French army was governed by a relatively enlightened Ministerial Instruction of 21 

March 1893.^^ It was also defined by international law: the 1864 and 1906 Geneva 

Conventions and the 1907 Hague Convention on Land Warfare. The opening month of 

war saw German prisoners left in the control of the French army. In September 1914, an 

interministerial commission presided over by Paul Matter, Directeur du Contentieux et de 

la Justice Militaire, was established by the Ministere de la Guerre to coordinate French 

prisoner policy, and within a matter of weeks this evolved into the Service General des 

Prisonniers de Guerre. In 1915, the Service General des Prisonniers de Guerre was 

formed into an autonomous department at the Ministere de la Guerre and enlarged.^' The 

Service General controlled the treatment of German prisoners o f war. It also played the 

leading role in advising French government policy regarding Germany’s treatment of 

French prisoners.

The Service General had control of prisoner distribution throughout France and where 

prisoners were sent to work. By late 1915, the Service had decided that the Ministerial 

Instruction of 1893 was too liberal.Increasingly , German prisoners’ treatment in France 

was on the basis of reciprocity, dependent upon how Germany was treating its French 

captives. In February 1916, the Service was militarised by the French government, with 

the formation of the Inspection Generale des Prisonniers de Guerre (IGPG) to take over 

the running of the Service. The IGPG was headed by General Verand who was assisted 

by two assistants: General Jacquillat, director of military issues, and Georges Cahen- 

Salvador, a conseiller d ’etat since 1899, and a civilian, who was charged with the
C O

administrative, economic and international questions relating to prisoners of war.

Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre, p. 21. 
Ibid., p. 30.
Ibid., p. 44-45.

”  Ibid., p. 46.
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The formation of the IGPG was a civilian-military coordination effort that lasted until 

1918. It was responsible for directing the treatment of prisoners of war throughout France 

and throughout the French army. It answered at all times to the Ministere de la Guerre, 

which in turn answered to the French government, who answered to the Assemblee 

Nationale. In May 1918, the French government reformed its prisoner system once more, 

returning power to the Service Generale des Prisonniers de Guerre, and greatly 

restricting the role of the IGPG.^”* In November 1918, the IGPG was abolished and a 

small military section was incorporated into the Service Generale des Prisonniers de 

Guerre.^^ The French prisoner of war system continually fluctuated between a civilian 

administrative approach and a military one.

The German prisoner system was extremely different. Wartime law divided Germany 

into regions, each controlled by a Stellvertretendes Generalkommando, a district military 

commander, who was answerable only to the Commander in Chief of the German army, 

Kaiser Wilhelm II. In the absence of any centralisation, and because of the indifference of 

the Kaiser, these generals had enormous autonomy in deciding how prisoners would be 

treated and where they would work and live. However, these generals were largely 

guided in their actions by prisoner policy outlines from the Prussian Kriegsministerium. It 

provided memoranda coordinating prisoner treatment to the district military commanders, 

the German High Command and the Bavarian, Wiirttemberg and Saxon War Ministries.

There were four major problems with the German system. First, while the district military 

commanders often did follow the Kriegsministerium's guidelines, they were under no 

obligation to do so. This allowed for abuses at a district level and also meant the 

Kriegsministerium was not always aware of what was occurring. This system also 

occluded the real input of the Prussian Kriegsministerium into determining policy. The 

Kriegsministerium was effectively a military bureau, staffed by generals. It actively 

sanctioned many of the harsher aspects of prisoner treatment in Germany, such as limited 

rations and tough employment conditions. However, when queried by the Allies or

Ib id . ,  p. 117.
55
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neutral powers, the Kriegsministerium always claimed the blame lay with the district 

military commanders. Second, the Prussian Kriegsministerium had no department 

dedicated to prisoners of war.^^ For most of the war, prisoners of war in Germany were 

administered by section four of the Armeevem>altungsdepartement - the 

Unterkunftsabteilung. headed by Major General von Friedrich. The Unterkunftsabteilung 

was also in charge o f organising supplies o f clothing and food for the German army. 

From the beginning of the war this presented it with a clash of interests. Supplying 

prisoner of war camps always came second to provisioning the German military. The 

third problem with the German system was that there was no civilian control over the 

military. The German parliament and the Chancellor had no way of evaluating how 

prisoners in Germany were being treated. Fourth, the German High Command, which 

controlled prisoners at the front and in the German-occupied territories of France and 

Belgium, acted completely independently o f the Prussian Kriegsministerium and did not 

always inform it of how it was treating prisoners o f war.

By 1918, the Prussian Kriegsministerium had expanded. However, there was still no 

overall prisoner of war service. The administration of prisoners of war in Germany was 

split between two sections of the Armeevem’altungsdepartement: the Abteilung fu r
57  • • • •Gefangenenernahrung and the Unterkunftskriegsabteilung. In addition, a fifth section in 

the ArmeeverM’altungsdepartement dealt with the treatment of German prisoners by the 

Allies: the Abteilung fiir Kriegsgefangenenschutz im Ausland und

Volkerrechtsverletzungen, which was responsible for gathering evidence o f Allied war 

crimes against prisoners. Entirely in the hands of the military, the German prisoner o f war 

system was designed to avoid accountability.

In contrast, the British system of prisoner administration involved considerable civilian 

input. From August 1914, German prisoners in Britain were under the control of the 

Department of Prisoners of War at the War Office. This department was headed by 

Lieutenant-General Sir Herbert Belfield. It issued the orders regarding the standard

Handbuch tiber den Kdniglich Preussischen H of und Staat fu r das Jahr 1914 (Berlin, 1913), p. 145. 
Handbuch iiher den Kdniglich Preussischen H of und Staat f iir  das Jahr 1918 (March, 1918), p. 142.
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treatment of prisoners: rations, accommodation etc. The British army through the 

commandants and the guards under them then enforced these regulations and ran the 

prisoner o f war camps. Policy regarding British prisoners of war held by Germany, 

however, was under the control of the Foreign Office and, in particular, Sir Robert Cecil. 

In 1915, Cecil discovered that no careful record of German atrocities against British 

prisoners was being kept, and he established a small committee headed by Sir Robert 

Younger, a judge of the Chancery Division, to gather evidence. This unit, the 

Government Committee on the Treatment by the Enemy of British Prisoners of War, 

enlisted British legal personnel to interview all repatriated or escaped British prisoners of 

war. Its central driving force was its secretary, Adelaide Livingstone, a young American 

woman married to a British officer.^^ Its interviews were carried out by lawyers and it 

carried out its work with relative autonomy. From its interviews, the committee compiled 

reports for parliament and for the Foreign Office. Over three thousand of these interviews 

remain extant in the British National Archives and they are a major source for this 

thesis.^'’ In 1916, an additional Prisoner of War Department was founded at the Foreign 

Office and Lord Thomas Newton was appointed to head it, with Robert Vansittart as his 

assistant. Its purpose was to coordinate Foreign Office policy towards British troops who 

had been taken prisoner.

Thus in Britain, it was civilians: lawyers, civil servants, and an American woman who 

advised the government on how to react to any mistreatment of British prisoners by the 

enemy. Moreover, control over the treatment of German prisoners in Britain was largely 

out o f the hands of those responsible for the analysis of German treatment of British

J.F. Willis, Prologue to Nuremburg. The Politics and Diplom acy o f  Punishing War Criminals o f  the First 
World War ( Wesport, Connecticut and London, 1982), p. 22.

This was not the first time the British government had appointed a woman to investigate the treatment o f  
prisoners in war. A precedent had been set during the Boer War when Secretary for War, St. John Brodrick 
established an official commission o f  women to inspect British internment camps for Boer civilians. Isabel 
V. Hull, Absolute Destruction. M ilitary Culture and the Practices o f  War in Imperial Germany (Ithaca and 
London, 2005), p. 187.
“  TNA, WO 161/95; WO 161/96; WO 161/97; WO 161/98; WO 161/99; WO 161/100; WO 161/101. It 
should be noted, however, that the full set o f  interviews represents the testimony o f  approximately 1.7% o f  
British prisoners captured by Germany. The interviews’ historical value lies in their length and their 
eclectic content, recording all aspects o f  captivity, including good and bad treatment.
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captives. As a resuh there was less direct coordination o f British treatment of German 

prisoners in response to Germany’s prisoner policies.

Violence against prisoners of war emerged within the context of these different 

administrative and political systems in Britain, France and Germany. Yet these systems 

were not hermetically sealed entitities. As much as they sought to regulate and control, 

they were also subject to external cultural influences. One of the most powerful was the 

cultural representation of violence against prisoners as section one will now show.
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I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  S e c t io n  O n e : R e p r e s e n t a t io n s

Violence represents both an action and a phenomenon. It poses a challenge for historical 

analysis as it encompasses both the reality of the human experience of physical force, and 

the discursive web which regulates and interprets that reality. To understand a particular 

violent action it is necessary to investigate it in the context of the different meanings 

which make up its discursive web. Only by looking at how societies perceived violence 

against prisoners is it possible to understand how such violence happened.

For this reason, the first section of this thesis will closely examine the nature of the 

discursive web that formed around violence against prisoners during the First World War. 

It looks at how, early in the war, layers of meaning were attributed to particular 

‘histories’ of violence against captives. The purpose here is to find out more about the 

crucial initial relationship between the violent incident against prisoners of war and the 

cycle o f wartime significations it provoked - how propaganda cycles about prisoners 

developed out of prisoners’ real experiences of violence. This section of the thesis makes 

two key propositions: first, that propaganda often reflected prisoner experience relatively 

accurately; second, that the representation of violence against prisoners radicalised 

between August 1914 and early 1916, laying the foundation for later deteriorations in 

prisoner treatment. This is not to contend that all propaganda in the First World War was 

true -  far from it. But it is to assert that propaganda relating to prisoners o f war largely 

drew upon real events -  events which, in 1914 and 1915, had an important bearing upon 

how the prisoner o f war was later treated.

For the processes set in train in 1914 and 1915 offer important insights into how the 

radicalisation of representations affected the violent treatment of prisoners. These years 

marked an important opening stage out o f which more radicalised violent practices 

against prisoners developed in 1917-1918. What happened in 1917-1918 cannot be 

understood without exploring these origins. This will be done in this section by first 

examining the early representation of violence in detail in chapter one through a case
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study of violence against prisoners by civiHans in 1914. Second, the complex 

interrelationship between several early propaganda accounts of violence against prisoners 

will be explored in chapter two. These accounts formed cycles o f violent representations 

in 1915, which in turn provoked a further deterioration in public attitudes to prisoners of 

war. Later in the war, violence against prisoners would actually be underrepresented in 

the media, relative to its scale. During 1914 and 1915, this was less the case. As Hannah 

Arendt observed, “violence -  as distinct from power, force, or strength -  always needs 

implements. C y c l e s  o f violent representations in the media in 1914 and 1915 became 

reproductive tools for the violent actions they reported.

To continue it is necessary to break down the term violence into its two parts: action and 

phenomenon. In the case studies in this section, violence as action is explored using 

different witness testimonies and administrative sources. From this examination it is then 

possible to move on to explore violence against prisoners as a phenomenon - a “thing that 

appears or is perceived, especially a thing the cause o f which is in question.”^̂  What was 

the cause of the radicalisation of violent actions against prisoners? How did this relate to 

the radicalisation o f their depiction in government and popular propaganda? This opening 

section will seek to answer how the radicalisation of public and private discourses about 

prisoners in the early years of the war both reflected and exacerbated a radicalisation of 

violent action towards them.

Hannah Arendt, On Violence (London, 1970), p. 4.
The Concise Oxford Dictionaiy o f  Current English (Oxford, 1964).
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CHAPTER ONE

E N C O U N T E R IN G  T H E  ‘E N E M Y ’: P R IS O N E R  O F  W A R  T R A N S P O R T  AND 
T H E  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  W A R  C U L T U R E S IN 1914

Fig. L  Anton von Werner (1843-1915), “Kriegsgefangen” [1886], depicting a scene from 
the Franco-Prussian war, 1870-71 at Jouy-aux-Arches, near Metz.

Introduction: creating war

In 1886, the renowned German artist, Anton von Werner, depicted a French soldier being 

taken prisoner during the Franco-Prussian war.^^ The image is one of chivalry, order and 

calm. The prisoner kisses his wife goodbye, while one of his captors gently cradles the

The painting was recently acquired by the Germ an H istorical M useum . Berlin. A n gelika  W achs. 
D eutsch es H istorischcs M useum . P resseinlbrm ation. B erlin , 7.Februar 2001 .
h ttp ://w w w .d h m .d e/p ressein fos/2001020701  .html. A ccessed  1 4 .9 .2 0 0 5 . 1 am grateful to C laudia Sicbrccht 
for bringing this picture to my attention.
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couple’s baby.^^ The reahty of capture in the 1870-71 conflict, in which the majority of 

French prisoners captured at Sedan endured catastrophic living conditions at Inges before 

their transport to Germany, is excluded here.^^ Clearly, this imaginative artistic 

interpretation, by one o f Wilhelmine Germany’s leading court painters, provided a 

sanitized version of the historical realities of the state’s foundational conflict. However, it 

also offers an important late-nineteenth century interpretation of wartime capture. Two 

key characteristics of the painting stand out: it presents a highly romantic vision of the 

prisoner of war and it makes no reference to wartime violence.

In fact, a romantic view of the prisoner of war, and the dissociation of violence from 

wartime capture, marked pre-1914 attitudes across Europe. Werner’s non-violent scene 

reflected a widespread cultural tendency to deny the concomitant historical relationship 

between wartime capture, violence and power. Believing that uncontrolled violence was a 

feature of man in his primitive state, Europeans thought their own cultural progress 

towards ever more civilised societies had eradicated violent behaviour towards prisoners 

of war by Western European a r m i e s . A s  a French doctoral thesis on prisoners of war, 

written by Eugene Vassaux in 1890, stated:

The fate of prisoners of war has followed the different epochs of reason: 
the most civilized countries ransom them, exchange them and return them; 
the semi-barbaric peoples appropriate them and reduce them to slaves; 
simple savages massacre them without torturing them; and the most 
savage peoples torment them, cut their throats and eat them.^^

^  An earlier version o f  this chapter appeared in Pierre Purseigle, ed., Warfare and Belligerence. 
Perspectives in First World War Studies (Boston and Leiden, 2005), pp. 133-162.

Katja Mitze, ‘“ Seit der babylonischen Gefangenschaft hat die Welt nichts derart erlebL’ Franzosische 
Kriegsgefangene und Franctireurs im Deutsch-Franzosischen Krieg 1870/71” in Rudiger Overmans, ed.. In 
der Hand des Feindes. Kriegsgefangenschaft von der Antike bis :um Zweiten Weltkrieg (Cologne, Weimar, 
Vienna, 1999), p. 242.

“By the early part o f  the twentieth century the concept o f  civilization was used by people in Western 
societies to refer to a completed process,” Jonathan Fletcher, Violence and Civilization. An Introduction to 
the Work o f  Norbert Elias (Cambridge, 1997), p. 9. Even Georges Sorel, the proponent o f  revolutionary 
violence, admitted in 1908 that violence was generally perceived as uncivilised: “there are so many legal 
precautions against violence, and our upbringing is directed towards so weakening our tendencies towards 
violence that we are instinctively inclined to think that any act o f  violence is a manifestation o f  a return to 
barbarism,” Georges Sorel, Reflections on Violence (New York, 1941 [1908]), p. 205.

Eugene Vassaux, Des Prisonniers de Guerre et des Otages en D roit Romain et en D roit Frangais, 
Doctoral thesis, Faculte de Droit de Paris (Paris, 1890), p. 1.
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Examined by Louis Renault, Professor o f International Law at the University o f Paris, 

who would later lead French accusations about German mistreatment of prisoners in 1914 

and 1915, Vassaux’s thesis illustrated the optimism of late-nineteenth century attitudes 

towards war:

Today there is a new idea of war. Until recently, war set the whole 
population of each country against each other; it was war between the 
citizens of each nation. Nowadays, war is nothing more than a relationship 
between states. A state combats another state, but it is no longer the case 
that a whole people fight another people. The aim of war is no longer to 
annihilate the adversary but to impose such and such a view upon him and 
in order to do this it is only necessary to deprive a state of its forces 
temporarily. In war, one seeks only to prevent the largest number of 
adversaries from taking active part in the hostilities and one offers them 
[prisoners of war] complete liberty without any ransom or the signature of 
a peace treaty. Immense progress has taken place in the relationship 
between victors and vanquished. The soldier who defends his country is 
not punished like a criminal; he should not suffer any penalty or 
humiliation. He is to be considered as a free man acting within his rights.

Z Q

He should not suffer any ill-treatment.

Such assumptions marked pre-1914 moral attitudes about the treatment o f prisoners of 

war during any future war in Europe. The development of international laws of war in the 

fifty years preceding the 1914-1918 conflict further illustrates this. The Geneva 

Conventions of 1864 and 1906 attributed neutral status to the enemy captured wounded 

on the battlefield. He was now to receive the same medical care as his captor’s own 

casu a ltie s .O n ce  physically incapable o f fighting, the soldier regained the status of a 

non-combatant -  as in Vassaux’s thesis, the category of ‘enemy’ was a temporary one 

which only applied to the armed, fighting soldier.

The Hague Convention of 1907 also reflected this attitude that, once captured, a soldier 

reverted to quasi-civilian status. A prisoner of war was to be allowed to retain all his 

personal belongings; he was not to be confined within a camp or fort unless this was 

absolutely necessary and he was to be paid a wage.^° The Hague Convention was

Ibid.
William Edward Hall, International Law  (Oxford, 1880), Appendix 6, pp. 696-697.

™ James Scott Brown, ed., The Hague Conventions and Declarations o f  1899 and 1907, The Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace (Washington D.C. and Oxford, 1915), p. 110.
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designed for a war where prisoners would be granted their freedom on parole after 

capture. Having given their word of honour that they would not rejoin the fight, they 

would be exchanged or allowed to live as free civilians within their captor’s country. This 

view was predicated upon the kind of conflict Vassaux described, where local 

populations were not caught up in war hatreds, allowing the prisoner to live freely in their 

midst.

Although atrocities against prisoners of war were reported during colonial conflicts and 

the Balkan wars, these were interpreted as symptomatic o f the less-civilised status of 

certain Turkish, Slavic or indigenous colonial peoples. Europeans were optimistic that 

they could eradicate violence from the experience o f military capture within the borders 

o f Western Europe. By codifying universal laws of war, they could impose order through 

legal regulation upon the wartime world, in the same way that increased legal 

intervention and codification had successfully ordered the civic peacetime sphere of the 

pre-1914 European state. Thus, by 1914, the prisoner of war had gradually gained a 

protected cultural and legal status very similar to that of a non-combatant. This drew 

upon existing moral attitudes of the period. In particular, in pre-war Edwardian England a 

key determinant o f correct masculine behaviour, embedded in the public school ethos, 

was that violence should not be used against an opponent who was unable to defend 

himself

The development of this pre-war romantic understanding of the prisoner of war as a 

defenceless non-combatant explains why accounts of the mistreatment of prisoners 

provoked such outrage and surprise in 1914 and 1915, proving a key means of mobilizing 

public anger. For, when war broke out in 1914, the issue of violence against prisoners of 

war instantly became a popular topic. Marginalized in the pre-war period, the subject of 

uncontrolled violence against captives -  both military and civilian -  in a European war 

rapidly re-entered public consciousness. The shooting of the wounded on the battlefield, 

the treatment o f civilian hostages, and violent behaviour towards prisoners of war all 

emerged as dominant leitmotivs in the press and in public debate. However, violence
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against prisoners of war was not merely restricted to the discursive sphere. It was also a 

real phenomenon from the very outset of the conflict.

Far from Vassaux’s predictions, the mass mobilization o f conscript armies and 

widespread literacy meant that local hatreds and popular involvement in national conflict 

in 1914 were greater than ever before. The corollary of this was that the image of who 

constituted a legitimate enemy figure expanded, and the distinction between the enemy 

combatant and the enemy non-combatant broke down.^' This radicalizing process began 

at the very outset of the conflict. This is well illustrated by an analysis o f one of the 

earliest forms of violence against prisoners in the First World War: civilian violence 

against prisoners of war being transported to prison camps in August-October, 1914.

This chapter will look at this phenomenon in detail. First, it explores initial violence 

against prisoners of war by examining civilian hostility to prisoners in 1914, and 

considers how different or similar the phenomenon was in particular countries. Such a 

close study allows us to investigate the basic processes and motivations at work within 

one particular sequence of violence against prisoners, before looking more generally at 

multiple sequences of prisoner mistreatment in chapter two. A micro-history of civilian 

violence against prisoners in 1914 also provides insights into the origins of the larger- 

scale patterns of violence against captives that would later emerge during the conflict. 

Violent civilian reaction to prisoners will be investigated here by looking at two case 

studies in turn: the arrival of German prisoners of war in France and the arrival of French 

and British prisoners of war in Germany. Where relevant to these case studies, reference 

will also be made to the reaction of British civilians to their first German prisoners.

Second, this chapter assesses how such violent behaviour was represented. It examines 

the development o f a media discourse relating to the 1914 arrival of military prisoners of 

war, and how this accorded civilian violence against prisoners a symbolic value within 

each mobilization culture. This chapter challenges the assumption that reports of violence

This can also be observed in the German army treatment o f  Belgian civilians during the invasion in 1914. 
Women, children, clerics and medical personnel were often considered as enemy agents. See: John Home 
and Alan Kramer, German Atrocities, 1914. A H istory o f  Denial (London and New Haven, 2001).
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against prisoners were state-fabricated propaganda -  the relationship between 

representation and reality emerges here as far more complex than the traditional
72understanding of propaganda allows for. The image of civilian violence against 

prisoners that emerged in the public domain both reflected and distorted the reality of 

prisoners’ experiences, providing a crucial insight into how the initial representation of 

real acts of violence against prisoners went on to fuel further violent behaviour against 

them, creating nascent cycles of violence. Later in the war, these representation-based 

cycles would become full scale cycles of violent military' reprisals against prisoners. For 

now, however, we will limit our discussion to how a particular violent pattern of 

behaviour against prisoners first began in 1914.

Violence by civilians against prisoners in 1914 is revealing precisely because it emerged 

so suddenly and broke with the cultural beliefs of the pre-war period. Civilians, as 

culturally designated non-combatants, were the last grouping the pre-war world had 

expected to mistreat defenceless, and often wounded, prisoner soldiers. Such behaviour 

clashed dramatically with pre-1914 moral beliefs and expectations. This was particularly 

the case in Britain. One of the first British books published on the prisoner of war, 

following the outbreak of hostilities, still viewed the prisoner in pre-war terms, which 

recall the work of Anton von Wemer;

Romance clings to the prisoner o f war and in every age (at least in every 
modem age) and every country ladies have ogled him, petted him when 
they could and helped or tried to help him to escape. [...] We have heard 
also of Bavarian damsels winking at our kilted Highlanders and 
surreptitiously conveying little gifts to them. It was thus of old and

7 ”j

always.

In a similar vein the Times published a poem in Latin entitled “Prisoners of War” on 18 

September 1914, which extolled a romantic vision of mercy in battle: “Whose valour in

The following works outline the etatiste view o f  First World War propaganda; Arthur Ponsonby, 
Falsehood in Wartime: Containing an Assortment o f  Lies C irculated throughout the Nations During the 
Great War (London, 1928); Janies Morgan Read, Atrocity Propaganda, 1914-1919  (New Haven, 1941); M. 
L. Sanders and Philip M. Taylor, British Propaganda during the First World War, 1914-18  (London and 
Basingstoke, 1982). For a detailed critique o f  this approach see: Home and Kramer, German Atrocities and 
Jay Winter and Antoine Prost, The Great War in History. Debates and Controversies, 1914 to the Present 
(Cambridge, 2005), pp. 155-156.

Tighe Hopkins, The Prisoner o f  War (London, 1914), pp. 10-11.
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this strife, war’s chance in mercy preserveth. I to preserve their freedom alike in mercy 

resolved am. Deem it a gift, giv’n gladly, the great gods thereto.” '̂' This romantic vision 

o f captivity rapidly disappeared in September 1914, to be replaced by much harsher and 

more violent representations of prisoner treatment. However, pre-war romantic attitudes 

to prisoners lingered on in aspects of the wartime portrayal by belligerents of their own 

captured soldiers as romanticized helpless victims of the enemy. The reasons for the 

discursive shift towards brutality will now be explored.

Mobilization culture; establishing the ‘enemy’

All across Europe there was great curiosity and excitement about the first prisoners of 

war. In the Vatican Pope Benedict XV received reports from French clerics who 

described how German crowds in 1914 insulted wounded French military prisoners and 

the French religious travelling with them as medical c a r e r s . A t  Schneidemiihl, close to 

the German border with Russia, excited, curious crowds gathered to stare at the arrival of 

the first Russian prisoners.^^ In the small Irish town of Templemore in Co. Tipperary, the 

local nationalist newspaper. The Tipperary Star, announced its delight that the local 

barracks would house German prisoners, potential allies in a national struggle against 

Britain, depicting the captured German troops as “men of splendid physique, [...] 

marched from the railway to the barracks [...] they sang all the way. Fine s i n g e r s . T h i s  

singing motif was particularly apt. To paraphrase the famous song, it was indeed a long 

way from Tipperary to Schneidemiihl in 1914. However, the phenomenon of excitement 

and curiosity at the arrival of prisoners was common to both.

Civilian interest in prisoners of war was to be expected. However, in some parts of 

France and Germany, as we will see, civilian curiosity and excitement disintegrated into 

violence -  crowds shouted insults or hurled objects at prisoners, even attacking those

The Times, 18.9.1914.
Archivio Segreto Vaticana (ASV), Segretaria di Stato, Guerra, Anno 1914-1918, Rubrica 244, Fasc.137, 

f. 104, Letter from Bishop o f  Versailles to papacy, 20.9.1915, enclosing written statements from two 
priests deported with French military prisoners in September 1914.

Jo Mihaly, ‘‘‘‘da g ib t ’s ein Wiedersehn! Kriegstagebuch eines Madchens 1914-1918 (Freiburg and 
Heidelberg, 1982), p. 48.

The Tipperaiy Star, 3.10.1914, p.5 and 29.8.1914, p.5.
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captives who were wounded. In some cases civilians spat at or hit them. Why did such 

strong civilian reactions occur, only weeks into the war? And why did they occur in some 

areas, but not in others?

In order to understand the motivation of the civilians whose actions will be described in 

the two case studies here, it is necessary to look first at national mobilization. Hostility to 

prisoners depended on how strongly civilians felt emotionally involved in the conflict. 

From the outbreak of war in 1914 many civilians felt they had a personal stake in their 

nation’s combat. This provoked a powerful individual response, be it fear or euphoria. 

The reaction of a population to arriving prisoners of war in 1914, whether fearful or kind, 

angry or conciliatory, was closely linked to this local level of civilian wartime 

mobilization. It was also linked to the confusion of roles in 1914. Traditionally, the army 

was the sole legal repository of violence in war. However, mass conscription, the popular 

press and the growth of nationalism meant that in 1914 many civilians felt personally 

called to act against the perceived threat to their nation. Violence was no longer 

conceived of as simply the tool of armies -  every citizen was called upon to stop spies
78and saboteurs.

Although considerable work has been done to enhance our understanding of the start of 

the 1914-1918 conflict, defining this mobilization culture remains difficult; popular 

consent to war in 1914 and the rapidity with which it manifested itself among certain 

classes of society are still something o f an enigma.’  ̂ Historiographical discussions

continue regarding how quickly a sense of wartime mobilization, with its concomitant
80labelling and dehumanization of the ‘enemy,’ appeared at local levels in 1914. 

Mobilization will be defined here as the initiation of populations into a culture of fear- 

cum-hatred of the enemy figure. It will be considered as the first stage in the development 

of a war culture, defined here as the system of cultural supports that allows populations to 

adapt to and perpetuate conflict.

Jean-Jacques Becker, 1914. Comment les frangais sont entres dans la guerre. Contribution a I ’etude de 
I ’opinionpublique, printem ps-ete 1914 (Paris, 1977), pp. 497-514.

Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker, 14-18. Retrouver la Guerre (Paris, 2000), pp. 109-111. 
On this subject see: Jeffrey Verhey, The Spirit o f  1914. Militarism, Myth and M obilisation in Germany 

(Cambridge, 2000); Becker, 1914. Comment les frangais sont entres dans la guerre.
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Part o f mobilization culture is the establishment of different dynamics of hatred, which
o 1

often stem from fear. This was a key motivation for civilian violence against prisoners. 

The 1914 period of mobilization was marked by spy scares and xenophobia in Britain, 

France and Germany. These represented the symbolic purging of the national sphere of 

any foreign elements in order to consolidate its unity. Civilian violence against prisoners 

of war was often a byproduct of these xenophobic aspects of mobilization culture. 

However, civilian violence against prisoners was also more complex. Whereas hatred for 

the spy figure was fuelled by a fear that the spy was capable of harming the home nation, 

the figure of the prisoner, disarmed and vulnerable, posed far less of a threat. Expressions 

o f hatred towards prisoners also drew upon other factors such as public feelings of 

impotence, desire for vengeance and a displaced sense o f frustration at the disruption of 

daily life by war. Aggressive behaviour towards prisoners also represented a form of

bonding on the home front against the external enemy -  a type of socially “constructive”
0 -2

aggression. In many cases, violence towards prisoners, verbal or physical, was used to 

popularize and culturally teach the new mark of ‘otherness’ of the enemy. It was a means 

o f defining the new wartime boundaries that divided belligerent groupings - a key 

blooding in the wartime culture o f friend and foe for civilians. Violent cultural 

representations of an enemy can exist at a passive level in a society for many years 

without that society being at war. War culture does not begin in its ‘active’ form until the 

moment of face to face confrontation between opposing belligerents at a point where the 

legitimacy of the act of killing the enemy figure - the impulsion to active physical 

violence - has become accepted and thus cultural representations of violence and actual 

violence merge. For combatants this occurred on the battlefield in August 1914. For 

civilians, a similar process was at the root of the hostile reactions to foreigners and the 

first prisoners of war.

On cultural mobilization see John Home, ed., State, Society and M obilization in Europe during the First 
World War (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 1-17.

Hew Strachan, The First World War, v o l.l, To Arms (Oxford, 2001), pp. 105-108 and Jean-Jacques 
Becker, 1914. Comment les frangais sont entres dans la guerre, pp. 497-514.

On ‘constructive’ aggression see; Gerda Siann, Accounting fo r  Aggression. Perspectives on Aggression  
and Violence (London, Sydney, Boston, 1985), p. 4.
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None of this had been predicted in international law. In 1914, it contained little regarding 

the treatment of prisoners during transport. Although the Geneva Convention established 

the principle that wounded prisoners should be treated in the same manner as the 

wounded o f one’s own side, and the Hague Convention on Land Warfare of 1907 

established that prisoners should be treated humanely, the specifics of prisoner transport, 

including the feeding of prisoners, their sleeping conditions, their exposure to enemy
84populations and medical treatment on the journey, were not dealt with in any detail. 

This meant that in each country the treatment of prisoners in 1914 depended upon the 

military culture, the military resources and, more importantly, the wartime mobilization 

culture of the captor nation. These in turn, were greatly influenced by how many 

prisoners a country captured.

Capture statistics during the mobilization period

The vast difference in the numbers of prisoners captured by Germany, France and Britain 

in 1914 is crucial to this analysis. 1914 was a period o f mobile warfare, which resulted in 

a higher number of prisoners than trench warfare allowed for. In August alone, 8,190 

British prisoners were taken.*^ This was a remarkably high figure, given the total British 

casualties for the entire month of 14,409, and the relatively small size o f the British 

Expeditionary Force, which numbered about 90,000 men on 22 August 1914. German 

prisoner-taking vastly outweighed French or British, helped by the fall of French
87defensive centres. The fall of Maubeuge saw 40,000 French soldiers captured. The 

British retreat from Mons resulted in another high prisoner tally. The Germans claimed 

by December 1914 to have captured 3,459 French officers and 215,905 French other

James Scott Brown, ed.. The Hague Conventions and Declarations o f  1899 and 1907 (Washington D.C. 
and Oxford, 1915).

O f the British soldiers reported missing in August 1914 almost all would be found to be prisoners o f  war, 
unlike the missing o f  later battles.

TNA, WO 161/82, Statistical Abstract o f  Information regarding the Armies at Home and Abroad, 1914- 
1920, June 1920, p. 253. J. M. Bourne, Britain and the Great War (New York and London, 1989), p. 18. 
See also; Martin Gilbert, First World War (London, 1995), p. 43.
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Quellen sowie Beitragen von militarischen Mitarbeitem und Mitkampfem (Leipzig, 1915), p. 235.
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o o

ranks together with 492 British officers and 18,824 British other ranks. In addition, by
O Q

March 1915 Germany had captured over 359,277 Russians. Most of Germany’s British 

prisoners were captured before the shift to trench warfare occurred: between August and 

October 1914, the German army took 15,313 British p r i s o n e r s . A f t e r  this period the 

numbers of British captured dropped off considerably, with only 369 taken prisoner in 

December 1914, out of total British casualties of 11,079.^’

In comparison with Germany’s 1914 tally, the French and British took far fewer 

prisoners. By September 1914 the French had captured 250 German officers and 13,500 

men.^^ The battle o f the Mame added 25,000 German prisoners to their number.^^ By 1 

January 1915 the French held 45,700 German prisoners in total. "̂  ̂ If the number of 

German prisoners held by France was relatively low, the number held by Britain was 

even smaller. Military and naval prisoners held in the U.K. in January 1915 amounted to 

10,000.^^ Despite Germany’s success in capturing more prisoners than France and 

Britain, Helmut von Moltke, the German Chief of Staff, was disappointed as the numbers 

did not indicate the imminent collapse of the opposing armies.

We have had successes, but we have not yet gained victory. Victory 
means the annihilation of the enemy’s power of resistance. When million- 
strong armies confront each other, the victor takes prisoners. Where are 
our prisoners?^^

Interestingly, von Moltke’s expectations of greater numbers of prisoners do not tally with 

the German propaganda argument that any failings in the German care of prisoners in

Ibid., p. 459. By 10 March 1915 the Germans had captured 3,748 French officers and 230,503 French 
other ranks, and 506 British officers and 20,031 British other ranks. Wilhelm Doegen, Kriegsgefangene 
Volker. D er Kriegsgefangenen Haltung und Schicksal in Deutschland, Bearbeitet in Verbindung mit 
Theodor Kappstein und hrsg. im amtlichen Auftrage des Reichswehrministeriums (Berlm, 1919 [1921]), 
pp. 28-29.

Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Volker, pp. 28-29.
TNA, WO 161/82, Statistical Abstract, 1914-1920, p. 253.
Ibid.
Georges Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre (1914-1919) (Paris, 1929), p. 30.

”  Ibid., p. 29.
Ibid., p. 45.
Comite International de la Croix-Rouge, Documents publies a I'Occasion de la Guerre de 1914-1915. 

Rapports de MM. Ed. Naville, V. Van Berchem, D r C.de M arval et A. Eugster sur leurs visiles aux camps de 
prisonniers en Angleterre, France et Allemagne (Paris and Geneva, 1915), p. 8.

Holger Afflerbach, Falkenhayn. Politisches Denken und Handeln im Kaiserreich  (Munich, 1994), p. 182.
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1914 were due to the fact that very large numbers o f captives were not anticipated. As an 

American observer, Daniel McCarthy, pointed out, the Germans always claimed they had 

been “taken by surprise at the number of prisoners taken during the fall of 1914.”^̂

The disparity in the numbers of prisoners captured had considerable effect. For Germany, 

under pressure to keep to the rigorous Schlieffen plan, the dispatch and delivery of enemy 

prisoners presented difficulties for a rail network already heavily burdened by the
Q O

demands of transporting troops and supplies to the front. Moreover, the sheer numbers 

o f prisoners arriving in German cities meant that it was difficult to keep them segregated 

from the local inhabitants. The prisoner became a highly visible symbol o f Germany's 

military successes to a greater extent than in France or Britain. The number of prisoners 

arriving in a country was a key factor in their reception and one which differentiated 

Germany from France or Britain.

Case study 1; the arrival of German prisoners of war in France, August-October
1914

Having examined the mobilization context for the arrival of prisoners of war in 1914, it is 

now necessary to look at the civilian violence which occurred in France in more detail. 

The arrival of the first German prisoners of war in France revealed diverse wartime 

cultures in existence within the same country. In government and administration circles 

any civilian violence towards prisoners was regarded as unchivalrous, uncivilized and a 

threat to public order. Despite this, in some areas, French crowds reacted violently. In 

northern areas close to the fighting zone, the hatred expressed towards prisoners by 

civilians was often particularly marked.^^ In other parts of France passing prisoners were 

jeered, spat at and verbally insulted. In France, civilian violence towards prisoners 

emerged from below within local populations, rather than being orchestrated from above.

Daniel J. McCarthy, The Prisoner o f  War in Germany (London, 1918), p. 177.
John Keegan, The First World War (London, 1998), pp. 31-37.

^  See for example: Bundesarchiv-Militararchiv, Freiburg (BA-M A), PH2 / 588, Schwarze Liste derjenigen 
Englander, die sich wahrend des Krieges gegeniiber deutschen Heeresangehorigen volkerrechtswidrigen 
Verhaltens schuldig gemacht haben, f  115, interview with Otto Schlagk, captured on 11.9.1914, who 
reports crowds throwing stones at wounded prisoners at Chery and at Fismes, and prisoners being insulted 
at Fere-en-Tardenois.
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This civilian violence towards prisoners occurred when new prisoners were at their most 

exhausted. German prisoners captured by France in 1914 were dispersed to eighty-three 

different prisoner o f war camps all across the c o u n t r y . O t h e r  rank prisoners were 

transported by rail from the front in 3'̂ '* class carriages and in livestock wagons. It is 

important to remember how long the journey from the front to the prison camp took in 

1914; some German prisoners travelled for forty-nine hours across France from the front 

to Pau; the journey made by British prisoners captured by the Germans at Cambrai and 

sent to Torgau took four days. The journey to the prison camp was often long and 

difficult, leaving prisoners tired and dishevelled, enhancing their defeated appearance. 

One German prisoner, Gustav Schubert, recalled how the wagon he travelled in across 

France had been used to transport horses and the stench of horse urine hurt the prisoners’ 

eyes.

No one who has not himself experienced it can imagine how awftil the 
five days we spent in the train were. A great number of the prisoners were 
ill. Some had diarrhoea, others vomited, however, no one could leave the 
wagon and all such waste remained in it. Even answering the call of nature 
had to take place in the comer of the wagon. [...] In some wagons there 
were wounded prisoners whose wounds began to produce pus and were 
infested by maggots. [...] we were treated worse than livestock.'®’

Schubert’s account was published in 1915 after his repatriation. The initial repatriations 

o f prisoners in 1915 provided the first accurate information in France, Germany and 

Britain regarding the treatment of prisoners by the enemy during transport, and given the 

wartime context, they often focused on the worst elements of a prisoner’s experience 

during the journey from the front: for example, ex-prisoners on each side accused the 

enemy nation of transporting wounded prisoners in cattle trucks.

Service Historique de I’Armee de Terre, Vincennes (SHAT), 7 N 1993, Depots de Prisonniers. Carte 
Cantonale de la France par regions et subdivisions de region de corps d’armee, 1914.

Gustav Schubert, In Frankreich kriegsgefangen, meine Erlebnisse au f dem Vormarsch der I. Armee 
durch Belgien und Frankreich sowie in der franzdsischen Kriegsgefangenschaft, 2nd edition (Magdeburg, 
1915), pp. 110-112.
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In fact, in both Germany and France other rank prisoners, including wounded prisoners, 

frequently travelled in cattle trucks, due to a shortage of hospital trains. Both countries 

underestimated the number of wounded prisoners which industrial warfare would cause, 

and the severity of their wounds. Hence the use o f dirty cattle trucks to transport 

wounded men, presenting a real danger of infection and gangrene in the era before 

antibiotics. France had only seven hospital trains operating during the first week o f the
1 AO

war and was forced to improvise additional transport for the wounded. The German 

rail network used the same wagons that had brought German soldiers to the front to 

transport both prisoners and German ‘walking wounded’ back to Germany. The large 

number of Russian prisoners taken at the battle o f Tannenberg at the end of August 1914 

placed this German system under real pressure.'^"* In France, Germany and Britain, 

officer prisoners largely travelled in passenger carriages, although some British officers 

arriving in Germany travelled in wagons. Scarcity of proper trains was a large factor in 

prisoners being transported so uncomfortably -  their condition and the way they were 

transported, however, also encouraged civilians to view the enemy as inferior and as 

different. It also sent the message to onlookers that their own military did not expect 

prisoners to be comfortably treated. Prisoners also arrived still wearing their battlefield 

uniform -  marking them as the ‘enemy.’ These factors made violence more likely.

In contrast to the symbolism of the prisoner transport conditions, the messages from the 

French civilian authorities focused upon respecting prisoners. At a government and 

administration level any civilian violence against prisoners of war was disapproved o f  

The principal government desire was to avoid public disorder. The French government 

was kept informed of public opinion in 1914 through Prefects’ Reports sent in from each 

Departement. In the Prefects’ Reports returned to the Ministere de I ’Interieur in August 

and September 1914, most Departements reported no incidents during the arrival of the 

first prisoners of war. The reports for seventy-eight Departements were surveyed as a

Marcel Peschaud, La Guerre et les transports. Politique et fonctionnement des transports p a r  chemin de 
f e r  pendant la guerre (Paris and New Haven, histoire economique et sociale de la guerre mondiale, serie 
fran^ais, publications de la Fondation Carnegie, 1926), p. 79; Reichsarchiv, D er Weltkrieg 1914 bis 1918. 
D ie militdrischen Operationen zu Lande. Das deutsche Feldeisenbahnwesen, vol. 1, D ie Eisenbahnen zu 
Kriegsbeginn  1928), p. 98.

Peschaud, La Guerre et les transports, p. 98.
Gilbert, First World War, p. 49.
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sample for this study. O f these, the vast majority do not mention the arrival of military 

prisoners at all. Only six reported a hostile crowd gathering to harass military prisoners. 

For example, one Prefect reported that w^hen a convoy o f German prisoners arrived at 

Clermont-Ferrand “although precautions had been taken to keep their arrival secret, 

several hundred people awaited their train and accompanied them from the station [...] 

the crowd shouted angrily at the prisoners and sang the Marseillaise.” '^  ̂ Thirteen 

Departements recorded the arrival of prisoners without incident; most officials, such as 

the Commissaire Special at Saint-Etienne station, cited the measures that had been taken 

to avoid any disorder as the reason for the calm.'^’̂  In several Departements, such as the 

Gironde, Allier, Bouches-du-Rhone and Meurthe-et-Moselle, Prefects reported that 

German civilians were attacked while prisoner of war convoys arrived without incident.

The Prefects played down any mob behaviour towards prisoners. Their reports reveal that 

the French administration disapproved of jeering at prisoners of war. Moreover, the 

French government was against crowds gathering at stations for any reason during the 

mobilization period as it tried to preserve a sense of calm and to dispel rumour. Attempts 

were made to keep the public away from trains carrying wounded, for example. The 

general commanding the 10'*’ region prohibited “absolutely all contact between the 

civilian population and the wounded. Stations must be evacuated during the passage of
107 108trains carrying wounded.” Footbridges over the railways were to be closed. In some 

areas the time o f arrival of trains, including those transporting prisoners, was kept 

secret.

Furthermore, in the opening months of the war the French administration still held onto 

certain older chivalrous ideas regarding prisoners, allowing German officers a relative 

freedom on parole, for example."** This is illustrated by the actions of the Prefect of the

Archives Nationales, Paris (AN), F7 12937, Prefect o f  Puy-de-D6me to the Ministre de I’lnterieur, 
19.8.1914.

AN, F7 12936, Dossier Loire. Report by the Commissariat Special for Saint-Etienne station to the 
Ministre de I’lnterieur, 23.9.1914.

AN, F7 12936, Prefect o f  Bouches-du-Rhone to the Ministre de L ’Interieur, 7.9.1914.
AN, F7 12937, Prefect o f  la Manche to the Ministre de rinterieur, 8.8.1914.
Ibid., Prefect ofthe Rhone to the Ministre de I’lnterieur, 11.8.1914.
Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre, pp. 31-32.
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Ain who responded to “several hostile cries these past few days when German prisoners 

passed” with a poster campaign calling on locals to “respect adversaries taken with arms 

in hand for the defence of their country.”” ' This campaign was effective and the 

transport through the town of a German officer took place the following day “in total 

calm.””  ̂ Similarly, the Prefect of Meurthe-et-Moselle, on 8 August 1914 visited the 

hospitals where he “saluted the German wounded and embraced the French.”” ^

However, in many areas the viewpoint of the local French population differed from that 

o f the civilian authorities. The recommendations o f the French government were not 

always adhered to at the local level, where crowds frequently interacted with prisoners 

and hostile reactions did occur. According to Gustav Schubert, when he arrived at his 

destination on 18 September 1914, “the population at first acted very hostilely,” but, after 

a little while, accepted the prisoners and came to beg souvenirs from them ."'' Schubert 

stated that “Germans, [...] for an apple or a piece of chocolate or cigarette would offer a 

button, so a real barter business developed.” "^ Hans Rodewald, a wounded German 

prisoner transported across France on 11-13 September 1914, recalled similar treatment:

We stopped at all the important stations where we were given water, and a 
thin soup with some bread. Everywhere civilians, mostly women, ran to our 
wagons to beg us for a souvenir. If one did not give them a uniform string or 
a button they became impertinent and rude. [...] the public became more 
and more aggressive and harassing, especially the old: they waved sticks 
and canes, cursed us and insulted us."^

In some places these hostile crowds became violent, throwing stones. At Carcassonne, a 

French guard, Louis Barthas, recalled civilians’ outright anger towards arriving prisoners: 

“Gentlemen brandished their canes, ladies threatened with their sun umbrellas, urchins

AN, F7 12937, Prefect o f  the Ain to the Ministre de Tlnterieur, 6.8.1914.
Ibid.
Ibid., Prefect o f  Meurthe-et-Moselle to the Ministre de I’lnterieur, 11.8.1914.
Schubert, In Frankreich kriegsgefangen, p. 114.
Ibid.
Eckart Bimstiel and Remy Cazals, ed., Ennemis fraternels, 1914-1915, Hans Rodewald, Antoine Bieisse, 

Fernand Tailhades, Carnets de guerre et de captivite (Toulouse, 2002), pp. 84-85.
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threw stones, and the over-excited pulled out knives and jumped onto the track only to be 

held back by the sentries.”"^

The extent of such local civilian violence against arriving German prisoners becomes

clear from an examination of statements gathered by the German Kriegsministerium from

German prisoners repatriated from France, collected between 1915 and 1918 as part of an
118investigation into French mistreatment of German prisoners. The repatriated prisoners’ 

statements, reproduced in their entirety as evidence of French mistreatment in prisoner of 

war camps, provide detailed accounts o f a prisoner’s background, capture, and entire 

captivity experience.''^ A survey of thirty of these statements made by prisoners captured 

in 1914 reveals that seventeen record French civilian crowds behaving violently to 

prisoners during the period between capture and arrival at their prison camp. Of the 

seventeen statements that reported violent civilian reaction, sixteen reported that it 

occurred during the German prisoner’s train journey through France and ten also reported 

civilian hostility prior to entraining in the north of France. Only six record crowd 

violence occurring at their final destination.

This sample is a limited one. However, it allows for some useful analysis. Twenty-five of 

the prisoners were wounded when captured and transported. Importantly, most violence 

towards prisoners in France occurred at stations away from major urban centres in 

smaller towns such as Le Puy, Tarbes and Vitre. The only exceptions to this were Rouen, 

Orleans and Limoges. September 1914 had the highest number of prisoners transported 

(24) and all seventeen incidents of civilian hostility occurred during this month. Only ten 

prisoners referred to the behaviour o f the French guards: in five cases the guards sought 

to protect prisoners from crowd violence, in five they did not intervene or acquiesced. 

However, significantly, the guards did not perpetrate acts o f violence against the 

prisoners themselves. The principal incidents which prisoners recalled were having 

buttons stolen (9 cases), being spat at (11 cases), verbal abuse (13 incidents) and stone

Louis Barthas, Les Carnets de Guerre de Louis Barthas, tonnelier 19I4-19I8  (Paris, 1997), pp. 20-21. 
BA-MA, PH2 / 33, Kriegsministerium, Militar-Untersuchungsstelle fiir Verletzungen des Kriegsrechts. 

Anlagenband 11 zu der Liste derjenigen Franzosen, die sich besonders roh und grausam gegen deutsche 
Gefangene gezeigt haben.

Ibid.
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throwing (11 incidents). The statements were made between June 1915 and December 

1917.

French civilian violence stemmed from popular anger at the German invasion, blamed on

Germany's leaders. One prisoner recalled how the crowd’s anger “was not only directed
120at us but also in a very horrid way against our German royal family.” Incidents were

worst in the northern areas o f France, near to the fighting, where civilians reacted

furiously to passing prisoners. A prisoner, Adolf Michael, recounted that, on the way to

Chalons after capture, “we came through a town where the inhabitants were so enraged
1 ? 1that the guards had to raise their revolvers and threaten to shoot.”

Crowd incidents that did occur were a spontaneous reaction by the French population and 

not organized. One prisoner outlined how travelling through France “we were so 

threatened and jeered at by civilians that the guards had difficulty keeping the doors of 

the wagon closed. Stones were thrown at us. I saw a Bavarian soldier with a head injury
1 9 9caused by this.” Another prisoner, Otto Mohle, recalled that

At one station a man in civilian clothing climbed into a wagon containing 
badly wounded Germans. He asked one of them if he wanted something to 
drink, whereupon he emptied a can of water over the wounded man’s head 
and spat at him in the face saying ‘the Germans are all barbarians.’

Mohle, captured while sick in hospital in Reims, on 13 September 1914, described being 

led “with three comrades through the finest streets of Reims to the town hall for 

interrogation. Along the way we were shouted at by the civilian population and had 

stones thrown at us.”

As in many of the German accounts, Mohle reveals that the hostility of the civilian 

population towards prisoners reflected the attitude of some military personnel. During

BA -M A , PH2 / 33, f. 158, Statement by Walter Schicht, 18 .10.1917.
Ibid., f. 173, Statement by A d o lf M ichael, 27 .10 .1917 .
Ibid., f. 272, Statement by Paul M ichaelis, 30 .10 .1917 .
Ibid., f. 6, Statement by Otto M ohle, 13.8.1917.
Ibid.
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interrogation Mohle’s group was refused food for 24 hours as the French officer told
1 9  Sthem they had to learn to go hungry as they “had had it too good in Belgium.” It is 

worth noting that French soldiers were very much part of French society in 1914. Violent 

reactions by civilians did not occur in a vacuum -  such attitudes were also to be found 

within the army, which explains why guards did not always make much o f an effort to 

protect prisoners from the civilian crowds. However, there is a very important distinction 

to be made here. Civilian violence was extremely physical. Throwing objects at prisoners 

was intended to injure them -  on some occasions the targets were prisoners already 

bearing battlefield injuries. In contrast, there are virtually no reports of French guards 

physically abusing their charges. French guards transporting prisoners to their camps in 

1914 did not hit, kick or beat them, although off-duty soldiers on occasion joined in with 

hostile civilian crowds.

British observers noted the vehemence of the French reaction. Field Marshal Sir John 

French informed the War Office on 19 September 1914 that in some cases “the populace 

have assumed a menacing attitude towards the prisoners.” '^  ̂ At this point the British 

Government was tentatively debating whether to hand over German prisoners taken by
127Britain to the French but fear of German reprisals led to the idea being dropped. The

British attitude towards German prisoners was generally more moderate in August and

September 1914. The British bishop, Llewelleyn H. Gwyrme, witnessed violent French 

behaviour towards Germans captured by British troops. Gwynne saw “about sixty 

German prisoners at the docks” in St Nazaire on 8 September as they embarked on a ship 

for England:

They were marched out of a docks’ shed between British soldiers -  the 
French crowd booed and booed and were very threatening. I saw some of 
the younger prisoners look rather terrified at first at the sight of the crowds 
while other older ones seemed amused. The British soldiers were more of 
a guard against the French mob than against the prisoners escaping. When 
they had boarded the ship which had to pass through a narrow dock way, 
the French soldiers and others threw stones at the port holes with great

Ibid.
TNA, WO 32/5365 , 1 A , Field Marshal Sir John French to the Secretary o f  the War O ffice, 19.9.1914. 
Ibid.
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vehemence. If all that is told of the cruelty of the German soldiers be true, 
they richly deserve the hatred of the mob, but it was an exhibition of great 
indignity to see a crowd give vent to their feeling against prisoners, which 
is like hitting a man when he is down to an Englishman. One Frenchman 
tied a knife to a stick and tried to prod the prisoners between the guards. “

A week later, Gwynne observed, the French hostility towards German prisoners 

continued; however, he now also noted that this was not the only reaction:

The chief pastime in the afternoon is seeing German prisoners go on the 
boat. This brings a huge crowd o f French people who press forward with 
evident enjoyment at the sight. Though some shout and curse it is only fair 
to say there are others, as for instance the ladies at the station, who meet

1 9 0every train and give tea and food to their German enemies.

Gwynne’s sympathetic attitude towards German prisoners mirrors other British sources 

from the opening months of the war. Surgeon-Lieutenant Commander A. J. Gilbertson 

recorded his experience tending to wounded German prisoners on board a ship transport 

from Dunkirk to Cherbourg, in October 1914. For Gilbertson, the German prisoners were 

“boys, clean, poor physique, not eager.” ’̂  ̂ Once on board the British, French and 

German wounded got on well together: “all men very plucky, and those able to walk just 

staggered up the gangway, but after an hour’s rest and bits of soup they were full of beans 

and chatter, playing cards, chaffing the Germans in a very friendly manner exchanging
1 o 1  ̂ ^

buttons etc.” Gilbertson described how durmg his night watch he saw “one curious

sight a German and a Frenchy cuddled up close together like brothers sleeping

soundly.” German prisoners also reported a difference between French and British

attitudes towards them. One prisoner, Paul Niegel, noted that in his hospital in Le Havre

in September 1914,

While we were in Le Havre we were frequently insulted and threatened by 
the French sentries. If we did not get into bed fast enough they threatened

University o f  Birmingham, Special Collections, Diaries o f  Llewelleyn H. Gwynne, Bishop o f  Khartoum, 
Army Chaplain (4'*’ Class) 1914-1915, Deputy Chaplain-General 1915-19. Acc. 18 F/1/52.1 am grateful to 
Edward Madigan for bringing this source to my attention.

Ibid.
The Imperial War Museum (IWM), 92/46/1, Surgeon Lieutenant Commander A. J. Gilbertson, RNVR, 

Diary for 1914, Thursday, 30.10.1914.
Ibid.
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us with their rifles. When British soldiers replaced the French guards this 
changed. The English soldiers behaved much more honourably to us and 
did not hassle us. I also witnessed how an English doctor stayed up all 
night with a comrade of mine who had had an accident at work, and 
changed his dressings.

Another prisoner, Otto Schlagk, captured in 1914, related that the British soldiers 

behaved more honourably than the French to their German captives, and would secretly 

give their prisoners some of the food they received from French women at train
134stations.

The U.K. general public also reacted more moderately than the French towards the first 

prisoners of war. German prisoners recorded little public hostility to them on their arrival 

in the U.K.’̂  ̂ Curiosity was the dominant public reaction in August 1914. The author, 

Vera Brittain, recorded in her diary how she motored out to Frimley Common to see the 

first German prisoners of war.

And though one feels almost mean going to look at them as if  one were 
going to the Zoo, yet since it is a sight that has never been seen in England 
before and probably never will be again after this war, it was of too great 
interest to be missed. Although there is a board standing by the entrance to 
the camp saying that this thoroughfare is forbidden to the public the day 
we were there the public were so numerous that one could hardly see the 
thoroughfare. Cora and I got quite close to the imprisoned Germans.

An officer regulating traffic at Frith Hill described it as worse than Ascot R a c e s . A  

British journalist, Michael McDonagh, was present at the arrival in Frimley of the first 

German prisoners from the Aisne on 23 September 1914:

The people of the place crowded the station to see them. [...] There was no 
hostile demonstration. A few spectators kept their distance, scowling at the

BA-MA, PH2 / 33. f. 133, Interview with Paul Niegel.
BA-MA, PH2 / 588, Schwarze Liste derjenigen Englander, die sich wahrend des Krieges gegeniiber 

deutschen Heeresangehorigen volkerrechtswidrigen Verhaltens schuldig gemacht haben, f. 115, Interview 
with Otto Schlagk.

Ibid.
Vera Brittain, Chronicle o f  Youth. Great War D iary 1913-1917, Alan Bishop, ed. (London, 2000), p. 

1 1 1 .

Ken Clarke, Clarke's Camherley at War (1914-1918) (Camberley, 1986), p. 15.
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Germans and muttering curses. Most of the people crowded round the 
prisoners and their curiosity quickly warmed into friendliness to the point of 
giving them cigarettes, apples, cakes and bottles o f ginger beer, which the 
prisoners accepted very thankfully. Only the officers stood apart and 
refused, rather curtly, offers of refreshments.'^*

Indeed, The War Illustrated on 24 October 1914 complained that the British were “too 

kind to our German prisoners.” '^  ̂ It attempted to dissuade British civilians from giving 

gifts to arriving German prisoners, describing the “flabby sentimentality” of those local 

residents at Frimley who “presented them with chocolates and cigarettes and filled their 

water-bottles with beer.” ''̂ '’ It published a picture of “a little English girl” presenting 

chocolate to “men whose comrades -  nay, perhaps these very men -  have been criminally 

assaulting and cutting off the hands of little girls like herself in Belgium and France.” '"” 

The British public generally was slower to react with hostility to prisoners than the 

French or Germans. With few German prisoners captured by England in August and 

September 1914, they appeared a novelty rather than a threat. It was spring 1915 when 

the first accounts from German ex-prisoners appeared describing hostile English crowds 

jeering German prisoners at railway stations.

Analysing French civilian violence towards prisoners in detail reveals several key 

conclusions. First, the violence was not orchestrated by the civilian authorities. Second, 

the French military did not provoke it, although when it broke out they often only did the 

bare minimum to protect the captives from the crowds. Third, the comparison with 

Britain shows that such violence was not inevitable. It is also important to note just how 

extreme the violence was -  throwing stones at wounded prisoners required a considerable 

level of anger. It appears that French civilians were interpreting the demeaning condition 

of prisoners during transport as an invitation to perpetrate further humiliation upon the

Michael McDonagh, In London during the Great War (London, 1935), pp. 26-27.
The War Illustrated, 24 October 1914, p. 236.
Ibid.
Ibid.
BA-MA, PH2 /  588, f. 96, Report by Dr Hesper, Stabsarzt, relating how on 15 April 1915 the train o f  

prisoners he travelled on from Southend to Frith Hill was attacked near London by a crowd who broke the 
windows, wounding an English officer. The camp at Frith Hill was also attacked in April 1915 by stone- 
throwing English soldiers. See also: f. 121, interview with Paul Boek Fritz who reported being hit in an 
English station in May 1915.
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enemy. There was also an important element of crowd psychology involved: people were 

caught up in the behaviour of a g r o u p . W h o  made up these crowds and whether they 

represented the feelings of the whole French population is difficult to assess. However, 

the fact that violence by civilians occurred indicates that within weeks of the outbreak of 

war a proportion of the French population viewed prisoners as legitimate targets for 

popular anger.

Case study 2; the arrival of British and French prisoners of war in Germany,
August-October, 1914

The German situation evolved slightly differently to the French. In contrast to France or 

Britain, there was a recent historical precedent in Germany for the arrival of large 

numbers of prisoners of war in 1914. Germany took 380,000 French prisoners of war in 

the Franco-Prussian war of 1870, who were welcomed by the local German population in 

“an atmosphere of popular celebration and festivity [...] The inhabitants of Munich 

brought beer, tobacco and sausages for the prisoners and Berliners gave cigars.” ''*'* In 

1914, the very first prisoners of war were initially welcomed in Germany, like their 

predecessors of 1870.’'*̂  This alarmed the German authorities, both military and civilian, 

who immediately cracked down on such behaviour. Their orders in 1914 were indicative 

o f a harsher attitude towards prisoners than the French civilian authorities. The Chef des 

FeldeisenbahriM’esens [head of the military rail service] was instructed on 13 August by 

the Prussian Kriegsministerium that unwounded prisoners were to receive nothing at 

stations:

Unwounded prisoners -  regardless of whether they are officers or other 
ranks -  are under no circumstances to be given Liebesgaben. This is only 
permitted for wounded prisoners. The stations where prisoner transports

Jeffery Verhey masterfully outlines the difficulty o f  defining 1914 crowds in his work: The Spirit o f  
1914. Militarism. Myth, and M obilization in Germany, pp. 75-87. For Verhey crowds can be divided into 
curious crowds, audience crowds and camivalesque crowds.

Rainer Benedick, “Les prisonniers de guerre franfais en Allemagne durant la guerre de 1870-71” in 
Sylvie Caucanas, Remy Cazals and Pascal Payen, eds, Les Prisonniers de Guerre dans I ’Histoire. Contacts 
entrepeuples et cultures (Toulouse, 2003), p. 190.

Verhey, The Spirit o f  1914, p. 76.
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are stopped for a long period are to be sealed off to prevent interaction 
between the public and the prisoners of war.'"^^

The Prussian Kriegsministerium issued further instructions on 20 August, ordering that

public displays of kindness to prisoners be stopped:

Already during the transport of French prisoners o f war improper 
behaviour has occurred. Not only have the prisoners of war been given as 
many presents as departing German troops, women have also asked them 
for signed postcards and mementoes. [...] The Kriegsministerium asks for 
the necessary steps to be taken so that these events, which in the light of 
the treatment of German citizens by the enemy populations, are shameful, 
will be immediately stopped. All available means are to be used to carry 
this out.'"'^

148The phrase “all available means” allowed for wide-ranging interpretations.

As in France, despite the official orders that prisoners were to be segregated from 

civilians, on the ground in many stations this did not occur. As the element of euphoria 

present in early August wore off, a corresponding hostility developed towards those seen 

as responsible for obstructing German victory. Mob reaction against Allied prisoners 

became relatively common in Germany by late-August 1914. It is likely that German 

civilians were also influenced by the official attitudes that kindness towards prisoners 

was unpatriotic.

Prisoners were genuinely shocked by the hostile behaviour of German civilians. This 

impression emerges from both memoir and archive sources. Following his exchange back 

to France, a French prisoner, Gaston Riou, recalled “what a welcome the citizens of 

Sarrebriick gave us. My ears still ring from their h o w l s . O n  2 September 1914, Riou 

was transported

Across the Rhineland, the Palatinate, Baden, Wiirtemberg and Bavaria 
during three days and three nights. In all the stations and even in the

Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Abteilung IV, Kriegsarchiv, Munich, (BK) M Kr 1630, K.M.Berlin, 
Nr.371/8.14.U3, enclosed letter from Groener, KM Berlin to Chef des Feldeisenbahnwesens I.Sekt. Ill b 
217 g.geheim, Betrifft abtransport von Gefangenen, 13.8.1914.

BK, M Kr 1630, K.M. Berlin, Nr.371/8.14, U3, Wild v. Hohenbom to M. des Innem, Femhalten des 
Publikums von Kriegsgefangenen, 20.8.1914.

Ibid.
Gaston Riou, The D iary o f  a French Private: War Imprisonment 1914-15 (Par\s, 1916), p . 31.
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countryside, groups of peasants and masses o f citizens shouted and booed 
[...] threatened us with their fists, gestured cutting our necks, poking out 
our eyes. Running children waving flags, were lined along the track [...]
The sight of a red cross brassard seemed to send them into a sort of 
epileptic fury: ‘kill them, kill them, the ambulance men! These are the 
men who kill our wounded.’

Lieutenant-Colonel Reginald Bond recalled the hostile reaction of the German civilian 

population towards British prisoners arriving at Torgau in early September 1914 in his 

memoirs: “the whole mass of people seemed to be trying to get at the prisoners [...] 

There was one very old woman who distinguished herself by the violence of her 

denunciations and the directness of her aim [...] with three well-delivered spits! Old 

German women can spit!” '^' A French prisoner, Captain Pasqual, who was also 

transported to Torgau on 11 September 1914, reported in a confidential statement to the 

French authorities:

An indescribable journey, crammed into third class carriages and cattle 
wagons which had not been cleaned, surrounded by a population that was 
over-excited and hostile. The women of the German Red Cross refused us 
bread and water [...] In all the stations we passed the crowd sang; at all 
the level crossings children, accompanied by their teachers, insulted our 
old officers, many of whom wore the 1870 medal; the towns were 
decorated with flags; the bells rang.'^^

A French prisoner, Leon Blanchin, captured on 27 August 1914, wrote in his memoir: 

“What to say o f that journey? It was monotonous [...] it was sad: we travelled into exile. 

It was very uncomfortable [...] In certain stations we were shouted at, and people waved
tfists at us. In general, however, the population was calm, even sad.” Another French 

prisoner, the ironically named Sergeant Allemand, related in a confidential account of his 

captivity to the French authorities that during his journey the German crowd “cried at us 

'Paris capout' accompanying these words with gestures of cutting off our heads.

'"“ Ibid., pp. 1-2.
Reginald Coppleston Bond, Prisoners Grave and G ay (Edinburgh and London, 1935), pp. 35-41.

’"■ SHAT, 6 N 47, October 1915, Report by Capitaine de Reserve Pasqual, Service de I’Etat-Major, on his 
captivity at Torgau-sur-Elbe (Silesia).

Leon Blanchin, Chez eux. Souvenirs de guerre et de captivite (Paris, 1916), p. 57. The French prisoner, 
Edmond Renauh Desire, captured on 22.8.14 recalled a similar journey: Jean-Pierre Gueno and Yves 
Laplume, Paroles de Poilus. Lettres et Carnets du fron t (1914-1918) (Paris, 1998), p. 31.
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Allemand also recalled that civilian crowds, including schoolchildren brought by their 

teachers, came to jeer at his prison camp in September-October 1914. Testimony sent to 

the German Foreign Ministry from a Belgian Dominican Monk transported to Germany 

from Louvain alongside British and Belgian prisoners o f war supports the prisoner of war 

accounts: “Many trains travelled past us transporting troops, munitions and artillery guns. 

The soldiers were in raptures, they cheered the German wounded and laughed at the 

prisoners o f war and insulted us. One or two, however, shyly greeted us.” '^  ̂ The Vatican 

also received reports of the harrowing experiences of priests deported from Belgium and 

France alongside civilians and prisoners of war.'^^ German witnesses also noted the 

German civilian hostility to prisoners. The schoolboy Heinrich Himmler wrote on 30 

August 1914 in his diary describing the station at Landshut: “full of curious Landshuters 

who were crude and almost violent as the severely wounded Frenchmen (who are surely 

worse off than our wounded in that they are prisoners) were given bread, water.”

What do these civilian reactions to arriving prisoners tell us about German war cultures in

the first weeks of war? Clearly, there was considerable public anger towards prisoners,

particularly in German urban centres, and little attempt was made on the ground to keep

prisoners and civilians apart. In some areas the local military authorities even encouraged

German civilians to come and view the new captives. The Commandant of Lechfeld

camp in Bavaria even made a tidy business from charging civilian visitors for entry,
1 ^ 8donating the entrance fee, of 20 pfennig per person, to the German Red Cross. On one 

Sunday in August 1914 thousands o f civilians visited the camp.'^^ There are also 

references in prisoners’ accounts to groups o f schoolchildren at German stations, singing 

or being shown prisoners, which did not occur in the German prisoners’ accounts of their

Politisches Archiv des Auswartigen Amts, Berlin (AA), R 20882, Akten betreffend den Krieg 1914, 
Grausamkeiten an der Kriegsfiihrung und Verletzungen des Volkerrechts, f. 75, Report from P. Vincent M. 
[Laurent] Dillen, geborener Belgier und BUrger der Stadt Lowen, Prior der Dominikaner aus Lowen, 
Schilderung der bestrafung Lowens, 9.9.1914.

Archivio Segreto Vaticano (ASV) Segretaria di State, Guerra, anno 1914-1918, rubrica 244, fasc. 137, f. 
32, f. 104, deportation account by Truffant, priest o f  the Diocese o f  Lille, Paroisse du Sacre Coeur, and f. 
I l l ,  account by Abbe Aubry.

Gilbert, First World War, p. 63.
BK. M Kr 1630, Extract from Miinchner neueste Nachrichten, 5.9.1914 and M Kr 1631, Bavarian KM, 

Graf von Hertling to Auswartiges Amt, 12.10.1914.
Ibid.
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reception in France. In comparison with German prisoners’ accounts o f arriving in 

France, French and British prisoners also recount far less souvenir bartering or stealing 

by German civilians in stations.

The key difference with France, however, was that in 1914 Germany had captured

prisoners from many countries. This led to a differentiated reaction in Germany to

prisoners of different nationalities. For example, Russian prisoners were not highly

regarded. An order in the German Army on 31 August 1914, on the transport of

Russian prisoners from the Eastern front, stated that “feeding the prisoners is not possible

as due to the uncertainty o f the Eastern army’s supply lines, all food to hand must be

reserved for the German troops. [...] Prisoners must be treated strictly. [...] They are not

to be given water at first; while they are in the vicinity of the battlefield it is good for

them to be in a broken physical condition.” Captured Russian officers were to “march

on foot, and must feel the humiliation of captivity. The prisoners are to carry the packs of

their guards as they march and are to pull the captured field guns and machine guns.” '^'

The military attitude of disrespect towards Russian prisoners was mirrored by that of

German civilians. A children’s book described Hindenburg’s prisoners in derogatory

rhyme: “What is that for an army? The devil only knows! Flat caps, raised caps, broad

braiding, silver braiding, shabby coats without buttons, bony Kalmykian heads (Was ist

das denn fu r  ein Zug? Daraus w erd’ der Teufel klug! Platte Miitzen, hohe Miitzen, breite

Borten, Silberlitzen. Schdb’ge Mantel, ohne Knopfe, knochige Kalmuckenkdpfe)”'^^

Some civilians feared there would be food shortages because o f the number o f Russians

captured. Schoolgirl Piete Kuhr noted the following conversation about Russian prisoners

among adults in Schneidemiihl in her diary, in October 1914:

What will we do with all these prisoners! We now see so many prisoner of 
war transports through our station that the long brown coats and the 
tattered trousers no longer arouse any curiosity. Fraulein Gumprecht, who 
came to coffee today, said the prisoners will only bring famine and disease

BA-MA, PH5 / 185, 8. Armee, I.AOK.l 141g, Erfahrungen des 1 Reservekorps auf dem Gebiete des 
Gefangenenwesens, der Trophaen usw. Kortau, 31.8.1914.
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into the country. ‘Why don’t they just shoot the fellows dead?’ she 
asked.

Kuhr thought it terrible that “people now must even shoot prisoners dead.” '^  ̂ In fact, by 8 

January 1915, the Prussian Kriegsministerium “for security reasons” ordered guards to 

open fire on any escaping prisoner following only one warning call.'^^

While there was contempt for Russian prisoners, and some hostility towards the French,

popular hatred and anger in Germany was greatest towards British prisoners. British and

French accounts specifically point out that where French and British captives travelled

together, German civilians directed more anger at the B r i t i s h . O n e  British prisoner

described how “the French and Belgians got what they wanted at the stations. There were

four unwounded Frenchmen in our horse-box who got food and drink but the guards

would not let them give us any.” '^  ̂On one occasion British officers were made to travel

in unclean cattle wagons with their men while French officers in the train travelled first 
168class. Former British prisoners were quick to accuse the German army of mistreatment 

because it transported wounded British prisoners in dirty cattle wagons, risking infection 

o f open wounds, and because prisoners often did not have their dressings changed during 

t r a n s p o r t . A s  the orders on Russian prisoners show, the German army was capable of 

behaving harshly towards captives in 1914. However, the chaos of distributing military 

resources in the initial months of the war also played a part. No army had adequate 

systems in place for the massive casualties which occurred. The British accusations hid 

the fact that even their own army was finding it difficult to dress all its German prisoners’

M ihaly, “da g ib t ’s ein W iedersehn! ” p. 85.
Ibid.
G eheim es Staatsarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin-Dahlem , (G stA  PK), I. Abt. Rep. 77, tit. 1713, 

Korps der Landgendarmerie, Spez. 1, Nr. 73 b I, Band 1, Korps der Land-Gendarmerie. Special-A kten  
betreffend M obilm achung 1914. Kriegsministerium . Nr 1482 /12 .14 .C .3, l l .A n g . Berlin, 8 .1 .1915.
166 [^p 124.233, Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8084, M iscellaneous no. 3, R eport on the Transport o f  
B ritish P risoners o f  War to  Germ any, A ugust-D ecem ber 1914  (London, 1918), (Hereafter RTBP) Sergeant 
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wounds. Surgeon Lieutenant Commander A.J. Gilbertson found that the seriously 

wounded German prisoners he was transporting on 30 October 1914 had not had their 

wounds dressed for ten days, including a German boy shot through both lungs and both 

legs.'"'’

The extent of hostility to British prisoners arriving in Germany was considerable. The 

British government, recognizing the potential propaganda value of accounts of cruelties 

against prisoners and seeking evidence for post-war war crimes trials, established an 

investigation in 1915 headed by the British Government Committee on the Treatment by 

the Enemy of British Prisoners of War. It interviewed all repatriated, escaped or Swiss- 

interned British prisoners of war about their treatment. In spring 1918 this committee 

produced a parliamentary report on the German transport of British prisoners in 1914: 

Report on the Transport o f  British Prisoners o f  War to Germany, August-December 

1914. The Report contains seventy-six extracts from interviews with N.C.O.s and other 

ranks and forty-eight extracts from interviews with British officers. It was later 

publicized as a pamphlet. The Quality o f  Mercy. How British Prisoners o f  War were 

taken to Germany in 1914, with an introduction by John Keble Bell.'^' By matching the 

extracts published in the report with the original committee interviews they were taken 

from and reading other unpublished interviews which the committee carried out, it 

becomes clear that the material cited in the published Parliamentary Report is reliable. 

The report quotes faithfully from the original interviews and provides a substantial 

selection of extracts. It also matches evidence from other sources. For example, an Irish 

prisoner, P. Aylward, exchanged to Holland in 1918, described in a private letter how he 

was transported in 1914; “We left Louvain packed in trucks with just standing room, 

wounded and all [...] jolting along we had occasional stops when the doors were opened
1 7 9and a crowd of civilians gathered round jeering the ‘'Englander

IWM, 92/46/1, Diary o f  Surgeon Lieutenant A.J. Gilbertson, RNVR, 30.10.1914.
Bell used the pseudonym Keble Howard.
National Archives o f  Ireland, M 6808 Shelf 2/478/9, Letter from P. Aylward, v. Boetzerlaerlaan 187, 

The Hague, Holland to the Rev. Jackson, 3.3.1918.
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The ParUamentary Report describes hostihty to British prisoners during their journeys to 

thirty-eight German cities and towns, including Wittenberg, Brunswick, Frankfurt, 

Cologne, Mainz, Friedrichsfeld and Hanover. In contrast to civilian reaction to prisoners 

in France, public hostility to prisoners in Germany occurred in large urban centres. The 

vast majority of the incidents cited occurred in September and October 1914. The 

violence towards British prisoners w'as quite marked. In Aachen, on 2 September 1914, 

British officer prisoners believed their lives in danger when drunken Uhlans and railway 

employees attacked their carriage.’’  ̂ British N.C.O. and other rank prisoners quoted in 

the report also described hostile German civilians. A British sergeant stated that at 

Cologne “the crowd of soldiers, civilians, women and children amused themselves by 

throwing buckets of water over us. Any utensil which would hold water was eagerly 

seized; clean water, dirty water and even urine was used.” '̂ "' Private Dodd reported how 

“we went on by train [...] The Germans wrote "Englander’ outside in chalk and at every 

station we were jeered at, especially some Scots in kilts, who were dragged out and 

insulted, called "Frdulein’ and kicked.” '^  ̂ Another private reported that “at every station 

the guard kicked a lot of us out for the populace to see. The people spat in our faces and 

threw stones and 6-inch nails, &c. at us.” '^  ̂ Trooper Grassick, who was wounded, 

described how en route for Bielefeld hospital, the guard opened the doors “at the stations 

[...] to show us to civilians, who threw stones at us and hit us with sticks.” '^^

How can these civilian reactions be explained? German anger at British involvement in 

the war and the feeling that British troops were Geldsoldaten (mercenaries) was 

exacerbated by anti-British propaganda, such as that described by Matthew Stibbe in his
178book on German anglophobia. The rumours o f the British use o f dumdum bullets 

further provoked mob passions against British prisoners. These factors help explain the 

particular animosity towards them. In addition, the belief in mutilation by the enemy had 

an enormous impact in Germany. The German press depicted German wounded or

RTBP, Captain Beaman, Mons-Torgau, 1-4 September 1914, p. 8.
RTBP, Sergeant R. Gilling, Mons-Osnabriick, September 1914, p. 42.
RTBP, Private J. Dodd, Mons-Sennelager, August 1914, p. 32.

176 j^ jg p  Private C. Brash, Cambrai-Sennelager, August-September 1914, p. 33.
RTBP, Trooper T. Grassick, Mons-Bielefeld, September 1914, p. 36.
Matthew Stibbe, German Anglophobia and the Great War 1914-1918  (Cambridge, 2001), pp. 10-32.
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prisoners being killed and mutilated by Belgian and French civilians or by colonial 

troops. One German pamphlet published a November 1914 report that German prisoners 

were decapitated by French colonial troops at a French s t a t i o n . B r i t i s h  R.A.M.C. 

officers stated that their clasp-knives were shown to German crowds and described as
1 8 Htools used to mutilate German wounded. Such stories fuelled German civilian anger. 

The Red Cross authorities at Cologne were convinced that German prisoners were 

attacked by angry mobs in France while “we have seen many, many thousands of French 

prisoners transported through Cologne and they have not experienced the slightest
l o t

mistreatment.” Stories of dumdum bullets and of German wounded being mutilated 

probably resulted from the unfamiliar effect of high explosives and shrapnel, stripping 

and mutilating bodies.'*^ Their widespread dissemination in 1914 helps explain the 

negative reaction to Allied prisoners.

Other factors also led to popular hostility towards prisoners arriving in Germany. 

Prisoners arrived in German stations which were crowded with tense soldiers on their 

way to the front and German civilians. As a British prisoner. Major Peebles, reported, 

“our guards were loaded with food, cigars, &c, at every stop, everywhere there were 

enormous crowds of people singing, shouting, spitting, cursing, children drawn up with
183flags singing 'Deutschland liber Alles' and ‘‘Die Wacht am Rhein. Such crowds were 

not necessarily representative of the entire German population. They were often at the 

station to see their loved ones off to war and were, therefore, more likely to be hostile 

towards enemy prisoners. In addition, prisoners were often transported in trains alongside
184German wounded. The first sight of large numbers of seriously wounded German

Liste iiber Fdlle, die sich au f planm assige Ermordung und Misshandlung einer grosseren Zahl von 
deutschen Kriegsgefangenen durch farb ige Truppen beziehen (Berlin, 1919), p. 1.
180 Major H.B. Kelly, Cambrai-Aachen, 5-7 September 1914, p. 15.

ASV, Segretaria di Stato, Guerra. Anno 1914-18, Rubrica 244, Fasc.132, f. 37, Report o f  a meeting o f  
the Kriegshilfe der Vereinigten Vereine vom Roten Kreuz, Cologne, 19.12.1915. British sources differ 
however. See: L.J. Austin, My Experiences as a German Prisoner (London, 1915), pp. 42-43 describing 
mob violence at Cologne.

Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, 1914, p. 119; Robert Weldon Whalen, Bitter Wounds. German 
Victims o f  the Great War. 1914-1939  (London and Ithaca, 1984), p. 50.
183 j^ jg p  Major Arthur Peebles, Cambrai-Torgau, 31 August 1914, p. 7.

Major R.F. Meiklejohn, for example, describes German wounded and 150 British prisoners travelling 
together. RTBP, Major R.F. Meiklejohn, Cambrai-Brunswick, 3-6 September 1914, p. 13.
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185troops aroused pubhc emotion, which was then vented on nearby prisoners. The 

prisoners’ trains were often delayed in sidings at stations in order that German troop 

trains on the way to the front might pass unobstructed. This led to greater exposure of 

prisoners to local populations. Moreover, as one British prisoner recalled, 1 September 

1914 was Sedan day: “The engines o f the trains were garlanded; branches of evergreen 

and flowers decorated the carriages [...] stations were thronged with seething masses of 

holiday citizens.” '*’ The hostile German crowds encountered must be understood in this 

context.

Furthermore, the prisoners’ feelings of suppressed fear, vulnerability and disorientation 

rendered them particularly sensitive to any show of German hostility and exacerbated the 

highly vivid nature o f their memories of crowd anger. The effects of sleep deprivation, 

wounds, hunger and cold took their toll. Journeying in a closed train to an unknown 

destination, through a foreign enemy country they viewed as the incarnation of 

aggression, enhanced their confusion. As the numbing effects of the physical shock of 

battle wore off, the traumatic realization of capture set in. Prisoners rarely understood the 

language, either of their captors or the other military and civilian prisoners they travelled 

with, and found the shouts of German crowds all the more frightening because 

incomprehensible. This language barrier led to frustration on all sides. One British 

prisoner described how he saw a German officer “strike some of the wounded because 

they did not understand him and get out o f his way.” '** Prisoners easily misinterpreted 

German actions, such as the opening of the wagon doors at railway stations, which they 

believed was in order that they could be stared at, but which was probably also to allow
189them fresh air, since their accounts describe ventilation in the wagons as very poor.

Robert Weldon Whalen, Bitter Wounds. German Victims o f  the G reat War, 1914-1939, p. 24.
186 Major Arthur Peebles, Cambrai-Torgau, 31 August -  3 September 1914, p. 8, and Major R.F. 
Meiklejohn, Cambrai-Brunswick, 3-6 September 1914, p. 14.

Reginald Coppelston Bond, Prisoners Grave arid G ay (Edinburgh and London, 1935), p. 35. For a 
similar account o f  German crowd hostility see: Austin, My Experiences as a German Prisoner, pp. 42-43 
describing mob violence at Cologne.

RTBP, Major Furness, Mons-Torgau, 1-4 September 1914, p. 9.
189 j ŷ bP. Major Vandaleur, Douai-Krefeld, 17-20 Oct 1914, p. 21.
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For many class-conscious British officers, the fact that they travelled to Germany in third 

or fourth class carriages added to their disorientation. They were insulted by having to 

travel alongside ordinary soldiers, having to pay for their own meals, and not being 

allowed to call a cab to take them to or from railway stations. Officers were shocked at 

having their coats, buttons or personal belongings s t o l e n . W h a t  the British prisoners 

found traumatic in 1914 demonstrates the extent to which the war that unfolded was at 

odds with the imagined war that troops had expected to fight. These 1914 prisoners 

believed in the observation of a gentlemanly war culture corresponding with the pre-war 

conventions of Geneva and The Hague.

In the British case, the traumatized state of prisoners suffering from wounds, lack of sleep 

and culture shock led to them describing incidents in terms of a binary polarization in 

their statements as follows:

190 Qaptain Beresford, Cambrai-Mainz, 16-20 October 1914, p. 20.
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Germans British

Disorder V. Order

Noise, Screams, Cries V. Dignified silence

Spitting of German women v. British prisoners polite requests for ‘real’

water to drink

Healthy, power of 

violent action

V. Wounded, having no power of violent

action

Actual German Home Front v. Prisoners’ memory and desire for own 

Home Front.

Fig. 2. An Analysis of descriptive associations made in British prisoners’ statements in 
the Report on the Transport o f  British Prisoners o f  War to Germany, August-December, 
1914, Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8084, Miscellaneous no.3, (London, 1918).

The arrival of the prisoners also marked their indefinite separation from their own home 

front. The German home front, by its similarities, yet also by its cultural difference, 

invoked their own distant home world, adding to the prisoners’ psychological stress. The 

arrival in a German station was thus a distressing simulation of the prisoners’ own 

imagined homecoming in France or Britain. This may explain why prisoners found the 

gaze of the German crowds at stations so distressing. For battle-hardened men, the gaze 

of a crowd should not have raised such sentiments of exposure and violation. Arguably, it 

did cause the prisoners to react in this way because it was the inverse o f the collective 

gaze of the cheering crowds that had sent them off so recently. It reinforced the absence 

of the home culture, which the prisoners both remembered and desired.
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All of the above factors help explain why British and French prisoners, including the 

wounded, describe being treated with hostility on many occasions by German civilians. 

While not all prisoners experienced violence from civilians in 1914, and indeed, some 

experienced remarkable kindness, the number of accounts that describe hostile crowds, 

particularly from British prisoners, is significant. Also, in contrast to what occurred in 

France, there are some accounts of German guards hitting the prisoners they were 

transporting.

The behaviour of women when encountering prisoners at stations was another cultural

issue that emerged in 1914. Wounded British prisoners claimed that they were treated

worse than German casualties, as they were specifically refijsed all attention and food by

the German Red Cross, particularly by its female members. As one prisoner wrote

At all the large stations [there] were German Red Cross Aid Posts. The 
German wounded were taken out. their wounds dressed and they were 
given food and drink in abundance. When I asked the Red Cross 
authorities for food and drink for the British and French wounded it was 
refused [...] At Hanover the Red Cross official I addressed spat on the 
platform and walked away.'^'

Private Harvey saw a fellow prisoner “wounded in the mouth, go to the German Red 

Cross at the station to get his wound dressed and the Red Cross woman spat in his
1 Q 9face.” The German Red Cross was not always hostile to British prisoners: one prisoner

said they “behaved very decently all the time I had anything to do with them. They did 
10 "̂their best.” However, on some occasions it appears they did behave hostilely to 

prisoners in late August-early September 1914. Of the seventy-six N.C.O.s and other 

ranks whose interviews are cited in the British Parliamentary Report, forty-eight describe 

being spat at, hit, insulted or refused aid by the German Red Cross, almost always by a 

Red Cross woman. In contrast, German prisoners arriving in France rarely noted the 

gender o f hostile civilians.

RTBP, Captain G. H. Rees, Cambrai-Doberitz, 3-8 September 1914, p. 12. 
R TB P, Private A. Harvey, Journey to Friedrichsfeld, October 1914, p. 49. 
R TB P, Private P. Connolly, Journey to Kassel, November 1914, p. 50.
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On some occasions the German Red Cross incidents were due to British prisoners

confusing who was actually in the Red Cross and who was in patriotic volunteer

organizations, such as the Vaterldndische Frauenvereine, which was extremely active in

providing refreshments at stations. Other incidents, however, probably resulted from the

cultural constraints that controlled how German women could behave towards prisoners.

According to Ute Daniel, in August 1914, the first transports of French prisoners arriving

in Germany were given a warm reception in many places by women,

the friendly tone of which raised a cry of indignation heard in newspaper 
articles, letters to the editor and petitions. [...] In the eyes o f the critics the 
regaling of prisoners with wine and chocolate constituted an unpatriotic 
act. The orders of the Elberfeld rail commander to the train stations under 
his jurisdiction provide a good example of this sentiment. As he wrote:
‘during the transport of prisoners of war German women and girls have 
sometimes behaved in an undignified manner. I request that station 
masters intervene in the strongest manner as soon as our national honour is 
offended by such elements.’ Other military officers issued similar 
announcements and, in some cities, reintroduced the stocks for such

194women.

The cultural penalties for German women who were seen as being too friendly to the

enemy were very strong, and this may have led to them acting hostilely towards prisoners

in order to avoid social disapprobation. However, such constraints not only applied to

German women. In 1914, female behaviour became closely associated with ideals of

national pride and purity in both France and Germany, and was scrutinized accordingly.

In the Correze Departement in France, the Prefect reported to the Ministre de I ’lnterieur

that he had alerted the military authorities to “certain totally inappropriate acts by the

ladies of the Red Cross under the surveillance of a guarding officer in Brive station, who

offered chocolate and beer to prisoners passing through.” '^  ̂ Similarly, Simone de

Beauvoir recalled her experience as a child distributing food to French troops at the local

station in September 1914:

One day a woman offered a German prisoner a glass of wine. There were 
murmurs of disapproval from the other women. ‘Well!’ she said. ‘They’re

Ute Daniel, The War from  Within: German Working-Class Women in the First World War (Oxford and 
New  York, 1997), pp. 23-24. This debate continued into the post-war period in Germany. See: Rosa 
Kempf, “Die deutschen Kriegsgefangenen und die deutschen Frauen,” D ie Frau, 28 (1920/21), pp. 330- 
334.

AN, F7 12937, Prefect o f  Correze Departement to the Ministre de i’lnterieur, 24.8.1914.
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men, too, like the others.’ The sounds of disapproval grew stronger. [...] I 
stared with studied horror at the woman who was known from then on as 
the ‘Frau.’ In her I beheld at last Evil incarnate.

The importance of the ritualized acts of giving food and other gifts to parting troops, and 

refusing prisoners, must be read in terms of a contested mobilization space, with home 

troops leaving and prisoners arriving simultaneously, in the same stations. The giving of 

chocolate or cigarettes became an act of national affirmation in the wartime moral 

economy of sacrifice, binding the home front and fighting troops, civilians and 

combatants, particularly when carried out by women. The captured diary o f a German 

soldier reveals how widespread this ritualized giving was in Germany in August 1914:

9 August 1914. Ih 30 The battalion left Berlin to scenes o f public 
enthusiasm. At Rathenau [...] soup and beef [...] At Stendal coffee. At 
Gardelegen Tartines and sausage. [...] At Lehrte water and postards. At 
Linden-les-Hanovre [sic] Tartines fourrees, raspberries, cake, chocolate.
The world of youth is truly a chic one for us [...] 10 August [...] coffee, 
and filled bread. At Hamm coffee, bread rolls and postcards. At 
Schamhorst near Dortmund rice and beef. [...] I was given cigarettes and 
a box of matches. Around me pressed all the best young girls of the town, 
each more beautiful and attractive than the previous. [...] pity we can’t 
take them all with us.'^^

Departing soldiers received similar gifts in France.'^* The act o f giving these 

"Liebesgaben ’ thus became a mobilizing act of national appropriation o f ‘our’ soldiers 

leaving for the front, and its corollary was to deny the same gifts to the enemy, embodied 

by the prisoner of war. The shurming of prisoners had become a form of national and 

social bonding for patriotic women volunteers in both Germany and France. This new 

bonding process created new taboos. Giving 'Liebesgaben’ to a prisoner was one of 

them.

Simone de Beauvoir, M emoirs o f  a Dutiful Daughter (London, 1959), pp. 26-21.
SHAT, 5 N 556, Prisoniiiers de Guerre Allemands. Diaries taken from captured prisoners. Carnet de 

campagne de Fusilier M. de la 12e Cie du 11 Regiment de la Garde a Pied.
AN, F 7 12937, Dossier Haute-Savoie, Prefect o f  Chalon-sur-Seine to Ministre de i’Interieur, 

19,8.1914.
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The mediatisation of the prisoner transport issue -  the cycle of representations

Civilian violence against arriving prisoners soon received coverage in the European 

media. It gave rise to a particular cycle of representations which was as influential as the 

events themselves in constructing wartime public opinion. In 1914 the arrival of the first 

prisoners was a heavily publicized event -  violence against them was similarly public. 

The prisoners were photographed and sketched. For example, in France the artist, Marcel 

Eugene Louveau-Rouveyre, produced a series of sketches o f German prisoners at railway 

s ta tio n s .P h o to g rap h s  of prisoners arriving were printed on postcards and appeared in 

newspapers.

This process of publicizing the arrival of prisoners soon merged real eyewitness accounts, 

government propaganda and popular myth to create a powerful discourse: a process 

described here using the French term mediatisation, meaning to present an issue through 

the media This discourse has its own history, which must be examined alongside the 

events that actually happened when prisoners of war first arrived in 1914. It was 

institutionalized within national war histories and publicized in the contemporary press. 

This process homogenized the different complex factors at play in the early public 

reactions to prisoners o f war into a crudely simplified stereotypical version in which 

enemy civilians were cruel to helpless prisoners while the home nation’s civilians were 

disciplined and kind to them.

The initial official accusations of mistreatment of prisoners during transport in 1914 were 

made by the British. Germany, whose propaganda had focused on allegations of 

mistreatment of German civilians in France and Britain, found itself forced to respond to 

accusations that British military prisoners had been mistreated by German civilians 

during transportation. While Germany and France focused upon questions of prisoners 

being shot or mutilated on the battlefield, the story o f the wounded British prisoner 

mistreated by German civilians achieved notoriety in Britain in December 1914 when an

Bibliotheque de Docum entation Internationale Contemporaine, H otel des Invalides (BD IC , Las 
Invalides), Ref. O rF 3 131 1-1320.
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escaped British officer, Major Vandaleur from Krefeid camp, reported his poor treatment 

during the journey into Germany after capture.

During 1915-1916, however, the 1914 transport issue became more widely publicized in 

all three countries as repatriated prisoners’ accounts became available. On 12 March 

1915 The Times published a prisoner’s account describing German crowds jeering in 

railway stations in 1914. The Times History o f  the War in 1916 used photographs to 

illustrate that German prisoners in Britain were well treated during their journey, and 

reported, by way o f contrast, that for British prisoners in 1914 “the journey to captivity
901was ever terrible.” These British accusations had such influence that in June 1915 the

German Government made an official response:

If the English pretend that they were attended to during the journey only 
after the French, the reason is to be found in the quite comprehensible 
bitterness of feeling among the German troops who respected the French 
on the whole as honourable and decent opponents, whereas the English 
mercenaries had in their eyes adopted a cunning method of warfare from 
the very beginning and when taken prisoners bore themselves in an 
insolent and provocative mien.

A 1915 German publication on the treatment of Allied prisoners o f war, Les Prisonniers 

de Guerre en Allemagne, attempted to justify the hostile treatment of British prisoners of 

war during the initial prisoner transports of 1914:

One is not surprised by the hostile manifestations of the first days o f war 
towards the English who without any reason had allied themselves with 
the adversaries of Germany and whose policies had for years been directed

9 0 "̂towards isolating and weakening Germany.

The real events which some prisoners had experienced soon elided into crude propaganda 

such as the following examples in illustrations 3 and 4.

The Times, 10.4.1915, p. 10.
The Times H istory o f  the War (London, 1916), p. 253.
Ibid., pp. 254-256.
Dr. Backhaus, Die Kriegsgefartgenert in Deutschland, gegen 250 Wirklichkeitsaufnahmen 

aus deutschen Gefangenelagern, mil einer Erlauterung von Professor Dr. Backhaus (Siegen, 1915), p. 6. 
30,000 copies o f  this book were produced in German, English, French, Spanish and Russian.
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RED CIOSS--IRON CROSS?

WOUNDED AND A P R IS O N E R  
OUR SOLDIER CRIES FOR WATER.

THE GERMAN‘*51STER"
POURS IT ON THE GROUND BEFORE HIS EYES. 

There is  n o  W o m a n  in  BRITAIN
WHO WOULD DO IT.

THERE IS NO W o m a n  IN BRITAIN 
WHO w i l l  f o r g e t  i t .

Fig. 3. Poster by David Wilson, “Red Cross or Iron Cross,” Imperial War Museum,
IWM PST 2762.
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Fig. 4. Andre Warnod, “Les Prisonniers de Guerre!” Drawing of French prisoners
arriving in Germany.^”"*

Such pictures popularized the original stories of 1914 prisoners, and homogenized them 

into a standard mythic image which may have influenced prisoners’ own later
205understanding of events. ' The two examples here provide an interesting comparison of 

how the French and the British interpreted the same phenomenon. It was all a long way 

from the work of Anton von Werner. In both pictures, the fact that the prisoners are 

wounded is emphasised. In the British case it is the treatment of wounded prisoners by

BDIC, Les Invalides. Est FL 1837. W arnod was a prisoner o f war in G erm any.
R obert V ansittart o f  tiie B ritish Foreign O ffice was a key proponent o f  this view o f  G erm an w om en, 

even reiterating it in his 1958 m em oirs. R obert V ansittart. The M ist Procession. The A utob iography o f  Lord  
Vansittart (hondon . 1958). p. 157.
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German Red Cross women during the transport that matters -  for the French, the whole 

German population, including children, take part in attacking wounded French prisoners. 

Both pictures endorse the extension of the concept of the ‘enemy’ beyond the German 

soldier to the wider German population. The French picture further enhances this effect 

by its use of colour for the French prisoner victims, and black and white for the German 

perpetrators. The artist, Andre Wamod, was a prisoner of the Germans during the war 

and may have based his drawing upon personal experience. Yet at the same time both 

pictures depict the prisoner as a helpless de-militarized victim and non-combatant.

The discourse that emerges in these images also appeared in textual form. The French 

government publication, Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre en Allemagne, published 

in Paris in 1916, outlined comparatively the treatment of German and French prisoners in
') O f t1914. For German prisoners taken in France it claimed:

The transport of prisoners from the place o f capture to that of their 
internment takes place as far as possible in third class carriages [...] It is 
only in the case of necessity and in the absence o f any possible damage to 
a prisoner’s health that goods wagons, specially adapted for this use, are 
employed. [...] Precautions are taken to protect the prisoners from any 
crowd demonstrations during stops in stations: lowering the windows or 
opening the curtains is prohibited; the general public are not allowed to 
stand on the platforms, and the train is halted on a special track at a 
distance from the station. [...] Almost always, the calm and the dignity of 
the French crowd have rendered these precautions unnecessary. The 
popular indignation, vividly expressed on other occasions, is always 
contained before unarmed enemies, and there is no case where a German

907prisoner has suffered brutal treatment during the transport.

In contrast, the book outlined how French prisoners in Germany endured

The inexpressible suffering o f a journey o f many days in livestock 
wagons, where in the enormous majority of cases, the prisoners, including 
sick and wounded, were crammed without food or medicine [...] 
Expressions of hatred [...] howling, stone-throwing, bottle-throwing, theft

See also; Dr de Christmas, Le traitement des prisonniers frangais en Allemagne d ’apres I'interrogatoire 
des prisonniers ramenes d ’Allemagne en Suisse (Paris, 1917), p. 101.

Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre en France et en Allemagne au regard des conventions 
internationales 1914-1916  (Paris, 1916), p. 11.
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in all the stations of buttons from uniforms and of Kepis -  were usual in
908the first months of the war when the majority o f prisoners arrived.

This discourse was not restricted to social elites. In Britain, a journalist writing in the 

local newspaper, the Camberley News, described German prisoners arriving at Frith Hall 

camp in England.

As I watched the column swing by, my mind reverted to the stories told by 
wounded British soldiers who had fallen into the Germans’ hands, and 
contrasted the treatment meted out to them with what was accorded to the 
German prisoners as they passed the silent spectators in that village street.
I thought of the brutal ill-treatment by the German guards on the train. 
Wretched British prisoners crowded into the cattle trucks, starving and 
begging for water; of the stones and filth flung at them and of the misery 
of long journeys by rail and road in the depths o f winter without overcoats, 
and in many cases without boots. [...] and then I thanked God that I had 
seen the British reception of German prisoners and the lessons it contained 
and hoped that among the prisoners in that column were some with first 
hand knowledge of the savage way in which British prisoners had been 
treated under similar circumstances, so that they could compare it with the 
experience of that day. '̂*^

Clearly, the treatment of prisoners of war during transportation had become one of the 

propaganda war’s signifiers of a country's position on the wartime civilization-barbarism 

axis. Brutality towards the defenceless prisoner represented violence at its most 

unrestrained. If France and Britain were the repositories of legitimate controlled wartime 

violence, Germany, as the ‘other,’ represented primal, animal, unordered violence. This 

depiction also reinforced the image of Germany breaching the laws of war, one of the key 

discourses surrounding the Entente portrayal of the invasion of Belgium which was so 

important for French and British mobilization.

Germany responded to this Entente discourse in a variety of ways. German prisoners’ 

memoirs recounting poor treatment during their transport in France were published in 

1915-16. Albums of photographs showing Allied prisoners arriving in peaceful German

Ibid., p. 15.
Article from the Cam berley News, cited in: Clarke, Clarke's Camberley at War, p. 15.
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towns were widely distributed. Accusations of French mobs mistreating German
710prisoners were published in German propaganda booklets.

Both the Franco-British and the German material published on the 1914 transport of

prisoners manipulated real events into a wartime cultural framework of simplistic

homogeneous moral representations. A useful comparison can be made here with the

absence of complaints regarding prisoners’ post-war repatriation journeys. After the

Armistice many French prisoners of war travelled to Switzerland in overcrowded, badly

heated trains which, according to the International Committee of the Red Cross, were
211unsuitable, particularly for sick prisoners. This uncomfortable journey, however, did 

not correspond to any topography of wartime hatred and prejudice in the way that the 

1914 prisoners’ journeys had. Thus, its exigencies were fast forgotten. Moreover, as this 

example shows, both public and prisoners’ attitudes towards what constituted hardship 

had altered by the end of 1918. Despite this, the German case against the Allies’ claims 

o f prisoner mistreatment in 1914 continued into the post-war period. Germany felt the 

need to rebut the Allied accusations in the Reichstag’s inquiry into German conduct 

during the war. The results of this inquiry, published in the series Vdlkerrecht im

Weltkrieg, accused the Allies of mistreating German prisoners during transport and
212generally refuted the French claims in Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre. 

Interestingly, the allegations made in the British Parliamentary Paper were not referred 

to. Ultimately, the most important result of this media discourse on the treatment of 

prisoners of war by civilians in 1914 was the section stating that prisoners should be 

protected from the public, which was included in the 1929 Geneva Convention that still 

applies today.

Auswartiges Amt, Die Gefangenenmisshandlungen in den Entente Ldndern. Noten der Deutschen 
Regierung an die Neutralen Staaten (Berlin, 1918).

Bruno Cabanes, Finir la Guerre. L’experience des soldats fran9ais (ete 1918-printemps 1920), Doctoral 
Thesis, University of Paris 1 -  Pantheon Sorbonne U.F.R. d’histoire (2002), p. 435.

Prof Dr Meurer, “Verletzungen des Kriegsgefangeneru-echts” in Dr E. Fischer, Dr B. Widmaim, Dr J. 
Bell, eds, Das Werk des Untersuchungsausschusses der Verfassunggebenden deutschen 
Nationalversammlung und des deutschen Reichstages, I9I9-1928, third series, Vdlkerrecht im Weltkrieg, 
vol. 3, part 1 (Berlin, 1927), pp. 165-177.

The 1929 Geneva Convention states: Part 1, Art. 2, “Prisoners of war [...] must be treated at all times 
with humanity and must be protected, particularly against acts of violence, insults and public curiosity 

Part 8, Art. 25, states: “unless military events render it necessary, sick or wounded prisoners o f war
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Conclusion

What does the transport of prisoners of war tell us about war cultures in 1914? On the 

basis o f the available sources it is difficult to make any direct comparison about the scale 

o f violence towards prisoners in both countries. However, the pattern of violence can be 

analyzed. Clearly, there were similarities between the German and French situations. The 

patterns of civilian group behaviour which emerged were almost identical -  spitting, 

shouting, throwing stones, refusing food or water. The means used to transport prisoners 

were also very similar in both countries and prisoners in both cases were often 

traumatized witnesses, suffering from wounds, disorientation and culture shock. The 

civilian attitudes concerning women’s interaction with prisoners were almost identical, 

although they received more media attention in Germany. In both France and Germany, 

civilians showed their anger at the enemy by displaying anger towards those of its men 

who had been captured.

However, although the overall trends were in some ways alike, there were differences 

between France and Germany at a local level. More of the German population 

encountered prisoners given that Germany had many more prisoners to transport in 1914. 

German crowds showed more hostility to particular prisoner nationalities, differentiating 

between them. French and German crowds were hostile to prisoners for different reasons: 

in the first instance French civilians were largely reacting against the invasion; in the 

German case stories o f mutilation of the wounded were a major cause. Government 

reaction also differed. Whereas the French government wanted to keep its population 

calm and feared crowds gathering, German authorities appear to have been less 

concerned, regarding crowds as positive signs of patriotism and a means of mobilizing 

the population. There is more evidence o f prisoners being deliberately displayed as booty 

in Germany than in France. German authorities were also prepared to acknowledge that

shall not be transported if  their recovery might be compromised by the journey.” Gustav Rasmussen, Code 
des prisonniers de guerre, Commentaire de la Convention du 27 juillet 1929, relative au traitement des 
prisonniers de guerre (Copenhagen, 1931), p. 108 and pp. 115-116.
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there had been popular anger towards British prisoners during the ensuing propaganda 

battle on the prisoner transport issue. The French authorities ignored all evidence that any 

German prisoners had been mistreated by civilians in 1914.

Overall, the pattern that emerges from the arrival o f prisoners is one of remarkably rapid 

mobilization of spontaneous collective public anger in both Germany and France, which 

adopted similar mechanisms of expression. There were regional variations and 

motivations, but the spontaneity of the civilian reaction is telling. It reveals the powerfiil 

impact the outbreak o f war had upon regionally disparate areas and the rapidity with 

which civilians entered into a culture of hatred, accepting the stereotype of the ‘enemy’ 

as a basis for abandoning peacetime moral norms. Hostile civilian behaviour towards 

captives sent out a powerful message to the military in each country that violence against 

prisoners was popularly sanctioned and had public approval.

Violence by civilians reveals a significant shift away from the pre-war tendency to view 

prisoners of war as a specially protected group. The strength of this is illustrated by the 

fact that in many cases German and French civilians were prepared to throw stones at 

wounded prisoners. Thus different regional war cultures provided a matrix for the 

development of a larger conflict culture, broadly similar in France and Germany. 

However, in the media discourse which ensued from the crowd hostility in 1914, 

Germany was on the defensive. It is noteworthy that Britain and France proved to be 

much better at exploiting the accounts o f mistreatment of their prisoners, both textually 

and visually, than Germany was. This pattern would continue through 1915 as the next 

chapter will show.

The transport of prisoners of war in 1914 also illustrates that the relationship between 

propaganda and event during the First World War was never a stable one. Real prisoners’ 

eyewitness evidence became part of a fluid media discourse that continued to evolve into 

the post-war era. Ultimately, the fact that the prisoners themselves shared common 

expectations of how they should be treated is perhaps the most revealing point of all. It 

illustrates that in the opening months of the war there was still a widely held expectation
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among soldiers in all three countries that the enemy figure, once taken prisoner, obtained 

non-combatant status and as such should be exempt from becoming the target of popular 

hatreds. This optimistic belief that a nuanced conception of the enemy figure could be 

maintained during mobilization for total war was one o f the first victims of the Great War 

as revealed by the transport of prisoners in 1914.

However, this case study of civilian violence can only provide insights into one early 

aspect of this process. The type of violence which civilians practiced against prisoners in 

1914 was shocking, but it was not initially perceived as an atrocity. How the 

representation of violence against prisoners radicalized between late-1914 and 1916 into 

multiple atrocity depictions will be examined in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

ATROCITY PERCEPTIONS AND THE RADICALISATION OF VIOLENCE:
1914-1916

Great part of the information obtained in war is contradictory, a still 
greater part is false, and by far the greatest part is of a doubtful character.
[...] As a general rule, everyone is inclined to magnify the bad in some 
measure and although the alarms which are thus propagated like the waves 
of the sea subside into themselves, still, like them, without any apparent 
cause they rise again. Carl von Clausewitz, On War.^^^

Introduction

In a recent essay on war literature, Bemd Hiippauf described how “since the First World 

War propaganda has stood for the absolute opposite of t r u t h . Y e t ,  as the previous 

chapter has shown, the real relationship between representations of violence and wartime 

experience was much more complex. As the events of 1914 illustrated, widespread 

violence by civilians against prisoners of war, reported in the media, served to exacerbate 

the polarisation of European populations and to undermine the legally protected status of 

the prisoner in wartime. However, this pattern did not stop with civilian violence against 

prisoners arriving on the home front. Rather it was repeated throughout the first sixteen 

months of the war as other incidents of prisoner mistreatment emerged in public 

discourse in a similar fashion to form cycles of violent representations. These different 

‘histories’ of prisoner mistreatment were closely interrelated and over time they led to 

widespread cognitive assumptions. By 1915, it had become the norm to depict any 

prisoner mistreatment by the enemy as an atrocity, regardless of cause, scale or extremity.

This shift towards atrocity depictions in 1914-16 did not occur by default. It is necessary 

to interrogate it in more detail and to ask why representations of prisoners of war became 

so violent. How did this radicalisation occur? What drove it? It is important also to

■''* Carl von Clausewitz, On War (Ware, 1997), pp. 64-65.
Bemd Hiippauf, “Kriegsliteratur,” in Gerhard Hirschfeld, Gerd Krumeich and Irina Renz, eds, 

Enzyklopadie Erster Weltkrieg (Paderbom, Munich, Vienna, Zurich, 2003), p. 181.
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question whether this process occurred in different ways within the mihtary, in 

comparison to the home front. This chapter will explore these questions by examining 

two case studies. First, the depiction of battlefield capture in 1914 and 1915 will be 

assessed, to see how it came to be associated with atrocity in civilian and military circles. 

Second, the depiction of sickness among prisoners of war will be analysed to show how 

in 1915 and 1916 prisoner illness came to be represented as an enemy atrocity, situated 

within a wider, all-encompassing portrayal of the prisoner of war experience as violent. 

These case studies are interpreted here in terms of what they reveal about the erosion of 

pre-war norms -  what Jay Winter and Antoine Prost recently called “the degeneration of 

the limits on extreme violence in wartime in the first phase of the war.”^'^ This 

degeneration o f limits can be clearly traced in the relationship between violent 

representations and violent acts towards prisoners. This chapter will illustrate how violent 

representations encouraged lower social and military expectations of how prisoners were 

to be treated and undermined the status of prisoners of war as countries reciprocated the 

behaviour of which their enemy stood accused.

The clash between pre-war normative expectations and wartime realities during this early 

phase of the conflict was particularly clear in the diplomatic protests governments issued 

whenever they believed the enemy to be mistreating prisoners. Passed between enemy 

belligerents via neutral states, these diplomatic protests constantly referred back to pre

war expectations and international law for their definition of the norms o f prisoner 

treatment which they believed were being transgressed. Through information-gathering, 

governments constantly sought to define the wartime boundaries of prisoner treatment. 

Surprisingly robust channels kept governments and armies informed about how the 

enemy was treating its prisoners, such as reports by the representatives of the neutral 

‘protector’ powers and by the International Red Cross who inspected camps; information 

from escaped and exchanged prisoners; interviews with captured enemy combatants; 

information from prisoners’ letters sent home, or from letters sent to prisoners of war, 

where families often mentioned prisoner treatment in their own country; information

Jay Winter and Antoine Prost, The Great War in History. Debates and Controversies, 1914 to the 
Present (Cambridge, 2005), p. 171.
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from joumaUsts from neutral countries who had been allowed visit prison camps. For 

example, as early as September 1914, German prisoners of war in France were able to 

write home and their letters provided a source of information for both captor and home
217governments. One French censor’s report from November 1915 complained that 

French civilians were putting too much important useful military and economic 

information into their letters to French prisoners in Germany and that “many of the letters 

are laced with discouragement. They complain that the war is too long; that we do not
9 I c

advance; that the losses are enormous -  and they give details.”

Governments, like societies, were forced to define wartime atrocity during this opening 

phase of the war and they did so in the light of this constant information flow. From this, 

they formed their views of what was acceptable or unacceptable prisoner treatment. They 

did not deliberately fabricate accusations of prisoner mistreatment themselves -  although 

the popular press did so. National governments and militaries fundamentally believed 

their own accusations regarding prisoner of war mistreatment to be true and for this 

reason demanded that neutral states and international groups, such as the Vatican and the 

International Committee of the Red Cross, in a position to investigate should do so. In 

1914 and 1915, cultural representations o f prisoner mistreatment were the expression of 

belligerents’ belief that violence was actually occurring as well as reportage -  merging 

the evidence o f real prisoner mistreatment with an almost eschatological expectation of 

enemy cruelty towards captives. In this way the process o f converting real events into 

symbolic denigration of the enemy accelerated to create atrocity discourses.

Defining wartime atrocity against prisoners did not occur in isolation from the parallel 

process of attributing meaning to combatant violence. In all three countries, in 1914 and 

1915, violence against prisoners of war was perceived in an oppositional marmer to the 

glorified violence of the champ d ’honneur. While the combatant experience of violence 

was enshrined in a litany of positive value meanings as sacrifice, courage, heroism,

SHAT, 6 N 23, Croix-Rouge fran9aise -  etats des envois [commission des PG] 30.9.1914, etat des 
envois faits du 11 au 29 sept. 1914. Lettres de prisonniers allemands a leurs parents -  1376, Lettres des 
parents au prisonniers allemands -  1248.

SHAT, 6 N 47, Extraits du Rapport de la Commission du Controle de Pontarlier, 30.11.1915.
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honour and stoicism, violence against prisoners of war was depicted in utterly contrasting 

terms as barbaric, atrocious, cruel, and cowardly. How events on the battlefield in 1914 

and 1915 led to capture being associated with atrocity will now be examined.

Case study 1: atrocity representations of capture 1914-1915

The seminal initial representations of violence against prisoners emerged from the 

battlefields of 1914 and, in particular, the extreme violence of the German invasion of 

France and Belgium. The first accounts of the killing o f prisoners o f war, which appeared 

during the invasion, fuelled a strong belief among British, French and German soldiers 

that exceptional violence towards prisoners was occurring. On the German side, a 

remarkably strong belief developed that wounded German soldiers captured by enemy 

soldiers and civilians were being killed and their bodies mutilated.^’̂  One German 

civilian, repatriated from London to Germany on 26 August 1914, related that at Dijon 

train station French soldiers showed him 12 ears and 16 noses carried in their bags. 

Such tales fed the belief in mutilation in the German army. Wounded German soldiers 

tended by nuns in Blegny were terrified: “they had been told that in Belgium the 

wounded had their eyes gouged out, were poisoned, were finished off.”^ ’̂ In Warsage in 

Belgium on 5-6 August 1914, German soldiers bound an old man accused o f cutting off 

the ears and gouging out the eyes of wounded Germans to the wheel of a wagon. At 

Nomeny, German soldiers told a French civilian: “There can be no mercy because the 

French are no longer taking prisoners; they are gouging out the eyes of our wounded and 

cutting off their members, one after the other.”^̂  ̂ The mutilation belief resulted in a 

crucial cognitive association: the enemy prisoner was not associated merely with combat, 

but was perceived as the perpetrator o f war crimes. This belief influenced German 

attitudes to both civilian and combatant prisoners of war. The German army was the first 

to make this cognitive shift but the Allies soon followed.

See for example, AA, R 20880, B d .l, f. 55, Extract from a private letter by Prince Heinrich XXXIIl 
relating cruelty o f  Belgian Franktireurs against the German troops, 20.8.1914.

AA, R 20882, f. 2, Robert MUller, 1.9.1914.
John Home and Alan Kramer, German Atrocities, 1914. A H istory o f  Denial (New Haven and London, 

2001), p. 14.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 64.
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The behef that taboo forms of violence towards prisoners were being perpetrated by the 

enemy radicahsed German soldiers’ behaviour. Tales of the mutilation of the dead and 

wounded stood as cultural shorthand for desecration. Despite the fact that there was no 

evidence for mutilation, soldiers continued to believe in it, largely because it imbued the 

violence of the opening weeks of the war with eschatological meaning. Mutilation 

allowed German soldiers to view the enemy in Manichean terms -  not simply as a 

military adversary to be defeated, but as part o f a belief system based upon a battle 

between good and evil. The mutilation belief was probably inherited by troops in 1914 

from the German army’s earlier experience in colonial wars; in particular, the mutilation 

of soldiers’ corpses by the Herero in 1906.^^'' The belief system that had developed 

around what constituted enemy barbarism in Africa was transferred almost entirely intact 

to the European battlefield. It was no coincidence that in 1914, when Germany accused 

Entente soldiers and civilians generally o f killing and mutilating German wounded, it 

particularly singled out Entente colonial troops who, it alleged, murdered the wounded 

and dismembered corpses. This had serious long-term implications. In some cases it led 

German troops to give no quarter to black soldiers. Lieutenant-Colonel Gerold von 

Gleich reported a popular joke in the army in 1914 that related how a Bavarian N.C.O. 

killed a large number of black prisoners. In July 1915 and July 1917, German soldiers 

told Gregor Huch that army commanders had told them they did not wish to see any
9 9 >̂black prisoners o f war taken. In 1915, the Auswdrtiges Amt published a report 

cataloguing accusations of war crimes by Entente colonial troops; in 1919, following the

On mutilation o f  corpses during the African wars see; Isabel V. Hull, Absolute Destruction. Military 
Culture and the Practices o f  War in Imperial Germany (Ithaca and London, 2005), p. 136, p. 210. This 
German fear o f  the wounded being murdered and mutilated was in many ways a mirror image o f  the Allied 
belief in the mutilation o f  Belgian and French children’s hands by the Germans -  a belief system which 
also drew upon colonial references to Belgian practices in the Congo. Mutilation o f  enemy corpses and the 
wearing o f  body parts as trophies also occurred in other colonial conflicts. It was practised by some 
American soldiers in the Tiger Force Unit during the Vietnam war who wore the ears o f  their civilian 
victims “on shoe-laces around their necks to terrorise villagers.” Conor O’Clery, “35 years later the US 
soldiers exposed as a gang o f  butchers,” The Irish Times, 10.4.2004, p. 10. It remained an important m otif 
throughout the First World War -  in his 1933 memoir, one British soldier described finding a corpse whose 
eyes had been deliberately gouged out at Ghissignies. Guy Chapman, A Passionate Prodigality. Fragments 
o f  an Autobiography (London, 1965 [1933]), p. 272.

HStA STUTT, M 660, Nachlass Gleich, Meine Erlebnisse im Feldzug 1914, III. Teil: Die Verlangerung 
des rechten Heeresflugels, Diary 22 September 1914, p. 27.

Gregor Huch, “Die belgische Schande. Ein Briefwechsel,” D er Deutsche, Heft 1, JG 1 (1919), pp. 69-
70 .
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German revolution, it pubhshed a second.^^^ The belief that German prisoners were being 

mutilated helps explain why Germany claimed that the use of colonial troops in Europe 

was a war crime.

The mutilation belief fuelled a ruthless initial German reaction to prisoners. An escaped 

French prisoner related how, during the march after his capture on 7 September 1914: 

“one of our comrades pushed by a German soldier, thinking it was a comrade who 

wanted to pass him out, pushed back automatically. He was shot immediately -  the 

execution taking place before us.” In Herstal, on 5-6 August 1914, 90 Belgian 

prisoners of war and civilians were shot. At Aarschot on 19 August over 20 captured
230Belgian soldiers were shot and their bodies thrown into a river. At Ethe an unknown 

number of prisoners of war were killed on 23 A u g u s t . T h e  most dramatic incident 

occurred at nearby Gomery the same day when troops from the German Infantry 

Regiment 47, massacred approximately 150 wounded French soldiers at a large 

improvised dressing station, marked with the Red Cross.^^^ The surrender of the 

improvised dressing station and all the wounded French soldiers in its vicinity had been 

accepted by a German lieutenant at 11 am. According to the French doctor, Sedillot, who 

carried out the surrender, the German lieutenant found all in order and left some soldiers
233to attend to the wounded and to destroy the French arms which had been handed over. 

Shortly afterwards, however, a German N.C.O. arrived who ordered all the medical staff 

shot and who set fire to the dressing station with the French wounded inside, believing 

that a shot had been fired from the building. Any wounded who tried to flee were brutally 

killed. Sedillot described the scene in his report:

AA, Volkerrechtswidrige Verwendung farb iger Truppen auf dem europaischen Kriegsschauplatz durch 
England und Frankreich (Berlin, Juli 1915); AA, Liste Uber die Fdlle, die sich auf planmdfiige Ermordung 
und Mifihandlung einer grofieren Zahl von deutschen Kriegsgefangenen durch farb ige Truppen beziehen 
(Berlin, 1919).

SHAT, 7 N  1187. Declarations de prisonniers de guerre franfais evades a la legation de France a la 
Haye. 1915-1916, Rapports d’evades ou rapatries transmis par Gouv. de Boulogne, Charles Dasqye and 
Louis Vauchel statements.

Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, p. 14.
Ibid., p. 26.
Ibid., p. 59.

SHAT, 6 N 22, Rapport du Docteur Sedillot, aide-major de lere classe au 26me regiment d’artillerie, 
blesse le 23 aout 1914, fait prisormier le 24 et rapatrie par Pontarlier le 23 mars 1915.
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The men tried to flee through the windows and the rear doors but they 
were forced back or fell as they were shot at. Others must have got further 
away because I heard cries of ‘they are going to kill us.’ These were futile 
attempts to escape [...]. The Germans cried ‘here’s another, here’s 
another.

All through the night German soldiers searched for any survivors around the dressing 

station and shot them dead. Badly injured. Dr Sedillot survived, in a cellar surrounded by 

the corpses of the wounded soldiers he had tended. Finally, the following afternoon a 

German captain arrived and accepted Sedillot’s surrender, although he insisted on 

executing several other wounded French soldiers and a French doctor as franc-tireurs. 

When Sedillot protested the German captain replied “It is war (Es ist Krieg).'"^^^ Sedillot 

asked the French authorities that his report not be published for fear that the Germans 

might enact reprisals against prisoners of war still in their hands.

Similar incidents were reported by British troops. In October 1914, Lieutenant R. D. 

Middleditch was captured wounded, as he was escorted on a stretcher by members of the 

Royal Army Medical Corps. The stretcher party walked into a large group of German 

soldiers. As medical personnel, the British stretcher bearers should have been treated as 

non-combatants. Following his return to Britain, Middleditch recounted in interview;

As everyone was unarmed Captain Winter [R.A.M.C.] surrendered. As far 
as I remember, an officer or an under-officer put a revolver at Captain 
Winter’s head and the few stretcher-bearers were put up against a wall and 
shot stone dead. I myself was left lying in a field of cabbages and though I 
was in a semi-unconscious state I distinctly remember one of the stretcher- 
bearers saying ‘My God! They’re going to shoot us,’ and I remember the 
sound of the shots. The reason given for this action was that the English 
were using ‘dum-dum’ bullets. After this there was a lot of talking and an 
officer came up who could talk English and prevented the Germans from 
shooting Captain Winter.^^^

Interviews with British officers captured in 1914, and repatriated later in the war, provide 

evidence that international law was not being kept by all German army units. One British

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
T N A , WO 161/95, Interview no. 28 , Lieutenant R. D. M iddleditch.
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officer prisoner was well-treated when captured on 26 August 1914 but warned that 

should any prisoner in his party escape, all the others would be shot?^* Another officer 

prisoner reminded a German military doctor of the Geneva Convention, only to be told 

that “he was not complying with the conventions.” Captain R.W. Thomas o f the 

Munster Fusiliers described his capture on 27 August 1914: “A number of German 

soldiers came through a gap in the hedge close to where I was lying; they were very 

angry and excited and I distinctly saw them bayoneting several wounded men. There was 

an angry crowd of them around Captain Rawlinson (also wounded) and myself and I 

believe they would also have bayoneted us but that an officer came up just in time to stop 

them.”^̂ '’

German sources support these accounts. Major Koebke serving in Artillerie-Regiment 3, 

noted in his diary on 20 November 1914:

The anger at the British was enormous. Very few prisoners were taken 
according to statements from the front and where there was the occasional 
one he had nothing to smile about during his trip to the rear. It was the 
purest gauntlet run. Today 1 saw another three prisoners on the street [...] 
and heard the indignant calls to their guard: ‘shame on you for taking 
prisoners!’ "̂*'

A German medical officer noted: “Again and again one hears that our people are not 

giving quarter anymore and ruthlessly beat down everything which comes before their 

guns. [...] Prisoners of war cost too much money and men as guards to be of advantage to 

Germany at the moment.” '̂'  ̂ Significant variations in attitudes towards prisoner-taking 

clearly existed in 1914 in the German army. On occasion this extended to different units 

on the same battlefield where one group of German soldiers administered the coup de

TNA, WO 161/95, Interview no. 25, Major E. H. Jones.
TNA, WO 161/95, Interview no. 22, Captain H.O. Sutherland.
TNA, WO 161/95, Interview no. 27, Captain R.W. Thomas.
BA-MA, Militargeschichtliche Sammlung 2/2361: Artillerie-Regiment 3. Kriegstagebuch des Majors 

a.D. Koebke. B d .l, Einleitung und Mobilmachung, Westl. Kriegsschauplatz, 1914.
HStA, STUTT, M 660, Nachlass Generaloberarzt Dr Max Erwin Wihlem Flammer, Diary entry, 

28.9.1914, p. 19.
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grace to wounded enemy, only for another group to follow and give medical assistance to 

any survivors they found.^"^^

The ambiguous attitudes of higher German command levels towards prisoners and the 

low regard in parts of the army for international law encouraged incidents o f prisoner- 

killing?'^'^ Kaiser Wilhelm II had told German soldiers sent to put down the Boxer 

rebellion in China “to give no quarter to the Chinese.” *̂̂  ̂ In 1914, he made a similar 

statement to “take no prisoners” to at least one assembly of troops going to France.^"^  ̂

Moreover, the German army reacted particularly harshly to any enemy soldiers found in 

hiding in forests or villages, having been cut off from the retreat of their armies prior to 

the battle of the Mame. It ordered that those who did not give themselves up were to be 

shot as franc-tireurs. This order was carried out -  one German Lieutenant-Colonel noted 

in his war memoirs in 1915 that at Cuy, on 19 September 1914, he had ordered the 

execution of several French cavalrymen found wearing civilian clothing.^''^ Civilians who 

hid Allied soldiers or helped them escape faced the death penalty. Some prisoners 

managed to escape back into unoccupied France bringing with them information about
1 249these measures.

It is important to state that the German army was not automatically shooting all military 

prisoners in 1914. Tens of thousands o f British and French prisoners were sent to 

Germany, and British interview evidence attests to many cases of wounded men being 

taken prisoner and treated humanely for their injuries.^^® However, the evidence also

See, for example, the account o f  capture on 16.10.1914 at St Mihiel given by a repatriated French 
prisoner, Charles Hennebois; C. Hennebois, Journal d'un G randBlesse. Aux mains de I ’Allemagne (Paris, 
1916), pp. 20-32.

Hull, Absolute Destruction, pp. 119-126.; See also the discussion in Home and Kramer, German 
Atrocities, pp. 148-149.

Willis, J.F., Prologue to Nuremburg. The Politics and D iplom acy o f  Punishing War Criminals o f  the 
First World War (Westport, Connecticut and London, 1982), p. 9. See also: Hull, Absolute Destruction, p. 
29.

Ibid., p. 13.
HStA STUTT, M 660, Nachlass Gleich, Oberstleutnant Gerold von. Meine Erlebnisse im Feldzug 1914. 

Ill Teil: Die Verlangerung des rechten Heeresflugels, 19.9.1914, p. 8.
Helen McPhail, The Long Silence Civilian Life under the German Occupation o f  Northern France, 

1914-1918  (London and New York, 1999), p. 126.
AN, F.7.12936, Nord, Lille, Prefect to Minister o f  the Interior, 28.8.1914.
See: TNA, WO 161/95 interviews and WO 161/96.
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suggests that a significant minority in the German army did not accept that prisoners of 

war had a protected status. Some German units killed enemy wounded on the battlefield 

rather than taking them prisoner and caring for them as dictated in the Geneva 

Convention. This in turn fuelled the British and French association of capture by 

Germany with atrocity. The most famous incident was that of Major-General Stenger, 

who was eventually tried at the post-war war crimes trials held at Leipzig in 1921. 

Stenger was acquitted at Leipzig, despite the fact that the French government had 

compiled overwhelming evidence that he had ordered his troops to give no quarter in 

Lorraine on 21 and 26 August 1914.^^' Stenger’s order was based on the principle of 

military necessity. It was to ensure that his advancing soldiers were not attacked from 

behind -  in practice this entailed killing all French wounded on the battlefield. His 

order read “from this day on no more prisoners will be taken; all prisoners will be 

executed. The wounded whether armed or unarmed will be executed. Prisoners even in 

large intact formations will be killed. No living man will be left behind us.” The French 

began collecting evidence against Stenger in 1914 -  significantly they interviewed 

German prisoners of war from his regiment who had received his order. The prisoners’ 

evidence backed up the accusations o f French witnesses. However, through their 

testimony, these German prisoners were admitting that their units had been ordered to 

commit war crimes. For the French too the distinction between the prisoner of war and 

the war criminal was blurring. Significantly, on 2 October 1914, the first court martial of 

prisoners of war for crimes committed prior to capture took place in France where three 

German prisoners were sentenced to imprisonment for pillage.

Incidents of prisoner shootings by the invading German army rapidly became part of the 

Allies’ overall discourse on German atrocities in 1914, equated morally with the killing 

of Belgian and French civilians. Accounts o f the Germans shooting prisoners of war 

reached the French government at the same time as reports of German soldiers burning

Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, p. 194.
SHAT 6 N 23, Buat, copie, Mr le President du Conseil, 1.5.1915, p. 6. 
Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, p. 194.
Willis, Prologue to Nuremberg, p. 13.
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French villages and killing some 6,427 French and Belgian civilians. The French 

government was quick to establish investigations into such behaviour, issuing eleven 

protest notes at the German army’s methods of warfare in August 1914 alone.^^^ At the 

same time it gathered witness statements on German war crimes. A weekly report from 

the Direction du Contentieux et de la Justice Militaire updated the Minister for War on 

the latest witness information.^^^ The first report provided evidence from two French 

soldiers who played dead when they saw German soldiers killing the wounded with 

revolver shots on the battlefield. Subsequent reports contained similar witness 

accounts. The fourth report stated that "the reports and witness statements relating that 

the wounded are being killed on the battlefield are innumerable and it is impossible to 

repeat them all here -  we can only cite some e x a m p l e s . R e p o r t s  also reached the 

French government of French prisoners of war being used as human shields. At 

Courmelois, witnesses stated that the Germans had made 40 prisoners from the French 

68*'̂  Infantry Regiment march before them as protection.^^^ At Liancourt, two French 

officers and five French soldier prisoners were forced to march in front o f the German 

lines with their hands in the air. One officer was wounded by shots during this
' yf t I •incident. A French military report related that on 10 November 1914, at Dixmude, 40 

soldiers were used as a shield: “Many of these prisoners tried to flee by swimming across 

the Yser but were shot in the water by the enemy.” On 23 September 1914 the French 

government officially established a Commission of Inquiry into accusations that the 

German army had committed war crimes. A study of the depositions received by the 

commission from refugees in western Normandy reveals that 30% of the accusations

Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, p. 74.
Ibid., p. 176.
MAE, nouvelle serie, guerre 1914-1918, Droit de la guerre surterre, violation du droit des gens, N o .l 14 

-  MF PI 145, f. 1, M. de la guerre, Rapport sur les actes de cruaute et de destruction commis par les armees 
allemandes. N o .l, 9.9.1914, la Direction du Contentieux et de la Justice Militaire, Actes de cruaute exerces 
sur les blesses. Account by Adolphe Gamez, 10.8.1914.

Ibid., Rapport no. 3, M. de la Guerre, Direction de Contentieux et de la Justice Militaire Cabinet du 
directeur, 17.11.1914, M. de la G. to M. des A.E.

Ibid., pp. 59-60.
Ibid., Rapport no. 4, Ministre de la Guerre to Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres, Ministre de la Guerre, 

Direction du Contentieux et de la Justice Militaire, 12.2.1915, p. 41.
SHAT, 6 N 23, Buat, copie to Mr le President du Conseil, 1.5.1915, pp. 1-4.
James Morgan Read, Atrocity’ Propaganda. 1914-1919  (New Jersey, 1941), p. 66.
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made related to German war crimes against Allied s o l d i e r s . T h e  dominant feature in 

the discourse that later developed around the German invasion atrocities was the killing 

of women and children; in 1914, however, the killing of prisoners of war was also 

powerfully present.

This discourse on German prisoner-killing strongly influenced military behaviour and 

perceptions in the British and French armies. One British officer, captured lying wounded 

on 31 October 1914, described how “we had heard all night a continuous groaning close 

to us; on the arrival of a party of Germans early in the morning a rifle shot was heard -  no 

more groans; this may prove nothing but it made us very careful to keep still all the 

time.”^̂  ̂He waited until a second party of German soldiers started taking prisoners some 

hours later before he called for aid, which he received. This officer was quick to interpret 

his experiences in the light of the predominant discourse of German prisoner-killing. This 

discourse also influenced French troops. The German Foreign Office learned from French 

prisoners that "the absurd rumour has been deliberately spread through the French army 

that the Germans kill all their prisoners.” The OHL became concerned that this belief 

made the French reluctant to surrender and asked the Foreign Office to publish 

information in the Swiss papers that “French prisoners of war are so well treated that 

many of them have often stated that they are better cared for in German captivity than in 

their French garrison.”^̂ ’ The OHL counted on “innumerable French surrenders, if it 

becomes known on the other side of the border that prisoners in Germany are well- 

treated.” '̂’*

However, at the same time that the French government was becoming increasingly 

convinced that the Germans were shooting French wounded as standard practice, the 

French High Command was beginning to panic that its troops were surrendering too 

easily. Suspicion that French soldiers were capitulating without fighting grew so strong 

that an order was issued on 28 November 1914 that “any military individual taken

Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, p. 187.
TNA, WO 161/95, Interview no. 65, Captain Henderson.
AA, R 20880, B d .l, f. 43-54, Abschrift ZU.A. 17845.14.
AA, R 20880, B d .l, f. 43, Grosser Generalstab, Section IIIB, no.5834, Geheim to AA, 18.8.1914.
Ibid.
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prisoner unwounded will be the subject of an inquiry upon his return from captivity to 

establish if there is a case for him to be court-martialled, for either desertion or for 

abandoning his post in the face of the enemy or if  any other disciplinary sanctions should 

be taken.”^̂  ̂ Clearly, despite the discourse on German prisoner-killing, many French 

soldiers on the ground still believed it safe to surrender -  evidence that it remained a 

minority of German units that gave no quarter.

There were significant differences between the British and French discourse on German 

prisoner-killing and its counterpart in Germany, which alleged Allied mutilation of 

German wounded. During the war, despite enormous effort by the German military, it 

proved impossible to find reliable first hand eyewitness evidence that French and Belgian 

civilians had gouged the eyes from German wounded or otherwise dismembered them. 

The German white book on the subject was a cover -up . Equa l ly ,  eyewitness testimony 

that the French and British were killing German wounded on the battlefield or shooting 

German prisoners in 1914 proved elusive. The French could back up their accusations 

with testimony from German prisoners; the German government never provided such 

evidence for the German accusations.

This was not because it did not try to collect it. Throughout the war the 

Kriegsministerium took sworn statements from repatriated German prisoners of war 

about Allied war crimes. Yet its report on British war crimes is telling in the small 

amount of attention it pays to 1914. The report, produced by the Militdr- 

Untersuchungstelle fu r  Verletzungen des Kriegsrechts on “British breaches o f the laws of 

war in Belgium and France up to the end of 1917,” was not printed before 1918, and was
971then only produced as an appendix to a post-Armistice publication. This report was 

based on 335 sworn statements by German prisoners of war returned from British

SHAT, 7 N 143, Dossier 1, Le Ministre de la Guerre Circular no. 5437 to M.M. les Gouvemeurs 
Militaires de Paris et de Lyon; Les Generaux Commandant les regions; le General Commandant les forces 
de terre et de mer de I’afrique du nord; le General, Commissaire Resident General de France au Maroc, 
Commandant en Chef, 16.12.1914. Lfnderlining in original.

Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, pp. 238-247.
BA-MA, PH2 / 26 Kriegsministerium, Militar-Untersuchungstelle fiir Verletzungen des Kriegsrechts, 

Kriegsrechtsverstosse Englischer Truppen gegen Deutscheheeresangehorigen in der Kampfzone, f  1, 
footnote 1 and f  305-325.
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captivity. Only three pages, folios 315-317, referred to the shooting of German prisoners 

on the battlefield in 1914. Either there was little evidence available that the British had 

shot prisoners in 1914 or the Kriegsministerium considered it an unimportant issue and 

felt it unnecessary to counter the Allies’ accusations.

The few statements by German ex-prisoners which do refer to 1914 shootings are 

revealing. Max Scheuer stated that at his capture at Messines on 1 November 1914:

The British soldiers crowded into the trench and stabbed our defenceless 
wounded through with bayonets until a British officer arrived and stopped 
them. There were about 80-100 German soldiers in the trench from three 
different companies. Before the British crowded into the trench we had

272very few wounded; afterwards there were only 16 survivors left [...].

Note the inconsistency in Scheuer’s account -  he accuses the British of massacring 

defenceless German wounded, yet at the same time admits that when the British arrived 

in the trench very few o f the German soldiers were actually wounded.

Peter Prior, captured on 17 December 1914, declared that after his capture the British 

soldiers tied up their German prisoners and that a German officer was shot in the back by 

a British officer: “We sat for about ten minutes tied up in the trench before a more senior 

British officer arrived and he became very angry about the fact that we were tied up and 

we were immediately set free.”

In both accounts it is clear that shooting prisoners had not been ordered by higher 

command as in each case British officers intervened to stop abuses. These sources show 

that shooting prisoners was not confined to the German army in 1914. However, there is 

an important distinction to be made. French and British propaganda accused the German 

army of the widespread practice of prisoner killings, in particular, the shooting of 

wounded enemy survivors in the head as they lay on the battlefield. These accusations

Ibid., f. 38, Interview with Max Scheuer: “die in den Graben eingedrungenen Englischen Soldaten 
stachen mit den Bajonetten auf unsere wehrlosen Verwundeten ein bis ein Engl. Offizier eintraf und 
dagegen einschritt. In dem Graben waren ca. 80— 100 Mann deutsche Soldaten von 3 verschiedenen 
Kompagnien. Bevor die Englander in das Grabenstuck eindrangen, hatten wir ganz wenig Verwundete; 
heraus kamen aus dem Graben nur 16 Mann. Von diesen waren 5-6 unverwundet.”

Ibid., f. 39, Interview with Peter Prior.
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drew upon eyewitness testimony. Accusations on this scale based on witness testimony 

did not emerge in Germany against the British army in 1914.^^'' Instead mutilation 

rumours dominated which remained unsubstantiated.

Escalation

The events of 1914 meant that the public imagination rapidly came to associate capture 

with atrocity. Initially, the image projected was o f the prisoner as victim. This was aided 

by the publication of government sponsored reports on German atrocities during the 

invasion. The first official report by the Belgian Commission appeared on 28 August

1914. The first report by the French Commission o f Inquiry took longer, published in
9 7 ^January 1915. The British issued the report o f their inquiry led by Lord Bryce in May

' ) l f \1915. The Bryce report contained an appendix, published separately, which contained 

evidence of killings committed at the moment o f capture.^^^ However, the origin o f the 

witness statements cited was anything but transparent -  the witness was merely described 

as “soldier” or “Belgian p e a s a n t . S t a t e m e n t s  from repatriated prisoners of war do not 

appear to have been used.

Many aspects of the Bryce Report were deeply f l a w e d . H o w e v e r ,  in relation to 

prisoners of war, the report captured the essential belief of the Allies that the Germans 

had killed the wounded on the battlefield. The language of both the Bryce Report and the 

Report of the French Commission of Inquiry, framed the killing of prisoners of war 

within the language of atrocity alongside the killing of women and children. 

Consequently, a radicalised popular depiction o f violence against prisoners of war began 

to appear. The real shootings of prisoners which occurred on the battlefield in 1914 began 

to mutate into exaggerated representations o f violence and death.

Read, Atrocity Propaganda 1914-1919, p. 233.
Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, pp. 229-231.
Ibid., p. 232.
Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 7895, Committee on A lleged German Outrages. Appendix: Evidence and 

Documents la id  before the Committee on A lleged German Outrages (London, 1915), consulted in MAE, 
Nouvelle Serie, guerre 1914-1918, Droit de la guerre sur terra, violation du droit des gens, vol. 1124,
Grande Bretagne.

See the study by Trevor Wilson, “Lord Bryce’s Investigation into Alleged German Atrocities in 
Belgium, 1914-15,” Journal o f  Contemporary History, 14 (1979).
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This occurred not only through textual but also through visual imagery, such as that in 

Fig.5 below where a wounded French prisoner is depicted tom apart by horses, 

illustrating an incident related in the Belgian Commission Report. There is no evidence in 

archive depositions by French and British troops taken prisoner in 1914 that this kind of 

torture ever took place. Such graphic interpretations of violence against prisoners 

provided a figurative exegesis of the complex fear and trauma which real incidents of 

prisoner-killing had unleashed.
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Fig. 5. Jean-Gabriel Dom ergue, [1889-1962] March 1915. The Germ an Atrocities. “At 
Tam ines, a w ounded senior French officer was brought to a tree, tied to the trunk and a 
horse was harnessed to each o f  its legs. At a given sign the horses were whipped. It was 
quartering in all its cruelty. '1 saw ,’ the witness w ho reported this incident stated [. ..] ,  T

'̂ ROsaw his trou.sers tear, his body n p  o p en !’” ‘

Similar public fantasies about cruelty at the m om ent o f  capture em erged  in April 1915, 

when a rum our that the G erm ans had crucified a captured Canadian soldier swept through

the trenches.^**' Despite an investigation by the Canadian Judge A dvocate G enera l’s
282Office, no substantive evidence for the crucifixion account ever emerged. A battlefield

■**" This illustration is taken from  a collection o f unpublished illustrations in T rinity  C ollege Library: 
U npublished Selection. 940.3.E.6.

A rthur Ponsonby. Falsehood in W artim e (London. 1928). pp. 91-93; Jam es H ayw ard. M yths and  
Legends o f  the F irst W orld W ar (S troud. 2002), pp. 101-1 I I .
-**- Ibid.
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ruse probably explains what gave rise to the rumour o f the crucified Canadian -  soldiers 

did on occasion use dead bodies for cover in unusual ways. In October 1917, Ernst 

Junger was briefed on how the previous day German troops had tied the body o f an 

Englishman to a concrete post in front o f the line in order to cover their escape: “When 

they had shot away their ammunition they tied an Englishman in front of the entrance as a 

peaceful signboard, and at dark succeeded after all in escaping unobserved.” From a 

distance the German action meant that the post would have appeared to have been held 

by the British. But onlookers could also easily misinterpret this ruse as evidence of 

torture.

The significance of the crucified Canadian rumour lay in its visual symbolism -  the story 

was represented most predominantly in iconographic rather than textual form. The tale 

resonated with the public because it epitomised the trauma of atrocity witness statements 

relating incidents where German soldiers had killed prisoners of war. It fitted with the 

growing public association of capture with the atrocious. Moreover, like the mutilation 

rumour it captured the imagination of a public keen to conceive of the war in 

eschatological terms. Importantly, too, the crucifixion rumour was not totally beyond the 

bounds o f credibility in the wartime climate. It articulated the imagined fears which 

civilians had built around the subject o f surrender. As Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau and 

Annette Becker contend, there was a parallel between real atrocities and atrocity 

fantasies.

This was particularly the case for the military. Violent representations of capture during 

the first year o f the war fuelled a perception among soldiers and officers that prisoner- 

killing was widespread. This in turn progressively legitimised exceptional forms of 

violence, which trangressed the norm, as retaliation. Sir John French, Commander-in- 

Chief of the British Expeditionary Force in France, wrote in his diary shortly after the 

Bryce Report was published that “the ‘outrages’ committed by the Germans had aroused

■' Ernst Junger, Storm o f  Steel (New York, 1996 [1929]), p. 218.
■*'' Stephane Audoin-Rozeau and Annette Becker, 14-18. Retrouver la Guerre (Paris, 2000), p. 176.
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the blood-lust of his men. Consequently they were giving very httle quarter.” *̂̂  The 

French imitated the German practices of 1914 and established units known as nettoyeurs

des tranchees to kill any German wounded left lying on the battlefield during French
286advances. According to Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker, such killings 

became one of the great non-dits of combatant violence.^^^ Niall Ferguson concludes that

killing prisoners became so common that it prolonged the war as it made soldiers on all
288sides afraid to surrender. Joanna Bourke also contends that prisoner-killing frequently

289occurred. An extract from a letter by a French soldier outlined how violent the situation

had become on certain areas of the front by May 1915:

The men are in excellent morale [...]. We have conquered trenches and 
carried out a great whacking of Germans. [...] In this sector we do not 
take prisoners, neither does the other side. We shoot in the trenches all 
those found with pared down bullets on them, that is to say all, and they 
shoot all our men who have velvet trousers, even those covered in blue 
overalls, on the pretext that they are francs-tireurs. So prisoners are rare; 
they do not dare to come over to surrender...we have made examples...it 
is sad because of the Poles and the Alsatians [...] but if  we listened to 
them they would all be Poles.

Ernst Junger, who owned to such killings in his memoir The Storm o f  Steel, felt the need 

to add a caveat: “none of the men would take prisoners for how could we get them
9Q1through the barrage? It was bad enough on our own without prisoners to see to.”

Rumours of prisoner-killing magnified the impact of such incidents and often served to 

legitimise them. Such rumours abounded in the British army -  Siegfried Sassoon and
292Robert Graves emphasised them in their writings. The belief that prisoner-killing was 

occurring was compounded by the fact that during 1915, very few prisoners were taken 

on the western front relative to the armies’ sizes as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. In the

Read, Atrocity Propaganda, 1914-1919, p. 7.
Becker and Audoin-Rouzeau, 14-18. Retrouver la Guerre, p. 54.
Ibid., p. 50, pp. 54-56.

■*** Ferguson, The P ity o f  War, pp. 367-397.
Joanna Bourke, An Intimate H istory o f  Killing. Face-to-Face Killing in Twentieth Century Warfare 

(London, 1999), p. 3, p. 310, p. 502, pp. 165-6, p. 182.
SHAT, 6 N 23, Fonds Buat, Correspondance aout 1914-octobre 1915, Mai 1915, Note, Author’s name 

not given.
Junger, The Storm o f  Steel, p. 102.
Siegfried Sassoon, Memoirs o f  an Infantry' Officer (London, 2000 [1930]), p. 179; Robert Graves, 

Goodbye to A ll That (London, 1960 [1929]), p. 191.
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whole of 1915, the British army took only 6,372 Germans prisoner. In the first six months 

o f 1915, it captured only 39 German officers. The British held only 50 kilometres of the 

front on 1 January 1915, whereas the French held 650, which helps explain the disparity 

in captives taken.^^^ The shift to trench warfare had also dramatically reduced the 

numbers o f captives. Compared to the mobile warfare of 1914, trench combat in 1915 

allowed little opportunity for taking prisoners. However, many soldiers and officers 

simply assumed that the low numbers of captures were due to illegitimate prisoner- 

killing.

Date from To Officer
prisoners
taken

Other rank
prisoners
taken

Total

4.8.14 31.12.14 101 6.266 6,367
1.1.15 30.6.15 39 3,001 3,040
1.7.15 31.12.15 62 3,270 3,332
1915 Total ------------------------------ 101 6,271 6,372

. . .  .

1.1.16 30.6.16 27 1,074 1,101
1.7.16 31.12.16 832 39,375 40.207
1916 Total 859 40,449 41,308

■ -
1.1.17 30.6.17 699 34,119 34,818
1.7.17 31.7.17 85 3,953 4,038
1917 Total 784 38,072 38,856

Table 2. Prisoners taken by Britain on the Western Front in 1915-1917.^ '̂^

Mario Isnenghi and Giorgio Rochat, La Grande Guerra 1914-1918  (Milan, 2000), p. 77.
From: War Office, Statistics o f  the M ilitary Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great War 1914- 

7920 (London, HMSO, 1922), p. 632.
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Date from To German prisoners taken
29 Dec 1914 28 March 1915 7,236
29 March 1915 25 April 1915 1,546
26 April 1915 30 May 1915 6,677
31 May 1915 27 June 1915 4,296
28 June 1915 25 July 1915 2,765
26 July 1915 29 August 1915 1,572
30 August 1915 26 Sept 1915 572
27 Sept 1915 31 Oct 1915 24,093
1 Nov 1915 28 Nov 1915 555
29 Nov 1915 26 Dec 1915 276
Total: 29.12.1914- 
26.12.1915

49,588

Table 3. Prisoners taken by France on the Western Front in 1915.

Date French officer
prisoners
taken

French other 
rank 
prisoners 
taken

British officer
prisoners
taken

British other 
rank 
prisoners 
taken

10.3.15-10.6.15 330 21,011 128 3,985
10.6.15-10.8.15 421 13,376 22 714
10.8.15-10.9.15 37 5,088 5 0
10.9.15-
10.10.15

200 11,221 30 1,566

Total March- 
October 1915

988 50,696 185 6,265

Table 4. Estimated number of British and French prisoners taken by Germany, 
10.3.1915-10.10.1915.^^’

This table is compiled using the weekly report on prisoners evacuated from the army zone, which 
includes a running tally on the overall number o f prisoners held by France. The French army only began 
counting the number of prisoners evacuated weekly from the Zone des Armees in March 1915 and it is 
these figures which provide a good indication o f the number o f prisoners captured per month. SHAT, 16 N 
525, Dossier no. 2, Prisonniers de Guerre, Etats numeriques 1915, mars -  1917, novembre.

Net gain in prisoners from German army captures cannot be estimated for this month as the overall 
number of British other rank prisoners in camps in Germany actually dropped by 417. This reflects an 
increase in the prisoner death rate, which was so great as to cancel out gains from captures. It probably 
indicates the adjustment to overall figures from the deaths from typhus in camps during spring-summer 
1915.

No breakdown on German captures per month across the war is possible from the existing archive 
evidence. However, German army captures can be estimated for the period 10.3.1915 -  10.10.1915 using 
post-war publications. This table was compiled using post-war figures on the net increase of British and 
French prisoners reported in prisoner of war camps in Germany and for this reason should only be 
considered approximate. Not only captures but also prisoner deaths are reflected in the net gain in prisoner
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The German Sixth (Bavarian) army became sufficiently concerned that the British were 

shooting prisoners in 1915 that one of the questions it asked in the standard Erfahrungs- 

Berichte, filled out by all units after action, was “Did you see evidence that the British
708were mistreating or killing German prisoners of war or German wounded?” After an 

engagement on 25 September 1915, the reports were not conclusive. One unit reported 

that “only one witness testified that the British killed German w o u n d e d . A n o t h e r  unit 

at Bouvier stated that there was no evidence of the British mistreating prisoners or 

wounded and, furthermore, that “from one company we have been told that the opposite 

is the case. The British treated the German wounded very honourably and 

considerately.”^̂  ̂ Interviews with Wiirttemberg troops captured in 1915 and repatriated 

in 1918 also reported that the British treated prisoners well after capture.^®'

As the above illustrates, the widespread belief in 1915 that prisoner-killing was 

occurring, does not mean that all prisoners were killed. No army ever ceased to take 

captives during the conflict. Prisoners were useful as labour and sources of intelligence. 

Wounded prisoners continued to be taken by all sides and they were generally much 

better treated than those captured unwounded. Prisoners were also considered as valuable 

booty by soldiers. To rob prisoners of war o f their money and personal belongings at 

surrender became standard practice in all armies - despite being expressly forbidden in 

the Hague Rules for Land Warfare of 1907. The French High Command strongly 

disapproved of its troops robbing prisoners and even instigated investigations to try and 

find items German prisoners reported stolen. But to no avail. Robbing prisoners 

continued throughout the war.

figures shown here. Wilhelm Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Volker, vol. 1, Der Kriegsgefangenen Haltung und 
Schicksal in Deutschland (Berlin, 1921), pp. 28-29, Zahlentafel samtlicher eingebrachten 
Kriegsgefangenen wahrend der Kriegsdauer bis zum lO.Oktober 1918.

BK, I. bayer. Reserve Division, Bund 30, 6 bay. R.D. 67681/24032, 25.9.1915.
Ibid., 6.15.r.d.
Ibid., 1.20, Unit at Bouvier, 17.10.1915.
HStA STUTT, M 77/1.930, Stellv. Generalkommando XIII. [Konigl. Wurtt.] Armeekorps, Abt He 4. 

Akten betr. vom Ausland zuriickgekehrte deutsche Kriegs- und Zivilgefangene, 28.4.1918 -  23.8.1918, Nr. 
138, Clemens Prinz and Nr. 246, Gottfried Merkle.

Le Regime des prisonniers de guerre en France et en Allemagne au regard des conventions 
internationales, 1914-1916  (Paris, 1916), p. 9.

This pattern emerges from all interview sources with ex-prisoners -  British, French and German. See: 
HStA STUTT, M 77/1.930, Stellv. Generalkommando XIII. [Konigl. Wiirtt.] Armeekorps, Abt He 4, Akten
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However, it is clear that the discourse on prisoner atrocities in 1914 influenced military 

attitudes. It altered the understanding of what constituted unacceptable violence and 

served to radicalise soldiers’ behaviour. As the war continued, refusing quarter during 

advances or shooting enemy wounded no longer generated the same level of outrage seen 

in 1914, although few perpetrators were prepared to talk about it. By 1916, some units of 

the British army received orders not to take prisoners during the battle of the Somme.^®'' 

It was no coincidence that of the Germans wanted for shooting prisoners o f war on the 

battlefield on the Allied extradition list in 1920, 50 cases dated from August-October 

1914 and only 2 from the whole rest of the conflict. By 1915, all armies had become 

implicated in battlefield prisoner killings -  on what scale such shootings were occurring, 

however, is very difficult to assess. Violence and capture had become inextricably 

associated with each other.

As part of this process, there was a redefinition o f what constituted an atrocity against 

prisoners. The limits of what was considered violent transgression were realigned. To 

shoot the enemy who was trying to give himself up during battle or who was wounded on 

the battlefield became progressively less stigmatised than to shoot enemy prisoners of 

war once their surrender had been accepted. Killing prisoners out o f hand after surrender 

remained one of the very few violent practices that continued to be culturally understood 

as a transgression. It occurred in all armies -  but none was prepared to publicly condone 

it. It was only during the post-war period that some former British servicemen began to 

refer in their memoirs to such incidents where prisoners were killed after surrender by 

British troops. Almost all these references were anecdotal as very few writers openly 

owned to such practices.^®^ A rare wartime image, by a French war artist, depicting a 

French soldier who has killed a German prisoner, illustrates well the cultural stigma 

attached to such violence. The picture is entitled “unthinking murderer,” damning words 

indeed for a soldier from one’s own side.

betr.: Vom Ausland zuruckgekehrte deutsche Kriegs- und Zivilgefangene, 28.4.1918 -  23.8.1918. TNA,
WO 161/95; WO 161/96; WO 161/97; WO 161/98; WO 161/99; WO 161/100. SHAT, DA 16 N 2467; 16 
N 2468; 16 N 2469.

Niall Ferguson, The P ity o f  War (London, 1998), p. 384.
Home and Kramer, German Atrocities, Appendix 4, Allied demands for the extradition o f  enemy war 

criminals, 1920, p. 449.
Ferguson, The P ity o f  War, pp. ' i l l -319.
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Fig. 6. Pierre G erbaud. "A ssassin  inconscient. Soldat frangais qui vient d ’abattre
^07prisonnier a llem and .”

B D IC  Lcs Invalidcs. Or 1233.
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It is clear that the question of the transgression of acceptable norms of battlefield violence 

towards prisoners was a major cultural issue for soldiers. This helps explain the mini- 

genre that developed of photographs and pictures o f prisoners and their captors sharing a 

cigarette after capture or captors binding prisoners’ wounds. A typical example is shown 

in Fig.7. Although these photographs were usually highly posed, they did reflect real 

exchanges of food and medicine that took place on the battlefield between captor troops 

and prisoners. But they also fulfilled an important self-endorsement function for the 

captor side as an assertion of humane moral norms: the purpose of these representations 

was to imply that it was the enemy that shot prisoners -  never ‘us.’ They served to 

reinforce traditional understandings of battlefield humanity towards prisoners in the face 

of an increasing belief that prisoners were being violently mistreated. They also 

expressed the striking power dynamic of captivity, showing the enemy, humbled, reliant 

upon the captor benefactor. And they were intended to encourage surrenders. Such 

photographs harked back to the pre-war discourse on the prisoner of war as a romantic 

figure. They invoked older traditional iconographic representations of chivalry to convey 

the inherent justice of the captor’s side. For this reason, they carmot be read simply as 

straightforward expressions of a universal battlefield humanity. Their key subtext was the 

issue of battlefield prisoner-killing.
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Fig. 7. "British Tommies with Wounded Germans” from the album of Richard Harte 
Butler reproduced in Niall Ferguson, The Pity o f  War (London, 1998), Fig. 25.
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Representing the prisoner as perpetrator

Changing mihtary attitudes to capture were not the only consequence of the discourse on 

prisoner atrocity that developed out of the violence of the first year of the war. Another 

consequence was that in Britain and France, the German prisoner of war was increasingly 

depicted as a perpetrator of war crimes, as illustrated in Figures 8, 9 and 10. Such 

depictions represented a significant degeneration in the status of the prisoner. In Fig. 8 a 

German prisoner muses upon how a visiting Frenchwoman reminds him of her 

compatriot who, the caption strongly implies, was raped and executed by him and his 

comrades. The message from the picture is clear -  kindness to prisoners is unacceptable 

because o f the crimes they may have committed prior to capture.
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Fig. 8. D. Widhopff. "Remorse. How pretty she is this httle Frenchwoman and how she 
resembles the woman that we shot in the trenches ... after.” ”̂^

Or 2059. BDIC. Lcs Invalidcs.
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Such pictures propagated public attitudes which were not confined to France. When Vera 

Brittain was sent to nurse German prisoners at Etaples she confessed her concern:

Before the war I had never been in Germany and had hardly met any 
Germans [...] So it was somewhat disconcerting to be pitch-forked, all 
alone [...] into the midst o f thirty representatives of the nation, which, as I 
had repeatedly been told, had crucified Canadians, cut off the hands of 
babies and subjected pure and stainless females to unmentionable 
‘atrocities.’ 1 didn’t think I had really believed all those stories but I 
wasn’t quite sure. I half expected that one or two of the patients would get 
out o f bed and try to rape me, but I soon discovered that none of them was 
in a position to rape anybody [...] at least a third of the men were dying.

The message that German prisoners o f war were perpetrators of violence was reinforced 

in images such as that in Fig.9 below.

Vera Brittain, Testament o f  Youth. An Autobiographical Study o f  the Years 1900-1925 (London, 1978, 
[1933]) p. 374.
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Souvenirs d'enfsnt
(Let priaoimt«n ptnent)

-  Da. m a m m c a t - i l  a u x -li  qui onl M  papa ?

Fig. 9. Jean Louis Forain. [1852-1931] Childhood Memories (The Prisoners Passing) 
“Tell me Mummy! ... Is it those men there who killed Daddy?” Le Figaro, 23.1 1.1916.

Another example is provided in Fig. 10, where the German prisoner is revealed to have 

cut the hands off French victims before finally being captured by the Allies. 

Significantly, this image depicts the Allied soldiers about to execute their captive who is 

being provided with a blindfold. The severed hands are used in the image to designate the 

German prisoner as barbarian. In this illustration it is the protectors of ‘civilization’ and
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not the Germans who are preparing to shoot a prisoner. The implication was that German 

prisoners were perpetrators and as such, their execution was lawful.

. . . .  T m  T r o p « « «  f... «
Nm  I »«1» »»»»• ( '» « • ! »  ~

r o a l B  T O ir  C a r c u M u a  I •

:1 h ands: ,i ( M-rinari sol.lii-r caufjh t s tra l in g  rin ijs (Vrotii li r a r to o n . I )rtob<'r 1‘>1I-)

Fig. 10. Adolphe Willette, Caricature from October 1914.^'”

These French depictions of the German prisoner of war as perpetrator which emerged in 

1914 and 1915, matched a corresponding attitude which developed in Britain, 

spearheaded by the Admiralty. Angered by German U-boat attacks on British shipping, 

Winston Churchill, the First Lord of the Admiralty, decided to treat captured U-boat 

crews as war criminals. The Board of Admiralty announced on 8 March 1915 that thirty- 

nine German submarine crew captured on the U-8 and U-12 would be specially confined 

in naval detention barracks rather than in prisoner of war c a m p s . T h e i r  trial, however.

T his im age is taken from: Horne and Kramer. G erm an A tro c itie s ,  p. 2 0 9 . where it is exam ined in 
relation to the atrocity m o tif o f  severed hands. Carcassonne w as the location  o f  a French prisoner o f  war 
cam p for G erm an o fficers. On A d olp he W illette see; Jcan-Picrre A uclcrt. La G ran de G u erre  d e s  crayons. 
L es n o irs  d e ss ln s  d e  la p ro p a g a n d e  en I 9 I 4 - I H  (Paris. 1981). p. 58. A nother exam ple o f  the German  
prisoner o f  war as perpetrator o f  war crim es is g iven  in A uclert. L a G ran de  G u erre  d e s  cra yo n s, p. 56  
w here a w ounded Germ an prisoner is show n about to kn ife the French m ilitary doctor caring for him.

W illis . P ro lo g u e  to  N urem burg, pp. 17-22.
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would await the end of the war. Although symbolically segregated as war criminals, the 

submarine prisoners were not treated particularly badly. An American inspection which 

interviewed the most senior German officer among these prisoners out of earshot of the 

guards, was told

that he had absolutely no complaints to make as to their actual treatment.
He did, however, protest that their internment in the Detention Barracks 
was not worthy of prisoners of war. Apart from this he had no further 
complaint to make.^’̂

Conditions at Chatham were far from spartan. Facilities for the twenty-nine U-Boat crew

held there included a gymnasium, a covered recreation room, an officers’ smoking room,

an officers’ mess room, a schoolroom, a chapel, and indoor and outdoor recreation

a r e a s . T h e  American inspector noted:

1 was interested to observe that for the sake of courtesy, steps had been 
taken to the end that the British non-commissioned officers should come 
into as little communication as possible under the circumstances with 
either the crews or the officers. 1 noticed that in one detail this was 
accomplished by the fact that the recreation places were so arranged that it 
was not necessary for a guard to watch the men.

On the German side, the British segregation of U-Boat crews provoked a reaction which 

was also more symbolic than violent. On 20 March 1915, Germany announced reprisals. 

Thirty-nine British prisoners o f war from distinguished British families, including a close 

relative of Grey, the son of a former British Ambassador to Germany, and a variety of 

other young scions from aristocratic families, were sent to military and ordinary German 

pr i sons . ^They  were then encouraged to write home to describe their harsh treatment. 

However, these reprisals were relatively mild. An American inspector wrote; “They are 

not in solitary confinement but are allowed several hours a day together. The rooms seem

The House o f  Lords Record Office (HLRO), Bonar Law Papers, BL/50/3/45, Report o f  an inspection by 
Grafton Minot from the American Embassy in Berlin, L5.1915.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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clean and the food far from bad. Of course it is severe discipline but not half as bad as 

even I feared.”^

The German reprisal worked. Pressure mounted for the Admiralty to change policy -  on 

27 April and 5 May 1915 there were major Commons debates on the German treatment 

of British prisoners of war. When the Conservatives joined the new British coalition 

government o f National Unity, Churchill’s was one of the first scalps they demanded. He 

was replaced at the Admiralty by the conservative, Sir Arthur Balfour, who immediately 

announced that all U-boat crews would receive treatment “absolutely identical” to other
317 •prisoners o f war. However, behind the scenes, the Admiralty and the War Office 

agreed in June 1915 that submarine prisoners would be kept undisclosed in naval custody 

for an initial period after capture before being sent to official War Office prisoner of war 

camps once the Admiralty felt it had got all possible information from them. Moreover, 

they would be sent to camps “where there are no prisoners likely to be repatriated.”^’* 

Among the general public and most Liberal Party politicians, however, Churchill’s 

prisoner policy was generally seen as a debacle. It had totally destroyed any public 

confidence in prisoner reprisals, making British politicians highly reluctant to use them 

later in the war.

The real significance of the whole affair was that it exposed and discredited anti-prisoner 

attitudes in the British navy. The relatively limited nature of the deprivations suffered by 

the U-Boat prisoners belied the reality that, within a year of the war beginning, the 

British Admiralty was in favour of abandoning the existing regulations which protected 

enemy prisoners from violence. First Sea Lord, Fisher, threatened to resign if the 

government did not agree to shoot German prisoners o f war in reprisal for zeppelin
•3 1 Q

attacks on Britain. The ultimate consequence of such attitudes among the Admiralty 

High Command was the refusal of some British naval officers to take German submarine

HLRO, The Bonar Law Papers, BL/50/3/45, Letter from Grafton Minot, American Embassy Berlin to 
Mrs Graham Watson, 14.5.1915.

W illis, Prologue to Nuremburg, p. 21.
TNA, ADM, 1/8446/15, Procedure to be adopted regarding prisoners o f  war captured from enemy 

submarines, NID, 8395.
Martin Gilbert, Churchill. A Life (London, 2000), p. 296.
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crews prisoner. The most famous example occurred when the Captain of HMS Baralong 

ordered the shooting o f the surviving crew of a German U-Boat who were awaiting 

rescue after the Baralong sank their submarine, seventy miles south of Queenstown 

(Cobh) in August 1915. The case came to public attention because the German submarine 

had just attacked a cargo ship, the Nicosian, transporting mules from America to Britain. 

The Baralong arrived to defend the Nicosian: “The Baralong guns were concealed on its 

deck — it was made up to look like a neutral American ship,” one witness stated.^^® 

Among the cargo ship crew were a number of young Americans who deposited sworn 

legal statements before public notaries in Lousiana and Mississippi of what they had 

witnessed. One American witness, 22 year old J.M. Garrett, employed to care for the 

mules during the voyage, stated;

I make this statement and swear to it hoping that if it is read by some other 
young American fired with adventure it will make him pause before going 
through the experience which I have. I hope never to see or hear of again a 
scene like I witnessed when the naked Germans in the water and hanging 
to ropes on the side of the Nicosian and the officer were murdered. We 
were instructed by British members of the crew not to say anything about

321how the Germans were killed who escaped from the submarine.

The British government was alarmed by the adverse propaganda fall-out which such 

accounts represented and devoted some effort to denying that the Baralong shootings had 

occurred. They published a pamphlet entitled ""Does the British Navy take Prisoners?'” to 

reassure the British public, reminding them of German war crimes. Even the post-war 

British film “The Battles of the Coronel and Falkland Islands,” made in 1927, implicitly 

referred to this question of naval treatment of prisoners, emphasising British ships 

rescuing all surviving Germans from the water after battle, and even saving the German 

mascot -  a daschund -  from a watery grave. The film was made in conjunction with 

the British Admiralty, The Navy League and an Advisory Committee. The specific 

depiction of the British navy’s treatment of prisoners of war should not be seen as

BK, M Kr 14127, Mob 9. Verletzungen d. Kriegsrechts, Auswartiges Amt, Der Baralong Fall, Copy sent 
to bayer. Militar. Bevollm. Empf. 20.8.16, Copy o f  legal statement, J. M. Garrett, 5.10.1915.

D oes the British N avy take Prisoners? (London, 1916).
“The Battles o f  the Coronel and Falkland Islands” directed by Walter Summers, produced with 

Admiralty assistance (1927).
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coincidental. The failed Admiralty policy in 1915 o f treating German prisoners of war as 

the perpetrators of war crimes remained an embarrassment after the war had ended.

Violent representations and the prison camp in 1915

The dynamic towards atrocity which is visible in the evolution of British and French 

representations of enemy prisoners, can also be seen in the evolving depiction of the 

prisoner of war camp. In 1915, the German prison camp became identified with the 

transgression of violent norms. As with the battlefield, the treatment of the prisoner of 

war in the prison camp came to be framed in the language of wartime atrocity. And once 

again this association developed because of real abuses which were taking place. Reports 

of beatings in German camps were common. This reflected the fact that prisoners were 

subject to the military law of the captor nation. The head of the Prisoner of War 

Department at the War Office, Lieutenant-General Sir Herbert Belfield felt that the 

German military code was to blame for the infliction o f heavy punishments for 

“seemingly trivial offences” on prisoners by Germany.^^'* For example, the punishment of 

tying a prisoner to a post for hours was permitted in German military law in 1915. The 

poteau image was frequently reproduced in Allied propaganda and became an iconic 

symbol o f British and French prisoners’ suffering.

As Germany mobilised its prisoner labour force for the wartime economy in 1915, 

prisoners were sent to live in improvised camps near factories and mines. Violence 

served as a means of making these captives work. As Paul Reusch, the Director of the 

Gutehoffnungshutte Aktiengesellschaft in Oberhausen wrote, the employment of prisoners 

of war would be impossible if one stuck to the instructions given by the 

Kriegsministerium'.

We are in the position that we do what we consider necessary. Therefore, 
if  a prisoner will not comply, we let him go hungry for two to three days 
without seeking any further instructions. This occurs with the silent

Herbert Belfleld, “The Treatment o f  Prisoners o f  War,” Transactions o f  the Grotius Society. 9 (1923), 
p. 140.
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approval of the military administration. It is naturally a breach of the 
Hague Agreement. The military administration is, however, delighted 
when we can enforce a little order onto the men in this way.

Ernst von Borsig reported on the treatment of British prisoners of war in Berlin:

There seems to have been quite violent scenes here. The Landslurm men 
who deal with these people [prisoners], amused themselves with the 
British in silent little rooms. What happened in there 1 do not officially 
know; 1 only know of it privately and can not give any further information 
about it.^^^

In contrast to Reusch, prisoners were quick to speak out about physical punishments. 

Escaped French prisoners who arrived in Holland in 1915 were interviewed by the 

French consul at Rotterdam and the governor at Boulogne. Their accounts were almost 

unanimous that prisoners were very badly fed in Germany and frequently hit by their 

guards. At Neuenkirchen, one escaped prisoner outlined, “the bedding was deplorable. 

The first fifteen days the prisoners slept on the bare ground. They had two blankets. After
327this they were given a mattress containing straw.” Another prisoner reported that

during his captivity

in the local factory where two French prisoners worked one received a 
bash on the back with a rifle butt; the other got two pokes with a bayonet; 
a complaint was sent to the general commanding the region. The Russians 
in contrast were a lot worse treated; for anything at all they received kicks 
or were hit with fists, to the extent that the adjutants who headed the 
prisoner barracks at Friedrichsfeld addressed an official complaint to the

”3 ^ 0

camp commandant.

Jens Thiel, “Belgische Arbeitskrafte fur die deutsche Kriegswirtschaft. Deportation, Zwangsarbeit und 
Anwerbung im Ersten Weltkrieg,” Doctoral thesis, Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin (2003), p. 80, footnote 
272.

Ibid.
SHAT, 7 N 1187, Declarations de prisonniers de guerre fran^ais evades a la legation de France a la 

Haye, 1915-1916, Rapports d’evades ou rapatries transmis par Gouv. de Boulogne, Boulogne, 1.11.1915. 
Region du nord. Gendarmerie, Detachement de Boulogne sur mer, Reseignements receuillis a 
I’interrogatoire du Gendarme Grangeot evade d’allemagne ou il etait prisonnier de guerre.’ Grangeot was 
captured wounded on 25.9.1914 and escaped 17.10.1915. There are a considerable number o f  interviews in 
this box which outline the same pattern o f  hunger and beatings.

Ibid.
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Louis Lennaitre, captured at Maubeuge reported being treated “with brutality, and very 

badly fed” at Sennelager and Munster camps. Jean-Celestin Rabasteus reported “like 

all my comrades 1 was badly fed and mistreated every time I refused to work.”^̂ ° Arthur 

Guillot captured on 22 August 1914 reported being “very badly fed at Meschede camp
331and very badly treated everywhere.” Ernest Nicaulaud described how at Meschede in 

1915 he suffered “terrible hunger. [...] The food was bad to the extent that many 

comrades died o f hunger. Things dreadful.”^̂  ̂The prisoners received only barley soup in 

the mornings, soup in the evenings with a small portion o f fish, and lunch was a very 

weak carrot stew along with 250 grams of bread which contained potato. When the 

prisoners refused to work in a mine they were forced to by sentinels with bayonets.^^^ 

Lucien Roussel stated that at Quedlinburg camp there was “insufficient food and bad, bad 

treatment [beatings, poteau, being hit with rifle butts etc.].”^̂ ''

These accounts are revealing. Escapers from different locations in Germany were 

reporting the same pattern of experiences: hunger and beatings. Hunger, in 1915, 

occurred because the system of supplying prisoners with parcels from home had not yet 

properly developed because of the time it took Germany to provide lists and camp 

addresses of all those captured in 1914. However, the prisoners’ hunger also crucially 

reveals that Germany had already decided in early 1915 to provide prisoners with an 

inadequate ration in order to husband food for its own army and population in the light of 

the British blockade.^^^ One 1915 censor report noted that French prisoners had taken to 

signing their letters with synonyms for hunger: ""Creban de Fan, San Car ni Pan, 

Lasaoutan.” These were all slang among French soldiers for crevons de faim  ”
' I ' l n

(we are dying of hunger).

Ibid., Louis Lennaitre.
Ibid., Jean-Celestin Rabasteus.
Ibid., Arthur Guillot 
Ibid., Ernest Nicaulaud.
Ibid.
Ibid., Lucien Roussel.
See chapter six for further details.
SHAT, 5 N 556, Cabinet du Ministre, Bureau des Informations Militaires, 1915-1919, Le Lieutenant 

Baron du depot des prisonniers de guerre de Montauban a Monsieur le Chef d’escadron Marguier, 
Commandant le dit depot, 2.3.1915. p. 19.

Ibid.
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The beatings reported by the French escapers matched those reported by British

prisoners, who were also physically abused. Private William Beeby reported how at

Giessen camp; “The discipline was so strict that it caused the guards to be rather rough at

times. Some of the prisoners were slightly bayoneted on occasion.” Ex-prisoner Private

Frank Byrne reported: “Men were frequently tied up for two hours to posts and deprived

of their dinner. The English were treated worse than the French, but the Russians even

worse than the English. The Russians were flogged for instance in a way in which no

others were.” Another British prisoner, Private William Woodward reported that

“Owing to a kick from a German soldier my wound opened again and I was compelled to

attend the camp surgery for seven weeks.” '̂̂ '’ Woodward stated:

No specific complaint can be made of the general treatment except that we 
appeared to be regarded more as criminals than prisoners of war but the 
Germans seemed to seek every opportunity to find causes o f complaints 
against the British whereby they could give us a kick or spit at us, though 
this did not occur to the other nationalities. However, any one of the 
prisoners was liable to be tied up to a post for two hours a day for as many 
hours as were given him as punishment irrespective of the weather. This 
punishment was given for any trivial offence and the number of hours 
increased according to the gravity of the offence. [...] The discipline was 
very strict. The regulations were read out to us on arrival in camp. The 
following acts were considered offences -  speaking to a comrade through 
the wire (punishment death); smoking (1®‘ offence 14 hours at the post, 2"‘*
14 days cells); not washing one’s hands after having been to the latrine 
(tied to a post for 2 hours a day; cells (dark) 7 to 14 days with bread and 
water). Several men fainted after being cut down from the post as they 
were tied up so that just the tips o f the toes touched the ground.

Often British N.C.O.s were key in instigating collective prisoner refusals to perform 

particular tasks out of a desire not to help the German war effort. Such strikes were 

ruthlessly crushed. Private Frank Byrne from Dublin reported how “about 500 men were 

sent at various times from Limburg to work in a foundry at Husten. Men returning from 

Husten reported that any prisoner refusing to work (filling blast furnaces) was locked up 

for three days without food and severely flogged. The use of violence to force

T N A , W O 161/99, Interview no. 862, Private W illiam Charles Beeby.
Ibid., no. 871, Private Frank Byrne.
Ibid., no. 866, Private W illiam  John W oodward.
Ibid., no. 871, Private Frank Byrne.
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prisoners to work was widespread, ruthless and involved cooperation between civilian 

managers and prison guards.

Allied prisoners’ testimony and their drawings, such as that in Fig. 11 below, helped to 

create a public discourse in Britain and France that their soldiers were being beaten in 

German camps.
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Fig. 11, La Schlague [The Beating] by Jean-Pierre Laurens from Prisonniers cle Guerre, 
Cahier a la Mernoire des Compagnons de Captivite du Camp de Wittenberg (Paris,

1918).

Similar reports o f  beatings did not emerge on this scale regarding camps in Britain and 

France in 1915. Complaints by German prisoners held by Britain largely related to minor
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issues. One German prisoner complained that “the treatment was generally orderly but 

here and there, there would be the odd officer who would hassle us, for example, leaving 

us to stand for a long time in the rain while waiting for our pay.” "̂*̂ Another ex-prisoner 

complained about the inadequate accommodation at Horsham in 1914:

Here, I was disgracefully accommodated upon a damp field fenced off 
with barbed wire. [...] We had to sleep four men to a tent upon the damp 
floor boards without anything under us. For a cover we had only a thin 
woollen blanket. After a few days we were brought to Dyffryn Aled in 
North Wales and put up in an old country house. The sanitary facilities 
were very bad at the start. There were only two faulty toilets for 70 people.
The floor was not thick so that urine would leak down into the room below 
where the meals were taken.^"*^

The only accusation of physical violence by guards occurred at Leigh camp where an ex

prisoner, Otto Schlagk stated that the guards had shot a prisoner around April-May 1915. 

The different parts o f the camp in a former factory were closed at 9pm and prisoners had 

to be in their own section by this time. One night, a German prisoner named Schmidt 

lingered too long in a neighbouring section and found the doors closed. In order to return 

to his own section he tried to climb the barbed wire. The British guards shot him and he 

died of his wounds. The guards believed Schmidt was trying to escape. His comrades 

believed he had been illegally killed. Ex-prisoner Otto Schlagk alleged that at Leigh 

camp, on Fridays and Saturdays “the guards were often drunk,” as they were paid on 

Fridays and this made them annoy the prisoners. However, “it never came to any physical 

abuse. The commandant was very concerned with discipline and was supported by the 

German N.C.O.s.” '̂'̂

Similarly, for camps in the interior of France in 1915, there are few accounts of prisoner- 

beatings. Indeed, some of the evidence points to a relaxed regime in certain camps. A 

postal censor’s report on letters from German prisoners at Montauban camp on 2 March

BA-MA, PH2 / 588, f. 18, nr.600.16.ZVI, Kommandantur-gericht, account by Kaufmann Albert 
Fruchtnicht.

Ibid., f. 31, nr.367.4.18.Z.V.I. Friedrichsort 2.4.18 Ausgetauschte Marine-Assistenarzt der Reserve, Dr 
Amo Kirsche von SMS ‘Mainz.’

Ibid., f. 115, 12.12.1917, nr. 1071.1.18.Z.V.I., Interview with Otto Schlagk.
Ibid.
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1915 outlined that the captives were writing favourably of their captivity. He reported: 

‘'the prisoners are unanimous in declaring that the French guards are good to them. They 

had expected to be physically mistreated, in accordance with the norms established in the 

German army. They are very happy to find a milder, if firm, discipline, replace that 

which was based on being hit. [...] The expression ^sehr nett’ occurs quite frequently in 

their c o r r e s p o n d e n c e . T h e  prisoners were particularly content that they received 

coffee, tea and hot c h o c o l a t e . T h e  one complaint was that the guards would not help 

the prisoners practice their French: “they told us” one prisoner wrote, “that the people of 

the south of France were chatty. Well, they must have sent us soldiers from the north here 

because it is difficult to make them talk.” One difficulty for the prisoners was that they 

were not accustomed to French food -  eating white bread without butter was foreign to 

them. They wanted black bread and butter or fat to spread on it.^“̂^

One of the key reasons for the high levels of violence against prisoners in Germany in 

1915 was the fact that because of its shortage of manpower Germany decided to totally 

integrate its prisoners of war into its war effort. This meant that prisoners were used as 

labourers in home front factories and mines producing raw materials and munitions. This 

total integration also led to the formation of the first prisoner of war labour companies 

within the German army in 1915, which will be explored in detail in section two. This 

dynamic towards integration necessitated the progressive removal of limitations on 

violence against prisoners. The belief was that prisoners had to be forced to work and 

violence was legitimate if  used for this purpose. Reports of this treatment reinforced the 

association of German captivity with violence and atrocity in Allied countries.

The desire to integrate prisoners into the captor nation’s war effort also explains the 

German attempt to convert prisoners from minority nationalities to the German cause. 

This led to the mental and physical coercion of prisoners. Ethnic Germans captured

SHAT, 5 N 556, Cabinet du Ministre, Bureau des Informations Militaires, 1915-1919, Le Lieutenant 
Baron du depot des prisonniers de guerre de Montauban a Monsieur le Chef d’escadron Marguier, 
Commandant le dit depot, 2.3.1915.
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fighting for the Russian army were provided with a privileged prisoner of war regime and

encouraged to become naturalized German citizens.^^^ Roman Catholic Irish prisoners

were gathered together at Limburg camp and, in 1915, encouraged to sign up for an Irish

Brigade which, with German assistance, would fight for Irish independence. Despite

being visited on several occasions by Sir Roger Casement, the Irish nationalist promoting

the idea of an Irish Brigade, only 52 prisoners actually chose to change sides. This was

a dramatically low number given that several thousand were gathered at Limburg,

revealing the extent of the moral investment many of these Irish soldiers had made in the

British war effort. Indeed, many prisoners reacted violently towards Casement. Private

John Cronin described how when Casement visited in January,

He got into conversation with groups of prisoners, which increased in size 
from the curiosity of others to see what was going on. He used to come 
every day for a week. He used to say he would make the Germans treat 
them well and look after them kindly. That he was ‘the right-hand man of 
the Kaiser.’ He asked the men to join an Irish Brigade he was forming 
himself and said now was the chance to strike against England and strike a 
blow for Ireland, and make her free. He said that Redmond was a traitor 
and that ‘Home Rule was only a pretence.’ [...] As soon as the men 
realized who he was and what was his aim they sat upon him and he was 
only saved by the German sentries from serious injury. [...] After this 
episode the rations were stopped for three days.^^^

Irish N.C.O.s were beaten for encouraging prisoners to reject the Brigade. Symbolically, 

the uniform chosen for the Irish Brigade replicated in style the German army uniforms, 

indicating just how far Germany was prepared to go in integrating enemy prisoners into 

its own war effort. A similar policy was applied to Muslim colonial troops captured 

fighting for France and Britain who were placed in a special camp at Zossen.^^'* Initially, 

they were extremely well-treated. Germany was fascinated by the mix of ethnicities in its

GstA PK, I. abt.Rep. 87.B .16098, Bd. 1, Landwirtschaft. 1914, f. 71, Der Minister des Innem to 
Landwirtschaft, IV .c.41247, 11.1914.

Andreas Roth, ‘“ The German Soldier is not tactful’: Sir Roger Casement and the Irish Brigade in 
Germany during the First World War,” The Irish Sword. The Journal o f  the Military^ H istory Society o f  
Ireland, 19, no. 78 (winter, 1995); TNA, WO 141/9, 24 R, Copy o f  statement from Michael O ’Connor, 
Corporal no. 7543, 2"'* Battalion, Royal Irish Regiment; Brian Inglis, Roger Casement (London, 1973), p. 
268.

To Make Men Traitors. Germany’ "s attempts to seduce her prisoners o f  war (London, 1918), p. 2. 
TNA, WO 141/9, Interview no. 307, Private John Cronin.
Gerhard Hopp, Muslime in der Mark. A Is Kriegsgefangene und Internierte in Wiinsdorf und Zossen, 

1914-1924 (Berlin, 1997), pp. 37-45.
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prisoner o f war camps which reflected its envy and curiosity about the workings of the 

British and French colonial empires -  the Kaiser even approved the establishment of a 

Prussian Phonogram Commission in 1914 to travel around the different German prisoner 

o f war camps recording the songs, languages and music of the various ethnicities held
• j c c

captive there. At Zossen, the Muslim prisoners’ religious and cultural special needs 

were catered for. Dietary particularities were respected and a mosque was built.^^^ 

However, the purpose was to turn these prisoners into central power soldiers. They were 

provided with propaganda inciting them to fight for Turkey and some 2,000 were later 

shipped to Constantinople from where the Turks sent them on a forced march to
C7

Baghdad, during which they experienced severe hardship. Those who remained in 

Germany were later sent from Zossen to poorly equipped camps in Romania for the rest 

o f the war. Some of the colonial prisoners from Zossen who had refused to renege 

upon their French or British nationality were sent to a special reprisals camp at Weiler in 

Alsace-Lorraine where they were badly treated. Mainly sick or wounded their existence 

had been hidden from neutral inspectors. The International Red Cross received a tip-off 

about this secret reprisals camp at Weiler and demanded the prisoners be examined by 

Swiss medical inspectors. Most were found to be ill enough to qualify for repatriation, 

which occurred in October 1917.^^^

The level o f violence allowed within the German camp system in 1915 provided the 

impetus for the radicalisation of Allied depictions of German captivity as a violent 

experience. Here too, this radicalisation in turn legitimised violence against German 

captives. Violence played a relatively large role in the German attempts to force prisoners 

to convert to the side of the Central Powers. However, the French also began to use 

coercion against ethnic prisoner minorities. From the outset of the war, the French had

Susanne Ziegler ‘“ Stimmen der Volker’ Das Berliner Lautarchiv,” in Horst Bredekamp, Jochen Bruning 
and Cornelia Weber, eds. Theater der Natur und Kunst, Katalog, Eine Ausstellung der Humboldt- 
Universitdt zu Berlin 10. Dezember 2000 bis 4. M drz 2001 (Berlin, 2000), pp. 117-128. Ironically, the 
prisoners were frequently recorded reading the parable o f  the prodigal son.

Hopp, Muslime in der Mark, pp. 49-50.
SHAT, 7 N  2107, Account by Moursili Ahmed, Matricule 4963 de la 2e Cie du 6eme regiment de 

tirailleurs algeriens. See also: To Make Men Traitors. Germany's attempts to seduce her prisoners o f  war 
(London, 1918), p. l , p .  20.

Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Volker, p. 12, footnote 3. Their fate after Romania is unknown.
ACICR, 446/III/C.62, Camps de propagande et d’elimines en France, Propagande individuelle.
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segregated any prisoners from Alsace-Lorraine, Schlewig-Holstein and from Poland into 

special privileged camps, separate to those for regular German prisoners o f war. The 

British and Russians also agreed to hand over immediately to France any Alsace-Lorraine 

troops they captured fighting for Germany. Britain also established a special propaganda 

camp for friendly enemy nationalities at Feltham, near London.^^^ The purpose of these 

camps was to convert these men to fight or spy for the Allies. Not only Germany had a 

policy o f forced political conversion however. In January 1918 the International Red 

Cross protested to the French government at the existence of camps known as 'camps 

d ’elimines:'̂ ^^

We thought only Germany behaved in this way towards prisoners. 
Therefore, we were shocked to learn that they existed in France for 
Alsace-Lorrainers, Schleswig-Holsteiners and Poles. First they are put in 
camps where they enjoy a privileged position in order to win them over by 
favoured treatment. Those who resist and who state that they wish to 
remain German -  we know this from reliable witness statements -  have 
been concentrated in camps known as 'camps d ’elimines,' that is the 
camps at Gerzat and the suger refinery at Chagnat near Clermont-Ferrand.
In these camps the 'elimines'’ are deprived of visits by Swiss doctors or 
delegates of the neutral powers and, therefore, they are excluded from any 
chance o f internment in Switzerland or repatriation.^^^

A secret letter from the Swiss government to the International Red Cross revealed that 

prisoners in these camps d ’elimines were frequently beaten and were punished extremely 

harshly.^^^ By the end of the war the International Red Cross was forced to act more and 

more proactively to denounce belligerent behaviour towards prisoners.

Ultimately, the examination of representations of violence against prisoners in 1914-1915 

reveals a process of escalation occurring. However, it was the meaning which countries 

placed upon the mistreatment o f their prisoners that is significant. The kinds of cycles of 

representations o f violence which emerged during this opening year of war provided

HStA, STUTT, M77/1 1024, Kriegsministerium, Nr 1280/7.18 B 4a Gef.
Abschrift, Vorzugslager, 19.9.1918.

Ibid., Departement politique suisse. Division pour la representations des interets etrangers et pour 
I’intemement, DF 5/1, au Comite international de la Croix-Rouge, 9.1.1918.

ACICR, 446/III/C.62, CICR letter o f  protest to General Verand, 18.1.1918.
Ibid., Departement politique suisse, Division pour la representations des interets etrangers et pour 

I’intemement, DF 5/1, au Comite international de la Croix-Rouge, 9.1.1918.
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moral justification for the conflict. The exceptionally strong and widespread discourse of 

prisoner atrocity on the battlefield and in prisoner camps helped to keep populations 

mobilized. The rhetoric shifted during this key first year from a belief that prisoner 

mistreatment was occurring to an expectation of atrocity.

Case study 2; sickness in prisoner of war camps

This expectation of atrocity becomes very clear if  we analyse how belligerents reacted to 

reports of epidemics in prisoner of war camps. During 1915 the definition o f norms and 

transgressions had shifted to the extent that violence towards prisoners was now the 

normative behaviour expected of the enemy. In this way, illness among prisoners of war 

came to be portrayed as a form of violent enemy atrocity. How this occurred will be 

examined here first in relation to the typhus epidemics in German camps in 1915 and 

second, in relation to sickness among German prisoners of war sent by France to North 

African camps in 1914 and 1915. These two incidents were pivotal in bringing about a 

further radicalisation of atrocity representations.

The representation of prisoner sickness in 1915 illustrates how the definitions of violent 

practice against prisoners of war were changing. As we have seen, 1915 prisoner of war 

camps were built upon a specific dynamic of hierarchical power between guards who 

were allowed recourse to violence to maintain control, and prisoners who remained 

subject to the camp system. The threat o f violence was what enabled the prison camp to 

function. Within this system a sick prisoner was vulnerable, having no access to any 

assistance other than that provided or allowed by his captors. This vulnerability rapidly 

came to epitomise enemy violence towards captives.

Prisoner sickness came to be seen as an integral part of an overall discourse on prisoner 

atrocities in Germany, France and Britain which associated captivity with violence. 

Extremes o f negligence were interpreted as forms of violence against the individual 

captive and violence was interpreted increasingly broadly in terms of the violation of a 

prisoner’s right to bodily integrity -  his right to special consideration once ill. Following
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this logic the British and French governments in 1915-1916 rapidly came to the 

conclusion that the typhus epidemics were a form of wartime violence against their 

captive compatriots.

The 1915 typhus epidemics in German prisoner of war camps

On 17 March 1915 Major W. B. Fry of the Royal Army Medical Corps died in a German 

prisoner of war camp at Wittenberg.^^^ His body, like those of many other British 

prisoners of war buried in Germany, was moved after the war ended to a collective 

graveyard administered by the Imperial War Graves Commission near Berlin. Fry’s death 

at first glance appears insignificant amid the mass carnage of the First World War. Yet in 

1915 and 1916 it was at the centre of a controversy between Britain and Germany. The 

British government learned from repatriated Royal Army Medical Corps officers that 

Major Fry had died during a typhus epidemic at Wittenberg camp while ministering to 

British prisoners in spring 1915.^^^ The prisoners had caught typhus from lice. Interviews 

with three British R.A.M.C. officers repatriated from Wittenberg, Major Priestley, 

Captain Vidal and Captain Lauder, led the British to conclude that the German authorities 

had not provided adequate care for the prisoners with typhus and had been negligent in 

failing to prevent an epidemic. The three repatriated R.A.M.C. medics were 

understandably bitter. The remainder of their party of six had caught typhus and died, 

including Major W.B. Fry.

The British accusations were published in a parliamentary paper in April 1916, based 

upon interviews with repatriated prisoners of war. It outlined appalling hygiene 

conditions at Wittenberg camp during the epidemic, describing: “delirious men waving

Commonwealth War Graves Commission, Details o f  graves registered at Berlin South Western 
Cemetery, Berlin, Brandenburg. Provided by Ms Ema Rodelez, Commonwealth War Graves Commission, 
leper.

It should be noted that all the German references to the 1915 epidemic refer to Fleclrfieber, which 
translates in English as typhus, an illness spread by lice. This should not be confused with the word Typhus 
in German, which refers to Unterleibstyphus or Paratyphus, which translates in English as typhoid.
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arms brown to the elbow with faecal matter. The patients were alive with vermin.”^̂  ̂One 

doctor attempted “to brush what he took to be an accumulation of dust from the folds of a
' i c ’l

patient’s clothes and he discovered it to be a moving mass of lice.” The parliamentary 

paper also drew upon evidence provided by the American embassy, which had strongly 

criticised Wittenberg camp in its reports. Initially it had been unable to inspect the camp 

due to the epidemic -  when the danger was past and the American inspector, Lithgow 

Osborne, gained access, he found it to be unsatisfactory. His report was so critical that the 

American ambassador, James W. Gerard, held up its delivery to London and Berlin, until 

he had had an opportunity to verify it by inspecting Wittenberg himself.^^* In his 

memoirs Gerard described Wittenberg as the worst camp he ever visited, believing that 

“the prisoners there had been knocked about and beaten in a terrible manner by their 

guards.”^̂^

Normally officer prisoners of war had no access to prisoner of war camps for other rank 

soldiers such as Wittenberg. How did the R.A.M.C. officers come to be there? According 

to Priestley, Vidal and Lauder, they were sent “by the German authorities to take up at 

Wittenberg camp the place of duty abandoned by their own medical staff when the 

presence of typhus manifested itself amongst the prisoners under their charge.” ’̂® They 

described between 250 and 300 cases of typhus among the British prisoners o f whom 60 

died, and alluded to a “much higher death rate among the French and R u s s i a n s . A n d  

they accused the German authorities of failing utterly to provide appropriate medical care 

for the prisoners, claiming that bedpans, paper, dressings, mattresses and beds were not 

provided for the sick. They also accused the local German authorities of deserting the 

camp once the typhus outbreak was confirmed:

Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8224, Report by the Government Committee on the Treatment by the Enemy o f  
British Prisoners o f  War regarding the Conditions obtaining at Wittenberg camp during the Typhus 
Epidemic o f  1915 (London, 1916), p. 1, Enclosure in no. 1.

Ibid.
James W. Gerard, M y Four Years in Germany (New York, 1918), pp. 117-120.
Ibid.
Report by the Government Committee on the Treatment by the Enemy o f  British Prisoners o f  War 

regarding the Conditions obtaining at Wittenberg camp during the Typhus Epidemic o f  1915.
Ibid., p. 2
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No communication was held between the prisoners and their guards except 
by means o f directions shouted from the guards or officers remaining 
outside the wire entanglements of the camp. All supplies for the men were 
pushed into the camp over chutes [...] No medical attention the whole

372time was provided by the German staff.

The chief German doctor. Dr Aschenbach, and his staff were accused of deserting the 

camp for months to avoid catching typhus.

A separate British parliamentary paper, published in October 1916, accused the German 

authorities of similar negligence during a typhus epidemic at Gardelegen camp in spring 

1915.^^^ At Gardelegen “the commandant summoned imprisoned French, British and 

Russian doctors to the fence, where he informed them the camp was under quarantine; 

that nobody was allowed to enter or leave.’’̂ '̂̂  Both these parliamentary papers were 

subsequently published in translation in French, Spanish, Dutch and Swedish to publicise 

the British accusations in neutral countries. The British also issued a white book on the 

typhus epidemic at Wittenberg and a third parliamentary paper published accusations by 

ex-prisoners that the German guards had beaten captives and used guard dogs against 

them. Private A. T. Lutwyche stated; “All the subordinates were bad and bullied the
'inf.

prisoners. After the typhus broke out the sentries were largely removed.” Another 

prisoner declared that the sentries set dogs upon sick prisoners seeking to use the latrines 

until the date when the guards fled the camp due to fear o f typhus.

According to the Geneva Convention Germany was entitled to retain captured enemy 

medical personnel as long as they were required to care for their own men who were sick

Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8351, Report on the Typhus Epidemic at Gardelegen by the Government 
Committee on the Treatment by the Enemy o f  British Prisoners o f  War during the Spring and Summer o f  
1915 (London, 1916). For an unofficial account o f  the epidemic at Wittenberg see the memoir by Arthur 
Green, The story o f  a prisoner o f  war by No. 6646, 1̂ ' Somerset Light Infantry (London, 1916).

Richard Speed 111, Prisoners, D iplomats and the Great War (New York and London, 1990), p. 67. 
TNA, WO, 32/5608, Memorandum to Sir Richard Ewart, Enquiry by the Commission appointed by the 

German Government into the alleged ill-treatment o f  prisoners-of-war; Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8480, 
Correspondence respecting the use o f  Police Dogs in Prisoners ’ Camps in Germany (London, 1917). 

Ibid., p. 4.
Ibid., p. 5.
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or wounded prisoners of war. There was nothing illegal in sending British medical 

officers to help fight an epidemic among their compatriots. How did the typhus epidemics 

o f  1915 become a major war crime accusation against Germany?

The typhus epidemics of spring 1915 were no minor footnote in the history of prisoner of 

war treatment. Typhus broke out in thirty major German prisoner of war camps between
^7Q ^80January and July 1915. Most of these camps were in North Germany. In March 

1915, when the epidemic peaked, some 11, 862 British, French, Russian and Belgian
381prisoners had caught the disease according to post-war German estimates. In the whole 

epidemic some 44,732 prisoners o f war in Germany became sick with typhus. To place 

this in perspective, by June 1915, Germany had captured an estimated 848,556 

p r i s o n e r s . A t  the very least, therefore, the overall infection rate among prisoners can be 

estimated at 5.27%. The infection rate varied from camp to camp; in some the situation 

was clearly overwhelming: at Kottbus camp between January and May 1915, 6,509 

prisoners out o f 9,400 fell ill. According to the German post-war medical history of the 

war, French prisoners had a higher mortality rate during the epidemic (21.55%) than 

Russian prisoners (7.46%) who apparently had a level of immunity from childhood to the 

disease. *̂^

Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre en France et en Allemagne au regard des Conventions 
Internationales, 1914-1916  (Paris, 1916), p. 54.

August Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager” in Professor Dr Otto von 
Schjeming, ed., Handbuch der Arztlichen Erfahrungen im Weltkriege 1914/18, vol. 7 (Leipzig, 1922), p. 
261.

See T ables.
Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager,” p. 260.
Ibid.
Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Vdlker, pp. 28-29.
Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager,” p. 261.
Ibid., p. 262.
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NAME OF CAMP START OF EPIDEMIC END OF EPIDEMIC
Altdamm 1.6 17.7
Brandenburg a.H. 8.1 9.6
Bergerdamm 30.1 9.2
Biitow 4.4 7.6
Czersk 8.3 1.8
Danzig-Troyl 30.3 21.8
Erfurt 9.3 21.4
Frankfurt a. 0 . 9.1 11.6
Gardelegen 26.2 21.7
Gorlitz 6.5 6.8
Guben 8.2 11.3
Halbe 24.2 23.8
Hammerstein 7.4 8.7
Heilsberg 30.6 —

Heuberg 5.3 14.5
Kassel 20.2 3.10
Kottbus 15.1 24.5
Lamsdorf 1.3 13.8
Langensalza 16.2 15.7
Liigumkloster 20.5 30.8
Ohrdruf 9.2 29.7
Rastatt 1.6 18.9
Soltau 1.7. 12.8
Sagan 8.2 10.6
Schneidemiihl 4.1 13.9
Stargard i.P. 12.1 25.4
Stralkowo 12.4 24.9
Witttenberg 16.1 23.7
Zerbst 5.3 16.4
Zossen 4.3 20.5

Table 5. Location and dates of typhus epidemics in German prisoner of war camps 
in 1915.^^^

For witnesses the typhus was terrifying. A British ex-prisoner described how at 

Schneidemiihl:

About February 1915 typhus swept over the camp; nearly all the camp was 
down with it. There were 2,000 deaths in a couple o f months but the 
English only lost about 22 of their number. The men died so fast that they

Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager,” p. 261.
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could not bury them properly; they were laid in trenches in deal boxes 
blackened with tar. On the average there would be about 20 deaths in the 
morning and the same number in the afternoon. There was no 
identification or notification of the deaths to the men’s friends. You could 
die and your own comrade would not know you were dead. When the men 
fell sick they were carried, bed and blankets and all and put down on the 
floor in some huts which were wired off and left to die or recover. [...] No

" i Q n

German doctors came.

In February 1915, a German girl, Piete Kuhr, who tried to approach Schneidemiihl 

prisoner of war camp was chased away by a guard who told her no-one could go near the
388camp because o f the epidemic there. A German army doctor described being given the 

command of medical personnel in a prisoner of war camp in 1915 as a “death
• 5 0 Q

sentence.” An exchanged British prisoner related how at Langensalza camp in 1915:

About January, while still in the tents an epidemic of typhus broke out.
The prisoners considered this was due to the verminous state of the camp.
Over 1,300 were said to have died, including six Englishmen. [...] The 
Germans brought one English, and seven or eight French doctors to meet 
the emergency, there being previously only two German doctors. Three of 
the French doctors died.^^°

In the pre-antibiotic era the mortality rate for typhus was usually around 20%.^^’ 

However, the post-war official German publications do not provide conclusive death 

statistics for the 1915 epidemic. The official account of prisoner treatment published by 

Wilhelm Doegen in conjunction with the Reichswehrministerium stated that in total 

during the whole war only 2,895 Russian prisoners died of typhus. The number of 

prisoner deaths per camp remains unclear. At one camp alone, Kassel-Niederzwehren, the 

Russian victims o f the epidemic were buried in a mass grave which, according to the 

headstone, contains 2,000 dead. How many of these deaths were due to typhus is 

impossible to ascertain. A French doctor witness stated after his repatriation to France

TNA, WO 161/99, no. 1092, Private J. McGinlay.
Jo Mihaly, “da g ib t ’s ein Wiedersehn!" Kriegstagebuch eines Madchens 1914-1918  (Freiburg, 1982) 

pp. 142-143.
Karl-Heinz Leven, D ie Geschichte der Infektionskrankheiten. Von der Antike bis ins 20. Jahrhundert 

(Landsberg, 1997), p. 133.
TNA, WO 161/98, no. 288.
Leven, D ie Geschichte der Infektionskrankheiten, p. 133.
Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Vdlker, pp. 56-57.
As noted during a visit to the graveyard in August 2003.

I
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from Kassel-Niederzwehren that 2,300 prisoners had died during the epidemic there: 

1,600 French and 700 R u s s i a n s . A u g u s t  Gartner writing in the German medical 

history of the war cited 803 prisoner deaths of all nationalities at Kassel-Niederzwehren 

during the epidemic. G ^ n e r  was in a position to know -  he was called in from Jena to 

deal with the epidemic in Kassel in 1915. August Gartner stated that throughout 

Germany 4,248 prisoners o f war (of which 1,226 were French) died of typhus in 1915. 

However, he admitted that this figure was probably too low as it did not include those 

whose cause of death had been misdiagnosed at the outbreak of the epidemic, and those
'IQ 'J

who died in military hospitals outside prisoner o f war camps. Wilhelm Doegen’s 

figures for the overall number of Allied prisoners in Germany during the period 

10.3.1915 -  10.10.1915 also reveal that the British prisoner deaths from typhus at one 

point cancelled out German gains in British prisoners of war from new captures;

Rapport adresse au ministere de la guerre le 12.8.1915 par le Docteur David [Alphonse] medecin-major 
de ler classe, sur I’epidemie de typhus exanthematique, qui a sevi au camp de Cassel, de janvier a juillet 
1915 cited in Dr J. de Christmas, Le Traitement des Phsonniers Frangais en Allemagne, d'apres 
I ’interrogatoire des prisonniers ramenes d ’Allemagne en Suisse pou r raisons de sante (Paris, 1917), p. 27. 
At the Leipzig trials the French claimed 3,000 prisoners died at Kassel-Niederzwehren in the epidemic. 
See: Gerd Hankel, D ie Leipziger Prozesse. Deutsche Kriegsverbrechen und ihre strafrechtliche Verfolgung 
nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg (Hamburg, 2003), p. 341.

Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager,” p. 261.
Christmas, Le Traitment des Prisonniers Frangais en Allemagne, p. 28.
Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager,” p. 260.
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Date Increase in 
French officer 
prisoners in 
Germany

Increase in 
French other 
rank
prisoners in 
Germany

Increase in 
British officer 
prisoners in 
Germany

Increase in 
British other 
rank
prisoners in 
Germany

10 .3 . 15- 10 .6.15 +330 +  21,011 +  128 + 3,985
10 .6 . 15- 10 .8.15 +421 +  13,376 +  22 +  714
10 .8 . 15- 10 .9.15 +  37 + 5,088 +  5 -417
10 .9 . 15-

10 . 10.15
+  200 + 11,221 +  30 +  1,566

Total March- 
October 1915

+ 988 + 50,696 + 185 + 6,265

Table 6. Increases in the number of British and French prisoners held in camps in 
Germany 10.3.15 -  10.10.15,

However, the impact of the typhus epidemic was not just a matter of death rates. As 

important was the effect that the descriptions by survivors had in Britain and France. 

News of the death o f French prisoners during the epidemic at Kassel camp was used to 

stoke popular indignation against Germany:

How was it possible that a people who are so proud of their sanitation and 
hygienic organisation could be so impotent when faced with the terrible 
epidemics of typhus which ravaged Wittenberg, Kassel and Kottbus 
camps? The German doctors cannot have been ignorant of the French 
discoveries concerning the transmission of this illness by parasites and the 
ease with which an epidemic can be stopped by the simple disinfection of 
men and their belongings. Yet they let an epidemic develop which took on 
such proportions that thousands of men died in the above named camps.
[...] Given these facts one has to demand if from the outset they really 
desired to prevent the epidemic.'^^®

This month the overall number o f  British other rank prisoners in camps in Germany actually dropped by 
417. This reflects an increase in the prisoner death rate, which was so great as to cancel out gains from 
captures. It probably indicates the adjustment to overall figures following the deaths caused by the typhus 
epidemic.

This table uses the same information as Table 4. It was calculated by subtracting the figures given for 
the overall number o f  British and French prisoners reported in prisoner o f  war camps in Germany 
throughout the war. Therefore, not only captures but also prisoner deaths are reflected in the net gain in 
prisoner figures shown here. Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Vdlker, pp. 28-29, Zahlentafel samtlicher 
eingebrachten Kriegsgefangenen wahrend der Kriegsdauer bis zum 10. Oktober 1918. As a post-war right- 
wing publication Doegen’s statistics should be considered approximate.

Christmas, Le Traitement des Prisonniers Frangais en Allemagne, p. 11.
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An official French publication on prisoner treatment in 1916 described “French soldiers 

with typhus, in agony” in overcrowded barracks, where “the crowding was so great that 

[...] the dying had to be disentangled, often soiled with their own f a e c e s . T h e  

epidemic was prominently publicized in France and a number of French medical theses 

were published researching the causes and the effects of the prison camp typhus 

epidemics.'^^^

The imagery used to describe the epidemics portrayed Germany as a nation devoid of 

humane instincts. It had failed to fulfill one of the basic tenets of civilisation -  nursing 

the sick. The depiction of the typhus epidemics thus mirrored the Allies’ portrayal of the 

Germans in 1914 as barbarians who shot dead French and British wounded on the 

battlefield. News of the typhus epidemics in German prisoner of war camps reinforced 

the link between prisoner mistreatment and German ‘atrocity.’ Extreme violence on the 

battlefield was legitimized by this dehumanization of Germans, which the repetitive 

emphasis o f German prisoner mistreatment reinforced.

Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre en France et en Allemagne, p. 61.
See: Georges Monvoisin, Le Typhus exanthematique, son traitement p a r les injections intraveineuses de 

serum de convalescents, a propos de Vepidemic de typhus du camp de prisonniers de Wittemberg (1914- 
1915), Doctoral thesis (Paris, 1919); Marie-Joseph Dautrey, Deux epidemics de typhus exanthematique 
dans les camps de prisonniers d'Allemagne, Langensalza et Cassel, 1915, Doctoral thesis (Nancy, 1919).
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the 1915 typhus epidemic by Jean-Pierre Laurens from Prisonniers 
de Guerre, Ctihier a la M emoire des Compagnons de Captivite dii Camp de Wittenberg

(Paris, 1918).

The French Government took a strong post-war position on the typhus epidemics 

bringing a case against the Commandant of Kassel-Niederzwehren camp. Lieutenant 

General (rtd.) Benno Kruska and the chief of the camp guards, Lieutenant General (rtd.) 

Hans von Schack, at the Leipzig Trials in 192!.'^^^ The trial was a fiasco for the French. 

Kruska had the support of the courtroom and his defence accused a key French witness, 

an Alsatian who had been serving in the German army, of being a traitor.'*®'* One French 

witness, ex-prisoner Roulon, who took the stand, accused Kruska of saying that he would 

fight the war “in his own way” and claimed that Kruska deliberately allowed the typhus 

to spread.'**^”’ French witnesses claimed Kruska had said the French and Russian prisoners

M A E. Scric Y. Internationale. 589. A rchives dc la m ission dc I'A vocat G eneral. Paul M atter, au proccs 
de Leipzig 19 2 1. f. 9 8 -124. 12.7.1921.

I b id .

I b id .
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should be mixed together so the French could get to know their Allies better, adding: 

“what does it matter if the French have a few lice more or less.” *̂̂  ̂The trial illustrated the 

widely held belief in France that the Germans had caused the epidemic on purpose. For 

the French, the typhus was interpreted as a deliberate wartime violence against their 

soldiers. The case against Kruska was impossible to prove as his intent to cause harm to 

the prisoners could not be shown. The court concluded that the French had not “a shadow 

of evidence.

The German post-war response to this barrage of Allied accusations was to claim that in 

1914 German doctors had no knowledge of typhus and could not identify it."*®* Typhus 

was “unknown in the country apart from a few rare cases in the eastern border regions 

among vagabonds and the “lowest class o f s o c i e t y . I t  was not initially known that lice 

spread the disease.""^ The German defence argued that lice-infested Russian prisoners 

caused the typhus. Therefore, it was simply an unfortunate consequence of war. 

Moreover, the German authorities pointed out that German guards and medical staff had 

died from typhus caught while nursing prisoners. In particular, they emphasised Kassel- 

Niederzwehren camp where 40 German guards and medical staff died, including 

Professor Hermann KnackfuB from the Kasseler Kunstakademie, a personal friend of the 

Kaiser.""'

However, the British accusations about the Wittenberg epidemic were considered so 

important that they were examined by a post-war German Commission of Enquiry in 

1919, established by Matthias Erzberger to investigate German prisoner treatment. Led 

by Professor Walther Schiicking, an expert in international law, the Commission of 

Enquiry interviewed German witnesses and found against the British accusations:

MAE, Serie Y, Internationale, 589, Archives de la mission de I’Avocat General, Paul Matter, au proces 
de Leipzig 1921, f. 98-124. 12.7.1921.

Hankel, D ie Leipziger Prozesse, p. 342.
Ibid.
Gartner, “Einrichtung und Hygiene der Kriegsgefangenenlager,” p. 259.
Ibid.
“Eine Trutzburg fiir die Toten. Briten und Englander ruhen auf dem Keilsberg — Friedhofe mit hochst 

unterschiedlichem Charakter,” Extra Tip, Kassel, 11.6.2003, p. 13.
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A violation of international law in the matter of treatment of prisoners at 
Wittenberg camp during the epidemic in the year 1915, did not take place.
The Commission were o f the opinion that greater precautions might have 
been taken, and greater preparations made in advance, to meet an outbreak 
o f contagious diseases in camps."*'^

Yet the evidence given to the commission hearing by the chief German doctor at 

Wittenberg during the epidemic. Dr Aschenbach, largely concurred with the British 

claims. Three prisoners had to share each mattress, he admitted. The camp was 

overcrowded. The German personnel were withdrawn and British doctors and personnel 

substituted and food was supplied to the camp, as stated by the British, by a special 

mechanical contrivance to avoid the spread of the epidemic to the town itself." '̂^ 

Moreover, Dr Aschenbach admitted that he was “seldom in the lazaret himself; the same 

was true of his assistant. Inasmuch as Allied doctors were in charge of their own 

countrymen there was no necessity for him to interfere in the actual t r e a t m e n t . A  

British observer caustically remarked on the Commission hearing: “the evidence of 

prisoners-of-war themselves is not heard, so that the value of an investigation into the 

Wittenberg case [...] was questionable.”"̂’^

The German version of events was, to say the least, disingenuous. There was knowledge 

in Germany in 1914 about typhus and the danger it posed to prisoners o f war. Typhus lice 

were not only carried by Russian soldiers -  the disease had also broken out among 

German soldiers in the Army in 1914.'”  ̂German researchers had long been studying 

typhus, which had been the focus o f research by scientists across Europe during the 

Balkan wars of 1912 and 1913.'*'^ German researchers were at the forefront o f this work, 

such as the zoologist Stanislaus von Prowazek who died during the 1915 epidemic as he

TNA, w o  32/5608, no. 64, Memorandum to Major-General Sir Richard Ewart.
Ibid.
Ibid.
TNA, WO 32/5608, Memorandum to Sir Richard Ewart.
Sanitdtsbericht uber das Deutsche Heer im Weltkriege 1914/18, (Deutsches Feld- und Besatzungsheer) 

(Deutscher Kriegsanitatsbericht 1914/18) vol. 1 (Berlin, 1934) p. 126. See also: Wolfgang U. Eckart, 
“Epidemien” in Gerhard Hirschfeld, Gerd Krumeich and Irina Renz, eds, Enzyklopddie Erster Weltkrieg 
(Paderbom, Munich, Vienna, Zurich, 2003) p. 459.
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researched typhus in a prisoner of war camp. Bernhard Nocht, an expert on tropical 

disease, was also a leading German researcher into typhus.^'^ Moreover, a special issue of 

the Munchener Medizinische Wochenschrift in 1915 outlined in detail how to organise 

hygiene in prisoner of war camps to avoid epidemics.^^^ It stated that any prisoner 

suspected o f having an infectious disease should be isolated. Prisoners in transit camps 

were to be quarantined and innoculated against smallpox, cholera and typhus, and to be 

showered with lots o f soap.^^'

The real reason why typhus broke out in prisoner o f war camps on such a disastrous scale 

was the totally inadequate sanitation and severe lice infestations existing in the 

improvised camp sites in late \ There was no provision for disinfection in many of

the provisional prisoner of war camps and no quarantining of newly arrived prisoners 

from other captives. Conditions for other rank prisoners of war in Germany in the winter 

o f 1914 were very poor. Doberitz camp consisted o f “four large tents, each holding some 

hundreds; we had no beds, only straw and a blanket. No sanitary arrangements; no water 

or nothing.’'"̂ ^̂  Sennelager camp in September 1914 was “an open field enclosed with 

wire. [...] there were no tents or covering in it o f any kind. There were about 2,000 

prisoners in it - all British. We lay on the ground with only one blanket for three men.”''̂ '* 

An escaped French prisoner, Adjutant Lucien Debond described Minden camp in 

September 1914:

13,000 prisoners, the majority from Maubeuge and also civilians from 
Amiens, were interned at Minden. Arriving on 11 Sepember the prisoners 
were parked in a camp without any shelter [...] The men had to sleep on 
the wet soil in the rain, almost all without straw and many without 
blankets. This lasted eight days. The prisoners were then allowed to 
construct little shelters out of the earth, built with no tools other than iron 
bars [knifes having been confiscated]. This situation lasted until 24 
September when we were transferred into buildings made from planks.
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From 11 September until 24 September the prisoners had to cope with 
severe cold [...] some had frozen feet and others died."*̂ ^

British ex-prisoner Frank Byrne described how at Hameln camp in October-November 

1914 ten thousand prisoners were lodged “for the first six weeks in trenches covered with 

canvas awnings. The bedding consisted of shavings and each man had one blanket. There 

was no heating of any kind. When it rained everything got soaked; pools of water 

gathered on the mud floor. The dirt and vermin etc. were frightful. Washing facilities 

consisted of one tap for some 7,000 men.”''̂ ^

Bavarian Kriegsministerium documents reveal that, during the opening six months of the

war, prisoner o f war camp organization was chaotic, with a major shortage of buildings to

accommodate prisoners and no co-ordinated policy for sanitation, clothing or de-

lousing.''^^ An overview of prisoner of war deaths in Bavaria between the outbreak of war

and 10 December 1915 stated that 926 French other rank prisoners had died as well as

349 French civilians. The Auswdrtiges Amt in Berlin was informed in September 1915

that journalists were not to be allowed visit Zossen or D5beritz prisoner of war camps

because they were not yet in a fit state to be seen:

The camps are in no way finished; only the most basic of shelters is 
standing so that the accommodation at the present time appears scarcely 
presentable. [...] Our military successes will be the best propaganda 
abroad. Whoever holds us to be barbarians will continue to do so 
regardless. Those who are really well-inclined towards us will not believe 
the fantasies of the bribed enemy press.

Most revealing were two documents on the typhus epidemic at Kassel-Niederzwehren 

which the German court at Leipzig chose to ignore. They confirm that negligence was a 

major factor. The first was a report by the Inspektion der Kriegsgefangenenlager des XI. 

Armeekorps from 4 May 1915, which stated that the Commandant of Kassel- 

Niederzwehren had failed to recognise the “great danger of a typhus epidemic and

SHAT, 7 N 1187, Rapports d’evades ou rapatries transmis par Gouv. de Boulogne, Adjutant Lucien 
Debond.
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implemented the necessary measures far too late. There was also a failure to adequately 

instruct doctors and officers, and to energetically and efficiently use the available 

p e r s o n n e l . A n o t h e r  memo from 9 August 1919 gave the opinion of another General 

from the XI. Armeekorps who stated: “General Kruska was a very imprudent and not very 

active Camp Commandant and was little loved by the prisoners. [...] The conditions 

outlined in the French report -  apart from the overestimate of the numbers who died and 

fell sick -  are in general accurate.”'*̂ ’

The decision by the German Chief o f the General Staff to mix the different nationalities 

o f Allied prisoners together, ordered on 1 October 1914, increased the likelihood of a 

typhus o u t b r e a k . W h e n  queried by the Schiicking Commission as to why this order to 

mix nationalities was issued. General Fransecky, head of the prisoners o f war department 

at the Kriegsministerium in 1919, refused to answer, stating that the commission could 

“draw its own conclusions as to the motive of this order.”^̂  ̂ It was highly likely that the 

order was issued to humiliate British and French prisoners by making them share quarters 

with Russians and colonial prisoners whom the German military regarded as less- 

civilized. There was a significant racial aspect which determined the initial reaction of the 

German authorities to the typhus outbreak. Karl-Heinz Leven outlines that during World 

War One, “for German hygienists, typhus had a racial component; it was seen as 

affecting the Russians and Polish who were seen as indolent, and in particular, as 

affecting the Jewish population.”"'̂ '' Typhus was initially perceived as endemic among 

Eastern populations and as a normal part of life for Russian prisoners whose culture and 

hygienic attitudes were considered primitive.''^^
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The priority above all in 1915 was to protect the German population from an epidemic. 

This explains why the German authorities were so successful in organising quarantine 

protection for German civilians, whereas they failed totally to protect prisoners from the 

spread of the disease. In the whole war there were only 1,279 cases of typhus among the 

entire German population, (most spread by soldiers on leave from Russia or the 

Balkans)."*^  ̂ This contrasts dramatically with the spread of the disease unchecked 

throughout thirty different prisoner of war camps. The priority o f the German 

administration was to protect German civilians -  the welfare of prisoners o f war and their 

need for de-lousing was given practically no consideration in the winter of 1914-1915.

The 1915 typhus epidemic thus reveals a pattern of indifference and negligence at the 

heart of the German prisoner of war camp system. It should be pointed out that although 

typhus did not reappear in prison camps in Germany after 1915, and a proper system of 

de-lousing prisoners was established in the wake of the epidemic, Germany was no better 

able to respond when in 1918 illness again broke out in prisoner of war camps. The 

typhus epidemics illustrate the complex relationship between truth and propaganda 

during the First World War and the ever-increasing erosion of the status of the prisoner as 

protected in international law. Most significantly, however, they illustrate that for French 

and British contemporaries at the time, epidemics in German prison camps had come to 

be perceived as a form of atrocity -  o f wartime violence.

Leven, D ie Geschichte der Infektionskrankheiten, p. 133.
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Sickness among German prisoners in French camps in North Africa

This shift in attitude towards prisoner sickness -  to viewing it as a violence perpetrated 

upon captives by the enemy -  was not Umited to the British and French. In Germany, too, 

a similar atrocity discourse evolved around the captivity of German soldiers sent by the 

French government to prisoner of war camps in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria.

By 1 April 1915, there were 4,834 German prisoners in Algeria and Tunisia. Most were 

working on engineering or public works’ projects."'^^ A further 5,356 German prisoners 

were in Morocco at Casablanca, Rabat, Meknes and Fez where they were working on 

railway building.'*^* By January 1916 there were 12,000 German prisoners in Algeria and 

Tunisia.'*^^ Wounded prisoners were also sent to hospitals in North Africa. Once again 

class was a determinant of treatment: German officer prisoners remained in metropolitan 

France. In Tunisia and Algeria the prisoners were under the control of the General 

Commandant les armees de terre et de mer de I ’Afrique du Nord, General Moynier. No 

civilians were involved in the administration o f these camps.'*'*'  ̂ In Morocco, the 

administration of the Governor-General, Louis Hubert Gonzalve Lyautey, controlled the 

prison camps.

A key reason for sending German prisoners to Morocco was to take revenge for 

Germany’s pre-war attempts to win political influence in the region. General Lyautey, the 

French Governor in Morocco, wrote in 1914: “Before the European war, the Germans 

enjoyed considerable prestige in the eyes of the natives of our Protectorate [...] It was, 

therefore, urgent the day after the declaration of war to take energetic measures to [...] 

affirm in the eyes of the natives our power and our superiority over the e n e m y . I n  

1916, he stated “it was necessary to convince the Moroccan people that we were and
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remain the stronger power. We have sought to do this through a series o f measures,” 

including, “bringing 8,000 German prisoners to Morocco, who are employed on public 

works.” '̂*̂

Employing German prisoners also reflected Lyautey’s desire to convince Moroccans that 

France was not experiencing any crisis due to the war. He wrote in 1914:

In order to maintain the confidence of the natives it is necessary to affirm 
the continuity of normal life. To do this, we have to maintain economic 
activity. All the public works such as road maintenance and railway 
building, [...] are to be continued. We will thus convince the population 
that despite the events in Europe we are determined to continue [...] the 
regime of peace and justice which the Protectorate has provided them with 
and o f which they enjoy the benefits.' '̂^^

Gennany quickly protested at German prisoners being sent to Africa, claiming the 

climate was unhealthy. The German press and public condemned the French action.'*' '̂  ̂A 

meeting of the Cologne Red Cross War Help Group on 19 December 1915 was informed 

by Geheimrat Greve that “our prisoners in Algeria and Morocco must endure the worst 

humiliation and mistreatment. They are handed over to the vengeful animal lusts of the 

blacks.”"̂ ^̂  The use of non-European guards caused anger in Germany. In North Africa 

five German prisoners were killed by Arab guards during escape attempts.' '̂^^ It was also 

widely believed that all German prisoners in North Africa were sick as a result of the 

climate. A German letter to the Vatican requested that the French church intercede on 

behalf of 120 German prisoners sick with fever at Miliana camp in Algeria.^"*  ̂ Germany
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collected evidence from former prisoners of considerable mistreatment and poor living 

conditions in the North African camps.'*'^*

The American writer Edith Wharton who travelled extensively in Morocco during the

war, described the German protests about the African climate as “absurd.”'*''̂  Yet for the

prisoners, the initial experience of North Africa was difficult. The climate was harsh and

the journey by boat from France was tortuous due to shortages of blankets and cold. One

prisoner, Oskar Wachler described how in November 1914 he travelled wounded from

Marseille to Tunis: “We were loaded onto a ponton -  a type of cattle ship -  where we

spent ten days without blankets lying on lousy straw. It was impossible to sleep because

of the cold.”'*̂® Another prisoner, E. Arnold, recalled how in November 1914 he was

loaded onto a steam ship:

Here we were all put into a cargo hold, including those whose wounds 
were unhealed. The state of the place with wounded who could not stand 
up and the rough sea crossing cannot be described. He who was not there 
cannot imagine it. In Tunis we were unloaded and placed in a big tent with 
black guards. From there 1 was sent to a hospital. Here the food and

1 451treatment were very good.

Prisoner Alfred Scheler stated that during his transport from Marseille to Alger,

my wound had not yet healed and I could only move with effort. [...] As 
we were loaded onto the ship we had stones thrown at us by well-dressed 
French women. On board [...] conditions were bad; the rooms were dirty 
and teemed with vermin. I was here for 14 days. Food satisfactory. [...]
Upon landing we were again stoned by French women who were all well- 
dressed and from the better classes. One of us received a head wound as a 
result. Then we were taken to Tizi Ouzou where I was put alone into a 
hospital room and my wound healed. I have no complaint to make of this 
place.̂ ^̂

Conditions in North Africa were often difficult. One prisoner, Oskar Wachler, described 
how

BA-M A, M sg 200 / 327, 29 page report o f  evidence o f  prisoner abuse in North Africa.
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at the end of November 1914 I was shipped to Tunis. I and around ten 
comrades were sent to Belvedere hospital. At the end of January 1915 I 
was released from hospital with my wounds still festering as they needed 
to make room for others, as a result many prisoners were let out of 
hospital unhealed. I was sent to the fortress Gafsa in south Tunisia where 
the food was bad and my wounds received no treatment so that they took 
longer to heal. At the end of April, I and sixty comrades were sent to 
Ferryville camp on the north coast o f Tunisia. The diet here was 
unbalanced. For eight weeks we had only rice at midday and in the 
evenings. Then for many weeks only horse beans etc. which are hard on 
the stomach and made many of us sick. The commandant of the camp, 
Captain Grand was a very unpleasant man who made our lives very hard 
and hassled the prisoners a lot. He often hit them with his whip, even in 
the face. However, I never saw this personally. Up to December 1915 we 
had to wash in the dirty washing-up water as we received no other water.
We lived in tents which teemed with flies."*̂ ^

In North Africa, prisoners found it hard to cope with local food, and with the heat. They 

had practically no postal link with Germany."'^'' They were subject to the same military 

regime as French zouaves enduring the 'tambour' punishment in many camps, where a 

man was disciplined by being forced to lie still for long periods in a tiny tent exposed to 

the sun.'*^  ̂ One ex-prisoner reported a dysentery epidemic at his camp at Khanga-Sidi- 

Nadgi, and gruelling desert m a r c h e s . H e  recalled the French guards stating that “they 

did not understand why the government had sent us to build pointless roads in these God

forsaken areas where the climate was so bad that no European would ever wish to settle 

t h e r e . T h e  prisoner concluded the French government was deliberately trying to kill
458its captives.
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The details o f the ailments affecting German prisoners exchanged from North Africa to 

France in 1916 reveal that many were suffering from anaemia, due to malaria and the 

almost total lack of red meat in their diet/^^ Some were repatriated due to eye damage 

from the sun.‘*̂ ° Almost all of the German prisoners sent to North Africa caught 

malaria."*^’ Initially, this unfamiliar sickness had given rise in Germany to the rumour that 

their prisoners in North Africa all had tuberculosis. However, the Red Cross inspections 

found very few cases of T.B.: “when we encountered a pale or thin man in the camps we 

questioned him thinking to find a tuberculosis sufferer, but it was always the same reply: 

malaria.”'*̂  ̂ Prisoner Alfred Scheler recalled how at Sikh-ou-Meddour [sic], in August 

1915,

malaria broke out. The sick remained lying where they were until they lost 
consciousness. Only then were they sent to hospital in Tizi Ouzou. I also 
ended up there. Here 1 saw how a Bavarian N.C.O. called Kiestein was put 
on the floor and his hands and feet tied to posts. He had to lie like that on 
his stomach for half an hour because when the commandant ordered us to 
leave our tents, he [Kiestein] had said ‘they deserve a bloody good hiding 
{nun haben sie wieder mal den arsch voll gekriegl).' A man from Alsace 
reported what he had said to the sentry.

Red Cross inspectors found that “it was malarial fever that the prisoners feared the 

most."'^ '̂  ̂The International Committee of the Red Cross was allowed to inspect the North 

African camps which it did several times at the behest of the German government. The 

first inspections took place in February 1915."̂ ^̂  In Tunisia, International Red Cross 

inspectors found that almost all the prisoners had suffered badly from diarrhoea after 

their arrival from France."*^  ̂ Prisoners were inoculated against typhus and typhoid on 

a r r i v a l . D e s p i t e  this a major typhoid outbreak occurred at Monastir in 1915. “Quite a
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large number of prisoners caught the illness and many died,” Red Cross inspectors noted
A f . Q

during inspections in December 1915 and January 1916. According to the French the

cases of typhoid only occurred among those German prisoners who had refused

inoculation and claimed that they had already been vaccinated. The Red Cross inspectors

decided that the prisoners were, therefore, themselves to blame for the epidemic.”*̂ ^

However, the inspectors reported that they were unable to interrogate a key witness, the

German prisoner interpreter Borgstoff. They nevertheless concluded that “after asking

many questions we have become convinced that the prisoners generalised too hastily”

from the typhoid fever.**̂ ® The epidemic had

broken out suddenly in a widespread manner with a particular malignancy; 
the hospitals saw a sudden influx of sick. It does not seem that there were 
mistakes or negligence to blame but simply large material difficulties to 
overcome and a particularly strong strain of illness which led to the men 
dying in two or three days and sometimes sooner. [...] As for the bad 
reputation of the hospital at Monastir, it is surely undeserved as this 
establishment does not exist. See how one writes history! (Voila comme on 
ecrit I ’histoire!)^^^

Questions have to be asked regarding the reliability o f the Red Cross reports. Their 

simplistic approach to investigating the typhoid epidemic in Monastir was astounding -  it 

did not occur to them that the original hospital could have been closed, renamed or 

moved following the epidemic. The Red Cross also provided no overall death statistics 

for prisoners in North Africa in its reports."*^  ̂ It admitted that death rates for Algerian 

camps were not available when its inspectors enquired.''^^

Despite the absence of death rates, the Red Cross inspector Dr de Marval concluded from

his inspections of camps in Tunisia and Algeria in February 1915 that the overall

situation in North African camps was good:

Prisoners in Algeria and Tunisia have no reason to complain, and they do 
not complain. Generally very well treated they have an easy life in a

ACICR, 432/II/10/C.37, CICR, Rapports Vernet, Muralt, Schazmann et Cramer, p. 24. 
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marvellous land with a healthy climate. Several o f the more philosophical 
even told me that in the midst of the material and mental misery o f being 
prisoners of war they had at least the consolation of seeing ‘an interesting 
land.’̂ ^̂

Subsequent inspectors who visited Tunisia and Algeria in December 1915 and January 

1916 came to similar conclusions, despite encountering widespread malaria among the 

prisoners and reporting that in several camps the prisoners looked exhausted and 

unwell."̂ ^̂

The Red Cross inspections caused controversy in Germany where their favourable claims

about North Africa were not believed. Suspicions grew that the French were duping

neutral inspectors. One German prisoner reported that when the Swiss Medical

Commission came to inspect his camp in North Africa in March 1916,

the rooms were crowded with sick. About an hour before the commission 
arrived the sick who could walk were taken into the wood to create the 
impression that the conditions were healthy in the camp. Once the 
commission were gone the sick were brought back out of the wood.'^^^

The German government asked for further International Red Cross inspections to be 

carried out by Swiss Germans and organised that the inspectors report to the 

Kriegsministerium representative, Major Pabst von Ohain, about their trip, before they 

presented their findings to their superiors in Geneva.'*’’ This breach of protocol angered 

the International Committee of the Red Cross as it implied that it was pressuring
478inspectors to make their reports favourable to France. The International Committee 

was further alienated by the German decision to launch reprisals against French prisoners 

of war. In order to force France to remove its German prisoners from North Africa, 

Germany sent 30,000 French prisoners to work in harsh conditions in reprisal camps in 

German-occupied Russia until the French government finally agreed to evacuate their

CICR, Rapports Marval, p. 11.
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North African camps in 1916.''^^ Once again, violence against captives had led to 

deterioration in prisoner treatment.

Important comparisons can be made between the typhus epidemics in German camps in 

1915, and the typhoid and malaria outbreaks among German prisoners in North Africa 

the same year. In both cases there was a desire on the part of the military administration 

to humiliate prisoners. In the German case the aim was to humiliate British and French 

captives by putting them into barracks alongside Russian peasants. In the French case, the 

aim was to humiliate German prisoners by placing them under colonial guards. In both 

cases the desire o f the military to humiliate took precedence over prisoners’ welfare. This 

was the prerequisite for the subsequent negligent attitude towards safeguarding prisoners’ 

health. In both cases, the general public concluded that the enemy had deliberately caused 

prisoners to fall sick. Sickness in captivity was perceived as a form of wartime atrocity.

It is important to note that sickness among prisoners was not a universal phenomenon in 

1914-1915. It did not occur everywhere and was not an automatic or an inevitable result 

of improvised accommodation. In the winter of 1914-1915 prisoners o f war were held in 

improvised accommodation all across Britain, France and Germany. Widespread fatal 

illness only emerged in two cases: the typhus epidemics of spring 1915 in Germany, and 

malaria and typhoid in North Africa. The comparative context is important here. Despite 

significant problems in organising camps and distributing resources, there were no 

epidemics among German prisoners of war held by Britain in 1914-1915.

A brief outline o f camps in Britain and France in 1914 and 1915 reveals the extent of the 

initial disorder and improvisation. In Britain, German prisoners o f war were initially 

lodged in empty barracks, disused factories and on board ships anchored off the coast 

while suitable camps were prepared for them. The British were unprepared for prisoners 

of war -  one Admiralty minute looked to “the French war at the commencement of the 

last century” for its precedent for how to organise prisoner exchanges."^^^ Conditions on

SHAT, 6 N 110, Journal hebdomadaire de I'lnspection generale des prisonniers de guerre [semaine du 
30 avril au 6 mai 1916], See chapter three for a detailed discussion o f  these reprisals.

TNA, ADM 1/8393/304, N.F. Oliver, D.I.D., Minute, 3.9.1914.
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the ships were far from ideal and German prisoners of war complained o f cramped living 

conditions. Lieutenant-General Sir Herbert Belfield, who headed the War Office 

Department of Prisoners of War, admitted that

The ships though modem and well equipped were most unsatisfactory. It 
was extremely difficult to exercise proper supervision, sanitation was a 
constant cause of anxiety and they were expensive. Prisoners were moved 
into huts or buildings as soon as these could be provided, thus freeing the 
ships and factories which were urgently required for other purposes. Tents 
were used at all times, they being boarded and warmed in winter; but tent- 
life seems to have been very novel to all and was at first the cause of many 
complaints from the prisoners, their governments and the representatives

4 o  1of neutral governments charged with watching their interests.

Belfield, however, also admitted that “the scale of rations issued by us to prisoners of 

war, other than officers, was at first liberal, and this was especially so in view o f the 

enforced idleness to which those in this country were condemned for the first eighteen 

months of the war.” The British did not send German other rank prisoners to work 

outside prisoner of war camps until 1916.'**  ̂ Even then there were only 5,332 prisoners 

working outside camps in Britain by September 1916.'**'̂

Inspectors from the International Red Cross viewed the British camps favourably in 

1915, despite their improvised nature, finding that “the power of the commandant is 

much more limited than in other countries.” They observed that the Kaiser’s birthday 

had been celebrated in all the prisoner o f war camps they visited in Britain."^^  ̂ German 

prisoners, however, were less satisfied. Stabsarzt Dr Hesper recalled that in 1914:

In Frith Hill camp in England the worst possible hygienic conditions 
existed and it was only after repeated demands that I was able to obtain an 
improvement. Similarly in Southend on board the ships the Ivemia and the

Herbert Belfield, “The Treatment o f  Prisoners o f  War,” Transactions o f  the Grotius Society, 9 (1923), 
pp. 139-140.

Ibid., p. 139.
Robert Jackson, The Prisoners 1914-1918, p. 140.
TNA, CAB 42/20/7, Memorandum on the employment o f  prisoners o f  war for the Adjutant-General, 

23.9.1916.
Comite International de la Croix-Rouge, Documents publics d I ’occasion de la Guerre de 1914-1915. 

Rapports de MM. Ed.Na\’ille et V. van Berchem, D r C. de Marval, A. Eugster sur leurs visites aux camps 
de prisonniers en Angleterre, France et Allemagne (Geneva and Paris, 1915) p. 10.

Ibid., p. 26.
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Saxonia the conditions were very unhealthy and it took a long time before
487they improved.

In France, the situation was similar -  camps were improvised at first in spare military 

barracks, old fortresses and tents. One German officer held in the Hopital de TArsenal, at 

Brest in September 1914 described the rooms as damp and cold. The food was 

insufficient until November. He was moved to a fifteenth century fortress, Chateau 

d ’Anne, which was also damp and cold: “after a month all the prisoners had 

rheumatism.”'**̂  At Lourdes, German prisoners initially slept on straw on the bare floor of 

a fortress."*^® France was also short of medical dressings in September and October -  

wounded prisoners complained that the French medical system did not provide adequate 

medical resources for them."'^'

Yet despite this level of organisational improvisation, sickness did not emerge on any 

significant scale in camps in metropolitan France or in the United Kingdom. For sickness 

to emerge a level of negHgence was necessary which went beyond the type of 

improvisation of camps, which occurred in these geographic locations. Widespread 

malaria, typhus and typhoid required a level of administrative indifference to the welfare 

of prisoners o f war to be present. These conditions existed in certain parts of the German 

camp system in 1915 within thirty camps where typhus was able to break out because 

safeguards had been ignored. Similarly, they existed in French North Africa. The desire 

to humiliate enemy prisoners and the lack of accountability within the military in 

Germany and French North Africa made it less likely that camp administrators and their 

superiors would react appropriately and with the necessary speed when sickness first 

broke out.

BA-M A, PH2 / 588, f. 96, Dr Hesper, Stabsarzt, Otto Schlagk.
BA-MA, M sg 200 / 590, Bericht iiber Gefangenschaft in Brest.
Ibid.
Willy Frerk, Kriegsgefangen in Nordafrika. Aus dem Tagebuche des deutschen Gar degrenadiers 

Eduard von Rohden. Ein Dokument franzosischer Schmach (Siegen, 1917), p. 39.
BA-MA, M sg 200 / 427, Feuilleton aus der Erfahrungen einer vierjahrigen Gefangenschaft in Algerien 

und Frankreich, 10.7.1919.
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Conclusion

Between the outbreak of war in 1914 and Christmas 1915, significant change had 

occurred in how the prisoner of war was represented. The prisoner was almost 

exclusively associated with violence, either as perpetrator or victim. Moreover, this 

violence was now defined as atrocity -  as the most extreme and outrageous type of 

radical moral transgression. This radicalised representation of the prisoner of war laid the 

foundation for the subsequent radicalisation in prisoner treatment, which occurred 

between 1916 and 1918.

There are two key points at issue here. First, the real and surprising amount o f violence 

against prisoners in 1914 and 1915, particularly by the German army, reveals that the 

opening phase of the war saw a relatively sustained disintegration of the pre-war 

limitations placed upon violence against prisoners. This disintegration occurred more 

rapidly and more extensively in Germany than in Britain and France. Second, the way 

that violence against prisoners was represented was crucial. Depicting the prisoner as 

either a perpetrator of war crimes or a victim of them undermined the former pre-war 

representation of the prisoner as a figure conceived of, and defined by, international law. 

The voyeuristic attractions of violence meant that recounting prisoner atrocities interested 

the general public far more than the description of more mundane aspects o f prison camp 

life.

Far from being a marginal group, prisoners were central to the radicalisation of the 

conflict in Germany, France and Britain and a fundamental part of each country’s 

wartime self-image. Prisoners were not immune from the totalization processes which 

the war unleashed. They were far from being a neutral bloc removed from the conflict. 

Their accounts o f mistreatment fuelled the sense of outrage that mobilised populations to 

fight. Such accounts also legitimised increasingly violent practices towards prisoners, in 

the guise of reciprocity, as the next section of this thesis will show.
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In t r o d u c t io n  t o  S e c t io n  T w o : M il it a r y  P r a c t ic e s

By 1916 important precedents had been set. The image of the prisoner of war had become 

firmly associated with atrocity in cultural representations in Britain, France and 

Germany. A complex symbiotic relationship had emerged between violent practice and 

the violent image, both textual and iconographic. These representations situated prisoners 

of war within the most taboo form of social understanding of violence -  the atrocity, 

regardless of whether the term was appropriate for a particular incident. The image of the 

passive prisoner, subjected to the extremes o f mistreatment and violence, became a fetish 

of wartime society. Prisoners themselves were complicit in this process, as exchanged 

and repatriated former captives were the main source of the information which fuelled 

their own representation. In this sense, prisoners were not the passive subjects o f their 

own historicization, as the media portrayed them. Statements from ex-prisoners dictated 

the accusations made by the belligerent governments about prisoner atrocities. This 

information probably explains why propaganda on war crimes against prisoners generally 

remained relatively close to reality.

This dynamic had been set in motion during the earliest days of the war and, as we have 

seen in section one, had proceeded to develop into cycles of violence of varying intensity. 

But the relationship between image and practice was a dangerous one. Representations of 

violence discursively popularised and legitimised the very violent practices which they 

were intended to condemn, as calls for reprisals illustrated. They created cultural 

expectations of further atrocity among both civilians and military. Moreover, although 

representations largely interpreted real acts of violence against prisoners relatively 

accurately, this process always operated around an unconscious rule of selection-, prior to 

1916 representations of violence against prisoners always showed the enemy as the 

perpetrator. There was no transparency whatsoever within societies regarding their own 

internal failings in prisoner treatment. Worse still, such representations magnified the 

impact of particular incidents -  in wartime the scale of prisoner abuse was impossible to 

assess, and populations rapidly failed to distinguish between the particular and the 

general. The discourse on prisoner abuse by the enemy often merged different real
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incidents, reported by traumatized witnesses, into a confection of confused dates, 

locations and generalized assumptions. Prisoner beatings in one or two camps soon 

morphed into the indictment o f prison camps across an entire country.

Again it should be emphasized here that underlying all these representations to a greater 

or lesser extent were very real practices of violence against prisoners of war. These 

abuses generated anger and suffering among witnesses. This motivated ex-prisoners to 

report their experiences. Their testimony usually described both the good and the bad 

aspects of captivity and it was assessed by armies and governments in a way not 

dissimilar to war refugee testimony t o d a y . Y e t  while much of the violence related by 

prisoner witnesses in 1914 and 1915 was real, it was also sporadic. Moreover, much of 

the prisoner mistreatment that occurred during this phase of the war had happened in 

previous conflicts: shoddy accommodation, battlefield shooting of the wounded, 

epidemics in prison camps and harsh prison camp discipline. The difference was that 

now, because they clashed so fundamentally with European pre-war expectations, such 

incidents had evolved into cultural representations of atrocity.

Violence against prisoners in the First World War was not a stable constant. It was an 

ever-changing trajectory of frequently revised expectations, permitted and prohibited 

practices, and military necessity. Expectations and military necessity had both emerged in 

1914 and 1915 as defining factors in how prisoner mistreatment was evolving. 

Representations of violence against prisoners in 1914 and 1915 had played a key role in 

changing public and military expectations -  lowering expectations of prisoner treatment 

that was in accordance with international law and increasing those o f atrocity violence. 

Where did the dynamic of this 1914-15 relationship between violence against prisoners 

and its representation lead? What emerged from the progressive undermining o f the status 

of the prisoner of war during the opening war years? The next section of this thesis will 

look at how the cultural expectations about how prisoners could be treated, which had 

developed in 1914-1915, radicalised military practices.

Samantha Power, ‘'A Problem from  Hell. ’America and the Age o f  Genocide (London, 2003), p. 215.
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In order to explore this, section two of this thesis will look in detail at one previously 

unstudied aspect of military practice towards prisoners -  the prisoner o f war labour 

company. First founded by the German army in 1915, followed by the British and French 

in 1916, prisoner of war labour companies provide a crucial insight into just how much 

prisoner treatment deteriorated in the second half of the war. Labour company prisoners 

existed in a separate world to prisoners in camps on the home front. They worked on their 

captor army’s supply and communication lines around the western front and rear zone 

areas -  a war zone forced labour system, with its own separate administration, largely cut 

off from the home front prison camps. In prisoner of war labour companies, we see the 

most extreme forms of violence against prisoners of war emerging -  for this reason a 

whole section is devoted to them here.

Section two consists o f three chapters. Chapter three will explore how the initial 

decisions were taken in the British. German and French armies to form prisoners of war 

into army labour units and how the formation and development of these prisoner o f war 

labour companies resulted in a direct increase in the amount of violence to which 

prisoners were subjected. Chapter four examines the drive to extremes in the German 

army prisoner of war labour companies in 1917 and 1918. Chapter five will ask why 

German prisoner of war labour companies became so violent in 1918 and whether similar 

levels of violence existed in their British and French counterparts. As in section one, 

section two will consider violence in a broad way, as the “unlawful exercise of physical 

force, or intimidation by exhibition of this.”"*̂  ̂ The threat o f violence, the cultural 

perception of violence and the indirect infliction of violence upon prisoners through 

labour under shellfire or the strain of starvation rations, thus fall within this definition 

alongside direct physical brutality. Isolated incidents o f random individual violence are of 

less concern here than the norms and collective practice o f violence - where an army 

endorsed or tolerated a form of violence against prisoners.

Oxford English Dictionary’ (Oxford, 1964).
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CHAPTER THREE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRISONER OF WAR LABOUR COMPANIES ON 
THE WESTERN FRONT: THE SPRING REPRISALS OF 1917

I see these pitiful creatures working every day; their faces haggard, numbed.
They advance harassed by fatigue, their insides ravaged with hunger. Five 
men receive one loaf a day. They sleep in a barracks on the bare ground 
without a blanket, having only their clothes as covering. And it is every day, 
every day the same suffering. If you could see them! A spectacle of misery, 
o f horror. I am not yet hardened enough by war to look on indifferently. 1 
am seized with rage at seeing such things.

Letter found on a captured German soldier, written to his parents, describing French 
prisoners of war held in reprisal camps behind the German lines, 28 February 1917."' '̂'

Introduction; cycles of violence

As section one has shown, violence against prisoners of war did not begin in 1916. 

However, there are good reasons for contending that this year marked an important 

caesura, for it was in 1916 that the British and French commands decided to use German 

prisoners o f war in labour units in their armies within the battle zone. The German 

army began using Russian prisoners of war on a trial basis in its labour companies in 

1915. However, it was during 1916 that this military experiment expanded into a massive 

forced labour system all across the western front, bringing with it a major redefinition 

within armies o f what constituted the legitimate limits of violence against prisoners of 

war.

Placing prisoners in army labour companies within the battle zone resulted in types of 

violence against French, British and German prisoners in 1916 which differed in form 

and scale to those of 1914 and 1915. It revealed just how far removed prisoners of war 

were by 1916-17 from their pre-war protected legal status -  they were now incorporated

SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.9, f. 82, DA/7445, translation o f  a letter found on a German prisoner, sent to 
Direction de I’Arriere by 4* Army, Etat-Major, 2e Bureau, 5.5.1917.

I am grateful to Matthew Brown and Daniel Siemens who commented upon an earlier draft o f  this 
chapter, presented to the Transatlantic Doctoral Seminar at the German Historical Institute, Washington, 
13-16 April 2005.
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into military labour units within their captor’s army. They were also subject to new forms 

o f severe reprisals. These new reprisals and the foundation of prisoner of war labour 

companies are so closely interlinked that they will be explored simultaneously in this 

chapter. The purpose here is to show how military necessity -  the need for prisoner 

labour -  directly resulted in a new ruthlessness within armies towards exposing prisoners 

to violence. Lower military expectations regarding how prisoners could be treated played 

an important role in this development.

Deliberate exposure of prisoners to violence was the direct consequence of this in all 

three armies; however, it was in the German army that this combination o f military 

necessity and prisoner reprisals evolved into its most extreme forms. In January 1917, 

the German army ordered that British and French prisoners working for it in the army 

zone be subject to an exceptionally hard regime, labouring under shellfire, in retaliation 

for the treatment of thousands of German prisoners who, from 1916 on, were made to 

work by the French army behind the French front. Assessing this reprisal cycle reveals 

how attitudes towards violence changed. It illustrates the processes which developed to 

justify transgression of the norms o f violence as self-defence or reprisal, and highlights a 

continual evolutionary tension between perceptions of what constituted legitimate or 

illegitimate violence.

Historians have only recently begun to explore how violence evolved during the First 

World War, with pioneering works by Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau, Aimette Becker, John 

Home and Alan Kramer examining combatant violence and violence against civilians 

between 1914 and 1918.'*^  ̂ Fundamental to these new approaches is the question of 

battlefield brutalization; what Annette Becker and Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau term a 

process o f totalisation at the heart of the war that is “profoundly linked to a successive 

breach of thresholds or degrees of v i o l e n c e . R e p r i s a l s  against prisoners in 1916-1917

See: Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker, 14-18, Retrouver la Guerre (Paris, 2000); John 
Home and Alan Kramer, German Atrocities, 1914. A History o f  Denial (New Haven and London, 2001).

I am indebted to the work o f  Annette Becker and Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau, which developed the 
concept o f  brutalisation, first outlined by George M osse in his book. Fallen Soldiers. Reshaping the 
Memory o f  the Two World Wars (Oxford and N ew  York, 1990). See Annette Becker and Stephane Audoin-
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provide us with an insight into how such thresholds operated -  and how they were 

continually evolving during the war as particular cycles of violence emerged.

In the evolution of prisoner reprisals it is possible to identify one such wartime cycle of 

violence. This chapter contends that the ‘cycle of violence’ is an important concept which 

enhances our understanding of the logic of the totalisation of warfare during 1914-1918. 

Such ‘cycles o f violence’ can also be seen emerging in other areas of the war such as the 

German use o f gas and the Allied response. Analysing reprisal violence challenges the 

prevalent British and American view that the First World War treatment o f prisoners of 

war was dominated by respect for international law."̂ *̂ While certain aspects of an 

enlightened nineteenth century humanitarian culture did provide protection for some 

prisoners during the war, in the reprisal cycles new, more sinister trends emerged.

Reprisals against prisoners in 1916-1917 both reflected and exacerbated a massive shift 

in the representation of violence against prisoners on the home front. Armies and 

populations were now prepared to openly admit their role as perpetrators o f such 

violence, where it was described as a reprisal. The French expert in international law, 

Louis Renault, summed up this change of mood in 1916:

From the point of view of absolute justice, it is easy to say that the 
violation of international law by one belligerant does not justify the other 
to also violate it on his side. [...] that this risks legitimising grave abuses 
[...] This is evident but it is no less evident that with regard to certain 
belligerents there is no other way of obtaining redress for distressing

499practices.

This attitude was also reflected in Germany. A propaganda publication with an 

introduction in English, French and German stated:

Rouzeau, “Violence et consentement: la ‘culture de guerre’ du premier conflit mondial” in Jean-Pierre 
Rioux and Jean-Fran9ois Sirinelli, eds, Pour une Histoire Culturelle (Paris, 1997), p. 256.

Richard B. Speed III, Prisoners, D iplomats and the Great War: A Study in the Diplomacy 
o f  Captivity (New York and London, 1990); Alon Rachamimov, POW s and the Great War. Captivity on the 
Eastern Front (New York and Oxford, 2002), pp. 122-125.

Preface by Louis Renault to: Le Regime des Prisonniers de Guerre en France et en Allemagne au 
regard des Conventions Internationales, 1914-1916  (Paris, 1916), p. vii.
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Happy faces testify to the good spirits of the prisoners. Games and dances 
in the open, theatrical and musical performances tend to disperse 
oppressive worry. [...] Injuries and diseases are treated under the careful 
watchfulness of physicians and nurses. Spiritual troubles are comforted by 
clergymen o f every denomination. Germany will not cease to carry on this 
labour of love. From the instant that an enemy soldier, overcome by force 
of arms, falls within the power of the Germans he is no longer regarded as 
a foeman but as a human being for whose welfare they are responsible to 
humanity. Whenever Germany has been compelled to resort to harsher 
measures against prisoners of war it inevitably followed as a consquence 
of bad treatment accorded Germans imprisoned in hostile countries. These 
severe reprisals were implacably required in order to mitigate the lot of the 
mistreated Germans and compel the enemy to observe the laws of 
humanity. That innocent persons were injured by these repressive 
measures was inevitable but it is the hard duty of the German government 
to provide by every conceivable means for the welfare o f their own brave 
warriors who have fallen into the hands of the enemy and this obligation is 
paramount to any one which they may owe to hostile prisoners.^®'’

This chapter will now explore the military practices which lay behind this public 

discourse that legitimised violence against prisoners. How the practice of violence against 

prisoners evolved will be examined through the following three questions: first, how did 

the foundation of prisoner of war labour companies initiate violence against prisoners of 

war prior to the spring reprisals of 1917 in the German and French armies; second, what 

kind of violent practices do the spring reprisals illustrate; and finally, what conclusions 

can be drawn from the reprisals regarding how the cultural limits of acceptable violence 

against prisoners changed.

ACICR, 431/III/j/c.31, Commission allemande d’enquete, English language introduction to 
Kriegsgefangene in Deutschland/Prisonniers de guerre en Allemagne/Prisoners o f  War in Germany 
(Fribourg, c.1916).
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The foundation of prisoner of war labour companies in the German army

In May 1916, Nestor Hersent, a civilian living in St Leger, began to keep a diary 

recording daily life in the occupied zone of France. By virtue of where he lived, Hersent 

occasionally sighted prisoners of war. In June 1916, he wrote that “two Russian prisoners 

o f war who had escaped were tortured when recaptured. [...] They have their hands tied 

behind their backs and then are hung up by a belt.”^°' Hersent was recording, what was, 

in fact, a major phenomenon in the German army: the use of violence against Russian 

prisoners of war who had been sent to labour on the western front.

Prisoner of war labour companies were first established in the German army in 1915

using Russian prisoners captured in the east. This was the first such use of prisoners of

war by any army on the western front. The British and French prisoner of war labour

companies were only established in 1916.^'’̂  On 22 September 1915, the German Chief of

Staff announced that prisoner of war labour companies were to be used in the army zone:

Over the coming period several prisoner of war labour battalions (each made 
up of 4 companies of 500 men with 1 Landsturm Company as guards) will be 
established on a trial basis. These battalions are to be set to work on non- 
military work fbuilding camps and roads, agricultural work etc.). Prisoners 
already being used on this work [...] are to be organised and their number and 
location is to be reported.

These first German prisoner labour companies only contained Russian prisoners. French, 

British and Belgian prisoners continued to be evacuated to camps in Germany: “Where 

French, English and Belgian prisoners of war have been put to work, they should be 

replaced by Russian prisoners of war. [...] Their transfer to German prisoner o f war

IWM, London, 93/21/1, The Diary o f  Nestor Hersent, 27.6.1916.
BA-MA, P H 5/I1  /4 5 5 , f. 130. Circular telegram from Chef des Generalstabes des Feldheeres to 

Armeeoberkommandos 2,3,4,5,6,7,9, Oberbefehlshaber Ost [zugl. fur die unterstellten Armeen] A. A. v. 
Strantz, v.Palkenhausen, Gaede, v. Woyrsch, Bugarmee, Gouv. Metz, Strassburg, Lille, 22.9.1915.

TNA, WO 32/5098 IB, Formation o f  Prisoner o f  War Companies, No.A.G. b 2006/4, 27.7.1916; SHAT 
16 N 2467, D .l, f  34, 520/DA, no. 2046/DA, 9.6.1916.

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 455, f  130. Circular telegram from Chef des Generalstabes des Feldheeres to the 
following: Armeeoberkommandos 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, Oberbefehlshaber Ost [zugl. Ftir die unterstellten 
Armeen], A.A.v. Strantz, v.Palkenhausen, Gaede, v.Woyrsch, Bugarmee, Gouv. Metz, Strassburg, Lille.
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camps is to take place once the replacements have a r r i v e d . U n i f o r m  rations for the

Russian prisoners in prisoner labour companies were not established until 30 December

1916. Until that date

rations for feeding prisoners of war in the Operations- and Etappengebiet 
were not fixed, in order to allow the army commands 
(Armeeoberkommandos), observing the greatest economy, to provide 
adequate food (auskdmmliche Verpflegung) according to the different real 
needs o f the working prisoners and the available food supplies. It is the 
duty o f all involved in setting these rations to continually remember that 
the home population, including those employed as heavy labourers, have 
to endure the greatest of food restrictions and, therefore, it is not 
permissible to feed prisoners better than our hard working population at 
home.̂ *̂ ^

Within the moral economy of wartime a hierarchy of prisoners of war had been 

established. Initially, only Russians were to be sent to work permanently in the more 

demanding, spartan world of the labour company work camps being established in the 

Etappengebiet area, to the rear of the front in occupied Belgium and France. This 

differential treatment o f captives based upon nationality broke with the idea of the same 

standard, universal treatment for all prisoners of war which pre-war international law had 

sought to establish. It sent out a dangerous symbolic message about the value of a 

Russian prisoner in 1915 compared to that of a British, French or Belgian captive, 

fuelling an existing problem within the German army of Russian prisoners being abused. 

A Prussian Kriegsministerium order on 29 July 1915 revealed that despite orders that 

prisoners were not to be mistreated, “Russian prisoners continue to be subjected to 

beatings by German personnel -  often in the most violent manner.”

“Soweit franzosische, englische und belgische Kriegsgefangene zu Arbeitsleistungen herangezogen 
sind, wird ihr Ersatz durch russische Kriegsgefangene erfolgen. [ ...]  Die Oberftihrung in deutsche 
Kriegsgefangenenlager ist mit Eintreffen des Ersatzes zu bewirken.” BA-M A, PH5 / II / 455, f. 127. 
24.9.1915. Generaiquartiermeister, Ila Nr. 26306. Circular to all Armee-Oberkommandos and 
Etappeninspektionen des Westens, the Generalgouvemant in Belgium, the Befehlshaber der Tr. I. 
Luxemburg, den Herm 2. Kommandanten des Gr.H.Qu. A copy o f  the order was also sent ‘Zur Kenntnis’ 
to the Oberbefehlshaber Ost, the Konigliche Kriegsministerium Berlin, the Stab den Herm Kriegsministers 
and the Auswartige Amt.

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 455, f. 39, G.H.Q., General intendant des Feldheeres III.d.Nr.3025/12.16 to samtlich 
Armeeintendanturen und Feldintendanturen selbstandiger Truppenverbande, 30.12.1916.

BK, Gen.kdos, IbAK, Bund 183, Folder 8, Akten des Generalkdos I. Armee Korps, Kriegsgefangene 
Mannschaften 1914-1916, KM Berlin, nr.546/15g.U3, Geheim, 29.7.1915.
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The result of the symbolic demotion of Russian prisoners of war to battle zone forced 

labourers was soon clear. Although the German High Command attempted to ensure a 

minimum of humane treatment for the prisoners working in the new labour companies, 

ordering that they were only to be used on non-military work, on the ground these 

prisoner workers were treated harshly and often sent to work near the front. On 6 

November, an order in the Sixth Bavarian Army stated “recently there has been an 

increase in the cases where different Russian prisoner camps and workplaces have been
C A O

shelled by enemy artillery.” In one case alone, six Russian prisoners were killed, and 

twenty-three wounded.^^^ On 24 December 1915, the Armeeoberkommando 4 found it 

necessary “because o f different incidents” to impose “restrictions on the employment of 

Russian prisoners,” outlining that they should not be made to work under enemy 

shellfire.^'® This cyclical pattern, where prisoners were exposed to violence because of 

decisions made at a local level, prompting higher command levels to issue orders to 

protect captive labour, which in turn were frequently disregarded on the ground, leading 

to new orders, was a feature o f the German labour company system in 1915 and 1916. 

While it was the high command which was responsible for placing prisoners in this 

working environment in 1915, their exposure to violence -  either shellfire or beatings -  

initially emerged from below within the German army.

Russian prisoners in occupied France and Belgium were frequently subjected to direct 

violence by their guards. Violence was an important tool for discipline from the very 

outset of the prisoner labour company system. In one case, two Russians were shot for an 

attempted strike.^" Labouring in a militarised zone where neutral inspections were 

prohibited, these prisoners experienced a more violent captivity than their comrades in 

prisoner o f war camps within German borders.

BK, Gen.kdos, IbAK, Bund 183, Oberkommando der Armee-Abtg, Von Strantz, Ic nr 22340/16.
Ibid.
BA-MA, PH5 / II / 454, f. 288, AOK 4, Ic Nr 3223, 24.12.1915.
BK, Eisenbahn-Tr. Rekodeis 1, Heeresarchiv MUnchen Gruppe II Kriegstagebuch 2.8.14-20.10.1917, 

Bund 4 ,A k t 1, 19.1.1916 and 21.1.1916.
ACICR, 444/IV/C.59, Rapport sur la situation des prisonniers de la guerre dans les territoires du nord de 

la France occupee par les armees allemandes.
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The German prisoner of war labour company system rapidly expanded. In February 1916, 

an appendix to the new Reichstag Memorandum on the Economic Measures taken by the 

Bundesrat, stated that “some 250,000” prisoners were employed along lines of
C 1 o

communication. By August 1916, of the 1,625, 000 prisoners of war in German hands, 

253,000 were working in areas behind the l i n e s . T h i s  represented 16% of the total 

number o f prisoners held by Germany.^

The exposure of these Russian prisoner labourers to violence, both direct, from their 

guards, and indirect, from shellfire, represents one of two important forms of collective 

violent practices towards prisoners in the German army before 1917. The second 

occurred on the eastern front where French and British prisoners of war were sent in 1916 

in a reprisal action for the French treatment of German prisoners of war in North Africa. 

It is to these reprisals that this chapter now turns.

Prior to 1916, prisoner reprisals had taken relatively mild forms. Amid the accusations 

and counter-accusations of atrocity which marked the opening months of the war, France 

and Germany quickly resorted to a reciprocal system of prisoner treatment which 

superseded the pre-war corpus of international law on prisoners of war: the Hague 

Convention on Land Warfare of 1907 and the Geneva Convention of 1864, revised in 

1906.^'^ The Germans would allow French prisoners in Germany exactly the same 

privileges or rights as German prisoners were allowed in France and vice versa. This 

reciprocal treatment was policed by the use of reprisals. In this way, each belligerent used 

the prisoners o f war it held as surety, retaliating against them for any bad treatment 

against its own men held captive by the enemy. In certain cases reprisals were petty: 

refusing prisoners access to their post, or confiscating Christmas parcels, for example.^

TNA, MUN 4/6527.
Kai Rawe, “w/> werden sie schon zur Arbeit bringen! ” Ausldnderbeschdftigung undZwangsarbeit im 
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and Oxford, 1915), p. 110.
SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.4, f. 60, Ministere de la Guerre, Service Generale des Prisonniers de Guerre, No. 

66.689, 27.11.1916.
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However, in 1916, a harsher form of reprisal emerged which involved forcing prisoners 

to carry out certain types of very hard manual labour.

In part, this new type of reprisal against prisoners o f war represented a power struggle 

over policy in Germany. There was disagreement between the Ministry for Foreign 

Affairs, which was against such reprisals, and the Ministry for War, which was pushing
f  1 o

for them on behalf of the German High Command. Agreement was finally reached 

between the two ministries on 31 March 1916, on the following basis: reprisals were only 

legitimately to be used where a misdemeanour against German subjects had been 

committed by the enemy and “w'here it could be proved that the blame for this lay with 

the enemy government and not with a subordinate authority.” The reprisal measure 

ordered was to be analogous to the action taken by the foreign state against German 

subjects and the enemy belligerent had to be notified in advance.

The way was now clear for an escalation in military practice. When, in 1916, concern 

grew that German prisoners of war sent by the French to labour in difficult conditions in 

Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia were being mistreated, the German military resorted to 

severe reprisals. In April 1916, 30,000 French prisoners of war were sent from camps in 

Germany to German-occupied Russia to work in deliberately poor conditions on reduced 

r a t i o n s . M a n y  of these prisoners were sent to Courland (modem day Latvia), controlled 

exclusively by the German eastern Supreme Command {Ober-Ost). They were 

encouraged to write home about their predicament. This, the German army hoped, would 

pressurize the French government into improving conditions for German prisoners in 

North Africa. Over sixty postcards from these prisoners even reached the International 

Red Cross in Geneva, prompting its first denunciation o f reprisals, which it described as a 

“barbarity.”^̂ ^

Alfred Gautier, Vice-President o f  the International Committee o f  the Red Cross, “Prisonniers de Guerre 
en Allemagne,” Revue Internationale de la Croix-Rouge (Geneva, 1920) 2e Annee, no. 18, in Bulletin 
International de la  Croix-Rouge, 31e annee, no. 209-214, p. 694.
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The scrawled postcards to the International Red Cross were revealing. One prisoner 

wrote that “we are reduced to eating grass to sustain ourselves [...] we all hope that this 

torture will soon end.” " Another wrote how “we must not laugh or sing or smoke or 

read or even have a group conversation. All gaiety is prohibited and the food does not 

change. 1 ask myself what will become of us leading this existence as our forces 

diminish.”^̂ "̂  Another prisoner, Pierre Lecomte, wrote to his wife: “we are the only ones 

to be treated as slaves and not as soldiers.”^̂ ^

The fate of these French prisoners was soon shared by a smaller group o f 2,000 British 

prisoners, drawn mainly from Doberitz camp, who, in May 1916, were also sent east to 

Courland. They were sent to camps at Angersee (Engures Ezers), Mitau (Jelgava), 

Wainoden (Vainode) and Libau (Liepaja) in retaliation for the British diverting some 

1,500 German prisoners of war from the U.K. to work in Rouen and Le Havre in April 

1916.^^^

The German prisoners working at Rouen and Le Havre formed the first permanent British 

prisoner of war labour units in France. They were created in April 1916 as part of a 

Franco-British deal brokered by Albert Thomas, French Under-Secretary of State for 

Munitions, to ease congestion in French ports. The British would provide a small 

number of prisoners to work loading and unloading French ships. In exchange the French 

gave the British army access to forests and quarries which helped it to overcome a 

tonnage crisis in spring 1916, brought on by the second German campaign of unrestricted 

submarine warfare and the difficulties of bringing wood and stone to the British army

Ibid., Postcard from a prisoner named only as Charles to his sister.
Ibid., Prisoner’s postcard to his mother from Ostolsti-Schaulen, 10.6.1916.
Marc Michel, “Intoxication ou ‘brutalisation.’ Les represailles de la Grande Guerre,” in Nicolas Beaupre 

and Christian Ingrao, eds, 14-18. A u jourd’hui-Today-Heute. Marginaux, Marginalite, Marginalisation, 4 
(Paris, 2001), pp. 188-189.

TNA, MUN 4/6527, 121/works/219, Department o f  Prisoners o f  War, WO to Sir Douglas Haig, 
31.3.1916. The areas cited are in present day Latvia. See Appendix 1.
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Thomas to David Lloyd George, 1.3.1916.
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from the U.K. To exploit these forests and quarries the British government decided to 

form German prisoner of war labour companies. Lord Kitchener, the British Minister for 

War, was the chief proponent of this new use o f prisoners of war in army labour 

companies in France. In contrast to the German and French situations, the impetus for 

prisoner labour companies came from the War Office not the army. The British army’s 

Commander in Chief, Sir Douglas Haig, was initially strongly opposed to prisoner 

workers, believing that they would provide indifferent labour and could escape. The 

French found it difficult to understand this British reluctance to make their German 

prisoners work hard. Thomas informed Lloyd George that he would happily “find them 

intensive work.”^̂ ^

Haig was eventually forced to relent and to accept the use o f German prisoners in army

labour companies in France. The first transport of 750 German prisoners from Britain to

Rouen occurred on 5 April 1916.^^' Yet unlike the German situation, the use of these

prisoners was initially carefully monitored by the War Office which set out strict

preconditions for the prisoners’ employment:

They must be guarded by English troops; they must be adequately 
accommodated and fed; they should be housed near their work which 
should not be near the front; the work should be so supervised that the 
technical and possibly dangerous part of it should be in the hands of 
skilled French or Englishmen and the heavy unskilled labour done by the 
Germans.

Furthermore Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Herbert Belfield, head of the Department of 

Prisoners of War at the War Office, proposed that ‘“ camps’ in France shall be treated 

exactly the same as those in the United Kingdom.” Yet the German prisoners sent to 

Rouen noticed a difference to their camps in the U.K. “In Dorchester we had it good” ex

prisoner Max Scheuer stated.^^"* Work was voluntary there and prisoners were paid 8

Niall Ferguson, The P ity o f  War (London, 1998), p.283; TNA MUN 4/6527, Walter Runciman to Sir 
Douglas Haig, 23.3.1916.
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shillings a week. In Rouen in contrast he had to “work partly in the harbour, partly on 

building roads and waterworks for 16 pfennig a day.” He received less food, although 

it was “tastily p r e p a r e d . O t h e r  ex-prisoners were highly critical of conditions in 

Rouen. Eugen Hofmeister described the accommodation as “utterly inadequate,” with
537primitive toilet facilities and water from jerry cans that tasted of oil. The camp

C T O

commandant was “brutal” to the prisoners. Karl Folger described how prisoners were 

given too little food and were often forced to work in wet clothes in the rain.^^^ Several of 

the prisoners complained that the French civilian population spat at them or hit them. 

According to ex-prisoner, Peter Kickert, this frequently resulted in the British guards and 

French civilians shouting at each other.̂ "̂ ® Changed expectations of how prisoners could 

be treated had paved the way for a deterioration in British military practice towards 

captives. Similarly, the German army expectation of enemy prisoner mistreatment meant 

that it automatically assumed that the British action constituted an atrocity which called 

for the most severe response.

It was in retaliation for this British move to employ German prisoners at Rouen and Le 

Havre that the German High Command sent British prisoners in May 1916 to join the 

French in reprisal camps at the eastern front. Despite this, however, the British army 

decided to expand their use of German prisoner labour in France in summer 1916. On 15 

July 1916, G.H.Q. requested that the War Office allow it “employ German prisoners of 

war on roads in army areas and in quarries on lines of communication as necessity for 

this work is urgent.” '̂̂ ' Belfield replied that he had no objection but that “they must not 

be employed within range of enemy artillery.” "̂*̂ It was Belfield, as Director o f the 

Department of Prisoners of War at the War Office, who provided the “provisional orders 

and instructions” for the size, equipment, discipline and accommodation o f these prisoner

Ibid.
Ibid.
B A -M A , PH2 / 588, f. 33, Interview with Eugen Hofmeister. 
Ibid.
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o f war labour companies on 27 July 1916. '̂*  ̂ Each company was to contain 425 

p riso n e rs .B e lf ie ld  personally inspected the prisoner o f war labour companies in France 

on 30 August 1916 and found that

they are entirely employed in advanced positions, in front of railheads, on 
the maintenance of roads which are used by motor and horse transport. 
Whereas army commanders were at first very half-hearted in the 
employment of these companies they now find that their services are so 
valuable that applications for the formation o f new companies are frequent 
and no limit has so far been set out on the numbers. [...] German prisoners 
in our prisoner of war company ‘camps’ in France [...] are reasonably 
well-housed, well-fed and clothed and the conditions are generally good; 
but this cannot be brought home to the German government for I 
understand that our military authorities in France deprecate the idea o f any 
visits being paid to these ‘camps’ by members o f the American Embassy 
in Paris. This attitude seems to me to be entirely reasonable as the ‘camps’ 
are, as I have said, almost in the zone of immediate hostilities and the 
means o f transport are scanty.

Belfield was fully cognisant of the danger of further German reprisals. “It is a matter for

serious consideration,” he wrote in August,

as to what acts of reprisal may be taken by the German authorities for this 
work. It seems probable that they will do something of this kind. [...] It is 
a matter for consideration whether the formation of such companies 
should be continued indefinitely or whether their place should not be taken 
by the Kaffir and Chinese labour which it is intended to send to France.

Belfield realised, however, that the decision to use prisoner labour companies would be 

difficult to reverse: “we shall find it very difficult to abandon with dignity a policy which 

has been deliberately adopted.” "̂̂  ̂ By 5 October 1916, there were 28 prisoner of war 

labour companies and a depot company in France employing 12,300 prisoners.^'*^ 

Significantly, in September 1916, Belfield decided to divest control of managing the 

prisoner labour companies to G.H.Q.: “whereas the camps at Havre and Rouen will be
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treated in all respects as English camps, all instructions regarding prisoner o f war labour 

companies [...] will be addressed to Henceforth, British prisoner o f war

labour companies, like their German army counterparts, would be controlled almost 

exclusively by the Army High Command.

This British decision to expand their use o f German prisoner labour in France occurred in 

full knowledge of the German reprisals being inflicted on British prisoners at the eastern 

front. Military necessity, however, triumphed over humanitarian concerns. The War 

Office learned that British captives on the eastern front were “employed under conditions 

of great hardship, parcels of supplies, if received at all, arriving only after long delays and 

no representative of the American Embassy in Berlin having been permitted to visit 

them.”^̂  ̂ The War Office’s description belied the severity of what was actually 

happening. One British prisoner sent on these reprisals. Able Seaman James Farrant, 

described how guards beat prisoners who refused to work, with the butt ends o f their 

rifles. Those men who still resisted working “were taken by the Uhlans to some trees 

outside the Lager and tied up, the Uhlans banging them in their faces with their fists.” 

The punishment of Poteau -  tying a prisoner to a pole and leaving him hanging by his 

arms - was widely practised. The accommodation consisted of cow sheds or shelters built 

from turf The reprisals prisoners worked for 11 hours a day felling trees, with half a day 

off a week. Their rations were two cups o f coffee, three slices of bread and a bowl of 

soup per day.^^^ Hardly surprisingly, the prisoners began eating nettles and raw ears of 

com found growing wild.

It is worthwhile comparing the different reaction to these eastern reprisals in France and 

Britain. The French government, alarmed at the arrival of letters from French reprisals 

prisoners pleading for assistance, and in need of extra prisoner labour to deal with a 

shortage o f agricultural workers in France, soon made the decision to compromise.^^^
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Negotiations between Germany and France began in August 1916 with Spanish 

mediation, and in September a deal was reached: France evacuated all German prisoners 

from North Africa in exchange for the return of all French prisoners in German-occupied 

Russia to prisoner of war camps in Germany.^^'' The British, on the other hand, refused to 

negotiate and the British prisoners remained in German-occupied Russia. They were 

finally brought back to Germany in autumn 1917.^^^

The eastern front reprisals revealed just how unwilling the Allies were to coordinate their

prisoner treatment. In August 1916, the Russians, British and French discussed whether

to adopt a collective reprisals policy in response to Germany’s prisoner treatment. The

question o f implementing a common regime for German prisoners in Allied countries

was even suggested in the Chambre des Deputes by Geo Gerald as a means of

combatting Germany’s “barbarism” towards French prisoners.^^^ By late-autumn,

however, the British and French governments had rejected the idea, as both wished to

retain the freedom to respond independently to German prisoner treatment.^^’ The French

Ministry for Foreign Affairs observed that “the enemy does not apply the same measures

to the prisoners of each allied nation. It can be the Russians, the French or the English

who are the victims of a particular reprisal and the means to bring it to an end are not and

cannot be the same.”^̂ * The French noted that they had already brought about the return

of their prisoners from the eastern front reprisal camps to Germany, whereas the British

had not.^^^ London and Paris also diverged in their attitudes towards imposing reprisals.

Following the disaster o f the Admiralty policy towards submarine prisoners in 1915,

Britain was very reluctant to inflict any prisoner reprisals. Sir Edward Grey, the Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs, wrote to Paul Gambon, the French Ambassador in London:

His Majesty’s Government have abstained almost entirely from, and are 
opposed in principle to reprisals as a means of securing the better 
treatment of prisoners of war. It is to be feared that reprisals would only 
provoke the German government to still worse treatment and thus fail in

D ’Anthouard, Les Prisonniers Allemands au M aroc, pp. 1-8.
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their object while entailing on British and French authorities increasingly 
harsh treatment of prisoners in their hands which it would become 
repugnant to inflict.

A French memo on the subject considered the British position rather incongruous given 

that they “were the first to use reprisals against German prisoners” in 1915.^^'

While the British refused to implement reprisals or to negotiate the German army 

continued to maintain British prisoners o f war at the eastern front. Conditions for these 

British reprisals prisoners in spring 1917 were far worse than in 1916. One former 

prisoner described how,

Owing to the thermometer showing 29 degrees centigrade below zero 
[...] many o f the men were brought in with frost bite. [...] On 6 April 
we were amazed to hear that 11 men were dead and nearly 200 in 
hospital, most of them serious cases. Everyone became very depressed.
[...] It would be beyond the powers of any man no matter how able or 
fluent to describe in writing the impression it left as you gazed upon 
these human wrecks, starved, frozen and unwashed. Simply a frame of 
bones covered with skin, breathing and looking at you with eyes sunk 
deep into their sockets.

Able Seaman James Farrant described men collapsing at work from hunger. On 1 March 

1917, he wrote that he had worked “50 yards from the front line, 150 yards from the 

Russian line, pulling sleighs loaded with timbers, frequently had to take shelter from 

machine-gun fire. German soldiers in trenches bore us no malice and were surprised we 

should be working here.” On 11 March he noted in his diary that he was made work for 

“nearly 20 hours” shovelling snow in the trenches: “one man collapsed. It was the coldest 

night yet, 10 degrees Fahrenheit below zero.”^̂"* He was shocked to discover, during 

disinfection in spring 1917, how ill his companions looked: “we were like skeletons;

Ibid., f. 40, Sir Edward Grey to Paul Cambon, 2.10.1916.
Ibid., f. 29.
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shoulder bones, hip bones, knees and elbows were horribly prominent.”^̂  ̂ Another ex

prisoner reported:

Many men were unable to finish the day’s work and collapsed at the time 
o f the midday halt which lasted 20 minutes. They were left lying in the 
snow till night, when we others carried them home. There were usually 50 
or 60 who had to be carried on the shoulders or helped home, too weak to 
walk. Those of us who were working in the forest were able to make a 
kind of stretcher which made it easier to carry the men. Some were dead 
without our knowing it before they arrived at the camp and quite a number 
died in the night and were found dead the next morning, the sentries 
bayoneting them to convince themselves that they were not shamming.

Even Sir Reginald Acland, a member o f the British committee investigating war crimes 

against prisoners who dissented from the general committee view that British prisoners 

had been mistreated by Germany on any large scale during the war, acknowledged in 

1922 that the severe treatment of British prisoners who were “marched up to the frozen 

river Aar [sic] on the eastern fronf’ was an atrocity “unparalleled in the course of the 

war,” and had “no doubt that it was ordered almost in its details by superior authorities in 

G e r m a n y . A  post-war British report based on interviews with former prisoners, which 

was not published until 1945, stated that of 500 prisoners who arrived at one eastern front 

reprisal camp in February 1917, “at the end of April 1917 there were only 77 men left 

[...] 23 having died and 400 having been sent to hospital.” What began in 1916 as a 

limited German reprisal measure, deteriorated by 1917 into something much more 

ruthless.

1916 set important precedents. The widespread abuse o f Russian prisoners of war 

labouring on the western front established a culture o f physical brutality in prisoner 

labour companies. The fact that the eastern front reprisals by Germany appeared to have 

successfully influenced French policy, encouraged the use of such methods to protect 

German prisoners in French hands. However, 1916 also illustrates the very particular

Ibid., p. 27.
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limits set to reprisal violence. Social class hierarchies were strictly observed. No officer 

prisoners were ever considered for such treatment. Certain humane boundaries were also 

set. Only fit prisoners were sent on reprisals. Prisoners who were wounded or fell sick 

were generally evacuated from reprisals camps for treatment. In some cases, in 1917, 

British prisoners, desperate for evacuation, “deliberately chopped off their fingers in the 

hope that they would be sent to hospital.

Hunger and long working hours were the principal punishments inflicted during the 

eastern reprisals in 1916. “Our bodies had dwindled until our legs were no larger than an 

ordinary man’s wrist and everybody was completely emaciated. We were all like a lot of 

children almost imbecile in our conversation and unable to think consecutively. The only 

conversation o f any interest was food, food, food,” one former prisoner recalled in 

interview.^^^ There was little random physical violence in 1916, although the 

psychological strain on prisoners was severe. Finally, the numbers of prisoners involved 

in the harshest reprisals were relatively small -  some 2,000 British prisoners. The 

deterioration in their condition and treatment largely occurred in early 1917, as the 

western front too was witnessing real prisoner mistreatment by both France and 

Germany.

Nevertheless, reprisal cycles within the German army in 1916 were increasingly ruthless. 

Certain types o f mistreatment had become legitimate when inflicted as a means to an end 

-  a military equivalent of Bethmarm Hollweg’s doctrine that ^"Not kennt kein Gebot
571(necessity knows no law).” The term ‘reprisal’ officially justified behaviour which 

would otherwise have been seen as morally questionable. This development will now be 

compared with patterns emerging in the French army in 1916.
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Violence against prisoners of war before the 1917 spring reprisals: the French army

Philippe Petain once remarked that Verdun was not only a great eastern fortress destined 

to block an invasion, but that it was also the moral boulevard o f F r a n c e . T h e  phrase 

reveals the enormous symbolic importance the French invested in the Verdun fortress 

complex. However, Verdun was also important for another reason. For, it was at this 

moral boulevard that the French army significantly remodelled its policy towards German 

prisoners of war.

In May 1916, the French Ministry of War made two key decisions that considerably 

altered prisoner treatment. The first, based on the argument that the Germans were 

already doing the same, rescinded the restriction, enshrined in the Hague Convention, 

that prisoners o f war could not be employed on work directly connected to the war 

effort.^^^ The second created an entirely new category o f prisoner labourer. The French 

Ministry o f War approved French army requests that a certain proportion of the prisoners 

it captured should be directly employed by the army in the army zone. On 9 June 1916, 

an initial 10,600 German prisoners were formed into prisoner of war labour companies, 

each made up o f 425 p r i s o n e r s . B y  1 September 1916, G.Q.G. wrote to the Ministere 

de la Guerre that the 10,600 prisoners were not enough. It proposed that a proportion of 

all new prisoners captured be allocated to the army to form new prisoner of war labour 

companies as

The work required to the rear of the front of military operations and for the 
development of offensives has become increasingly urgent. There is no 
other means to remedy the enormous deficit between the labour 
requirements and the resources available other than organising and 
employing in the armies numerous units of prisoner workers.

Annette Becker, Les Monuments aux Marts. Memoire de la Grande Guerre (Paris, 1988), p. 13. 
G eorges Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre (1914-1919) (Paris, 1929), p. 126.
SHAT, 16 N 2467, D .l, f. 34, 520/DA, order no.2046/DA, 9.6.1916.
SHAT, 16 N 2467, D .l ,f .  134,2846/D A  to M. de la Guerre, 1.9.1916.
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The numbers o f Germans thus employed rapidly increased. By 26 January 1917, 22,915 

German prisoners were working in the French prisoner o f war labour companies, 5,978 of 

whom worked for the 2"̂ * Army.^’^

Control o f the kinds of work these prisoner labour companies were assigned and where 

they were housed was very lax. There were considerable variations in prisoner living 

conditions between companies. Conditions were especially bad in the 2"‘' Army 

Command area which had control of the Verdun battlefield and its environs. In 

November 1916, many o f its prisoner workers were sleeping in tents with “no means of 

protecting themselves from bad weather as they have no blanket or canvas. Some have 

only a coat.”^̂  ̂ Most of the prisoners working in this area never received any allocation
578of bedding straw; some had no blankets. Such supply problems existed in other French 

armies too. In the Army one general noted on 25 June 1916 that the prisoners of war 

“do not have any blankets; very few of them have a coat. In order to obtain the best level 

of production and to avoid pulmonary and abdominal infections, I think it necessary to 

provide each of them with a second hand blanket and later with a coat for the winter.”^̂ ^

In addition to these poor living conditions, prisoner labourers in the 2"'̂  Army Zone also 

had to work under shellfire. One of the most dangerous locations for these German 

prisoner labourers was Baleycourt, where, on 30 July 1916, a German prisoner died and
C Q A

another was injured. The French report named them as Georg Sigl and Arthur Hock. 

The incident was confirmed to German military intelligence by a German prisoner from 

the same working party who identified them as Georg Siegl and another man named 

Koch.^^' Between 15 and 25 October alone, seven prisoners died from shellfire incidents

SHAT, 16 N 525, Etat des Prisormiers se trouvant dans la Zone des Armees le 26 Janvier 1917. 
SHAT, 19 N 512, Cie de P.G., Cahier de Correspondance, avril 1916-novembre 1917, no. 352, 

28.8.1916.
” *Ibid., no. 102, 17.6.1916.

SHAT, 16 N 2467, D .l, f. 132, 3e armee Etat-Major, DES, General Legrand, to DA, 25.8.1916. 
SHAT 19 N 512, no. 247, 30.7.1916.
Ibid; Also: BA-MA, PH2 / 33, f. 362, 2.8.1918, Interview with Anton Lauber.
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at Baleycourt.^*^ The worldly possessions of prisoner Wedebrock, one of those killed,
CO-3

amounted to a wallet, 3 pfennig, his photograph and identity tags.

This exposure of prisoners to indirect violence was known to higher levels of the French 

Command. An internal report stated that:

It is certain that in the 2"‘* Army the prisoners are employed under fire.
[...] the following losses have occurred in Prisoner Labour company 
number 53: 30 November 1916: 12 killed and 5 wounded at Faubourg 
Pave at Verdun. 12 December 1916: 5 wounded at Tavannes. 24

C 0 4

December 1916: 1 killed and 1 wounded at Douaumont.

Lieutenant-Colonel Maquard, who inspected French prisoner labour companies in the 

army zone, provides further insights into prisoner of war labour company number 53.
c o r

Based at Cabaret Ferme, these prisoners were lodged in dug-outs. Hygiene conditions 

there were “bad. There are numerous cases of dysentery and enteritis.” Working at the 

heart of the Verdun battlefield, 100 of these prisoners were building a track at Fort 

Douaumont and 1,200 were bringing material to Douaumont, and also to Fort Vaux,
587labouring “under the fire of the enemy.” As the location was so dangerous, Maquard 

even requested that French guards who were fathers of large families be replaced by men
588upon whose lives fewer children depended. The fate of the German prisoner workers 

aroused no such concern. One prisoner, Hermann Herigsohn, who escaped from labour 

company 53 in January 1917, recalled how the prisoners lived in accommodation “ 1,40m 

high and 1,40m wide. A man could not stand upright in it; you could also not stretch out
C O Q

fully when lying down. The ground was very damp. In places there was water on it.” 

Herigsohn stated that during his time with the company, working behind Fort

SHAT, 19 N 512, Cie de P.G. Cahier de Correspondance, avril 1916-nov 1917, no. 609, 23.10.1916; 
BA-MA, PH2 / 33, f. 362 ,2 .8 .1918 , Interview with Anton Lauber.

SHAT, 19 N 512, Cie de PG, Cahier de Correspondance, avril 1916-nov 1917, no. 601,21.10.16.
SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.5, f. 47, 8.1.1917, GQG, Note relative a I’emploi des prisonniers de guerre dans la 

Zone des Armees.
SHAT, 16 N 2732, GQG, DA, Inspection des Troupes d’etapes, unites indigenes, 25.12.1916, Rapport 

du Lt.-Col. Maquard [...]  a.s. de I’inspection passee a la Cie. PG 53 a Verdun.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
BA-MA, PH2 / 33, f. 109, Interview 26.4.1917 with Hermann Herigsohn.
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Douaumont, 45 prisoners were killed or wounded and 2-3 men were sent to hospital daily

wounded or sick. He complained to a French major that “I had not expected this of a

great nation.”^̂ ® The major replied that Germany was doing the same.^^' The prisoners

received no gas masks although gas grenades were being used in the area.^^^ Herigsohn

recounted how when working

We received a direct hit and had 8 wounded. While we were waiting there 
for the work to be assigned to us we received two more direct hits which 
wounded four among us. With this the prisoners ran back to the camp.
There a French officer ordered us back to work. One of us, an N.C.O. 
explained that we refused to go. He was then threatened with being shot.
[...] Then the French officer got another more senior officer and he said to 
us that it was army orders that we must work here; he would gladly spare 
us this work but it had to be. Upon this we went back to work. We had to 
bring planks and boards to the two French positions behind Fort 
Douaumont through the Souilly gorge. [...] The following night we were 
suddenly awoken and an order was read out to us that we were duty bound 
to obey our commanders. In the case of refusal to obey the leader of the 
German group concerned would be shot. His successor would also be shot 
if another refusal to obey occurred.^^^

Such harsh working conditions took their toll. A German prisoner, Georg Oeder, who 

worked in a French 2"'̂  Army field hospital in December 1916, recalled that “the 

prisoners from the working companies at the front only came to us in the Lazarett when, 

because of severe sickness, they were no longer able to work. Many came with fully 

frost-bitten feet that were already completely black. In addition, they were eaten all over 

their body by vermin and as most were suffering from diarrhoea, they soiled themselves 

over and over with their own faeces.

In part this poor treatment was due to supply problems which dogged the newly 

established prisoner of war companies. However, cultural attitudes also played an 

important role. Although never justified as an official reprisal, this treatment was 

perceived in terms of retaliation by the French personnel involved. In October 1916, the

’̂0 Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
B A -M A , PH2 / 33, f. 357, Interview with Sanitats-Sergeant G eorg Oeder, exchanged to Switzerland, 

20 .10 .1917 .
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commandant of the 21^‘ company of prisoners of war at Vraincourt-Auzeville passed on a 

complaint from a French military doctor that “the numerous sick prisoners at Vraincourt 

camp” were ill because they did not have boots and were receiving “insufficient” rations 

of fats/^^ The doctor requested more boots and better rations. The reply from his 

superior, the commandant at Souilly camp, was that a doctor was

Only supposed to report on the prisoners’ health, not demand supplies 
which according to military regulations he is not qualified to make 
judgements about. [...] In this instance it would be salutary to let him 
know that the treatment inflicted upon our compatriots who are prisoners 
in the Army Zone and in the interior of Germany, does not allow us to 
treat our enemies with the indulgence which he seems to desire for 
them.^̂ ^

Such attitudes help explain why a dysentery epidemic broke out at Souilly camp in late 

December 1916.^^’ Conditions at Souilly camp were extremely bad during this period 

with overcrowding and inadequate shelter. The camp was knee deep in s l i m e . A s  

dysentery had “appeared in almost all the prisoners” by 17 January 1917 the camp doctor 

ordered the camp q u a r a n t i n e d . H e  complained that he had not enough fiiel to maintain 

the temperature necessary for the recovery of the sick.^^° The German medical orderly, 

Georg Oeder, described how during the epidemic “half the sick were in wooden barracks 

and half in a tent on tiny amounts of stinking straw. The men were left without care lying 

in their own faeces. By 19 December to my knowledge three men died.” ®̂' On 19 

January 1917 there were 376 prisoners with dysentery in Souilly camp.^°^

French military attitudes towards German prisoners evolved in relation to German 

treatment of French captives. An order from the French Army Command on 

disciplining prisoners stated that

SHAT, 19 N  512, Cie de P.G., Cahier de Correspondance, avril 1916-novembre 1917, no. 561, 
9.10.1916.

Ibid.
Ibid., no. 681, 20.11.1916; Ibid., no. 860-862, no. 890.
BA-M A, PH2 / 33, f. 109, Interview with Hermann Herigsohn.
SHAT, 19 N 512, Cahier de correspondance avril 1916 -  nov. 1917, no. 860 -  862, no. 890. 
Ibid.
BA-M A, PH2 / 33, f. 357, Interview with Georg Oeder.
SHAT, 19 N 512, cahier de correspondance avril 1916 -  novembre 1917, dossier PG 1070.
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Treatment [...] must be conceived of in reprisal for the sufferings which 
our own have experienced in camps in Courland and Lithuania. Any act 
of indulgence, any regard whatsoever for a Boche prisoner is a 
punishable act of weakness and will be the object of severe sanctions by 
the higher command. Any misdemeanour by a prisoner must be 
punished with the greatest severity and the punishment must be 
immediate and without mercy.^®^

The attitude o f the French rear command {Direction de I ’Arriere) which oversaw the

prisoner labour companies was that the orders from the French High Command and the

instructions from the Ministere de la Guerre regarding how German labour company

prisoners were to be treated, housed and fed were too liberal. When the General

Directeur des Etapes et des Services of the 10‘'’ Army wrote in December 1916 that it

was “very regrettable” that these instructions existed the Direction de I ’Arriere responded

that the commander of the 10̂ '’ army should feel free to

take the necessary measures without recourse to your intervention or mine 
to obtain from prisoners a serious output, rigorous discipline and to ensure 
that they are kept in conditions of comfort and alimentation which are not 
superior to those of French soldiers stationed near them. I would invite 
you to follow this principle to regulate the regime of the prisoners 
employed in your army zone in future.

Given such attitudes there was little effort made to monitor prisoner of war labour 

companies to ensure that G.Q.G. or Ministerial regulations were being kept. 

Commandant Gay, the overall commander of prisoner labour companies in the 2"̂ * Army, 

wrote that although the G.Q.G. order regulating prisoner o f war companies had stated that 

prisoners’ work should be carried out under the same conditions as that of French troupes 

d ’etapes,

because o f the urgency of the work to be carried out and the orders to 
obtain the greatest possible productivity from prisoners in the 2nd Army it 
has not been possible to stick to these prescriptions. Therefore during the 
summer months, daylight hours permitting, prisoners at Souilly laboured 
for 11 hours a day.^°^

SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.4, f .l4 0 , Copie de la Note 2515, SP46, 15.9.16, Ordre donne par Groupement 
ABC de la lie  Armee, transmis a titre de compte-rendu, aux armees le 22.10.1916.

SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.4, f. 94, 9581/DA, 13.12.1916; SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.4, f. 94, 9581/DA, 
13.12.1916.

SHAT, 19 N 512, Cie de P.O. Cahier de Correspondance, avril 1916 -  nov. 1917, no. 681, 20.11.1916.
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The French censor’s reports on prisoners in labour companies working for the 10^ Army 

remarked that prisoners’ letters were “extremely empty.”^̂  ̂ Prisoners working for the 6* 

Army complained in their letters of sleeping in tents, of being bombed by German planes

and of insufficient and monotonous food.^°’ The letters of prisoners working in the 5̂*’
• 608 Army simply revealed “a unanimous desire for peace.”

SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.4, f. 27, Rapport Mensuel sur la correspondance des prisonniers de guerre de la 
lOe Armee, 1.12.1916.

Ibid., f. 52, Rapport Mensuel sur la correspondance des prisonniers de guerre de la 6e Armee, 5.12.1916 
Ibid., f. 134, Rapport Mensuel sur la correspondance des PG de la 6e Armee, 24.12.1916. Information 

on the 5* army was included in this report.
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Fig. 13. A Bavarian prisoner at Souilly camp in February 1917, sketched by a French
artist, Jules Adler.^’̂ '̂
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As the above evidence illustrates, the establishment o f French prisoner of war labour 

companies which were poorly supplied and in their first six months of existence, rarely 

inspected, resulted in a major deterioration in prisoner treatment, exposing German 

prisoners to the violence of bombardment from their own compatriots. The situation was 

particularly bad in the French 2"*̂  Army at Verdun. Information from escapers about the 

harsh living conditions of these German prisoners led the German army to opt once again 

for reprisals to rectify French prisoner treatment. The commander of the French Second 

Army when these prisoner abuses occurred at France’s moral boulevard was Georges 

Robert Nivelle and his superior, commanding the Groupe d ’armees du Centre, Philippe 

Petain. The location of Petain’s headquarters was at Souilly.^’̂

The German spring reprisals, 1917

Michel Foucault once described the use of violence in the penal system of the early 

nineteenth century as “the great spectacle of physical punishment [...] the theatrical 

representation of pain.”^" Foucault’s intention was to illustrate how these elements 

disappeared from the prison landscape as the nineteenth century progressed. Yet, in some 

ways, these themes re-emerged in a different captivity context in 1917. Similar 

phenomena -  the endorsement of punishment as spectacle and a media representation of 

prisoners’ physical pain -  lay behind the German army’s collective reprisals in spring 

1917. The reprisals were to punish France for her perceived mistreatment of German 

prisoner labourers, as outlined in the previous section, and this punishment was to be 

highly visible, carried out symbolically upon French prisoners whose real suffering 

would chastise the metaphorical body of the French nation for its misdeeds. In a very real 

way, therefore, the reprisals used violence as spectacle and theatre.

This was evident from the very outset. On 5 January 1917, the French received a German 

ultimatum that if France did not withdraw all German prisoner of war labourers to a
f\\")distance of 30 kilometres behind the front, Germany would retaliate. This retaliation

Antoine Prost, “Verdun” in Pierre Nora, ed., Realms o f  Memory. The Construction o f  the French Past. 
vol. 3, Symbols (Chichester, West Sussex and New York, 1998), p. 381.

Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish. The Birth o f  the Prison  (London, 1977), p. 14.
The Times. 22.1.1917.
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consisted o f keeping all newly captured French prisoners at the front and sending 

between ten and twenty thousand French prisoners from camps in Germany to join 

them.^*^ Hindenburg and Ludendorff s new Oberste Heeresleitung (OHL) brought the 

harsh labour reprisals carried out on the eastern front the previous year to the west. A 

propaganda campaign was launched by the OHL to inform German troops of Allied 

mistreatment o f German prisoners so that they would be supportive of reprisals against 

their French captives.^'"' On 16 January 1917, the German government armounced that the 

French had not replied to its request within the stipulated time and a reprisal order was 

issued by the OHL on 21 January.^

The order read that prisoners were to have “no provision of protection from the weather; 

no hygienic care; only meagre food; long and exhausting work without any restrictions, 

including transport of munitions and fortification work under enemy fire.”^’  ̂ French 

prisoners in working companies were to be housed in any kind of accommodation 

available, regardless of its quality. As in the 1916 eastern front reprisals, publicity was of 

paramount importance. Outgoing post from prisoners was to be forwarded with speed “so 

that the treatment will become known about in F r a n c e . A g a i n ,  as in 1916, Anbinden 

or Poteau as it was generally known by the Allies was to be allowed as a punishment, but 

no direct physical violence against prisoners by their guards was ordered. Similarly, 

prisoners captured wounded and officer prisoners were exempt from reprisals.

618The French could see the reprisals camps from their own lines. French reports noted 

that “on 28 January the Germans installed reprisals camps at 120 locations along the front 

and very near the firing line, each containing 80 to 100 prisoners, putting them especially

Annette Becker, Oublies de la Grande Guerre, humanitaire et culture de guerre, 1914-1918: 
populations occupees, deportes civils, prisonniers de guerre (Paris, 1998), p. 121.

BA-MA, Nachlass von Trotta gen. Treyden, N 233 / 32. Copy o f  AOK 3 order from 19.1.1917. Also 
SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.6, no. 113, Annexe 1, section d ’information. Extraits des radiotelegrammes 
allemands concemant le traitement des prisonniers allemands en France.

The Times, 22.1.1917.
BA-MA, PH5 / II / 455, f. 00031, Telegramm vom 21.1.1917, Ic28302 to Armee Oberkommando 4. The 

same order was issued by Armee Oberkommando 3 on 24.1.1917.
Ibid.
SHAT, 16 N 2468, D.6, f. 113, Annexe 3, Information from 4 ’*' Army based on plane and froop 

observations.
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in the villages which are most often b o m b a r d e d . T h e  spectacle o f their comrades 

trapped under French shellfire was very unsettling for French troops. One French 

observer reported seeing ‘‘the Germans pushing French prisoners under the fire of our 

artillery near Cote 304.”^̂ ^

The prisoner reprisals came at a very tense phase o f the war for both Germany and 

France. In the German army, the reprisals began weeks before the retreat to the 

Hindenburg/Siegfried line and the whole issue provided an important propaganda 

distraction, as well as extra labourers to help with the retreat and with building new 

defences. In France, where the Nivelle Offensive was being prepared, the question of 

removing all prisoner labour to a distance of 30 kilometres was rejected out o f hand by 

the French military. The French Commander in Chief, Georges Robert Nivelle, was 

adamant that the French should establish their own reprisal camps for German prisoners 

in retaliation and selected potential reprisal camp sites at locations under fire in the
f t ' )  1French front line. Nivelle also publicised the reprisals to his troops to deter French 

surrenders, believing this would “at least serve as a warning to French soldiers of the end 

that awaits them should they fall into enemy hands and increase their hatred for an 

implacable enemy, making them prefer anything to the horrors of captivity.” The 

important point was that although ordinary soldiers endured hard labour under shellfire, 

this was seen as culturally acceptable. When demanded of prisoners on very poor rations 

by the enemy, however, it was perceived as violently abhorrent. It was not the exposure 

of men to violence, but rather the cultural legitimacy o f the context of that exposure that 

mattered.

The French government, unaware of the fact that the French 2nd Army had been 

employing German prisoners under shellfire at Verdun, became increasingly concerned 

about how the French army was treating its prisoner labour companies. It refused 

Nivelle’s request to set up reprisal camps behind French lines and demanded to know

'■‘"SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 110, GQG, 4044/DA, 30.3.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 110, DA/4044, C. en C. to M. de la Guerre, 30.3.1917.
SHAT, 16 N  2468, D.6, no. 113, 5875/DA, Nivelle to Ministere de la Guerre, 25.2.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 47, GQG, Etat-Major, C. en C. to M. de la Guerre, Cabinet, 17.3.1917.
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• 623  • • *where German prisoners were working. Adelaide Livingstone, the American secretary 

of the British Committee on the Treatment by the Enemy of British Prisoners of War, 

also requested to be allowed to inspect the French prisoner of war labour companies in 

January 1917. Her request was refused.^^''

Nivelle denied that any German prisoners had been employed under shellfire. He fed the 

French government misinformation, claiming that the Germans had launched reprisals 

because “certain German military authorities are angry about the ease with which many 

of their units were taken prisoner during the December engagements before Verdun. It is, 

therefore, probably the case that the German leaders are seeking every means to inspire in
625their soldiers a horror of captivity.” The French Commander in Chief avoided 

informing his government that German prisoners had frequently worked under shellfire in 

the autumn o f 1916. Instead he wrote on 17 March requesting that the Minister for War

instruct the press to “focus particularly at the moment [...] upon the bad treatment
626inflicted upon French prisoners by the Germans.” Nivelle helpfully enclosed 

documents on the theme which could be used to write suitable articles.

On 11 March 1917, following a British refusal to limit their employment of German 

prisoners to 30 kilometres behind the front, the reprisals were extended by the OHL to 

include all newly captured British prisoners. In total, over 40,000 French and British 

other rank prisoners may have been affected. The British government was concerned 

and looked to the French to coordinate a common Allied policy. At the Anglo-French 

conference in London on 12 March 1917, the reprisals question was discussed. Some 

civilian politicians present suggested that the Allies should consider withdrawing their

SHAT, 1 6 N 2 4 6 8 , D.6, no. 143, 6411/DA, C. en C. to M. de la Guerre, 1.3.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2468, D. 5, no. 75, sous-secretaire d’etat, service de sante militaire to Mr le General, C. en 

C., 10.1.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 34, 290/DA, N ivelle to M. de la Guerre, Cabinet, 15.3.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, no. 47, C. en C. to M. de la Guerre, 17.3.1917.
Wilhelm Doegen states that 23,184 British and French other ranks were captured during the spring 

reprisal period, although a portion o f  these would have been captured wounded and thus been exempt from 
reprisals. Wilhelm Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Vdlker, vol. \ ,D e r  Kriegsgefangenen Haltung undSchicksal 
in Deutschland  (Berlin, 1921), pp. 28-29. Annette Becker estimates that between 10,000 and 20,000 French 
prisoners were moved to the front from camps in Germany. Becker, Oublies de la Grande Guerre, p. 121.
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German prisoner labourers to a twenty kilometre distance, but military figures attending 

rejected this:

General Nivelle said that he could not alter the twenty kilometre rule as 
it was important for the French Army to have this labour. Sir Douglas 
Haig said that he did not even agree to 20 kilometres. He said that we 
had actually employed prisoners of war on work within 5 miles of the 
fighting line, though they were not exposed to shellfire. He attached 
great importance to the employment of these prisoners of war.^^*

It was decided that no change in where the Allies employed prisoners would occur. The 

conference concluded that “we were at liberty to utilize German prisoners o f war as we 

thought fit.”^̂ ^

However, the debate at the Anglo-French conference had miscalculated on one point. The 

German reprisal policy was based on the fact that the French and British governments 

were very vulnerable to public opinion. The spring reprisals were played out before the 

general public in France, Britain and Germany in a way which previous reprisals had not 

been. Newspapers such as The Times reported the prisoners’ predicament.^^® Thousands 

of letters from the reprisal prisoners began to arrive at family homes, at the International 

Red Cross, the Vatican, the Australian High Commission in London, and the Canadian
631High Commission. Shocked relatives in France, Britain and Ireland forwarded the 

letters they received to prefects, mayors, local councils and the War Office in London. 

The Prefect of Meurthe et Moselle wrote to Nivelle on 1 April 1917 that “many families 

in Nancy have received letters from their sons who are prisoners in Germany, informing 

them that they are on reprisals. They were brought to the front some time ago and forced
f / l ' )

to work on fortifications under the fire o f the French guns.” Such letters fed into the 

existing well-developed public expectation of atrocity by the enemy against prisoners of 

war, leading to a rapid public outcry that governments do something to stop the German 

reprisals.

TNA, WO 32/5098, 90a, Minutes o f  the Anglo-French Conference, 12.3.1917.
Ibid.
The Times, 22.1.1917.
TNA, WO 32/5381, 46a and 47a. Also: ASV, Affari Ecclesiastici Straordinari, Stati ecclesiastici, anno 

1916-1918, pos. 1412, fasc. 550, 15.2.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.8, f  9, GQG, 1 Bureau, 7.4.1917.
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The prisoners had been carefully informed of what to write home. Their letters all 

insisted that they were being held in reprisal because German prisoners o f war were 

working behind the British and French firing lines. Private Jack Smart wrote to his family 

that “we are absolutely starving [...] we have nothing else but a wet floor to sleep on and 

nothing to cover us. [...] it is all through the British government having German 

prisoners working just behind the firing lines. The sooner the government remove [sic] 

the German prisoners further back the sooner we will be better treated.” Another 

prisoner wrote: “They are keeping us working in their trenches, they say their prisoners is 

[sic] working in ours [...] There is eight o f your boys here and I hope that no more comes 

[sic] for it is cruelty.”^̂"* Rifleman T. Kenna stated: “We are behind the lines working and 

in danger o f our own shells. What food we get is very little. [...] They tell us that when 

our people withdraw their prisoners from working behind our lines they will do the same 

with us.” “They is [sic] nearly working us to death, and don’t give us much grub and 

they make us work up in their trenches from daylight till dark and our shells come very 

close to us,” another prisoner s ta ted .L an ce-C o rp o ra l M. Birmingham wrote to his 

former unit:

Just a few lines which no doubt will surprise you and the rest of the Boys 
to say I was taken prisoner [...] and I am working behind the line through 
our government keeping the German prisoners behind our lines. We are 
getting bad treatment until justice is done to their men, they say, so the 
sooner our officials takes it into consideration [sic] the better it will be for

f . ' i n

us, so no more. From Brum. Write soon old boy.

The French prisoners, who had been in the reprisal camps since January, wrote more 

graphically: “We are forced to work for the German army under the fire o f the French 

artillery and yesterday 9 of my comrades were hit by a shell. [...] 19 grams o f meat per 

man for 4 days and every 4 days a loaf o f KK bread that weighs 1200 grams and that is 

all.” Prisoner Sergeant Paul Barthelemy wrote: “do they know of our situation in

TNA, WO 32/5381, 28a, Letter from Private Jack Smart, 28.3.1917.
Ibid., Postcard from no. 1021, Rifleman T.M.Kenna, 7”' Irish Rifles.
Ibid., Postcard from C. Laffoly to Mrs Laffoly, Jersey, 16.3.1917.
Ibid., no. 29, S. Kerry to Mr H. Morris, Manager, Jersey Gas Works, 18.3.1917.
Ibid., 31 a, Lance-Corporal M. Birmingham to Pte T. Chapman, 17.3.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.9, f  36, Exfract o f  letter from a French prisoner passed on to GQG, 20.4.1917.
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France? Are they trying to improve it?” Another wrote to his uncle “this work consists 

of working on improving trenches before the German positions under the fire of the 

French batteries. Please hide the truth of this at all costs from Maman.''̂ '̂  ̂ Gilbert 

Lasausse informed his cousin: “We are in a lamentable state and work under artillery fire. 

We have suffered casualties -  dead and wounded. Try to speak with those of influence to 

make these reprisals end.” "̂" “Tens of men fall each day on the road, victims of cold and 

hunger. It is our seventh week of martyrdom,” another prisoner stated.̂ "*̂  Some German 

soldiers observing these French reprisal prisoners were moved to pity. “I am not yet 

hardened enough by war to look on indifferently,” one wrote, “I am seized with rage at 

seeing such things. [...] They search in the rubbish to appease their hunger [...] the 

sufferings of these men are terrible. Every day many of them fall during work either 

because of hunger or because of exhaustion.” '̂*̂

The reprisals rapidly became public knowledge in Britain, France, and also in Germany. 

On 4 March 1917, the German Minister for War, Hermann von Stein, announced the 

spring reprisals in the Reichstag to warm applause in a speech widely reported in the 

German press, which referred to thousands of German prisoners “discovered working 

close behind the French front in the range of the fire of our own guns.” '̂̂ '' Von Stein’s 

comments caused consternation for the families of German prisoners who flooded the 

German Red Cross at Frankfurt with demands for information.^"^  ̂ “To our great surprise 

we learnt that the prisoners who have an address like yours are all behind the French front 

and even in the firing zone,” one anxious letter written from Cologne to a German 

prisoner in France stated, “I am very worried; yet you wrote to us that you were working 

in a locomotive depot.” ”̂*̂

SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.8, f. 123, Sgt P. Barthelemy to Mile J. N icey, 13.4.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.8, f. 127, DA 2730, 13.2.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.9, f. 77, DA/7456, Gilbert Lasausse to Celestin Thiron, 1.4.1917.
Ibid., D .8, f. 127, DA 2730.
Ibid., D .9, f. 82, DA/7445. Letter found on a captured German soldier, 5.5.1917.

^  The Times, 24.3.1917, p. 7.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D. 7, f. 94, rapport sur la correspondance des prisonniers de guerre dans la He 

Armee, 3137/DA, 27.3.1917.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 72, GAN, DE, Etat Major, no. 1473, Rapport mensuel sur la correspondance 

des PG stationnes dans la zone de la DE, 20.3.1917.
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The emotional charge of the prisoners’ letters proved too much for the French 

government and, “owing to the pressure of public opinion,” on 27 March 1917, Nivelle 

was informed that the cabinet had ordered that all German prisoners were to be 

withdrawn to thirty kilometres behind the French l i n e s . F r a n c e  was experiencing a 

wave of strikes and the government feared popular discontent with the war was 

increasing. It could not afford to be seen to do nothing to aid its prisoners in German 

hands. Nivelle initially attempted to resist the French government’s request, asking them 

to defer the decision. The withdrawal of the German prisoners would “result in the army 

being unable to use an important section of prisoner labour on work necessary for the 

preparation of active operations, resulting in serious delays, the gravity o f which I must
648draw your attention to,” he wrote. It would create an unacceptable “scandalous contrast 

if  we withdraw the German prisoners from Toul and Belfort, when the Germans are 

making our own work at 1,100 metres from the front.” '̂̂ ^

Nivelle’s protests were to no avail. The French government was powerful enough to 

refuse its Commander in Chief, even as he prepared for a massive offensive. The 

withdrawal of German prisoner labourers to thirty kilometres was to be carried out “as 

swiftly as possible” and completed by 5 May 1917 at the latest.^^® Moreover, the French 

government also appointed a new inspector to provide it with direct information on 

conditions for German prisoners of war labouring for the French army and ensure that 

government orders on prisoner treatment were obeyed in f u t u r e . T h e  British, initially 

angered that the French did not consult them before agreeing to the German demand, 

soon followed suit. On 27 April, the British cabinet ordered German prisoners withdrawn 

to thirty k i l o m e t r e s . T h e  order was carried out by 27 May 1917.^^^ For the remainder 

of the conflict Britain and France did not employ German prisoner labour companies 

within thirty kilometres of the front.

TNA, wo 32/5098, W.O. to General Wilson, G.H.Q., 14.4.1917. 
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 111, 4041/DA to M. de la G., 30.3.1917. 
Ibid.
SHAT, 16 N 2469, D.7, f. 152, M. de la G. to G.Q.G., 3.4.1917. 
Ibid., D.9, f. 139, M. de la G., IGPG, 11.4.1917.
TNA, WO 32/5098, no.l 13a, W.O. to G.H.Q., 27.4.1917.
Ibid., no. 120 a, AG, G.H.Q. to W.O., 17.5.1917.
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Once the news that all German prisoners had been withdrawn to thirty kilometres reached

Germany the reprisals effectively ended and the British and French prisoners were

removed from the German front line by mid-June 1917 to a distance of thirty kilometres

where they remained working for the German army.^ '̂* Those reprisal prisoners who were

still fit were retained in the occupied territories. The sick or exhausted were evacuated to

camps in Germany.^^^ The German army could ill afford to spare them. As Ludendorff

noted in July 1917,

because o f overwork and underfeeding the productivity of labourers 
working for the army and in the occupied territories [prisoners of war etc.] 
is continually decreasing. A general increase in food is out of the question, 
although in particular cases better food may be tried and heavy workers 
may be given extra. The exchange of exhausted and sick prisoners for 
fully fit ones from Germany is not possible because o f the damage it 
would cause to the home front economy. For this reason all means must be 
used to preserve the available valuable and irreplacable labour strength for 
the long-term. Careful consideration of accommodation, clothing, 
appropriate preparation and division of food is, therefore, invaluable.
Above all the work demanded [...] must be proportionate to the small 
amount o f food provided.^^^

Those reprisals prisoners who were sent to Germany were searched for any documentary 

evidence o f their experience. All diaries or letters were taken from them. Moreover, those 

prisoners who had been held in the reprisals camps were deliberately excluded from 

consideration for exchange to Switzerland or repatriation to their home country to prevent 

them providing information about German front line in s ta lla tio n s.H av in g  experienced 

the worst of the German prisoner of war system they were now condemned to remain
^ c o

within it for the rest of the war.

Ibid., no. 126a, Sir W. T ow nley, to FO, 16.6.1917. B A -M A , PH5 / II /456 , f. 168, Kriegsministerium  
nr.21103.17.U .5/1 to all AOKs, 5 .6 .1917. See also f. 159, G. Qu. M. to all A O K s, tgm, n.d.

B A -M A , PH5 / II / 456 , f. 159, G.Qu. M. to all A O K s, tgm , n.d.
B A -M A , PH5 / II / 456 , f. 131, Abschrift, C h ef des Generalstabes des Feldheeres to all A O K s, 11 Nr 

59071 op., gez. Ludendorff, 4 .7 .1917 .
B A -M A , PH5 / II / 456 , Kriegsministerium UK dept, n r .54 .17.U K  to AO K , 22.4 .1917 .
B A -M A , PH5 / II / 454 , f .  208-225 , Kriegsm inisterium , Unterkunftsdepartement, n r .54 .17.UK, 

22 .4 .1917 .
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Conclusion

Writing about another very different war, Hannah Arendt remarked that one definition of 

a war crime was “the factor of gratuitous brutality.” From the German army’s point of 

view the spring reprisals of 1917 did not fall into this category. The exposure of British 

and French prisoners to shellfire was anything but gratuitous. It was a calculated policy, 

designed to protect German prisoners held by the French. And it had worked.

Yet the kind of violence, both physical and psychological, which the OHL was prepared 

to sanction during the spring reprisals took a heavy toll on the prisoners involved. British 

prisoners who witnessed some of those who had been on reprisals arriving in Germany, 

were shocked by their condition. “They looked very bad and were all so weak that we 

had to carry them on stretchers from the station to the camp,” a private at Hameln camp 

r e c a l l e d . “They could not walk from sheer exhaustion [...] they were absolutely 

exhausted from starvation and some were frost-bitten,” another remembered.^^’ Alfred 

Hall, a British prisoner at Giessen camp, wrote in his diary on 13 May 1917, upon seeing 

260 French prisoners arriving back after the spring reprisals:

May I never behold again such specimens of humanity. With hollow 
eyes and sunken cheeks, their clothes hanging on them like sacks, tom 
and filthy, starved into semi-insanity, they rushed the guards, broke 
through the barbed wires and ran to us for food. That which we gave 
them although hard as iron, disappeared rapidly. It was of course
impossible to feed all, the last comers ran to the waste tubs and

662scrambled for the refuse.

Hall stated that “580 men left Giessen on January 14'  ̂ 1917 for work behind the German 

lines, 260 returned, of the remainder 192 died of starvation and brutality or were shot in 

cold blood. 128 were admitted to hospital on their return to camp since when many have

Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem  (London, 1994), p. 256.
'̂“ TNA, FO, 383/268, no. 118077, Statement by Frederick Thome, 14.6.1917.

Ibid., no. 118079, Statement by Thomas Lever, 14.6.1917.
Malcolm Hall, In Enemy Hands. A British Territorial Soldier in Germany, 19I5- I9I9  (Stroud, 2002) p. 

87. Diary entry by Alfred Hall, Giessen camp 13.5.1917.
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died.”^̂ '̂  Hall’s account matches other evidence. One German order on 1 June 1917 

stated that complaints had been received from camps in Germany that prisoners of war 

sent to them because they were sick or no longer capable o f  working {Arbeitsunfcihig) in 

labour companies behind the lines “are frequently in such poor condition that they die 

soon after delivery. With a view to the present shortage of labour it is absolutely 

imperative to avoid further such c a s e s . I n  future such prisoners were only to be 

transported to camps in Germany if the medical view was that they were capable of 

surviving the journey.

Fig. 14. Prisoners returning from reprisals.^^^

Ibid. Punctualion in quotations is Allred Hall’s own.
BA -M A , PH5 / II /  456. Generalquartiermeister to Oberbefehlshaber Ost, A lle Heeresgruppen, Alle 

AOKs u. Et.Insp., Mil. Verw. Riimanien. B.d.G. West. Ost. E.S., 1.6.1917.
Ibid.
From; D erriere les barbeles. Scenes de la vie des prisonniers de guerre. Cam ps de Lechfeld, Landshut, 

Piichheim, Ingolstadt, Mannheim. Sketches made during captivity by a French Prisoner "Bclot.’ F picce 
1 14 (F). BDIC. Nantcrre.
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The history o f the spring reprisals reveals much about the fluctuating cycles of violence 

which dictated prisoner o f war treatment in the French and German armies. In the French 

case, civilian government sought to reassert its more humane values regarding prisoner 

treatment against a high command which had gained considerable autonomy of action 

due to French desperation to defend Verdun at any cost. In the German case, a calculated 

gamble had been made to exploit the French and British public’s sense of outrage at 

prisoner atrocities, at the deliberate cost o f prisoners’ health and, in some cases, lives. 

This gamble, first made in the eastern reprisals of 1916, was further developed in 1917. 

The 1917 spring reprisals encouraged certain attitudes in the German army that prisoners 

were expendable when needs dictated. These attitudes would have a profound influence 

during the winter of 1917, as the next chapter will show. The reprisals fundamentally 

changed how prisoners were perceived, a prerequisite for the deterioration in prisoner 

treatment within the German army which occurred in 1918.

Ultimately, it was in terms of such cultural attitudes that the spring reprisals mattered. 

The reprisals reveal different patterns o f managing violence and of legitimising certain 

violent behaviour towards prisoners within the French and German armies. Studying such 

a ‘cycle o f violence’ illustrates that the totalisation of warfare was not a homogeneous or 

irreversible process; in the French case, it was possible for civilian government to 

intervene and exert control over the army, reversing a deterioration in prisoner treatment; 

in the German, the escalation in violence was neither uncontrolled nor ineffective as it 

achieved an improvement in French behaviour. The spring reprisal sequence shows that 

the war gave rise to a plurality of forms of violence, not all of which fit the thesis of mass 

indeterminate slaughter which came to predominate in the war historiography of the 

1960s. In fact, German reprisal violence was deliberate, skilfully targeted and also 

carefully mitigated -  once they fell sick prisoners were removed from reprisals and 

wounded prisoners were never selected for them. Most disturbingly, many German 

civilians accepted this reprisal violence as necessary. Reprisals were public knowledge 

following von Stein’s Reichstag speech, and widely accepted. This throws into question
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post-war claims that the home front was ignorant of battlefield violence. The reprisal 

violence shows that the much debated home front -  battle front divide was far more fluid 

in 1917 than it later became post-war, as civilians attempted to distance themselves from 

their wartime roles.

The decision by armies to use prisoners in military labour companies permanently near 

and, at times, on the battlefield marked a major shift in the existing paradigms of 

captivity. Prisoners’ welfare was now subordinated to military needs -  army commands 

knew that locating them in and around the war zone dramatically reduced their standard 

o f living and placed them at risk o f shelling. It also forced them to work directly upon 

their captor’s war effort; both a breach o f pre-war international law and a source of 

mental suffering for captives. This subordination of prisoners’ welfare to the military 

demands of the captor army had occurred in all three armies by the end of 1916. 

Although the German army was the most ruthless towards its prisoner workers, the 

French and British had also accepted that prisoner welfare was subordinate to military 

labour needs. However, following government reaction to the letters from the reprisals 

prisoners held behind German lines, the British and French armies were forced to limit 

the exposure of their prisoner labour companies to violence. Despite the significant 

mistreatment of German prisoners in French labour companies in 1916, it was still 

possible for the French army to reform, adapt and impose stricter controls to protect its 

prisoner labourers once the government demanded such measures. The process of 

breaching successive thresholds of violence against prisoners which began in 1914 was 

suddenly halted in the French and British armies with the 30 kilometre agreement with 

Germany in June 1917. The British and French strictly enforced this limit, never again 

employing prisoner labour companies near the front.

The First World War saw the emergence o f new types of violent practices. Their 

subsequent longevity or future development depended largely upon cultural reactions in 

1914-1918. The war gave rise to a developing power dynamic between modernity and the 

reception o f violent practice. Reprisal violence was not historically random. With mass 

media and mass citizen armies, violence had a new symbolic impact which potentially
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exceeded its immediate strategic battlefield value. The representation of violence against 

prisoners of war as atrocity in 1914-1915 had grown into the deliberate use o f atrocities 

against prisoners -  in the form of reprisals -  for strategic ends. The German army was the 

most receptive to this new reality. This chapter has attempted to outline comparatively 

the practice of violence towards prisoners that emerged in labour companies in 1916- 

1917 as an example of how cultural attitudes to violence were continually in flux in the 

First World War. However, the violence of the spring reprisals of 1917 also marked a 

significant radicalization of prisoner treatment in the German army. The significance of 

this transgression would become clear in 1918 as the following chapter illustrates.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FROM DISCIPLINE TO RETRIBUTION: GERMAN PRISONER OF 
WAR LABOUR COMPANIES IN 1918

Into sheds capable of accommodating at the utmost 450 men, over 1000 
men were crowded. The sanitary and washing arrangements were so 
primitive as to be practically non-existent. The provision of food and 
medical attention was wholly insufficient and no parcels or letters reached 
the camp. In a very short time the men were starving, verminous and in a 
filthy condition with the inevitable consequence that dysentery appeared 
almost at once and men began to die with appalling rapidity. In spite of the 
terrible condition of the men they were forced to engage in heavy work 
behind the lines at long distances from the camp and practically no excuse 
of weakness or sickness was accepted as relieving them from work. Men 
in the last stages of dysentery were driven out to work and fell and died by 
the road.

Report on conditions at Flavy-le-Martel camp in occupied France, from the British 
summary of the case against Emil Muller at the Leipzig War Crimes Trials, 1921, based 
on testimony from 27 former British prisoners.

Introduction

At a meeting of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers’ Association in 2003, Kevin Cunningham 

recalled how his late father’s favourite joke was to tell the story of how he once tried to
f.f.Q

eat a pair of boots. His father. Sergeant Tommy Cunningham, came from the working 

class Liberties area of Dublin and served in the British army in the First World War. 

Taken prisoner by the Germans on 21 March 1918, Cunningham senior used to tell o f his 

disappointment on discovering that the first Red Cross parcel he received only contained 

a pair of boots and would describe how he promptly tried to boil the leather tongues with 

nettles and potato skins, only to discover that the leather was not edible and the boots 

were left ruined.

Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 1450, vol. 12, German War Trials Report (London, 1921), p. 10.
Taken from Kevin Cunningham’s contribution to “In My Father’s Time,” a lecture organised by the 

Royal Dublin Fusiliers, 27 September 2003, Dublin City Council Library, Pearse Street, Dublin.
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Although Tommy Cunningham in later life told this story as a joke about his own 

stupidity to amuse his friends, it raises a much more serious issue. Good boots were a 

valuable commodity for prisoner labourers. To try to eat them was no laughing matter. 

Cunningham, his son recalled, suffered badly from malnutrition during the time he spent 

in captivity in 1918. Like most non-officer British prisoners captured in the German 

spring offensive, he faced a long period without parcels or adequate rations. Although he 

was only taken prisoner in March 1918, by the time he was liberated at the end of the war 

Cunningham had lost most of his teeth.

This account of the experience of Sergeant Tommy Cunningham is a second-hand one, 

yet it fits remarkably with the evidence which emerges from other sources. In numerous 

interviews carried out in summer 1918 with escaped British prisoners who had been 

taken in the German spring offensive in March, the same motifs of starvation, beatings 

and sickness occur. As in Cunningham’s story, reference is made to prisoners picking

nettles to boil as food or as m e d i c i n e . E s c a p e d  prisoners told of cold and of men

fainting from malnutrition: “We slept on cement floors, no blankets, no straw, and fires 

were not allowed. Our bread ration sometimes failed for thirty-six hours. Lots of men fell 

sick and fainted from exhaustion. There was a lot of dysentery, and the only medicine we 

got was nettle leaves boiled in water.” ’̂° One escaped prisoner described life at Villers 

camp in April 1918:

The work was very hard and continuous. We dared not rest a moment.
If we did, the sentries would strike us with the butt end of their rifles.
[...] The prisoners were very weak and exhausted. During the spell 
between 12 and 1 they used to wander round collecting nettles, which 
they brought to the camp at night to eat. We were given no opportunity 
for washing. There was a pump at the cookhouse but the pump handle
was removed to prevent us using it. The guards would give us no

Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 9106, Report on the Treatment by the Germans o f  Prisoners o f  War taken 
during the Spring Offensives o f  1918 (London, 1918). The interviews cited in the Parliamentary Paper have 
been traced back to the original fiill text o f  their interview in the WO 161 files at the National Archives, 
Kew, and it is clear that the published citations repeat exactly what the prisoner witness stated to the 
interviewer.

Ibid., p. 6.
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water. There was no heating or warming apparatus given us and there 
was no means of drying our clothes. If we got wet we had to remain 
wet.^ '̂

Several o f these interviews with escapers were used to compile a British parliamentary 

paper on German prisoner abuses in 1918. In 1921, the German Reichsgericht 

(Supreme Court) hearing the Allies’ war crimes allegations at Leipzig, was presented 

with a case brought by the British government, detailing allegations that British prisoners 

o f war in a labour company at Flavy-le-Martel in 1918 had died from beatings, 

exhaustion and starvation. Yet after 1921 the image of tens o f thousands of prisoners of 

war starving in German camps in occupied France and Belgium in 1918 faded rapidly 

from the public eye. All that remained were individual stories passed on in families such 

as that o f Sergeant Tommy Cunningham. Such tales hint at the progression towards 

extreme prisoner mistreatment in the German army in late-1917 and 1918.

The previous chapter revealed a particular ruthlessness towards prisoners developing 

through reprisals in the German army in 1917. Whereas the French and British 

governments checked the shift towards extreme prisoner mistreatment in the French and 

British armies in 1917, the German government did not. This chapter will now examine 

what kinds o f violent practices occurred within the German army prisoner o f war labour 

company system in 1918, looking at how the drive towards extreme military practices 

that emerged in 1916 and 1917 developed. Chapter five will then explore whether 

German army attitudes towards prisoner labour companies evolved towards or away from 

Entente practices in 1918. The purpose here is to explore several key questions. First, 

how were British and French prisoners of war treated in 1918 while working for the 

German army in occupied France and Belgium? If German prisoner treatment in the 

occupied zone was bad, was this exceptional for 1918 when compared to prisoner 

treatment elsewhere? If it was exceptional, was it deliberate, and if bad treatment was 

deliberate, what range of alternative choices did the German army have? Without such an 

investigation the bitterness that marked the end o f the war can only be partially

Ib id . ,  p. 4.
672 r . • ■
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understood. To begin, this chapter will look at the situation on the ground for prisoners 

working for the German army in autumn 1917.

By September 1917, the German army had a well-established system of prisoner of war 

labour companies containing British and French prisoners working in areas to the rear of 

the front {Etappengehieten). This prisoner labour system operated against the backdrop of 

an occupation situation where the German military controlled all aspects o f civilian life
673and exploited the occupied territories ruthlessly. Occupied Belgium was divided into 

three zones: a northern area controlled by the German military governor; the 

Etappengehieten rear areas behind the front controlled by the rear echelon inspectors 

(Etappen-lnspektion) of each of the seven German armies; and the front areas o f military 

operations (Operationsgehieten) administered by the field administrations 

(Feldintendanturen) of the various German armies at the front.^ '̂* Occupied France was 

divided into two militarized zones only: Etappengehieten and Operationsgehieten. 

Prisoner labour companies in the Etappengehieten experienced harsh living conditions 

throughout the winter of 1917.

Prisoner living conditions in the occupied territories before the German spring

offensive

Mortagne, St Saulve, Denain and Marchiennes are not especially well known placenames 

from the First World War. However, they represent an appropriate point to begin an 

examination o f the living conditions of British and French prisoners of war working for 

the German army in autumn 1917. The Etappen-lnspektion records of the German Sixth 

(Bavarian) Army reveal that its prisoner companies were accommodated in improvised 

camps at these locations, situated in former schools or large houses which had survived 

the ravages o f combat. Into these buildings several hundred prisoners were often 

crammed with the minimum provision for sanitation. In October 1917, 100 prisoners 

from the third British Kommando were located at Mortagne. They lived, ate and slept in

Isabel V. Hull, Absolute Destruction. M ilitaiy Culture and the Practices o f  War in Imperial Germany 
(Ithaca and London, 2005), pp. 227-262.

Ibid., p. 227.
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one room in the Hinterhaus of what had been a civilian home before the war. Two-storey 

wooden plank bunks had been erected to serve as beds. There were no sacks to serve as 

mattresses: the prisoners had two blankets and slept on dirty wood shavings. They 

received “some 350 grams of bread” as their daily bread ration and few parcels reached 

them.^’  ̂ The prisoners were working on road building for eight hours a day. Local 

civilians passed them extra food from time to time. The prisoners had no coats and each 

man had only one shirt and one pair of underwear. Their footwear was fully worn out; 

some men had no proper footwear at all. The latrine was a pit in the ground. There was 

no running water. Instead, the men were bathed every fourteen days in a nearby factory. 

Hardly surprisingly, the men’s health was described as poor and there were high sickness 

r a t e s . I n  addition to the sick in the camp Lazarett (hospital section), 15 prisoners were 

Revierkrank (in the sickbay) in October 1917. In September 1917 two prisoners in the 

camp died.^^^

At St Saulve, in October 1917, 193 other British prisoners from the Englander 

Kommando 3 were accommodated in an improvised camp in a former schoolroom. Here 

the prisoners had no opportunity to bathe at all although in contrast to Mortagne they did 

have access to running water in the yard for washing. Again the prisoners had no coats 

and only some had a change of underwear. Their clothing was described by the inspector
f.~IQ

as “very worn,” needing to be supplemented. There was such a shortage o f blankets 

that some prisoners had no bed covering at all. They worked for eight hours a day 

unloading and loading cargo with an hour long march to and from their workplace. This 

work was carried out on a daily ration of 600 grams of bread and 100 grams of meat. 

However, prisoners here also received food parcels.

BK, Etappen-Inspektion 6, Gefangenen Kommando, Bd. 199, Tagebuch 3, Abschrift des 
Kriegestagebuches der Gefangenen-Inspektion 106 fiir die Zeit vom 1.10.17 bis 31.12.1917, Akt 3. 
Etappen-Inspektion 6. Armee 30.10.17, Anlage 15, Zusammensassendes Endurteil des Kommandeurs der 
Gefangenen-Inspektion 6 uber die Besichtigungsreisen am 4.6 und 23.10.17, Inspektion o f  Engl. Kdo 3, 
Mortagne, Major Gross und Hauptmann Georg.

Ibid.
BK, Et.lnspektion 6, Bund 203, Englander Kommando 3, 1917, September, October, November.
BK, Et.lnspektion, Gefangenen Kommando Bd. 199, Tagebuch 3, Abschrift des Kriegestagebuches der 

Gefangenen-Inspektion 106 flir die Zeit vom 1.10.17 bis 31.12.1917, Akt 3, Et.lnspektion 6 Armee 
30.10.17, Anlage 15, Zusammensassendes Endurteil des Kommandeurs der Gefangenen-Inspektion 6 iiber 
die Besichtigungsreisen am 4.6 und 23.10.17, Major Gross und Hauptmann Georg.
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At Denain, where 209 British prisoners from the Englander Kommando 3 were working, 

the accommodation was in a former hospital building. The prisoners had access to water 

for washing in the yard and were brought each week for a bath in the town. They received 

rations of 330 grams of bread and 110 grams of meat daily. They worked a six hour day. 

17 prisoners were sick in the camp Lazarett and 10 others were Revierkrank.

Conditions in the French Kommandos in October 1917 varied. At Marchiennes, French 

prisoners from the Franzosen Kommando X IV  were accommodated in a former civilian 

h o u s e . A l l  rooms were heated with stoves and had windows and doors which closed 

properly. Water was available in the yard and the clothing of the prisoners was in order, 

although they had last been deloused in May 1917. The prisoners’ health was good. Only 

two were sick. The prisoners received a ration per day of 330 grams of bread and 70 

grams of meat. Local civilians gave them extra food. The prisoners were employed on 

work at the station.

In October 1917, the German Etappen Inspectors passed all of the above camps as 

suitable for prisoners to stay in during the cold winter months. Their reports give an 

insight into the types of camps which by late 1917 had sprung up across the 

Etappengebieten and Operationsgebieten of the German army. Several key points are 

revealed by these inspections. First, although all the prisoners were paid the same 

amount, 30 pfennigs, the rations they were receiving differed substantially from camp to 

camp even though all were engaged upon heavy manual labour. Moreover, the ‘wages’ 

the prisoners earned were not to be paid until after the end of the war which, in effect, 

meant they worked without any financial reward. Second, the prisoners in these camps 

received or bartered for crucial food supplements from local civilians without which their 

condition would be jeopardized, particularly as the bread ration they were receiving was 

made up of substitute ingredients and the work camps they lived in had no official 

canteen from which to buy extra food. The flour content of prisoners’ bread was open to 

question. An order from the Generalintendant des Feldheeres stated that any addition of

Ibid.
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bran or husks to the flour for prisoners’ bread rations must maintain a minimum 

nutritional value equal to that of 400 grams o f bread made from 94% of rye flour,
r  O A

illustrating that dilution of the flour content was standard practice. Extra food from

parcels was also not guaranteed in the occupied territories. At a meeting to discuss the

administration of prisoner labour in September 1917 it was acknowledged by the German

officers present that prisoners were so frequently moved from camp to camp and, indeed,

often from the administration of one German army to another, that the delivery of parcels
1

and post to them was very irregular.

Third, these inspection reports show that the accommodation and clothing of the 

prisoners was generally substandard by late 1917. Finally, rations were defined according 

to whether a prisoner was sick, doing ordinary manual labour or a Schwerarbeiter. 

Ordinary workers received 400 grams of bread per head per day. For men doing 

especially heavy work as Schwerarbeiter, this could be raised to 600 grams of bread. 

Sick prisoners received 400 grams or less. An order from the Generalintendant des 

Feldheeres on 13 November 1917 specified that “sick or convalescent prisoners in 

convalescent companies, convalescent homes etc. are to receive the ordinary worker’s 

ration if according to medical advice this will return them to full working strength within 

the foreseeable future.” What ration was to be given if medical advice maintained that 

they were unlikely to return to work is not clear.

How many prisoners did fall sick from these conditions? Pay books from several o f the 

Englander Kommando 3 working camps in the Sixth (Bavarian) Army provide an insight 

into the extent o f illness and the amount o f time off which prisoners received. The 

following sickness rates are drawn from the paybooks o f Kommandos based at Hamage,

BK, Et.Inspektion, Gefangenen Kommando, B d .l99 , Anlage 22, Abschrift. General Intendant des 
Feldheeres Illd Nr.254.11.17, Gr.H.Qu. to alle Armee-Oberkommandos usw. 13.11.1917.

BK, Et.Inspektion, Gefangenen Kommando, B d .l99 , Tagebuch 3, Abschrift des Kriegestagebuches der 
Gefangenen-lnspektion 106 fur die Zeit vom 1.10.17 bis 31.12.1917, Abschrift, Entwurf, Niederschrift zur 
Besprechung uber Gefangenen- und Arbeiterangelegenheiten, abgehalten in Valenciennes am 4 Oktober 
1917.

BK, Et.Inspektion, Gefangenen Kommando, B d .l99 , Anlage 22, Abschrift, General Intendant des 
Feldheeres Illd N r.254.11.17, Gr.H.Qu. to alle Armee-Oberkommandos usw. 13.11.1917.
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f . Q ‘7

Nomain-Delmez, and Nechin, during the period September to November 1917. For the 

purposes of this analysis men counted as ‘sick’ were those who were in hospital, marked 

as Lazarett (L), or marked as sick, Krank (K), on five days or more in one month. This 

excludes minor illnesses and thus represents the minimum sickness rates. It also excludes 

those men who may have succeeded in pretending to be sick for a day to avoid working. 

German army medical staff were under considerable pressure to pass prisoners as fit for 

work. If a man remained off work for five days or more he was clearly very ill. It should 

also be noted that the prisoners in each Kommando remained largely the same across the 

three months. Some men marked sick for one month, would be marked Lazarett the next.

BK, Et.Inspektion 6, Bund 203, Englander Kommando 3, September, Oktober, November 1917.
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Table 7. Sickness rates in the Englander Kommando 3 working camps at Le 
Hamage, Nomain-Deimez and Nechin, September -  November 1917

Le Hamage

Month Total
number of
prisoners
in
Kommando

Number 
of days 
worked

Number
of
prisoners 
marked 
sick for 
five days 
or more

Number
of
prisoners
marked
Lazarett

Total
number
of
prisoners
sick

Percentage
sick

Company 
begins work 
at Hamage 
mid-
September

49 16 1 5 6 12%

October 49 27 6 3 9 18%
November 
[company 
moves from 
Le Hamage 
camp on 
14.11.1917 
and is 
replaced by 
a Russian 
Kommando]

49 11 6 2 8 16%
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Nomain-Delmez

Month Total
number of
prisoners
in
Kommando

Number 
of days 
worked

Number
of
prisoners 
marked 
sick for 
five days 
or more

Number
of
prisoners
marked
Lazarett

Total
number
of
prisoners
sick

Percentage
of
prisoners
sick

September 84 26 1 11 12 14%
October 83 27 4 12 16 19%
November
[the
prisoners 
are moved 
to work 
elsewhere 
on
14.11.1917]

83 12 7 1 8 9%

Nechin

Month Total
number of
prisoners
in
Kommando

Number 
of days 
worked

Number
of
prisoners 
sick for 
five days 
or more

Number
of
prisoners
in
Lazarett

Total
number
of
prisoners
sick

Percentage
of
prisoners
sick

September 201 25 28 39 67 33%
October 202 27 38 35 73 36%
November
[the
company 
left Nechin 
on
14.11.19171

202 12 27 34 61 30%

Evidently, sick rates varied from place to place. However, those at Nechin would clearly 

give an army short of labour resources cause for concern. The high sick rates were 

probably aggravated by the poor living conditions and short amount o f time o ff 

According to the paybooks, prisoners usually received one day off a week, which was
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normally Sunday. However, on occasion they worked for nine or ten days without a break 

or worked in different weekly shifts. If the prisoners’ work was substandard their wage 

was cut from 30 to 20 pfennig as a punishment. For what was classed as “excellent” 

work prisoners were occasionally allocated 40 pfennigs as an inducement. This was 

also the usual pay for N.C.O. prisoners. The pay books effectively served as a record of 

the money due to a prisoner when the war ended.

On occasion prisoners missed work because they were undergoing punishment in the 

Arrestlokal, which was usually an improvised cell. In Nomain-Delmez no prisoner was 

marked in Arrest during this entire period. In Nechin the rate was much higher; five 

prisoners were in arrest in September; four different men in October; and two in 

November, with one man placed in the Arrestlokal for over fourteen days. Moreover, at 

Nechin the paybook shows that the letter K {Krank) often followed upon the letter A 

{Arrest). Several men who had been in arrest were listed as sick for days afterwards, 

indicative of severe punishment conditions. No prisoners were listed in the paybooks as 

having died at le Hamage, Nomain-Delmez or Nechin during these three months.

The paybooks, like the Etappen-Inspektion records, do not provide any description of the 

prisoners themselves. However, an interview with an ex-prisoner, Durham fruiterer 

Arthur Leggett, reveals that the condition of these prisoners was poor by early 1918. 

Leggett, captured at Ypres in April 1915, saw those prisoners from the Englander 

Kommando 3 who had been sent back to Germany. An escaper, he was interviewed by 

the British Government Committee on the Treatment by the Enemy of Prisoners of War 

on 6 May 1918 and described how

At the end o f January or early in February 1918 1,400 men came into 
Friedrichsfeld from working behind the German lines. 1 think they were 
E.K.3 men. Some had been there 14 or 15 months and had never had a 
parcel or a letter. They were in a terrible state. The German doctor 
himself admitted he had never seen men in such a condition. You could 
not recognise some of them as human beings. As soon as they arrived 
some of them had to be carried into the hospital and some had collapsed

BK, Et.lnspektion 6, Bund 203, Englander Kommando 3, September, Oktober, November 1917.
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before they reached the camp. There were a lot of parcels waiting for 
these men in our camp and the camp officials, the English N.C.O.s 
distributed them. Some men were drawing from 10 to 12 parcels, and, 
being in such a weak state, many of them collapsed from having too 
much to eat at once. A lot of them had dysentery when they came in, and 
a few died. These men were like skeletons and were very depressed.
They said many of them had died.

While Leggett was watching the arrival of prisoners who had escaped the rigours of 

Englander Kommando 3 for a German Stammlager, the Sixth Army Etappen-lnspektion 

was submitting its monthly report. On 1 February 1918, it reported that inspections had 

been carried out in January on camps in the Englander Kommado 4 at Camphin, Wez- 

Welvain, and Hollain; the Franzosen Kommando 7-/ at St Amand, Orchies, La Tombe, 

Pecq and Deuze; the Englander Kommando 5 at Marquin, Orcq, Toumai and 

Quevaucamps; and the Englander Kommando 3 at Quartes, Conde and Nechin. It 

described the accommodation in general as “good.” The clothing of the prisoners was
f i Of .

“adequate, in some cases good.” Most significantly it reported that the prisoners’ food 

was “tastily prepared and the increased bread ration of 500 grams had contributed greatly
z  0 7

to an improvement in work performance.”

The obsession with work performance revealed by the Sixth Army Etappen-lnspektion

was no accident. By 1918 the German army was dependent upon a prisoner labour

system which had greatly expanded from its earlier origins described in the previous

chapter. The German Sixth Army alone commanded multiple Kriegsgefangenen-

Arbeiter-Bataillone (K.A.B.), Kriegsgefangenen Kommandos and Zivilgefangenen-

Arbeiter-Bataillone (Z.A.B.). By 1918, it also had two Militdr-Gefangenen-Kompagnien

made up of German troops who had committed disciplinary offences, which earlier in the

war would have been punished with a prison term but now resulted in the offender being

sent into a punishment labour company to work at the front. This Militdr-Gefangenen-
688Kompagnien system in the German army was established on 3 October 1917.

TNA, WO 161/100, no. 1804, Interview with Arthur Leggett, Private 1620, 8* Durham Light Infantry. 
BK, Et.lnspektion 6, B d .l99, Abschrift, Etappen-lnspektion 6. Armee, 1.2.1918.
Ibid.
Hermann Cron, Geschichte des deutschen Heeres im Weltkriege, 1914-1918  (Berlin, 1937), p. 263.
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One interwar German commentator, Hermann Cron, revealed the scale of the prisoner 

labour system which had developed in occupied France and Belgium, stating that by the 

Armistice there were 151 Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillone, 57 Franzosen 

Kommandos, 26 Englander Kommandos, 38 Rumdnien-Kommandos, 22 Italiener 

Kommandos and 2 Portuguese Kommandos, as well as 34 Zivil Arbeiter Bataillone, 10
689  •Zivil Arbeiter Kolonnen and 78 Militdr-Gefangenen-Kompagnien. A prisoner of war 

batalion consisted of 2,000 prisoners, and a company of 500. Cron here attests to a 

substantial labour resource of approximately 400,000 military prisoners and an unknown 

number of civilians, which the German army drew upon to resolve its manpower 

shortage. On top of the K.A.B.s and Kommandos, British and French prisoners of war 

were also working in German army railway Rekodeis units, building and maintaining the 

occupied territories’ rail network. These units were under the separate control of the 

German army railway formations. However, some battalions were under strength. An 

escaped Russian declared in January 1918 that a prisoner of war “labour battalion on the 

western front originally consisted of 2,000 men but the processes of starvation, accidents, 

exposure, unmerciful beatings and death, have reduced it to about 500 men and 

sometimes to much less. The same process o f disintegration was going on in all the 

battalions.

One reason for the German army’s worsening wartime labour resources was, ironically, a 

declaration of peace. Although the Treaty o f Brest-Litovsk freed troops for the western 

front, it also imposed the withdrawal o f the German army’s most important labour 

resource -  Russian prisoners of war. They were to be removed from work in the occupied 

territories as a prelude to their repatriation.^^' The shift in attitude towards Russian 

prisoners began in December 1917. A new order issued stated that “Russian prisoners are 

to be well-treated. All urmecessary hard measures against them are to be avoided and use

Ibid., p. 263.
“Forced Labour for Germany,” Morning Post, 3.1.1918.
BA-M A, PH5 / II / 454, f. 19, f. 32, f. 40. An instruction from the Kriegsministerium nr. 1544/5.18.U1 

on 27 May 1918, emphasised that “Jedenfalls muss grundsatzlich erreicht werden, dass die russischen 
Kriegsgefangenen iiberall eine besserung ihrer Lage wirklich empfmden.” As part o f  this process o f  
improving the conditions o f  Russian prisoners, the Generalquartiermeister ordered that from 25 March 
1918 on, all Orthodox Russian and Jewish religious holidays were to be kept. F.lOl Ic nr. 11779.
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692of arms against them should only occur in the case of an absolute emergency.” On 10 

January 1918, Quartermaster-General, Erich von Ludendorff, ordered that in the interests 

of Germany’s negotiations with Russia, all Russian prisoners working at the front were to 

be exchanged to camps in Germany and replaced by prisoners of other nationalities.^^^ 

This order was not fully implemented and many Russian prisoners remained in the 

occupied territories. However, by 20 January 1918, the German Sixth Army had brought 

in 4,000 British prisoners to take over from 4,000 Russians who had been labouring in 

the Operationsgebiet.^^'^ The Operationsgebiet was the zone between the front line 

trenches and the rear Etappengebiet area. This January exchange effectively sent British 

prisoners to work in the firing zone.

This decision illustrates the increasing ruthlessness regarding prisoners of war emerging 

in the German army. The realisation, that the forthcoming major German offensive would 

be the last before the arrival of American troops made a real impact on the battlefield, led 

to an intense reappraisal of resources and a determination to use all available manpower 

to the utmost. It also resulted in the German army breaching many of the agreements 

reached with the Allies about prisoner labour in 1917, such as the prohibition on the 

employment of British and French prisoners within thirty kilometres from the front. The 

impact of this increased ruthlessness was most clearly to be seen in the treatment of 

prisoners of war taken by the German army during the spring offensives, which resulted 

in tens of thousands o f British and French prisoners flooding the established work camps 

of 1917.

Prisoner living conditions in the occupied territories during the German spring

offensive

The offensive launched on 21 March 1918, known as the Kaiserschlacht or the 

Ludendorff Offensive, involved one of the largest concentrations o f troops and munitions

Ibid., f. 155, Heeresgruppe Kronprinz Rupprecht to AOK 4, 18.12.1917.
BA-MA, PH5 / II / 454, f. 153. Generalquartiermeister order to all AOKs.
BK, Et.lnspektion, Gefangenen Kommando B d .l99 , Tagebuch 4, Abschrift des Kriegstagebuches der 

Gefangenen-lnspektion 106 fur die Zeit vom 1.1.1918 bis 31.3.1918, AOK 6 VI, 20.1.1918.
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of the entire war.^^^ It also involved some o f the most detailed planning; the allocation of 

troop strengths, munitions and guns was carefully assessed and reassessed in the weeks 

prior to the b a t t l e . Y e t  despite these meticulous preparations, little provision was made 

for the prisoners which the offensive was likely to produce. This lack of attention to 

prisoners continued once the offensive began. In fact, prisoners were considered so 

peripheral that many British troops who surrendered were given no escort to the rear of 

the German lines but simply left to make their own way back. Others were ordered to
697carry back the German wounded.

The lack o f planning was not the only problem. The sheer number of men captured in 

such a remarkably short space of time initially overwhelmed the German army. Martin 

Middlebrook estimates that some 21,000 British prisoners were taken on the first day of
^ Q O

the offensive alone. Some 75,000 British prisoners were taken in fifteen days, between 

21 March and 5 April, along with 15,000 French.^^^ For the majority of these men the 

war was most definitely not over. Unwounded, non-officer prisoners taken during the 

spring offensive were kept in occupied France and Belgium in newly improvised work 

camps. After capture, prisoners were sent to a holding camp from where they were 

distributed to a prisoner of war working company. Their gas masks and all papers, money 

and often family photographs were taken from them. Holding camps frequently were 

little more than a wire pen to the rear of the firing zone. One former prisoner, Private 

Tulloch, described how he remained in a holding camp for three days: “It rained two days 

and as there was no shelter and no covering we suffered great hardship. The rations 

consisted o f a quarter o f a loaf and some coffee in the morning and a bowl of very thin 

barley soup at night.” Despite the conditions, the prisoners in Tulloch’s holding camp

Martin Kitchen, The German Offensives o f  1918 (Stroud, 2001), p. 62.
Malcolm Brown, The Imperial War Museum Book o f  1918. Year o f  Victory (London, 1998), pp. 38-39.
TNA, WO 161/100, no. 1781, Interview with Private Tulloch. Also no. 1783, interview with Private 

Chilton, and no.s 1782, 1785, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791. French prisoners were similarly used. See 
BA-MA, PH5 / II / 470, f. 00018, letter from the Spanish Embassy, conveying a French protest at this 
practice and the result o f  the German investigation, Abschrift K.H.Qu, 26.9.1918, admitting that it had 
occurred in April 1918, “without the knowledge o f  the Generalkommandos” at the time.

Martin Middlebrook, The Kaiser's Battle, 21 March 1918: the First D ay o f  the German Spring 
Offensive (London, 1978), p. 322.

Martin Kitchen, “M ichael-Offensive” in Gerhard Hirschfeld, Irena Renz, Gerd Krumeich, eds, 
Enzyklopddie Erster Weltkrieg (Paderbom, Munich, Vienna, Zurich, 2004), p. 714.
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were set to road building. “Two or three of the men fell sick and fainted from cold; these 

were removed and we saw nothing more of them. There was an officer and an N.C.O. in 

charge of our party. The sentries were rather rough and struck the prisoners with the butts 

of their rifles if they were slack with their work.’’̂ '̂ '̂  Another prisoner taken at Bullecourt 

on 21 March 1918 described his holding camp as follows: “We had to sleep on the 

ground. No covering or blankets were provided for the prisoners; very few of them had 

greatcoats and were very cold.” ®̂’ It was at the holding camps that officers were 

separated from other rank prisoners for transport to officer camps in Germany.

The transition from a holding camp to a work camp in reality meant hunger, exhausting 

marches and harsh discipline for those who experienced it. To maintain the labour camp 

system, the newcomers had to be integrated as quickly as possible, but given the shortage 

of food resources and the limited number of guards available, many prisoners found 

themselves initially working out of ad hoc holding camps for weeks. These were often 

still within range of the battlefield;

After we had been at Courchelettes some days, 90 prisoners amongst 
whom I was one, were taken to Sailly, about 6 kilometres behind the 
firing line, to work. We were put in a cage; there was no shelter and no 
covering for the men. The cage was situated about 300 yards from the 
village, which was continually shelled during the three days we were at 
work there. No shells however, fell in the cage or where we worked but 
they dropped quite close to us. [...] Our work was on an ammunition 
dump, loading and unloading trucks.

The system for processing new prisoners broke down under the weight of the numbers 

captured. Many of these newly captured prisoners did not receive the standard field 

service postcard which was the normal way that a prisoner could alert his family to his 

fate. This lack of postcards left prisoners’ relatives bereft of news, assuming the worst, ft 

also meant no letters, money orders or parcels from home, so crucial for the prisoners’ 

well-being. No real effort was made following the spring offensive to register the newly

T N A , w o  161/100, no. 1781, Interview with Private Tulloch. 
Ibid., no. 1783, Interview with Private Chilton.
Ibid., no. 1781, Interview with Private Tulloch.
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captured prisoners and to pass on their details to the International Red Cross. Without 

registration, a man’s capture went effectively unrecorded in the humanitarian aid system; 

no registration meant no food parcels.

Reports from former British prisoners highlight the chaos at this time. Looking at a 

randomly selected group of sixteen former prisoners captured between March and May 

1918 illustrates that the overall experience of British prisoners from the spring offensive 

was one of harassment and hunger. The sample group examined here was made up of 

men from different backgrounds: railway stokers, miners, professional soldiers, clerks 

and one man euphemistically described as “in the hosiery finishing trade.” They served 

in different British units and were captured at different locations. Some were escapers; 

some were exchanged just prior to the Armistice. They had ostensibly just two main 

points in common -  they were all captured in 1918 and they were all interviewed by the 

British Government Committee on the treatment by the Enemy of Prisoners of War. 

Therefore, it is all the more interesting that their accounts should be so similar. Table 8 

illustrates the patterns which emerge from their narrative accounts:

Ibid., no. 1791, Interview with Corporal Joseph Page.
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Table 8. Survey of 16 interviews with other rank British prisoners captured by the 
German army between 21 March and 27 May 1918.’'*'*

Prisoner treatment referred to: Inter\'iews which contain 
reference to this

Total number from 
the sample of 16 
which mention this

Made to carry in German wounded 
after capture

1781, 1782, 1783, 1785, 
1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 
1791

9

Insufficient accommodation -  
defined as no heating/roof/running 
water/overcrowding

1780, 1781,1783, 1785, 
1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 
1791, 2535, 2536, 2537, 
2816

13

No blankets 1780, 1781,1783, 1788, 
1790, 1791,2536

7

No bed 1783, 1788, 2436 3
Beating by guards 1780, 1781,1783,1785, 

1786, 1789, 1790, 1791, 
2534, 2535,2536,2816

12

Sick prisoners being forced to work 1781, 1783, 1785, 1787, 
1790, 2535, 2536, 2537, 
2534

9

Dysentery among prisoners 1785, 1790, 2535, 2536, 
2816, 2534

6

No parcels ever received 1780, 1783, 1785, 1787, 
1789, 1790, 1791, 2535, 
2536

9

Parcels received None mentioned 0
Made to work in firing zone 1781,1783, 1785, 1787, 

1788, 1789, 1790, 2536
8

Made to work under shellfire 1781, 1783, 1789, 1790, 
2536

5

Poor clothing -  defined as no change 
of underwear/boots in bad 
condition/no change of shirt/clothing 
worn out/no overcoat

1780, 1785, 1790, 2536, 
2537

5

Made to work with enemy shells -  
loading/unloading/transporting

1780, 1781,1785, 1787, 
1789, 1790, 1791,2816

8

Not provided with field postcard to 
alert family of capture

1781,1787, 2535 3

Provided with field postcard 1783, 1789, 1790, 1791, 
2535, 2536 [provided with 
card 4 months after 
capture], 2537

7

Based on interviews in T N A , W O 161/100.
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Received post from home 2536 -  mentions others in 
his company once 
receiving a letter

1

Provided with the regulation German 
prisoner post rights of 2 letters and 4 
postcards a month

None mentioned 0

Poor conditions in holding cage 
defined as one or more of the 
following — no shelter/no food/no 
water

1781, 1782, 1783,1785, 
1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 
1791, 2535, 2537, 2537, 
2816

13

Prison Camp bombed/shelled 1785, 1789, 1790, 2816 4
No meat in diet 1780, 1783, 1785, 1787, 

1788, 1789, 1790, 2536, 
2537

9

No washing facilities at camp 1783, 1785, 1787, 1788, 
1789, 1790, 1791, 2537, 
2816

9

Prisoners never taken for a bath 1781,1783, 1785, 1788, 
1789, 1790, 1791,2816

8

Prisoners killed from shellfire while 
working or in work camp

1789, 1790 2

This survey has its limitations. Sixteen represents a very small sample. Another important 

point to stress is that of these men, eleven had escaped before the end of May 1918, and 

the remaining five had left the work camps by the end of September, so the experience of 

prisoners who remained in work camps in summer 1918 is underrepresented and the 

situation in October is not covered here. Moreover, the above table records the prisoners’ 

own accounts of their time in captivity according to the issues they told the interviewer. 

It should be noted that the interviewer noted only what the prisoner mentioned. If the 

prisoner did not explicitly mention that he did not have a blanket, it cannot be assumed 

that he did have one. However, the survey provides a good general outline o f the average 

prisoner experience at many different locations. On average prisoners were moved every 

three weeks and each prisoner spent time in multiple work camps.

These former prisoners’ accounts reveal several key points. First, although 

accommodation quality varied, in the majority of cases it was deficient. In thirteen out of 

the sixteen cases it lacked any heating, roof or running water. Given the lack of blankets
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reported, lack of heating was a serious issue. The lack of running water led to unsanitary 

conditions as did overcrowding. The following examples typify the types of 

accommodation prisoners experienced. Courchelettes camp in April 1918 was described 

as

Two huts and a shed. [...] Wire beds were given us but there were no 
blankets. There was water and we used our steel helmets for basins but it 
was difficult to wash and impossible for the prisoners to keep clean; also 
we were troubled with vermin. [...] We worked at unloading barges of 
coal, wood and stone. The prisoners got very weak from hunger and 
many fell sick whilst at work; on an average about three were taken back 
to the cage each day [...] The condition of the prisoners towards the 
of May became deplorable owing to the dirt, the want of food and the 
vermin and many of them were covered with boils and sores.

At Marchiennes, 3,000 British prisoners were “lodged in a building which had been a 

glass factory, and our quarters were very much overcrowded. [...] No beds or blankets 

were provided, only a little straw. We had to sleep on the floor and the cold was very 

severe. The place was very dirty and we were troubled a good deal with vermin.” ®̂̂ As at 

Courchelettes, prisoners used their helmets to carry water for washing. At Douai, 

prisoners were “lodged in a brick kiln. We had to lie on the floor; there were no beds or 

blankets or even straw. The place was very dirty and the vermin were very troublesome. 

[...] We were able to make fires in the kilns. There were no facilities for washing.” *̂̂  ̂

The prisoners worked on a railroad where “shells frequently fell within 200 or 300 yards 

of us.’’̂ '̂ * At Buissey,

the prisoners’ accommodation was in a large house. But there was not 
nearly sufficient room for so large a number and there was much 
overcrowding. [...] Many prisoners there were ill but the German doctor, 
who came every morning to see the prisoners, very seldom passed a man 
sick and during the six days I was there many men had to go to work who 
were unfit and really ill.̂ ®

At Bazancourt:

T N A , W O 161/100, no. 1781, Interview with Private Tulloch.
Ibid., no. 1783, Interview with Private Chilton
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., no. 1783, Interview with Private Chilton.
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Wooden huts were built, 120 men to each hut. The beds were o f wire 
netting in three tiers, head to head in the middle of the hut with narrow 
passages round them and no lighting or heating apparatus. After a short 
time we were supplied with palliasses of paper and wooden shavings for 
blankets. Later on we received a thin blanket and a ground sheet. This 
was in July. The 120 men in each hut was [sic] great overcrowding and 
the smell caused was very bad.^'°

Even allowing for the poor conditions front line troops endured in the trenches, this 

accommodation was inadequate. It was permanently overcrowded and unlike front line 

troops, prisoners were not regularly rotated to better billets.

The work which prisoners were expected to carry out was frequently the delivery of 

shells to the battlefield. Drummer Leslie Rudd described such work at the camp at Sailly, 

five miles from the firing line:

We were under the direction o f guards; some had W’s on their shoulder 
straps and others O’s with a crown underneath. They treated us very 
badly and beat us with sticks and rifles all times of the day. Many of us 
were in a bad state and incapable to work from dirt and lack of food. It 
was a regular thing for us to lose our bread ration and we had a very 
small quantity of bread and coffee and soup given us. One day we 
refused to load shells and one of our men complained to a German staff 
officer who spoke English, telling him it was wrong to expect us to load 
shells for them and that we wanted to make a general complaint. His 
only reply was to line us up in a squad and to order that the first man 
who refused to work should be instantly shot.^”

These prisoners’ accounts of working in the firing zone are corroborated by other 

evidence. Early during the March offensive the decision was made to temporarily 

suspend the 30 kilometre agreement made in 1917 with Britain and France that no 

British, French or German prisoners were to work within 30 kilometres of the firing zone. 

An order was issued on 23 March 1918 by the OHL that “newly captured prisoners of 

war taken by the armies can provisionally be put into prisoner formations according to 

need and used on the operation front {Operationsfront) for road and train building

T N A , WO 161/100, no. 2537, Interview with Sergeant W illiam  Rhodes. 
Ibid., no. 1785, Interview with Drummer Leslie Rudd.
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719tasks.” The inspection of these hastily formed camps was entrusted to Captain Feuchter
713who was the head of the Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeits-Bataillon Nr 29. He was, therefore, 

hardly an independent inspector -  some of the provisionally formed companies were 

attached to his K.A.B. 29 or took over work camp sites its units had previously occupied.

Significantly, the order rescinding the 30 kilometre restriction was the first the OHL 

issued on prisoners with regard to the spring offensive -  a full two days after it began. No 

attempt was even made to cloak this shift in policy by claiming that the British and 

French had breached the 30 kilometre agreement first. The German action was also a 

clear breach of Article 25 and Article 32 of the first Beme Accord, agreed on 15 March 

1918, between the French and German governments, which stated that French and 

German prisoners of war should not be housed or employed within 30 kilometres of the 

front. '̂"* For the OHL, prisoners could be exposed to shellfire if  necessary -  their safety 

was completely subordinated to the demands of military necessity. The cultural 

demarcation between the forms o f violence considered appropriate for use against the 

enemy in the field and those permitted against prisoners of war was breaking down.

The German case was unique. Following the 1917 agreement that prisoners should not 

work within 30 kilometres of the front the British and French armies maintained a total 

prohibition on prisoner of war labour companies working within the 30 km line. 

Although British and French units often used newly captured German prisoners at the 

front to carry in wounded during battles, this work was very temporary, lasting several 

days at most and did not involve prisoner labour companies. Moreover, it was never 

sanctioned by any superior orders.

The British were keenly attentive to any German breach of the thirty kilometre 

agreement. In February 1918, they sent a note to the German government to ask whether, 

since the agreement’s inception in 1917, any British prisoners had been made to work

BA-M A, PH5 / II / 453, f. 96, Abschrift, AOK 4, IcA 6939. See same order at PH5 / II / 449, f. 13, AOK 
4, Abt.Ic A, nr.730I, 23.5.1918.

Ibid.
BA-M A, PH5 / II / 453, f. 92, Verfugungen iiber Kriegsgefanegenenangelegenheiten, Band 2, Abschrift 

from Generalquartiermeister to all AOKs.
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within the 30 kilometre zone7'^ Lord Newton, head of the Department of Prisoners of 

War at the Foreign Office even mooted reprisals against German prisoners working for 

the British in France, although Sir Herbert Belfield at the War Office, resisted, feeling 

that: “I am certain that if  we again adopt a policy of employing the Germans within the 

30 kilometre limit, we should have a recurrence of the brutalities which existed before we 

and they reached an agreement on the subject.”’ '^

Evidence from the records of the 29*'’ German prisoner o f war labour battalion, K.A.B. 

29, which was guarded by a Bavarian unit, while working in the Fourth Army zone -  thus 

resulting in records in both the Freiburg and Munich archives -  reveals how near the
717front prisoners were working. One report on 14 May 1918 stated that all prisoners in

the Prisoner o f War Batallions 29 and 144, working in the German Fourth Army for the

Gruppe leperen, were employed

forwards of the thirty kilometre line. If all prisoners o f war have to be 
removed to a distance of thirty kilometres then the lepern Gruppe can no 
longer find work for them. The Group requests 4,800 men to replace the 
prisoners of war. Without replacement workers most of the rear zone work

718activities will cease.

Prisoners were aware that working inside of thirty kilometres was i l l e g a l . E l e v e n  

French soldiers from the French 13*’’ Infantry Regiment wrote on 17 May 1918 to the 

German officer commanding their work camp at Halluin, stating that they were working 

at a distance of less than 30 kilometres from the front and that shells had fallen close to 

where they worked:

Yet the conventions ratified between the governments stipulate that 
concentration camps should not be located under thirty kilometres from 
the front; and that the tasks carried out by prisoners should not have 
anything to do with those of national defence. However, every day work

BA-M A, PH5 / II / 453, f. 222, Abschrift, Heeresgruppe Kronprinz Rupprecht, Oberkommando 
la/NO.Nr 40206, 8.2.1918.

TNA, WO 32/5381, 98 B, Sir Herbert Belfield to Lord Newton, 13.2.1918.
BK, Kr. Gef. Arb. Batl. 29. Bund 3.

™  BA-MA, PH5 /11 /4 5 7 , f. 10, Gruppe leperen to AOK 4, 14.5.1918.
According to Ernie Stevens, a former prisoner interviewed in 1999, soldiers in the British army had been 

given lectures on war conventions “before we even left for France.” Richard van Emden, Prisoners o f  the 
Kaiser. The Last POWs o f  the Great War (Barnsley, 2000), p. 60.
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groups are asked for at the camp to work at the stations, such as those at 
Coniines and Wervicq, unloading shells. These stations are a very short

790distance from the firing lines.

Another letter was “a collective protest by French prisoners of the 88th Infantry 

Regiment located at Halluin.”^ '̂ An internal German army memo, from 3 September 

1918, confirmed that prisoners taken in April and May by the Fourth Army had been 

working within the 30 kilometre zone, and that until June over a thousand French
799prisoners had been working at Halluin. On 17 May 1918, there were 1,166 French

7 9 ^prisoners in total there. The German interrogation officer at Halluin

Gefangenensammelstelle remarked acerbically that “it is indicative of the difference 

between the two nationalities that so far not one of the British {Englander), who carry out 

the same work at the same location, has complained. This is all the more surprising as the 

British have recently bom the brunt of the most regrettable gas shell accident.”

Three prisoners from the 88th Infantry Regiment, who escaped from Halluin on 21 May 

1918 brought news of the prisoners’ plight to the attention of the French government.™ 

One escaped prisoner told of being forced to dig trenches for the Germans under shellfire. 

The French reaction contrasted strongly with the British reluctance to resort to reprisals. 

The French government issued a very strongly worded protest note in July 1918 

threatening reprisals upon German prisoners within a month should French prisoners not 

be immediately removed from the thirty kilometre zone. The French note stated that 

accounts of French prisoners working in the firing zone “are too numerous and too grave 

in nature [...] for the blame to be laid upon subordinates {Untergebenen). The 

responsibility for this treatment lies with the German Army High Command and the 

Kaiser’s Govemment.”^̂ ^

B A -M A , PH5 / II /  457 , f. 4 , G efangenensam m elstelle Halluin, V em ehm ungsoffizier
17.5.1918.
™  B A -M A , P H 5 / I I /4 5 7 ,  f. 5.

B A -M A , PH5 / II /  449 , f. 59, Arb. 8982, AOK 4 to die Beauftragen des Generalquartiermeisters W est,
3 .9 .1918 .

B A -M A , PH5 / II /  457 , f. 8, Gruppe Flandem, Gen.K do.X.R .K . betr. Kriegsgefangene, to AOK 4,
17.5.1918.
™  B A -M A , PH5 / II /  449 , f. 70, Abschrift zu kr.2.IX .5.2364, Schw eizerisches politisches Departement, 
French N ote Verbale enclosed.

Ibid.
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Ultimately, French reprisals were not necessary as the German army had already decided 

to reinstate the thirty kilometre rule by the time the Note Verbale was received. On 17 

May, the OHL began to issue orders that the thirty kilometre rule should once again be
n ') f .

kept. From this point on, frequent reminder orders were issued that French and British 

prisoners should not be used within thirty kilometres o f the firing line. Where possible, 

they were to be replaced by Italian or Portuguese prisoners or Belgian or French civilian 

workers, categories for whom no thirty kilometre agreement existed. Orders to this effect 

were issued on 19 May, 4 June, 11 June, 19 June, 25 June, 13, 21 and 24 October 

1918. Implementing them proved difficult, however, and breaches continued to occur. 

In June, British and French prisoners were still working in the thirty kilometre zone. On 

12 June 1918, General Sixt von Armin, wrote to the Heeresgruppe Kronprinz Rupprecht 

that there were 2,858 British and 5,661 French prisoners working for the Fourth Army 

and that if they were removed to a distance o f 30 kilometres, “the working strength of 

6,000 men would be lost. As a result the timely completion of the Hagen preparations 

would be put at risk, if no replacement workers are provided.”^̂ * Significantly, the thirty 

kilometre agreement of 1917 had been negotiated by the Prussian Kriegsministerium and 

not the OHL. Indeed, the Kriegsministerium only leamt o f the extent of the German 

army’s breaches of the agreement during the preliminary negotiations preceeding the 

Hague Conference on prisoners of war in July 1918, when the British sent the
729Kriegsministerium delegates some of the evidence they had gathered.

Prisoners were not only exposed to violence in the form of shellfire. Prisoners working 

for the German army in 1918 were threatened, kicked, cuffed or beaten at will. With few 

exceptions violence towards prisoners working in the occupied zones was widespread

B A -M A , PH5 / II /  449, f. 52, A bt.Ic.A .7225, A .H ., 19.5.1918. A lso: f. 00051 , Generalquartiermeister, 
Icn r .24332 , 17.5.1918.

B A -M A , PH5 / II /  449, f. 79, f. 78; B A -M A , PH5 /11 /  449, f. 00011 , A O K  4 A bt.Arb.N r.7910, 
25 .6 .1918; B A -M A , PH5 /1 1 /4 4 9 ,  f. 3, AOK 4, A bt.Ic.A .7225, 19.5.1918; BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 
38, A O K  18 rm Ic, 24 .10 .1918  and 13.10.1918; B A -M A , PH5 /11 /4 5 7 ,  f. 0063 , A O K  4, Arb.Nr.9802, 
Circular to all Generalkom m andos, Et.Inspektion 4 , G ouvem em ent Antwerpen etc., A .H .Q u., 21 .10 .1918 .
™  B A -M A , PH5 /11 / 449, f. 78, Abschrift, AOK 4 Arb. Nr 7667, to Heeresgruppe Kronprinz Rupprecht, 
12.6 .1918.
™  BK , Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillon, N r.29, Abschrift Kriegsm inisterium , m essage from 
Generalquartiermeister Ic 28051 to AOK 4, 4 .6 .1918.
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and commonplace. “If we talked to the Belgians we got a beating,” Drummer Rudd
730recalled. Another prisoner recounted: “We were shown a lot of cruelty, men being hit 

with rifles in the small o f the back often without a cause. Two men (I do not know their
731names) were carried in from work after being hit and died in camp.” Private Thomas 

Martleton described a three-day march after capture where wounded and unwounded 

prisoners alike journeyed on foot to Denain. The prisoners were not fed on the journey 

and the guard was “rough [...] the wounded suffered very much and we did our best to
732help them along.” At Douai, the guards kicked and used the butt ends of their rifles to 

hit prisoners who did not get up quickly enough. Another prisoner working behind the 

Hnes recorded in his diary how on 22 April 1918 the “interpreter asked if anyone wanted 

to go sick and one man unwisely said he did. The officer came and looked at him and 

then gave him a punch in the face which knocked him down.”^̂  ̂ One British prisoner 

recaptured after a failed escape attempt in July 1918, told his German interrogators that 

he had escaped because of his fear of being beaten and described how he had witnessed a
7 ^  SGerman sergeant flog British prisoners. Violence against prisoners was so common 

that his claims were accepted without further question. The German interrogator noted 

that “the Briton has a strongly developed sense of honour. For this reason physical 

mistreatment should absolutely not happen.”

There are several explanations for this violence. Prisoner labour was never ideal at the 

best o f times: captives were reluctant to assist their enemy’s war effort; and so many of 

them working to the rear of the German army raised security issues. Any coordinated 

mass rebellion by prisoners could seriously threaten the German advance. On several
7^7occasions unsubstantiated rumours of such a mass rebellion reached the OHL. Security 

fears were so great that in 1917 sabotage by prisoners was punishable by death as only

TNA, WO 161/100, no. 1785, Interview with Drummer Leslie Rudd 
Ibid., no. 2816, Interview with Private John Stewart Dixon.
Ibid., no. 1789, Interview with Private Thomas Martleton.
Ibid., no. 1791, Interview with Corporal Joseph Page.
Robert Jackson, The Prisoners 1914-1918  (London, 1989), p. 20.
BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon, nr.29, Schriftstucke fur EnglanderKommando XI, Nr. 13678, 

ItalienerKommando 1, Kriegsgefangenen Inspektion 4 an das EnglanderKommando XI, Interrogation o f  
George Robert Hall, 6.7.1918.

Ibid.
BK. Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, Abschrifl, Generalquartiermeister, Va nr 735, 13.1.1917.
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the death penalty was considered an adequate deterrent. In part, this fear of prisoners 

resulted from real acts of sabotage. A Russian prisoner working for the Bavarian Army 

reported on 18 October 1918 that British prisoners were deliberately damaging the shells 

they were loading. However, much of it was due to the large-scale paranoia about 

prisoner sabotage which had developed in Germany before 1918. "̂ °̂

German guards were under extreme pressure. Keeping prisoners working close to the 

fighting lines meant that escapers did not have far to go to regain their liberty and escapes 

would provide crucial reconnaissance information to the Allies. Moreover, by 1918 the 

German army did not have enough men to serve as prison camp guards. Those it did have 

were almost entirely Landslurm men, old or unfit. Guards thus resorted to violence to 

maintain control of prisoners. These factors help explain the increasingly brutal treatment 

meted out to prisoner workers from March 1918 on. Beatings became so common that 

frequent orders had to be issued reminding guards that such treatment threatened the 

German army’s labour resources.^"" Viewed from the standpoint of the OHL, violence 

against prisoners had become irrational. It had become disproportionate to the result it 

was intended to achieve as prisoners stopped associating being beaten with having 

committed a misdemeanour. Violence was indiscrimate and was no longer understood as 

a punishment for a specific deed.

The prisoner of war labour company system had used violence as a disciplinary tool from 

its inception. As shown in chapter three, violence against Russian prisoners had initially 

emerged from below within the army. However, by 1918 violence against prisoners had 

received official encouragement: the reprisals of 1916 and 1917 had sent out a message 

from the OHL that such violence could be used as a means to an end. The OHL failed to 

recognise that the problem of physical violence against prisoners within the lower ranks

Ibid., Abschrift, Generalquartiermeister, III 1142 geh/741, 5.5.1917.
™  BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon nr.29, Abschrift, Oberkommando der H.Gr. Herzog Albrecht, 
Abt.Ib.no. 15809, 18.10.1918.

See, in particular, the orders on escape materials being sent to French officers in officer camps in 
Germany. BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, Kriegsministerium Berlin, Unterkunft, 1047/5.18, 25.6.1918. 
See also; Wilhelm Doegen, Kriegsgefangene Vdlker, pp. 140-172.

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f. 00076, Dem Herm Oberbefehlshaber durch Herm Oberquartiermeister. 
10.10.1918.
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of the German army was also a direct reflection of its own stance during the Ludendorff 

Offensive when it sanctioned prisoner labour under shellfire where this was in the interest 

of military operations. In 1918, guards were using beatings in the same way -  random 

violence was practised to achieve short-term output goals, even though beating hungry 

prisoner workers was counterproductive. It was a response to the OHL’s own doctrine of 

military necessity.

To some extent the problem resulted from the German army’s own structure. Although 

general orders were issued that prisoners were not to be mishandled, no action was ever 

taken to punish mistreatment and great latitude was given to lower command levels. This 

was a classic example of what Isabel V. Hull has described as the “mission tactics” which 

operated in the German army: “Under mission tactics, commanders issued general orders 

outlining the task at hand and left the details of the accomplishment to their 

subordinates.”’'̂  ̂Thus the higher army echelons ordered that guards should be careful to 

maintain prisoners’ physical strength while at the same time leaving it completely up to 

subordinates how to get the desired amount of work from their charges. The only 

punishment guards received was if a prisoner escaped.’''̂

As discipline within the German army began to collapse during late summer 1918 and the 

German retreat in the autumn, guards became increasingly adept at taking out their 

frustrations upon the prisoner workers, evidence o f an overall shift from a military culture 

of control to one of violent retribution.’ '̂* Disappointment at the Allies’ advance could be 

taken out on enemy prisoners. The Kriegsministerium even intervened on 23 September 

1918, stating that it had learned of heavy handed mistreatment of prisoners “from cases 

where prisoners had died violent deaths and from other evidence.”’'*̂  It warned that such

Isabel V. Hull, Absolute Destruction. M ilitary Culture and the Practices o f  War in Imperial Germany 
(Ithaca and London, 2005), p. 116.

BA-M A PH5 / II / 452, f. 00082. Extract from Nachtrag zu den Dienst- und Wachtvorschriften fur die 
Kommandos der bayerischen Bewachungskompagnie in den Arbeitslagem des Kriegsgefangenen A. 
Battalion, no. 29.

As Charles Tilly has pointed out “rising uncertainty spurs wielders o f  violent means on either side o f  an 
us-them boundary to direct their means o f  destruction at those on the boundary’s other side.” Charles Tilly, 
The Politics o f  Collective Violence (Cambridge, 2003), p. 229.

BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon, nr.29, Abschrift, Kriegsministerium, Nr.63/7.18, U3, 
23.9.1918. For another copy o f  this order see: BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f  70.
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cases "‘will be used by our enemies to rouse hatred against Germans” and that “such 

mistreatment leads to suffering for German prisoners in enemy hands.” It pointed out 

that much of prisoners’ incorrect behaviour was due to misunderstandings arising from 

the language difference.

A culture of violent retribution developed as the labour system began to implode, 

illustrating Harmah Arendt’s point that if violence does not achieve its goals rapidly, “the 

result will be not merely defeat but the introduction of the practice of violence into the 

whole body p o l i t i c . T h e  whole labour system, suffering badly from food shortages, 

was unable to continue without the widespread use of physical force against captives. Yet 

the OHL could no longer limit or control the application of this violence, which resulted 

in damage to the labourers it so badly needed. The ‘body politic’ of the prisoner labour 

system was being overwhelmed by its own internal dynamic of violent practice. The 

internal command mechanisms for controlling violence against prisoners were no longer 

functioning.

Despite the high levels of violence, however, it was inadequate nutrition that dominated 

the lives of prisoners working for the German army. The British Government Committee 

interviews reveal the effect of inadequate rations: “Many o f the men were fading 

shadows;” “the prisoners were literally starving, and many of them had become weak and 

ill already for want of nourishment;” “all the men were very weak from lack o f 

nourishment and it was a common sight to see them fall over when waiting for the issue 

of food; “the effect of this feeding was that everyone lost weight and rapidly became very 

low in condition. I personally lost over two stone and I would have gone on losing 

weight.” "̂̂* The German army was aware o f the problem -  an order from the 

Generalintendant des Feldheeres on 8 May 1918 stated that “the food designated for 

prisoners of war has recently become increasingly sparse [immer Knapper] so that the

BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon, nr.29, Abschrift, Kriegsministerium, Nr.63/7.18, U3, 
23.9.1918.

Hannah Arendt, On Violence (London, 1970), p. 80.
TNA, WO 161/100, no. 1785, Interview with Drummer Leslie Rudd; no. 1787, Interview with Private 

C. Street; no. 1790, Interview with Private A.W. Robinson; no. 2537, Interview with Sergeant William 
Rhodes.
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fulfillment of all requests is no longer possible.” *̂*̂ One prisoner summed up the rations 

in April 1918 as “coffee substitute with no sugar or milk at 4am. At 2.30 pm after coming 

in from work, barley boiled in water, very thin. At 6 pm coffee and bread ration of a 

quarter of a loaf of black bread.”^̂®

Parcels did not reach these captives for two reasons. First, as outlined above, a great 

many of these prisoners had not been able to send a postcard to notify the British 

authorities o f their existence or had not been registered by Germany with the 

International Red Cross. Second, those prisoners who had been registered had to give a 

Stammlager (main camp) in Germany as their postal address because their frequent 

movements between work camps in the occupied zone meant they had no fixed camp 

address there. This policy reduced the number o f personnel, both German and prisoner, 

required for work camp administrative tasks, freeing up manpower. It was to the 

Stammlager in Germany that prisoners’ parcels were initially sent. Few parcels were 

forwarded on from Stammlager to the occupied territories, and those that were, were 

stolen en route or stockpiled at depots. As a rule only camps with over 5,000 prisoners in 

Germany could act as a Stammlager

This postal system for work camps in the occupied territories had been in operation since 

1915.^^^ It had never worked. By 1918, the whole German parcel system for prisoners 

was in such chaos that neutral powers had protested. The German army recognised the 

validity o f these complaints. In September 1918, the Generalquartiermeister wrote that 

“numerous complaints from enemy governments about irregularities in prisoners’ post 

reveal that in numerous units the importance of supplying prisoners with post from home 

in the interest o f maintaining their working strength is not properly recognised.”^̂ '* 

Indeed, by October 1918, even the Intelligence Section of the German army complained

BA-M A, PH5 / II / 453, f. 95, Generalintendant des Feldheeres, III d Nr.889.5.18, 8.5.1918.
TNA, WO 161/100, Interview no. 1789, Thos. Martleton.
BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, KM Berlin, Nr 891/3.15.UK, 10.4.1915.
Ibid.
BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, Abschrift, Ic Nr 28500, 14.6.1918; See also BK, Generalkdos IbAK, 

Bund 183, Generalquartiermeister, Ic nr 33106, 1.7.1918.
BA-M A, PH5 / II / 452, f. 125, Abschrift, Generalquartiermeister Ic nr 46811 to all AOKs des Westens, 

8.9.1918.
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that camp commandants and postal censors were blocking prisoners’ letters, resulting in 

the loss o f a useful intelligence source.’^̂

In the absence of parcels prisoners turned to bartering for food. Corporal Joseph Page 

gave a silver wrist-watch for a loaf and a half o f bread and a gold ring for a loaf of bread 

at Marchiennes.^^^ Some German troops saw the prisoners’ hunger as an opportunity for 

profit, selling them bread and cigarettes at inflated prices, to the annoyance o f their 

c o m m a n d e r s . O n e  German army inspector saw the problem in a different light, 

believing that the British were already undersize when captured. In a Fourth Army report 

in August, he stated that it was his belief that British prisoners captured in the March
758offensive were “far inferior in build and working strength to the French.”

Some prisoners were traumatised by their experiences. Private Henry Emerson from 

Miletown, Co. Tyrone was captured on 28 March 1918 and escaped on 15 September 

1918. When interviewed in October 1918, the interviewer found him “a difficult witness; 

willing, seemingly, but one who found it difficult to express himself. He gave me an 

impression of having received worse treatment than he was able to express clearly.”^̂  ̂

Given Emerson’s account o f life in captivity this comment is disturbing. Emerson 

described to the interviewer how, from 21 April to 30 June at Esmery-Hallon, he was 

forced to work eight hours a day without a break, seven days a week. The prisoners lived 

in an old building with “no roofs, no beds, no blankets, no protection from the 

weather.”^̂  ̂Emerson remained in the clothes he was captured in throughout his captivity 

-  some five and a half months. He and his fellow prisoners were continually beaten and 

kicked by the guard: “this was the usual thing; the guards constantly ill-treated us like 

this. There was no one to complain to; if  we complained to an officer he would give us

BA-M A, PH5 /11 /4 5 7 , f. 39, Generalquartiermeister, lc.Nr.52828, Gr.HQu, 11.10.1918.
TNA, WO 161/100, no. 1791, Interview with Corporal Joseph Page.
BK, Generalkdos, IbAK, Bund 183, Generalkommando bayer lAK Korpstagesbefehl, KH Qu, 

28.7.1918.
BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillon, nr.29. Abschrift, 9.8.18, Bericht Uber Besichtigung der 

Gefangenenlager im Bereich des AOK 4, Rekodeis 1 und der BdKM 3 und 5.
TNA, WO 161/100, no. 2536, Interview with Private Henry Emerson, 1.10.1918.
Ibid.
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the same.”’^’ For most of his captivity Emerson was effectively sleeping rough, with no 

blanket, in shelled out buildings which served as temporary camps. He was carrying out 

heavy manual labour on a single meal a day consisting o f a quarter of a loaf of bread, 

turnip soup and coffee made from barley.

Emerson’s case was not exceptional. Another prisoner, Corporal Arthur Speight who

worked on the rail network in the Etappengebiet described how

we began our day’s work by being walked on and walloped with sticks 
while it was still dark. Then we were shoved into lines o f four men and 
issued with a drink of coffee made from burnt barley. A piece o f bread 
was the day’s ration but as most of the fellows were nearly mad for food 
the first one got the most -  if he was strong enough to keep itl’^̂

Ifi'K ♦One German guard allowed the prisoners to collect and cook snails. Such conditions

took their toll. Speight described how in summer 1918 the prisoners began to die:

It was a common sight to see about six men pulling a cart through the 
village with about twenty dead men piled on it ready for burial. [...] One 
incident stands out in my mind which should give some idea as to the state 
some of these men had come to. The ration of bread had evidently been 
issued from old stock and was quite unfit to eat being bright green in 
colour. Corporal Costello [...] to make sure of none of the bad bread 
finding its way to the sick men, [...] threw it into the open latrine. Two 
wrecks of humanity crawled into the latrine on hands and knees and 
plunged their arms into the filth to recover the bread. Costello yelled at 
them that the stuff would kill them, but still they were intent upon getting 
it, whereupon Costello ran forward and flung them bodily from the hole.
He then turned away and said: ‘Well, I don’t know, the poor — s [sic] will 
die anyway.

Two early post-war memoirs by French ex-prisoners describe similar living conditions. 

Fernand Relange was taken prisoner in April 1918; Georges Caubet was captured in June 

of the same year. After capture Relange had to bury the German and British dead for 15 

days. The prisoners were not provided with water to wash their hands after handling the

Ibid.
IWM, Arthur Speight, cited in Robert Jackson, The Prisoners 1914-1918  (London, 1989) pp. 25-26. 
Ibid., p. 24.
Ibid., pp. 25-26.
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bodies, which he described as “decomposed -  many were crawling with maggots.”’^̂  Of 

the 22 parcels sent to Relange while he worked behind the German lines, only 2 arrived, 

both of which had been plundered. Relange’s account echoes many of the complaints in 

the British interviews: he had to work carrying German shells; his prison camp at Ham 

was bombed by French planes on 28 May resulting in 18 prisoners killed and 45 

wounded; he was fed a watered down “beet and barley soup” and suffered badly from 

hunger; and the prisoners were all covered in lice/^^ Relange and his companions took to 

stealing potatoes from the German stores to survive. At Buronfosse camp, Relange 

described appalling conditions. 1,500 prisoners were lodged in tents in a field. Severe
l f \ lrain led to problems with mud. The guards were “ferocious” to their charges. When the

seat to the latrine broke, five prisoners fell into the waste below. It was impossible to get

water to wash them. When some parcels containing tins did arrive for one prisoner, a

German N.C.O. poured the contents of all the tins together in a bucket in the middle of

the camp, mixing meat, condensed milk, chocolate, tinned vegetable, sugar and soap.

This impossible mix was then given to the prisoner. The man wept. His food supply for

six weeks had been spoiled. Relange described how:

After 25 days we were nothing more than skeletons which dragged 
themselves in the mud of the camp. 50 men died of misery. When we 
demanded a medical inspection we paraded before a major seated in an 
armchair in a comer of the camp. We paraded in Indian file 3 metres

nf.Q
from him and heard him call 'Weg, Los, Raus.'

During the retreat, Relange claimed that one day the prisoners marched 35 kilometres on 

500 grams of bread, a spoonful of marmalade and a tiny piece of cheese; the following 

day they marched IS kilometres. Georges Caubet’s account of his four week captivity in 

occupied France, written in October 1918, detailed similar events: poor conditions in the 

open air in the holding cage after capture; work loading and unloading shells; guards

Femand Relange, Huit Mois dans les lignes allemands. Souvenirs d ’unprisonnier de Belleherbe 
(Besan?on, 1919), pp. 1-6.

Ibid., p. 9.
Ibid.
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hitting prisoners; no postal service.^^^ In a work camp at Saint Quentin the prisoners 

exchanged “our great coats, our boots, our shoes” for bread7^°

Elderly British veterans who were held in the occupied territories in 1918 recalled similar 

experiences when interviewed for a documentary in the late 1990s. Ernie Stevens 

remembered being made work at carrying boxes of ammunition from a railhead to the 

German line. Thomas Spriggs described how at Toumai he saw four British prisoners
771fighting over a bucket of pig-swill due to their hunger. Walter Humprys recalled how

We lined up in fours, fives or sixes, depending on the size of the ration, 
and a German handed the outside man a loaf and he’d cut it into pieces.
There were some quarrels over that sometimes, so we’d toss up 
occasionally if one piece was bigger than another. We might have had a 
smear of jam on our hand or a bit of grease but that was it, one lick and 
it was gone. With that we would probably have a bowl o f sauerkraut or 
some ersatz coffee. We were always hungry. We used to pick a few 
mushrooms and mangolds as we cleared the old battlefields. It was 
repugnant eating mangolds, potato peelings, nettles and dandelions but 
hunger finally overcame discretion. We became so weak that our legs 
shook under us and a march of a mile and a half fatigued us.^^^

The reason for the repeated references to nettles and dandelions in many of the former 

prisoners’ accounts is simple. From late 1917 on, the German army instructions for 

prisoner working companies encouraged the use of wild flowers and plants “such as
77'5

nettles, sorrel and dandelion” as a supplement for the prisoners’ inadequate rations.

Georges Caubet, Instituteur et Sergent. Memoires de guerre et de captivite  (Carcassonne, 1991), pp. 47-
61.
™ Ibid., p. 58.

Thomas Spriggs (b. 1897) cited in Emden, Prisoners o f  the Kaiser, Ibid., Ernie Stevens (b. 1899) p. 60 
and p. 119.

Walter Humprys (b. 1897) cited in Emden, Prisoners o f  the Kaiser, p. 118.
BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, Generalquartiermeister, la nr. 37 996, 29.9.1917. See also: TNA, 

WO 161/100, Interview no. 1783, Private Chilton who recalls prisoners gathering dandelion roots to eat at 
Buissey camp; BK, Generalkdos IbAK, bund 38, Abschrift, Der Beauftragte des Generalquartiermeisters 
West, III dno.99707, 7.10.1918.
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The treatment of prisoners in work camps in occupied territory from June 1918 to

October 1918

While the massive intake of prisoners in spring 1918 initially boded well for the German 

army labour supply, by June, it was clear that it had also brought with it major new 

problems. Feeding these huge numbers o f new captives was a logistical nightmare in an 

army which, by late 1917, was already feeding its prisoner workers the bare minimum. 

The prisoner labour system was increasingly unsustainable by mid-1918 for three 

reasons. First, many prisoners were suffering too much from hunger and weight loss to 

perform effectively as a workforce. Second, although the German High Command knew 

that prisoners were totally inadequately fed given the work demanded of them, it failed to 

effectively enforce measures to protect their health -  indeed, on occasion it undermined 

them. Some of these measures will be assessed here: the orders issued to protect 

prisoners’ working strength which were not carried out; the decision to keep sick or weak 

prisoners in the occupied zone rather than sending them back to Stammlager; and the 

decision to strictly prohibit all civilian attempts to give prisoners food. Third, the flu 

began to appear in prisoner camps by August 1918. As the Allies advanced and the 

German army was forced to retreat, bringing with it its prisoner workers, influenza made 

inroads into a malnourished labour force.

German sources reveal that the weakened condition of prisoner labourers was known at 

command level. Indeed, in work camps controlled by the Fourth Army, some French, 

British and Italian prisoners were weighed monthly from April 1918 on to assess their 

condition. The average weight readings for the six different camps surveyed in April 

1918 varied from 62.4 kg to 73.9 kg. The average prisoner weight across these six camps 

was 67.9 kilograms. Unfortunately, the nationality o f these prisoners was not specified 

but the records of the 29'^ Bavarian K.A.B. guard unit show that there were French and 

British prisoners working in labour companies for K.A.B. 29 at this time.^^^

BA-MA, P H 5 /I I /4 4 7 .
BK, Kr. Gef. Arb. Batl. 29, Bund 3.
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Prisoners continued to be weighed in May, July, August, September and October 1918. 

No one particular set of prisoner individuals was repeatedly weighed throughout this 

period. Rather the average weight of different prisoner working camps was taken. The 

usual pattern appears to have been to visit each work camp only twice to take weight 

averages for two consecutive months. The weight reports compared the reading from the 

previous month for each camp and recorded the percentage increase or decrease in the 

prisoners’ weight. These weight statistics are shown here in Tables 9 and 10, alongside 

figures for how many prisoners each work camp contained. The continual weekly 

movement of prisoners from camp to camp meant that the number of prisoners weighed 

in a particular camp and figures given for the number of prisoners present there at the end 

of a particular month did not always correspond.
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Table 9. Survey of the bodyweights of French prisoners in German captivity, 1918

Month Location Average
Net
Bodyweight 
in Kgs

Number
of
Prisoners
Weighed
from
which the
Average
was
deduced

Total
Number
of
prisoners 
in this 
working 
camp

Group for
which
prisoners
were
working

April
PH5 / II /447 
f. 96

Gen. kdo. Gardekorps 
Meulebeke

Etappen-lnspektion
Gent

73.9

67.8

K.A.B.29
[nationality
not
specified]

May
P H 5 /I I /4 4 7  
f. 96

Etappen-lnspektion
Gent 67.3

100 K.A.B. 29
[nationality
not
specified]

June — — — —

July Etappen-lnspektion
Gentbruegge

59.2 1268 1268 Franzosen 
Kdo. 26

PH5 / II / 447
f. 74 Etappen-lnspektion

Swijnaerde

Etappen-lnspektion
Melle

58

57.1

150

243

240

164

August Etappen-lnspektion
Gentbruegge

59.6 1096 794 Franzosen
Kdo.26

PH5 / II / 447
f.64 Etappen-lnspektion

Swijnaerde

Etappen-lnspektion
Melle

56.7

58.7

234

164

105

164

September Etappen-lnspektion
Gentbruegge

60.3 896 Franzosen 
Kdo. 26

PH5 / II / 447
f. 55 Etappen-lnspektion

Swijnaerde

Etappen-lnspektion
Melle

58.7 164
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October — — —

November

Table 10. Survey of the bodyweights of British prisoners in German captivity,
1918.̂ ^̂

Month Location Average
Net
Bodyweight 
in Kgs

Number
of
Prisoners
Weighed
from
which the
Average
was
deduced

Total 
No. of 
Prs. in 
this 
Work 
Camp

Group for 
which 
prisoners 
were working

April

PH5 / 11/ 
447 
f  96

Gen.Kdo.Gardekorps 
- Meulebeke

Etappen-Inspektion
Gent

73.9

67.8

K.A.B.29 
[nationality not 
specified]

May 
PH5 / II / 
447 
f  96

Etappen-Inspektion
Gent 67.3

100 K.A.B. 29 
[nationality not 
specified]

June — — — —

July

PH5 / II / 
447  
f  74

Etappen-Inspektion
Roubaix
Tourcoing

56
57.4

572
640

675
644

Englanderkdo
XI

August

PH5 / II / 
447 
f  55

Etappen- 
Inspektion 
Roubaix I 
Tourcoing

56.9
56.8

701
617

750
614

Englanderkdo
XI

Sept.

PH5 / 11/ 
447  
f  37

Dendermonde
1. Komp.
2. Komp.
3. Komp.
4. Komp.

59.7
57.5 
56.3
56.5

— 1807
Englanderkdo
XI

Oct.

PH5 / II /

Dendermonde 
1. Komp. 61.3 429

1824 Englanderkdo
XI

The results in Tables 9 and 10 are taken from the weight analysis figures found in BA-MA, PH5 / II / 
447.
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447 2. Komp. 58.5 378
f. 37 3. Komp. 58.4 487

4. Komp. 57 476
Nov. —

— = information not stated in the archive files

Although it can only ever provide a partial assessment, several key conclusions can be 

drawn from this weight information. First, the German Fourth Army was seriously 

concerned about prisoners’ weight. The weighing of prisoners began following the 

Ludendorff Offensive. It is significant that at a time o f manpower shortages resources 

were spared to weigh hundreds of men per month during what were critical months of the 

war. On 15 August 1918, there were 1,697 British prisoners and 3,698 French prisoners
777working for the Fourth Army, of whom a significant proportion were weighed. Second, 

the German weight assessments regularly recorded small increases of up to a kilogram in 

prisoners’ weight between the first examination o f a work camp and the following 

month’s inspection. It may have been the case that a low prisoner weight average 

recorded on the first inspection resulted in prisoners receiving more food and increasing 

weight or different prisoners may have been weighed on the second visit due to the 

frequent movement of prisoner units from one camp to another. Moreover, it is not clear 

whether only working prisoners were weighed or whether sick prisoners were included. 

The practice of sending very ill or exhausted prisoners to hospital or to Germany must be 

taken into account here as it probably reduced the number of very low weight prisoners 

weighed. Interestingly, the statistics reveal little difference in weight between British and 

French prisoners.

The patterns that emerge fi'om Tables 9 and 10 show that overall prisoners’ weights did 

drop between April and October 1918. However, these weights appear to illustrate 

malnourishment rather than outright cases of starvation. The lowest weight average was 

56 kilograms or 8.8 stone. It needs to be emphasised here, however, that these results 

were averages and some men would have suffered much greater weight loss than others.

BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillon, Nr.29, 15.8.1918.
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The prisoners at Meulebeke whose average weight was 73.9 kilograms in April 1918 

would certainly have suffered considerable weight loss if reduced to the 56.3 kilograms 

which prisoners at Dendermonde weighed on average in September 1918.

However, it is also important to contextualise these weights in relation to 1914-1918 

living standards. The Report upon the Physical Examination o f  Men o f  Military Age by 

National Service Medical Boards from  November r '  1917 -  October 31^' 1918, which 

graded men for military service, found that 210 eighteen year olds from Lancashire and 

Cheshire had an average height of 4 ft 9 in and an average weight of 84 lbs (38 kgs).^^* 

I ’hese 18 year old boys from industrial backgrounds were placed in the lowest medical 

assessment category - Grade IV. Men from Grade IV were not sent to the front and no 

British soldier taken prisoner would have had such a low weight at capture. But this 

comparison with the British working class population illustrates that a weight of 56 

kilograms was not starvation level. Rather the German Fourth Army (Prussian) weight 

statistics show a pattern of increasing malnourishment. However, it is important to bear 

in mind how this malnourishment situation deteriorated: on 7 November 1918, just before 

the Armistice, a report found that “a considerable num ber’ o f the prisoners of the 

Englander Kommando X I  at Dendermonde, one o f the groups of prisoners whose weights 

were surveyed in October, were too ill to walk.^^^

How did the German army behave during this period as its prisoner labour force became 

increasingly malnourished? What measures, if any, did it take to protect their health? 

From orders issued in the Bavarian Sixth and the Prussian Fourth Armies it is clear that it 

was an open secret within the command structure that the workers were not adequately 

fed. The Armeeoberkommando 18 admitted in July 1918 that “correct behaviour towards 

prisoners (Handlung) and feeding of prisoners in the camps would greatly reduce the 

number of prisoner escapes. In many cases inadequate food is the reason for the
7X0escape.” Attempts were made to add food supplements to prisoners’ diets -  they were 

provided with extra mushrooms, weak prisoners were to be given Ndhrhefe (nutrient

™ Jay Winter, The Great War and the British People  (London, 1986), p. 62.
™  BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f. 6, Arb.7.11.1918 an Armee-Pferde-Inspizienten.

BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 38, Landsturm und Gefangenen Inspektion, Ic/Iq nr. 19827, 30.7.1918.
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yeast), and the ban on prisoners using money to order foodstuffs to be sent to them from 

abroad was Hfted.^*' However, prisoners’ rations were still the target of drastic measures 

to spare resources. On 18 June 1918 an order from the Generalkommando I. bayer. 

Armee Korps revealed that

In recent times, multiple requests have been sent to the 
Armeeoberkommando for heavy worker rations and the higher bread 
ration of up to 600 grams to be issued to prisoners in cases where it does 
not seem that there exists a compelling need for the better food. For the 
most part, the doctors’ certificates accompanying such requests only 
state that the prisoners should be considered as heavy labourers, and 
because o f this, should receive the Schwerarbeiter rations and the higher 
bread rations. The fact that prisoners of war are working at heavy 
manual labour tasks does not on its own justify, without additional 
reasons, extra food. Due to the difficult food supply situation such 
rations can only be approved when they are absolutely necessary to 
maintain prisoners in strength and in working condition. To avoid the 
exhaustion o f prisoners only the strong should be put to work at heavy 
labour tasks, the weak or sick should be set to lighter work. It is also 
recommended that prisoners who have been working on heavy labour 
tasks for a long period should be set to work on lighter tasks, such as in 
agriculture or in repair workshops. If these methods still do not prevent 
the prisoners’ weakening, then requests for the heavy labourer rations 
should be sent in. The doctors’ certificates enclosed in these requests

"7X9must provide irrefutable proof o f the need for the increased rations.

In other words, by summer 1918, employment on heavy labour tasks no longer qualified 

a prisoner for heavy labour rations.

As the prisoners’ became increasingly malnourished, orders were issued to try to preserve 

their labour strength. From June 1918 on, repeated orders outlined the special attention 

that was to be paid to prisoners’ welfare. Prisoners were only to work for a maximum of 

eight hours a day and orders were issued that they should not be beaten by their guards. 

The eight hour day was “to ensure that the working strength of prisoners is used to the

BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Batillon, nr.29, Generalintendant d.Feldg. IIId.nr.987.6.18. 13.6.1918. 
Also: BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon, Nr 29, Kriegsministerium, Nr.2303/2.18.U .5/4.19.4.1918.

BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, Generalkdo 1 bayer AK, Ausschnitt aus Verordnungsblatt der Armee 
Abteilung C, 1918, Seite 319, Nr. 835, Schwerarbeiterportionen und erhohte Brotportion fur 
Kriegsgefangene 18.6.1918.
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maximum {voll ausgenutzt) but not weakened by overstrain.” Beatings by the guards 

were “strictly prohibited. All guards are relied upon to do all that seems necessary to 

maintain the working strength and work interest (Arbeitsfreudigkeit) of the prisoners and 

to do all that is ordered by the army.” *̂'' Sick prisoners were not to be sent to work.
70 c

Prison camps were also to be camouflaged to protect them from aerial bombardment.

An order issued on 7 October 1918 in the Sixth Army

asked once again for all units which have charge of prisoners of war, 
civilian prisoner batalions etc. to pay attention to ensuring the good 
treatment of the prisoners, correct feeding {sachgemdsse Erndhrung), 
observation of the health instructions, and consideration for the prisoners’

7 0 Z

working strength {Schonung der Arbeitskrdfte).

The order emphasised that “all means should be used, to preserve this valuable and 

irreplaceable labour resource -  the amount of work demanded should not be set too high 

and should be adapted to the condition of the prisoners. All unnecessary exhaustion 

{Uberanstrengung) should be a v o i d e d . I t  stated that to protect prisoners 

“accommodation should be as near to the workplace as possible so that the prisoners do
700

not arrive at work tired by a long march and footwear is not worn out, unnecessarily.” 

Where possible

the men must find a warm room when they return from work thoroughly 
frozen and wet through and be able to dry their things. Each prisoner is to 
receive two blankets in winter and as protection from bad weather should 
bring blankets or a coat to their workplace with them. [...] As morning 
and evening food soup is better than a thin coffee. The food should be

7 0 Q

varied. Wild plants should be used.

BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillon nr.29, AOK 4, Arb.Nr.7675, 18.6.1918.
BA-M A, PH5 / II / 452, f. 00076, Dem Herm Oberbefehlshaber durch Herm Oberquartiermeister 

10.10.1918.
BK, GeneralKdos IbAK, Bund 38, Landsturm und Gefangenen Inspektion 118, Deutsche Feldpost 158, 

B.B. Nr.G. 6600.
BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 38, Abschrift, Der Beauftragte des Generalquartiermeisters West, III d 

no.99707, 7.10.1918 (underlining in original). See also: BA-MA, PH5 / II / 457, f. 38 for another copy o f  
this order.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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The order also emphasised that the postal service in most camps was not yet organised: 

“the blame lies mainly with the Stammlagern.''^'^^ It called for this to be remedied as 

“parcels from home provide a valuable supplement of food.”^̂ '

It is important to be clear about the motivation behind such orders to protect prisoners. 

They were issued because the German army needed the prisoners to remain fit enough to 

work and were not due to international law or any humanitarian impulse. The other 

concern which motivated German orders to safeguard prisoners’ health was the fear that 

in reprisal the Allies might punish their German prisoner labourers. On 1 July 1918, for 

example, an order was issued, reminding troops of the impact on German prisoners of
70 ”?war abroad of prisoner mistreatment by German soldiers. By October 1918, there was 

also a fear that the state of the prisoner labourers might result in Allied punishment after 

the war. A telegram from Grosses Hauptquartier to the Fourth Army Command on 30 

October stated that

during the present necessary transfers o f prisoner o f war camps it is o f the 
utmost importance that particular attention is paid to the feeding, clothing 
and accommodation of prisoners so that damage to their health will be 
completely avoided. Otherwise it cannot be ruled out that poor prisoner 
treatment will be used against us politically by the Entente and will also

" IQ 'l

result in bad treatment for German prisoners.

Any philanthropic concern for the British and French prisoners’ well-being did not enter 

the equation.

Moreover, the orders issued to protect prisoners were not properly enforced on the 

ground and often they were undermined by subsequent orders. For example, although 

frequent orders reiterated that British and French prisoners should not be used within 

thirty kilometres o f the front, in September 1918 a separate order allowed for French

™ lbid .
Ibid.
BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 183, Generalquartiermeister, Ic Nr 33106, 1.7.1918. See also a copy o f  

this order: BA-MA, PH5 / II /4 5 2 , f  249, Abschrift, Generalquartiermeister, Ic nr.33106, 1,7.1918.
BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon, Nr. 29, Abschrift, Tgm Gr. H. Qu. to AOK 4, 30.10.1918. 

See also a copy o f  this order in: BA-MA, PH5 /11 / 452, f. 16, Tgm from G.H.Qu, Generalquartiermeister 
Ic nr 56905.
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prisoners to be employed within the thirty kilometre zone as a reprisal7^'* Where one 

order stated that guards should not hit prisoners, others demanded that guards “handle 

prisoners strictly (streng HandhabungY" to prevent escapes^^^ In addition, the different 

command levels contradicted each other. An inspection report on 13 September 1918 

related that:

1. In one Generalkommando, despite the best personal efforts of the camp 
commandant at the Corps Provision Office (Korps-Proviantamt) the 
special foodstuffs for prisoners had not been delivered. The economic 
affairs offices (Intendanturen) and Provision offices must absolutely 
ensure that the special foodstuffs for prisoners are supplied, where there 
are enough stocks available.
2. In one Generalkommando the prisoners were only given a rest day 
every 14 days. Working prisoners must be given a day off each week -  
where possible, a Sunday.
3. At one Generalkommando the working day including the march there 
and back was from 12-16 hours a day. [...]
At one camp the latrine pit was not walled although it was near the newly 
installed pumps. Great care should be taken with the installation of pumps 
and supply of water in prisoner camps to avoid sickness and to give the 
prisoners the opportunity to thoroughly clean their person and their 
clothing.

The report reiterated that prisoners should not work for more than eight hours a day. If 

their place of work was further than 4 kilometres away, the march there and back was to 

be counted as working time. Yet an AOK memo written in response to this report stated 

that in the Fourth Army the Oberkommando had ordered that prisoners should work for 

10 hours a day.^^^ There were similar contradictions between the High Command and the 

Kriegsministerium. At the same time that army orders were being issued not to make sick 

prisoners work, other instructions from the Kriegsministerium in Berlin informed camp 

commandants that prisoners were faking illnesses to win time off, by using a nail to infect 

themselves with petroleum to create swellings, fever and headaches; by rubbing salt into 

slight wounds to cause inflammation and by swallowing salt and soap to cause stomach

BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 38, A.H. Qu, 14.9.18, Armee OberKommando 18, Ic/lq no.20797. 
BK, Generalkdos, IbAK, Bund 38, ArmeeOberKommando 18, Ic/Iq nr.l7809, 17.5.1918.
BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillon, Nr.29, Abschrift, Bericht uber Besichtigung der 

Gefangenenlager im Bereich des AOK 4, Rekodeis 1 und der BdKM 3 und 5, 9.8.1918.
BA-MA, PH5 /11 / 452, f. 00113, Arb. Nr.9180, 13.9.1918.
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7Q8and intestinal cramps. This Kriegsministerium alert largely related to prisoners in 

Germany -  there was an almost total absence of soap in the work camps in the western 

occupied territories, although petroleum was used there on occasion for delousing. 

However, such instructions illustrate the continuing suspicion of prisoners’ illnesses. This 

suspicion constantly undermined orders to spare weak or sick prisoners hard manual 

labour.

This disparity between the orders issued to protect prisoners’ health and the reality on the 

ground should not come as any surprise for several reasons. First, there was never any 

sanction implied or enforced by the orders issued on prisoner treatment for those guards 

or camp commandants who breached their stipulations. Second, the need to continue to 

maintain an adequate output o f work from the key labour resource available to the 

German army in a demanding wartime situation undermined the orders issued to protect 

that labour resource. Any measures to cut prisoners’ working time, allow them extra rest 

days etc. reduced the short-term output which commandants were under pressure to 

deliver. Finally, the only serious measure that would truly have protected prisoners’ 

health would have been to increase their rations to a par with German troops. This, 

however, was ruled out from the outset. Moreover, prisoners were not allowed buy any 

extra food from the local population, unlike German troops.

In addition, one important decision made by the German army in 1918 removed an 

important protection that had existed for sick prisoners. In 1917, prisoners who became 

severely ill and unfit to work were often sent to a Stammlager in Germany. This transfer 

to a Stammlager offered sick or weak prisoners certain benefits. There was the immediate 

access to better nutrition, usually through the prisoners’ camp committee, which 

organised donations of food from other prisoners for those who had not received parcels. 

There was often access to the collective bread and biscuit deliveries sent from Bern and 

Copenhagen and paid for by the British and French governments. Arrival in a 

Stammlager also provided a prisoner with a morale boost at leaving the devastated

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 453, f. 64, Kriegsministerium, Sanitatsdepartement, nr. 4365/4.18.S 2 geh.
10.6.1918.

BA-MA, PH5 /1 1 /4 5 2 , f. 113, Arb.nr.9180, 13.9.1918.
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Etappengebiet regions. There was much better accommodation than in the occupied 

territories, with proper beds and blankets and sometimes recreational facilities -  

Stammlager were frequently purpose-built with large barrack rooms. Finally, almost all 

Stammlager had a hospital section. It was to this that men who arrived from working in 

the occupied zone were invariably sent. German doctors working in Stammlager were far 

less likely to pass a very sick man as fit for work than those in the occupied territories. 

They were under less pressure to do so and some were civilians who had not adopted 

hardline attitudes towards sick prisoner workers. They appear to have generally done 

their utmost to assist very ill prisoners who arrived from the occupied zone.

By spring 1918 the system had changed. The problem was that prisoners transported to 

Germany owing to sickness were never returned to the work camps in the occupied 

territories if they recovered. The German High Command had no power over prisoners 

once they arrived in Germany as camps there were directly under the District Military 

Commanders who answered to the Kaiser. In order to stop this continual labour seepage 

from the occupied territories, convalescent systems were established within it. On 17 

March 1918, an order from the Generalquartiermeister stated that sick prisoners of war 

would be sent to hospitals in Belgium at Liege and Antwerp and returned to their work 

companies once passed as The Sixth Army had already established its own

convalescent homes in September 1917 at convents in Warchin and Wez-Welvain for 

British or Russian prisoner workers who after a short rest period could be returned to
Q A  1

their working companies without being sent to Germany. The Sixth Army Etappen-
802Inspektion also started a convalescence section for weak prisoners at Conflans. By 

October 1918 it also had a convalescence section at La Capelle for prisoners working for 

the army Generalkommandos.

BK, Et.Inspektion, Gefangenen Kommando B d .l99 , Tagebuch 4, Abschrift des Kriegstagebuches der 
Gefangenen-Inspeidion 106 fur die Zeit vom 1.1.1918 bis 31.3.1918. Der Beauftragte des 
Generalquartiermeisters west III d nr 26094, no.14, 17.3.1918.

BK, Et.Inspektion, Gefangenen Kommando, B d .l99 , Kriegstagebuch 1.7.1917-30.9.1917, Anlage 1. 
BK, Generalkdo IbAK, Bund 183, Armee Abtg C, Armee Oberkommando, Arbo Nr. 34301/17, 

12.11.1917.
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The effect of this poHcy was to create an enclosed system of prisoner labour within the 

occupied territories, largely outside public knowledge in Germany. Sick prisoners kept in 

the occupied territories had no access to parcels and had to deal pyschologically with the 

likelihood that they would be sent back to the same work camp and its spartan conditions 

if they recovered their fitness. Prisoners were still sent to Germany if it became clear they 

would not be able to physically work again, but the new army policy was to avoid such 

departures as much as possible.

Some prisoners believed this army policy was to hide the situation in the occupied 

territories from the German public. In March 1918, the Morning Post quoted an escaped 

Russian prisoner who had been working behind the lines and who claimed that

The sick, the injured and those utterly worn out and unfit are never sent 
back to Germany to their original camps but are kept behind the front, 
there to die. The officials are afraid of the effect on their own people o f the 
horrible sight these men present. They are like men who stalk out of their 
graves, animated skeletons, bones covered with skin, cheeks without flesh,

O A T

deeply sunken eyes.

As prisoners became increasingly malnourished in the occupied territories in September 

and October 1918 the situation deteriorated. An order from Etappen-Inspektion 18 on 4 

October 1918 stated that prisoners who had been working for the army 

Generalkommandos in the Operationsgebiet and who were no longer able to work due to 

physical weakness could not be exchanged for less exhausted prisoners working to the 

rear in the Etappen zone as this would “quickly wear out all the Etappen-Inspektion 

reserves.”*̂ '* Effectively, by October, sick prisoners could no longer be moved after 

convalescence to less demanding work zones. The general policy was now to delay 

prisoner evacuation from the work camps to proper hospitals. On 14 October, a telegram 

from the Feldsanitdtschef at German General Headquarters outlined this policy of 

delaying prisoner hospitalisation:

BA, AA R 901.54412, Morning P ost cutting, “Forced labour for Germany,” 3.1.1918.
BK, Generalkdos, IbAK, Bund 38, Etappen-Inspektion 18, Abt lb, nr.50759, Arbeitsunfahige 

Kriegsgefangenen, 4.10.1918.
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1. Sick prisoners of war who are sick for up to three weeks are to be 
treated at their existing location.
2. Sick prisoners of war with a predicted treatment period of 3 to 6 weeks 
are only to be sent to the prisoner of war hospital (Lazarett) at Liege after 
consultation with the army doctor at Brussels.
3. In cases with a predicted sickness period of over 6 weeks as well as

805permanent inability to work, the prisoner is to be sent to Germany.

Thus prisoners had to have been ill for a long period before they were evacuated from

their work camp Lazarett to an army hospital. This meant that any prisoner suffering

from an acute illness would not be hospitalised with the appropriate speed. It appears

likely that such prisoners would have succumbed in either the camp Lazarett or shortly

after reaching Liege hospital. For example, Private John Dixon who was suffering from

dysentery and starvation was sent to the German hospital at Cugny with 10 other

prisoners, three of whom died on admittance, despite what Dixon describes as excellent

care from the Gennan doctors and nurses, who even managed to procure “eggs, white
806bread, rice, milk, meat, cocoa, vegetables and wine for their very ill prisoner charges.”

Dixon’s experience was not an isolated incident - British prisoners had been dying at 

Cugny field hospital from dysentery since April 1918. For their relatives obtaining 

information about what had happened to these men was extremely difficult, making the 

process of grieving protracted. Most were never reported as prisoners. The mother of 

Rifleman Joe Clarke who died at Cugny of dysentery on 22 April, wrote letters to the 

King’s Royal Rifle Corps, to the Red Cross, to the War Office and to a family friend at 

Le Havre, desperate to find out what had happened to her teenage son reported only as
807missing. On 15 July 1918, the International Committee of the Red Cross mformed her 

that Joe, captured in March, had died of dysentery as a prisoner of war at Cugny and was
O AO

buried there. His mother initially refused to accept the news and wrote to repatriated 

prisoners from the same battalion as Joe in December 1918. One of them. Rifleman E. 

Powell, replied:

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f. 34, Abschrift, Tgm H.Qu. Mezieres to AOK 4, B.d.G. (Beauftragte des 
Generalquartiermeisters) West, Ill.d .l 12045, 14.10.1918.

]5 i/]o o , Interview no. 2813, Private John Dixon. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/historv/war/wwone/humanfaceofwar gallery 07.shtml. Accessed 17 June 2005. 
Ibid.
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We had a rather rough time and fellows as I no [sic] for a fact were dying 
from this dysentery but I hope sincerely that you hear very shortly of him 
being alive. I am sure you are putting me to no trouble whatever I would 
only be glad to help you as I no [sic] what a Mother feels towards her son 
and also how my own mother was.^^

After advertising in the Daily Sketch for news of her son, Mrs Clarke finally accepted 

that he was dead and in 1920 his body was exhumed and moved to a British cemetery. 

How many of those who were posted as missing actually died as prisoners of war in the 

occupied territories in 1918 may never be known.

Another decision which undermined prisoners’ well-being in 1918 was the German army 

prohibition on all interaction between the civilians of the occupied territories and 

prisoners of war. This was linked closely with the army’s fear that the large number of 

prisoners working behind its lines represented a security threat. Civilians were believed 

to be abetting prisoners in their attempts to escape by secretly providing them with maps 

or compasses, or worse, plotting rebellion or sabotage with them. Undoubtedly this did 

on occasion occur. The Generalkommando o f  the XVIII Reservekorps wrote to 

Armeeoberkommando 4 on 25 May in one typical letter that

In spite of the strictest measures, it is very difficult to prevent prisoners
from establishing contact with the civilian population and exchanging
letters and parcels. [...] Already individual prisoners have escaped, most
while at work, and of these few have been recaptured, which leads to the
conclusion that the civilian population supported the escapers in every

810way, and in particular, supplied them with civilian clothing.

At Halluin, the problem was compounded by the fact that a number of the French 

prisoners working there came from the area. This had caused “understandable upset 

among the population and led them to continually try to make contact with the prisoners, 

giving them parcels, letters, news and notes on their way to and from work, despite

Ibid.
BA-MA, PH5 / II / 459, f. 26, Generalkommando XVIII Reservekorps to ArmeeOberKommando 4, 

25.5.1918.
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811threatened punishments and other reprisal measures. However, in most incidents, it 

appears that civiHans, in particular, women, simply desired to give prisoners food.

All interaction between prisoners and civilians was totally prohibited in 1918 and the
o  1 'y

utmost severity was used to enforce this measure. Guards beat or shot any prisoners or 

civilians who tried to contravene it. On occasion the actions by guards seem to have been 

vindictive. A former prisoner wrote in his memoirs how “as we approached Caudry, the 

civilians tried hard to give us a little bread but the Germans charged them from time to 

time with their lances [...] One brave woman threw us half a loaf of bread from her
813bedroom window and the sentry put his lance through every pane.” William Easton, 

interviewed in 1999, recounted how, near Mons:

These women saw us there and they ran out with plates, with potato on.
They ran in amongst us and do you know, the Germans halted us and they 
shouted out an order and the guards went and pushed the women away and 
then they went in and out of us smashing the plates with their rifle butts. I 
felt murderous. The food was on the floor and some of the chaps 
scrambled on the ground trying to eat it, but I think of these poor women, 
probably they were the only plates they’d got. God, there was some 
bitterness about that. These women were howling their heads off but we

8 1 4got the order to move and we left them crying over their bits of plates.

Contemporary reports differ little, recounting frequent acts of harshness used to prevent 

any contact between civilians and prisoners. One British prisoner witnessed how

French civilians offered us food but if anyone left the ranks to get it they 
were struck by the guards with the butts of their rifles and an order was 
given that the sentries had instructions to fire on anyone who left the ranks 
[...]. In a village [...] just outside Montigny a French peasant woman 
threw mangold wurzels to the prisoners. She had only thrown two when 
three Germans from the garrison in the village rushed at her and threw her 
down and kicked her.*'^

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 457, f. 9, Gefangenen Sammelstelle, Halluin, Vemehmungsoffizier to N .0 .4 , 
14.5.1918.

BK, Gen.Kdos I.b.A.K. bd. 38, Landsturm und Gefangenen Inspektion 118, Deutsche Feldpost 158, 
B.B. Nr.G.6600, Betr. Bestimmungen ilber den Wachdienst bei Gefangenen-Formationen.

Citation from the unpublished memoirs o f  George Gadsby in Emden, Prisoners o f  the Kaiser, p. 115. 
William Easton interviewed in Emden, Prisoners o f  the Kaiser, p. 74.
TNA, WO 161/100, Interview no. 1791, Interview with Corporal Joseph Page.
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He also recalled how, at Hordain, civilians who had initially been allowed assist the 

prisoners with food and clothes were prevented from doing so after three days: “There 

was an order that anyone disobeying would be fined and I saw a woman brought before
O 1 c

the commandant for this reason.” A British escaped prisoner recalled how “the French
o I n

peasants tried to give us food but our escort would not allow them.” A repatriated 

French civilian from Roubaix reported that “a certain woman was shot through the head”
Q t  Q

for trying to give prisoners bread. By early 1918 reports were reaching the British

Government of British prisoners being “shot on sight [...] for dropping out to get bread

from Belgian civilians.”*’  ̂ The International Red Cross received similar reports from
820civilians from Northern France being repatriated via Switzerland. On 12 October 1918, 

in a famous incident, a German guard shot and fatally wounded Yvonne Vieslet, a 

Belgian child of ten, who was attempting to give her school lunch to some French 

prisoners held at Marchienne-au-Pont.*^’ Post-war British and Belgian enquiries failed to 

find the German soldier who had fired the shot. The child’s death later became the 

subject of a Belgian film after the war and monuments were erected to her at 

Marchienne-au-Pont and at Monceau-sur-Sambre, where she was bom. The monuments 

were destroyed by the German army in 1940.

German guards’ violent enforcement of the prohibition on civilian-prisoner interaction 

greatly reduced prisoners’ access to their only source of additional food. This was despite 

civilians’ persistent efforts. These efforts showed considerable generosity -  the bread

TNA, w o  161/100, Interview no. 1791, Interview with Corporal Joseph Page.
Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 9106, Report on the Treatment by the Germans o f  Prisoners o f  War taken 

during the Spring Offensives o f  1918 (London, 1918), p. 3.
TNA, WO 32/5188, 33A, Report by a civilian repatriated from Somain, 12.10.1918.
Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 8988, Report on the Treatment by the Enemy o f  British Prisoners o f  War 

behind the Firing Lines in France and Belgium (London, 1918), p. 9.
*'°AC1CR, 431/III/j/c.31, Commission Allemande d’enquete, 431/III, Traitement des PG en France 
envahie. Rapport de Mr William Cuendet, President du comite des rapatries a Zurich au CICR sur la 
situation des prisonniers dans le nord de la France, 5.9.1917.

http://www.1914-1918.be/photo.php?image=photos/enfant vieslet/11 vieslet a.ipg. Accessed 
25.10.2005.1 am indebted to Leen Engelen, University o f  Louvain and Professor Sophie de Schaepdrijver, 
Penn State, for background information on the Vieslet case.
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ration for Belgian civilians dropped as low as 190 grams between March and October 

1918.* -^

As neutral powers and humanitarian organisations, such as the International Red Cross, 

were not allowed access to prisoners in the occupied territories, civilians also took on the 

role o f witnesses, testifying to the Allies about the prisoner mistreatment they had 

seen. Those repatriated from occupied France described the condition of prisoners of 

war as poor and stated that the British prisoners evoked “pity by their emaciated 

appearance.” One repatriated civilian stated how at Cambrai the British prisoners 

“were not adequately fed and very often the civilian population gave them food.” 

Another civilian, repatriated from Roubaix, stated that he was imprisoned for 16 days for 

giving prisoners food and that, “although it was forbidden” to help British prisoners, the
Q'yf.

inhabitants were still managing to supply them with foodstuffs. One repatriated civilian 

described how at Marchiennes the population was “moved” by the treatment of the 

prisoners, one of whom, in 1918, collapsed and died from starvation in the street. The 

Red Cross of Roubaix even organised a fete in support of prisoners and “in spite of 

German orders to the contrary, inhabitants succeeded in giving these prisoners food and 

clothing.”*̂ *

The British government, alarmed by the reports it was receiving tried to interest the 

Dutch to put pressure on Germany to improve the lot o f the prisoners working in the 

occupied territories. The Dutch had taken over the role of protecting power for British 

prisoners in Germany following America’s entry into the war. In the absence of any 

neutral inspection reports, the Dutch representative van Rappard was unconvinced.

Peter Scholliers and Frank Daelmans, “Standards o f  Living and Standards o f  Health in Wartime 
Belgium” in Richard Wall and Jay Winter, eds, The Upheaval o f  War. Family, Work and Welfare in Europe 
79/^-7975 (Cambridge, 1988), p. 145.

The British and French also did not allow neutral inspection o f  their work camps for German prisoners 
in their own army zones.

TNA, WO 32/5188, 33A, Report by a French civilian repatriated from Somain, 12.10.1918.
Ibid., Report by a French civilian repatriated from Cambrai, Hocquet, 12.10.1918.
Ibid., Report by a French civilian repatriated from Roubaix, 12.10.1918.
Ibid., Report by a French civilian repatriated from Marchiennes, 14.10.1918.
Ibid., Report by a French civilian repatriated from Roubaix, 7.10.1918.
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beHeving that the British were exaggerating the problem. Exasperated, the Foreign Office 

wrote in September 1918 to the British Consul at The Hague, Sir W. Townley, that it

[...] would be glad if  you would explain to Monsieur van Rappard that 
the allegations of gross illtreatment of the prisoners in question have not 
been founded on the evidence o f a small number o f prisoners, but on that 
of a very large number who have escaped at different times from behind 
the German lines and have given similar accounts o f their treatment; that 
in addition there is a great deal of evidence from prisoners who have 
been released from permanent internment camps in Germany in which 
they describe the arrival of large numbers of British prisoners from 
behind the German lines in a state of exhaustion and disease; that it is 
certain that among such prisoners a considerable number of deaths have 
occurred directly resulting from neglect and ill-treatment; that even if 
the evidence received by His Majesty’s Government has been somewhat 
exaggerated, which there is no reason to suppose, it would still reveal an 
appalling condition of affairs; and that His Majesty’s Government are in 
fact completely satisfied that the evidence received by them is

R9Qsubstantially correct.

At the same time as the British were trying to convince the Dutch to intervene, the 

German army prisoner labour system was close to collapse due to the deteriorating health 

condition of the prisoners and the demands o f the German retreat. The principal prisoner 

illnesses of dysentery and dropsy were joined by Spanish influenza. It was reported at the 

French prisoner of war camp in the Augustinian monastery in Ghent on 9 August when 

38 prisoners of an overall total of 1,915 were in the military hospital with influenza. At 

Tourcoing, on the same date, 58 British prisoners out of 700 were sick with the flu.

Meanwhile, the evolving battlefield had led to prisoner of war work camps being moved 

back in tandem with the German retreat. In September, the German army began to 

evacuate some prisoners to Stammlager camps in Germany. However, thousands 

remained in the occupied zone until the end of the war. In the Fourth Army zone alone, 

on 8 October 1918 there were still 1,048 French prisoners and 6,591 British prisoners in 

work Kommandos. Providing food for these prisoners had become next to impossible for

TNA, WO 32/5188, 24 A, no.3774, Foreign Office to the Hague, R. Graham for the Secretary o f  State to 
Sir W. Townley, 3.9.1918.

BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter-Bataillon, Nr.29, Abschrift, Bericht iiber Besichtigung der 
Gefangenenlager im Bereich des AOK 4, Rekodeis 1 und der BdKM 3 und 5, 9.8.1918.
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the German Army. In September, the Feldintendantur Gruppe leperen received a
0-3 1

message that “the food for prisoners of war cannot be delivered this month.” On 3 

November, the Generalintendant des Feldheeres issued an order that “due to the present 

transport situation, the delivery of particular food for prisoners of war is to cease. [...] 

Food for prisoners is to be allocated from troop food stores.” The situation was 

becoming increasingly unstable as the Allies advanced and the German army tried to 

evacuate some of its prisoners. On 5 November it was ordered that all transport of 

prisoners of war through large towns in the occupied territories be avoided due to “the 

present mood of the population. [...] If prisoner transports through Brussels are 

unavoidable, the Kommandantur is to be informed in advance and numerous guards 

provided.” It is significant that the German army attempted to evacuate prisoners from 

the occupied territories as under the pressure of the rapid Allied advance they were no 

longer evacuating many of their own wounded, who were left behind to be captured by 

the Allies.*^^

Up to the very end of the war, breaches of the thirty kilometre rule by the German army 

continued to occur. Interviewed after their liberation by the Allied armies in October 

1918, French civilians confirmed that British prisoners had been labouring near the front. 

21 year old Jean Deparis, from Clary, described how he was employed at Roisel, 12 

kilometres from the front, where he saw between 300 and 400 British prisoners working. 

He stated that prisoners had been killed during air raids by Allied planes and that “the 

soldiers who guarded them frequently hit them with their rifle butts because they were
o o c

not working fast enough, or slapped them.” His comments were supported by two 

other French civilians, Adolphe Toilliez and Gustave Dedon who had worked in the same 

civilian labour company as Deparis at Roisel. Dedon described how “15 days before the

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, Von Seiten des Generalkommandos, Der Chef des Generalstabes, tiber AOK4, 
Urgent. Message from Et-Intendantur 4, nr. 1782/9.

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f  1, Generalintendant des Feldheeres, lIId.nr.223/11.18. Betr.
Sonderverpflegung fiir Kriegsgefangene. Gez. Ritter. Sent to all Gruppenintendanten, 3.11.1918.

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f  10, Heeresgruppe Kronprinz Rupprecht qu 73990 to AOK 4, 5.11.1918.
ACICR, CR 17-1, Delegation du C.l. aupres PG allemands 1918-1919, Abschrift 

Bern, Letter to Herm Minister von Hindenburg, Abteilung fiir Gefangenenfragen from Dr Hahn, Professor 
d. Hygiene, University o f  Freiberg i/B, 11.12.1918.

TNA, WO 32/5188, 37 A, Copy o f  French Proces-Verbal with Jean Deparis, Adolphe Toilliez, and 
Gustave Dedon on 26.10.1918.
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AlHed advance, British soldiers, prisoners, were still working with us 12 kilometres from 

the front; the Allied shells fell 4 kilometres from where we were at Thincourt. I saw the 

guards being brutal with the prisoners, several o f whom were killed by the aerial 

bombardments.

The number of escapes increased during the final months of the war, due to the 

inadequate number of German guards available to man prisoner of war work camps and
0 - 3 7

the lack of food. The concern about the number o f escapes was so great that in 

September 1918 the German army instituted a reward o f 20 marks for German troops
0 -5  n

who caught escaped prisoners. Escapers from work camps risked their lives. Camp 

sentries had permission to shoot any man in the act o f escaping. Prisoners trying to cross 

no-man’s land were also shot at by the Germans and, on occasion, by the Allies who 

mistook them for the enemy. In one case, four British prisoners who had almost reached 

the British lines killed a German soldier who stumbled upon their hiding place. All four 

prisoners were recaptured and executed by firing squad. The incident only came to light 

when a German padre who had attended the execution wrote to the family of one o f the
839prisoners.

Escapers who were recaptured were physically punished. At Flavy-le-Martel, “two men 

tried to escape but were recaptured and made to stand to attention for three hours facing 

the sun on a hot day. Both collapsed, and they were put into a small hut three yards 

square for 10 days on bread and coffee.”*''® Some failed escapers were sent to punishment 

prisons with a regime of hard labour at Fort Flines or Fort Macdonald. At Fort Flines, 

where both French and British prisoners were punished, the regime was tough. One 

prisoner, Sapper George Waymark, who secretly kept a diary during his time in the fort, 

wrote on 27 June 1918 describing how a guard used to set his Alsatian dog upon the 

prisoners who were not working fast enough: “Fve seen a number of men suddenly 

bowled over by the dog with it standing over them with bared teeth at their throat.

BK, Generalkdos, IbAK Bund 38, AOK 18 rm IC, Tgm., 24.9.1918.
BK, Generalkdos, IbAK Bund 183, Armee Oberkommando 18, Ila Nr 25120. 21.9.1918. 
TOA, WO 141/41 British Military Mission, Berlin to the Secretary, War Office, 4.6.1919. 
TNA, WO 161/100, no. 2816, Interview with Private John Dixon.
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Beyond a scratch I don’t think the dog bit them, but the effect on the men so treated can 

be imagined. The Prussian thought it a huge joke.”^''' The work the men were set to was 

exhausting. Waymark wrote on 3 July that he had been unloading wood from trucks 

“stripped to the waist, blinded with perspiration and swines of guards. I couldn’t stand up 

when we had finished. How long will this last?” The prisoners were starving -  to the 

extent that they fought over potato peelings found on the road. On 13 July, Waymark 

wrote of the first signs o f dropsy among the prisoners: “We are all suffering more or less 

with swelling in some part of the body. One or two men have faces so large that their 

eyes are hardly visible. It affects me in the legs and I can only think it is due to the watery 

food we are getting.” His legs remained swollen throughout August although he was 

made to continue working. In September, Waymark was in the sick bay as a result.*''^

Fort Flines and Fort Macdonald had served as disciplinary prisons for recalcitrant 

prisoners of war since 1915. They had well-established harsh regimes of long working 

days and little food. Perhaps the most revealing point of all regarding living conditions in 

prisoner work camps in 1918 is that such special punishment camps were considered by 

the German army to no longer be of much use. Conditions in normal work camps were 

now so bad that

a period in a disciplinary punishment camp (Disziplinarstraflager) is no 
longer perceived as a punishment by prisoners, as life in a disciplinary 
camp is now scarcely distinguishable from life in the other prisoner o f war

Michael Moynihan, ed.. Black Bread and Barbed Wire: prisoners in the First World War (London, 
1978), p. 149.

Ibid., p. 150.
Ibid., p. 152.
BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f. 24, der Beauftragte des Generalquartiermeisters West, III.d.nr.70607.
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Conclusion

All of the above evidence points to very poor living conditions for prisoners of war in the 

occupied zone. By 1918, conditions regarded as the most extreme form of prisoner 

reprisals by the German army in spring 1917 had become the norm. Unchecked, the drive 

towards extreme military practice had severe human consequences. Reports from German 

army units during the German retreat stated that some prisoners were too ill to walk. By 7 

November 1918, the prisoners of the Englander Kommando X I  at Dendermonde, whose 

weights were analysed in the previous section, were in a very poor condition. A request 

was made for four horse pairs to help with transport as “there is a considerable number of
845sick men among the prisoners who are not capable of making the long marches.” 

Italian prisoners in the occupied zone were also in poor condition at the Armistice. On 6 

November the German commander of the Italiener Kommando 1 telegrammed AOK 4 to 

ask for four pairs of horses with harnesses and waggons, to carry “food, fiimiture, 

cooking equipment and sick prisoners” during the retreat.*”*̂

Eyewitnesses who encountered prisoners in the occupied territories just after their

liberation described badly malnourished men. The war diary of the Director of Medical

Services in the British Second Army noted on 6 December 1918 that there were “various

small groups of sick and wounded British prisoners,” in neighbouring towns around

Spa. The state of the liberated prisoners aroused the anger of British troops to the

extent that the British army feared there might be retaliation against German civilians
0 ^ 0

when it occupied the left bank of the Rhine. A British army memo issued on 16 

November regarding the repatriation of British prisoners of war found in France and 

Belgium stated that “the general principle is that these men have suffered great privations 

during the time they have spent in the hands of the enemy and they should, therefore,

BA-MA, PH5 / II / 452, f. 6, Arb.7.11.1918, Hauptmann an Armee Pferde Inspizienten.
BK, Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeiter Bataillon, Nr 29, Kriegsgefangenen Inspektion Verkehr mit AOK 4, 

Italiener Kommando 1 to AOK 4, 6.11.1918.
847

TNA, WO 95/287, Original War Diary, Director o f  Medical Services, Second Army, October 1918, 
6.12.1918.

Interview with Norman Cowan, Emden, Prisoners o f  the Kaiser, p. 168.
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receive the best treatment possible and nothing should be neglected in order to provide 

this.” '̂'̂  Ambulance trains were to be organised rapidly to repatriate these prisoners and
• 850army commanders were authorised to provide all medical care necessary. The 

emphasis on medical care for the prisoners, at a time when British army medical 

resources were already stretched by a flu epidemic, is very telling.

The French army received similar reports to the British. A telephone message from the

French 10̂ '’ Army to the Grand Quartier General on 16 November stated:

The attention of the High Command {commandement) is drawn to the 
lamentable state of physical misery (/ 'etat lamentable de misere physique) 
of the French and British prisoners whom the Germans have driven into 
our lines. These unfortunates are in a terrifying state of thinness and of 
exhaustion. The Germans have left them without food. A great number of 
them have not even had the strength to reach our lines and lie in ditches 
along the roads in front of our front line {gisent dans les fosses sur les

851routes en avant de notre front).

Prisoners flooded across the French lines in the wake of the Armistice. Between 11

November and 16 November 22,354 French military prisoners and 2,246 British

prisoners of war, who had been working in the occupied territories, arrived in the French

front line.*^^ From Montmedy, a French Depute, Mr Renaud, telephoned French

Headquarters to say that the town had been flooded by civilians and prisoners of war w'ho

had been working for the Germans in B e l g i u m . T h e  French postal censor cited a letter

which described British prisoners liberated in the occupied territories:

They awake your pity. These are real skeletons and already many have 
died this night. You see the prisoners arriving, shivering in the street but 
like paupers with terrible expressions. I feel sick, I can assure you to see

SHAT, 16 N 2380, novembre 1918, 48. Copie des instructions donnees par les anglais pour le 
rapatriement des prisonniers. 1. Les instructions suivantes sont donnees comme additif au paragraphe 2 de 
la lettre no. 648 [QA 1] du 16 novembre relative a I’habillement, la nourriture, le logement et le transport 
des prisonniers de guerre relaches qui se presentent a nos lignes.

Ibid.
Ibid., novembre 1918, GQG, 2e Bureau, Message telephonique rc9u de la Xe Armee. 16.11.1918.
Ibid., novembre 1918, foat recapitulatif du personnel passe dans nos lignes depuis le 11 nov. 12 heures 

jusqu’au 16 nov 12 heures.
Ibid., novembre 1918, Telephone Message from Mr Renaud, Depute, EMA, ler bureau to GQG ler 

bureau, 18.11.1918.
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them returning in such a state and nothing has been prepared here to
854receive them which makes us indignant right now.

The same report cited other letters angry at the lack o f preparation by the French army for 

receiving and feeding these men. “It seems our great administration is not prepared for
Q c r

the peace” one writer concluded. Another noted that

here prisoners arrive every day who do not know what to do or where to 
go. The boche officers bring them as far as Pont-a-Mousson but from there 
on there is nothing organised. Yesterday we had over 1,500 in our town. 
We set up a provisional kitchen in our quartier and I can tell you that all 
the inhabitants brought offerings either o f money or in kind. Yesterday we 
gave soup, meat, coffee, tea, chocolate to over 400. You should see how

o c z

these unfortunates throw themselves on the food.

One civilian in Belgium recalled her first meeting with a British prisoner after the 

Armistice, who stated,

‘We have just been released. We were working in the country and this 
morning the Huns told us we were free, so off we started. One or two died 
on the way but further along are a lot more of us with a sergeant.’ Sure 
enough I found them all being taken into different Belgian houses and 
cared for. These miserable, dirty, vermin-covered ex-prisoners were seated 
in these beautiful spotless rooms as honoured guests. Many in the houses 
of people 1 knew [... ]

Her diary described many of the released prisoners o f war as “pitiable skeletons,” several 

of them “almost like idiots” due to lack of food. They had been reduced to eating leaves 

and “had it not been for food surreptitiously given by Belgian women out of their own
o r o

scanty store” a greater number would have died. The head of the British Red Cross, Sir 

Arthur Stanley, echoed these sentiments, writing to the Times on 19 December 1918 to

SHAT, 16 N 2380, Secret, GQG des Armees du nord et du nord-est, service special, control postal aux 
armees, 24.11.1918.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Anonymous diary kept during the occupation o f  Belgium given to the Anglican chaplain o f  Brussels, the 

Reverend Stirling Gahan, Diary o f  ‘Gick,’ Private papers o f  the Reverend Stirling Gahan, do 
Gallagher/McCartney family, on loan to Mr Charles Benson, Early Printed Books, Trinity College Library, 
p. 99.

Ibid.
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tell the British public of the kindness shown to British prisoners of war by Belgian

c iv il ia n s .A n n a h  Peck, an American Mobile Canteen volunteer, met British prisoners

travelling on foot who were “worn and thin and some looked very ill.” They told her

they had been released from camps in Belgium at the Armistice and had been aided by

Belgian civilians. When William Tucker, a released prisoner, made his way to a Belgian
861 •family he knew, the daughter exclaimed at his loss o f weight. Tucker described how at

the British Headquarters at Toumai:

After several days other prisoners began to crawl in, almost all of them in 
a condition far more wretched than mine. [...] Most of the prisoners told 
the same harrowing story. Soon after the news of the Armistice, the 
Germans simply scurried off in haste away from possible Allied reach.
They abandoned their prisoners, exposed and foodless, to make the best of 
it. Although scores of prisoners never made it, and finished by the 
roadsides, I really do not quite know how the Germans could have 
managed otherwise.

Some prisoners from the occupied zone were sent to Germany just prior to the Armistice. 

Several eyewitness accounts testify that many o f these men were in a very poor physical 

condition. 500 weak and sick men were sent to Doberitz camp where the International 

Red Cross found them in December. At Aachen, between September and October 

1918, a British prisoner Private Henry Webb saw “a party o f about 90 British prisoners” 

who

had been working behind the lines. They were in a terrible state -  simply 
bones, stinking and verminous and they had no boots and their clothes were 
in ribbons. We gave them some of our food as they were practically 
starving. They said they had started 260 strong but the rest had fallen out or 
died on the way. They had been marched till they could go no farther. I 
gathered that they had been working on ironworks and on the railways.

Sapper George Waymark who had continued working at Fort Flines in the occupied 

territories until late October was transported to Worms with a large contingent of

' Letter from Sir Arthur Stanley, Times, 19.12.1918,
Brown, The Imperial War Museum Book o f  1918, p. 324.
W.A. Tucker, The Lousier War (London, 1974), p .l 19.
Ibid., p. 121.
ACICR, 432/11/26, 2, Inspection by Siegfried Homeffer and Theodore Aubert, Doberitz camp, 

20.12.1918.
TNA, WO 161/100, Interview no. 2724, Private Henry Webb, RAMC.
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prisoners from the occupied zone.^^  ̂At Worms camp on 10 November, he wrote in his 

diary:

I saw two men, or rather skeletons, because they were nothing more.
They wore khaki clothes and looked ghastly. I asked them who they 
were and what regiment they belonged to, but they had lost all power
of speech. I don’t know whether they were British or not, but they

866must have been treated hellishly to be in that condition.

Many Western Europeans, lifee Waymark, had never seen men suffering from starvation 

and did not have any knowledge of its physical effects. The term ‘skeleton’ was used 

frequently by onlookers as a means of conveying how malnourished these former 

prisoners from the occupied territories were. One French reporter at Nancy described 

British prisoners as “in the majority no longer men but shadows clothed in tom rags and 

so thin!”*̂ ^

Even doctors from the International Red Cross, arriving in Germany after the Armistice 

to inspect prisoners of war being held in and around Berlin, were baffled by the 

symptoms of some French prisoners who had been working in occupied France and

Belgium. These men were suffering from an illness the Red Cross doctors had never seen
0 ^ 0

before, which they christened “oedemes de famine” or “famine swellings.” The Red 

Cross team encountered these men at the temporary hospital on Alexandrinerstrasse in 

Berlin. Their report is indicative of the chaos of the post-Armistice period and gives 

some indication of the high death rates among prisoners who had been working in the 

occupied French and Belgian territories:

We have seen several cases of an illness which was fortunately 
unknown to us, at Alexanderinerstrasse Hospital in Berlin: famine 
oedema {Hungersoedem). This illness we were told had appeared with

Worms camp was where other rank prisoners from Strafkompagnien in the Etappen- and Operations- 
Gebiet were sent, just days before the Armistice. See; HStA STUTT, M. 77.1, bd. 1029, Rriegsministerixmi 
Unterkunfts-Departement Nr 2041.9.18 U3, Gerichtlich bestrafte Kriegsgefangene im Armeegebiet, 
5.11.1918.

Moynihan, ed., Black Bread and Barbed Wire, p. 155.
Gregor Dallas, 1918. War and Peace (London, 2000), p. 198.
ACICR, 432/II/26.B.C [A] Rapport sur la visite de quelques hopitaux et infirmeries des prisonniers de 

guerre de I’Entente en allemagne pendant la periode de I’armistice [decembre-janvier 1918-1919] par les 
docteurs Frederic Guyot, Rene Guillermin, Albert Meyer, delegues du comite international.
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vigour among certain classes o f the German civilian population and 
particularly in the prisons. It consists of a complaint characterised by 
general oedemas (swellings) [...] There is intense anemia, extreme 
emaciation, with loss of 40% of the original weight. The syndrome is 
found in men who were forced, for a prolonged period of time, to carry 
out heavy labour, while receiving food well-known to have been 
insufficient {avec une alimentation notoirement insuffisante). The 
mortality rate is up to 50% of cases. Given time, rest and a restorative 
nutrition [carbohydrates, fats] can ensure the disappearance of the 
oedema swellings and a recovery. The prisoners suffering from famine 
oedema that we have seen were employed for 5 to 7 months in the 
army zone near to the front on heavy labour constructing railway lines.
During this time they were deprived of any communication with their

O ^ Q

families and were unable to receive parcels.

The doctors described the state of the French prisoners as deplorable -  their clothes were
870“ragged, worn, almost in tatters.” Their underwear was ripped and some had none.

871They were suffering from a “nervous depression which was striking and plain to see.”

The prisoners were being fed a special diet o f sugar and fat to reduce their swellings.

Some photographs survive in the Imperial War Museum of malnourished British 

prisoners of war, taken after the Armistice. These illustrate the poor physical condition of 

some of the liberated men who had been working in the occupied territories:

869 Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Fig. 15. IWM HU 65894, Original caption: “ Freed from starvation and inhuman 
treatment. Private Thompson of the Durham Light Infantry, who was reduced to this 
helpless state through bad and insufficient food and overwork. He was employed in tree 
felling, which was used for railway sleepers behind the German lines. Photo shows; 
Private Thompson in bed with two medical orderlies holding up his emaciated arms, 25

0 7 0

October 1918.” ‘ From: Emden, Prisoners o f  the Kaiser, p. 184.

I am grateful to Richard van E m dcn for his help in tracing the orginal captions for these photographs.
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Fig. 16. IW M  Q 31278 Original caption: “Private C .W . Finch, 9'*’ Loyal North Lancs, a 
prisoner o f  w ar returned from G erm any in an em aciated  condition. He was captured on 
27 May 1918 and put to work on railway buildings behind Germ an lines until he becam e 
too sick, when he was sent to Langensalza until his return to England. [No date given]. 
From: Emden, P risoners o f  the K aiser, p. 1 12.
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As with the reprisals of 1917 described in the previous chapter, no statistics exist for the 

number o f deaths of British and French prisoners of war working in occupied France and 

Belgium in 1918. The occupied zone was beyond the administrative reach of the 

Kriegsministerium and the internal German Stellvertretendes Generalkommando systems 

which recorded death statistics for prisoners in camps in Germany. The German army had 

complete control over the administration of occupied zone prisoners. In any case, the 

chaos of the retreat, the Armistice and revolution severely impinged upon compiling 

statistical records of prisoner deaths in the occupied territories in the period August -  

November 1918. Immediately after the war there was no political will in Germany to try 

to repair this omission. In the initial post-war period the statistics on prisoner deaths 

provided by the German government only counted deaths of prisoners in camps in 

Germany proper -  those who died in labour companies in occupied territories were 

excluded. The German government informed the Italian Parliamentary Commission for 

the Investigation of Human Rights Violations Committed by the Enemy of “the absolute
873impossibility o f indicating the number of dead in the labour companies.”

Whether the German army deliberately withheld this information to avoid war crimes 

trials or paying reparations for the prisoners’ treatment, or whether complete records 

simply had not been kept, is not clear. The destruction o f the Prussian army archives at 

Potsdam in the Second World War means that any records which did exist were 

destroyed. Moreover, as this chapter has shown, prisoners who died in the occupied 

territory were buried there -  their graves mixed with those of men who had died from war 

wounds, making any post-war investigation highly difficult. It is, therefore, impossible to 

know how many prisoners died as a result of their experiences during the occupation. The 

chaos of the end o f the war and the interwar period obscured the ultimate fate of these 

men. However, as this chapter has shown, despite the absence of any overall figure for 

the number o f prisoners who died in labour companies in occupied France and Belgium, 

there was ample evidence available to the British and French governments that they had 

been mistreated.

Giovanna Procacci, Soldati eprig ion ieri italiani nella Grande guerra  (Turin, 2000), p. 171.
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An additional problem with statistics was that once the Armistice was signed prisoners in 

camps in Germany near to the French or Belgian border, and in particular those in camps 

located on the left bank of the Rhine, were released by their guards and set out on foot for 

the Allied lines. The left bank of the Rhine was to be demilitarised under the terms of the 

Armistice and occupied by the Allies and it appears that prison camp guards took 

demilitarisation very literally. This complicated the situation, as some of these prisoners 

arrived at Allied lines in a dishevelled state due to their long journey and not due to 

forced labour in the occupied territories. One witness reported in a letter that

The French and English who were in Germany near here have started to 
arrive on foot and in what a state! It is pitiful; they are literally dying of 
hunger. What a sight! I think that the boches have really had it too good to 
be let shoot off like that -  it would be a good thing for us to do in their

874country [chez eux] what they have done in ours.

This led to German claims that the Allies’ accusations about prisoner mistreatment in the 

occupied territories were due to confusion -  that prisoners arriving in France in poor 

condition were themselves to blame, as they had travelled there from camps in Germany 

on foot instead of waiting in Germany for organised repatriation. General von Winterfeld 

made precisely this argument to General Nudant, Marshall Foch’s representative on the 

Armistice Commission.*’  ̂ Matthias Erzberger, the German representative on the 

Armistice Commission, reiterated this version of events, claiming at the signing of the 

prolongation of the Armistice on 13 December 1918 that the prisoners of war by 

liberating themselves “had brought on a result that could possibly have been avoided.”

In fact, although large numbers o f prisoners arrived from camps in Germany on foot, 

most reached the Allied lines three to four weeks later than the prisoners from occupied 

France and Belgium. British prisoners made it clear in their interviews where they had 

arrived from -  their account of their captivity was recorded in some detail. There is no

SHAT, 16 N 2380, Secret, GQG des armees du nord et du nord-est, service special, control postal aux 
armees, 24.11.1918.

“A Day at the Armistice Commission,” Times, 13.12.1918,
Gregor Dallas, 1918. War and Peace  (London, 2000), p. 210.
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doubt, given the huge amount of evidence, that the Allies liberated large numbers of

prisoners o f war who had been working for the Germans in the occupied territories and

who were in very poor condition. One French report on prisoner repatriation noted on 18

November 1918 that

The prisoners in the zone des armies are no longer in camps as they have 
been on the march for some time now. We have given orders that they 
should be handed over to us in groups at certain concentration points but 
these orders are difficult to carry out. They have fled their cantonnements 
and are welcomed willingly by the local population and one cannot really 
take severe measures now to stop them.*’

German guards could not remain with prisoners due to the hostile attitude of the 

population.*’* The report noted that “the impossibility o f a more organised handover of 

these prisoners, results from the fact that too little time was allowed the German armies to 

evacuate.”*’^

Prisoners from Germany and from the occupied zones were never mistaken for each other 

by the Allies. The Permanent Inter-Allied Armistice Commission distinguished between 

prisoners from camps in Germany and those from the occupied territories in its
oo r j

repatriation plan on 19 November 1918. Regarding prisoners in the occupied territories 

it noted that a number were still in detachments marching with the German armies in
n o  1

retreat. The German Kriegsministerium admitted in a private memo to Matthias 

Erzberger on 23 November 1918 that the Generalquartiermeister in the occupied 

territories, had handed over “around 59,000 French, 56,000 British and 38,000 Italian 

prisoners of war” to the Allies.**^ French estimates cited 65,000 French prisoners in the 

occupied territories on 18 November.**^ These were the German prisoner o f war labour

SHAT, 10 N 218, CIPA, sous-commission des PG, Proces-verbal de la conference du 18.11.1918, 3 
heures apres-midi au sujet des prisonniers de guerre, 18.11.1918.

Ibid.
Ibid.
SHAT 15 N 15, Rapatriement des Prisonniers de guerre, nov -  dec 1919, Rapatriement, Inspection des 

PG Inevacuables, Commission Interalliee de 1’Armistice, General Nudant, 19.11.1918.
Ibid.

882  ,BA, R 904/77, f  3, Kriegsministerium, Unterkunfts-Kriegsabteilung, Nr. 2068.11.18 U.K. to 
Staatsekretar Erzberger.

SHAT, ION 218, CIPA, sous-commission des PG, Proces-verbal de la conference du 18.11.1918, 3 
heures apres-midi au sujet des prisonniers de guerre, 18.11.1918.
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company prisoners who had been working in the occupied territories and who had not 

been evacuated to Germany before the Armistice. The figures give some indication of the 

extent of the prisoner labour force in the occupied territories in October-November 1918. 

The Allies were also faced with 184,400 Russian prisoners liberated in the occupied 

territories, and in the Allied-occupied left bank of the Rhine, to whom they refused entry 

to France.**''

Even the sceptic on the British Government Committee for the Treatment by the Enemy 

of British Prisoners of War, Sir Reginald Acland, was won over by the evidence. Unlike 

the rest of the committee members, by 1922 Acland believed that only two cases of real 

prisoner abuse had occurred during the war. The first was the eastern front reprisals of 

1916. The second was the

ill-treatment of the prisoners, especially during 1918, on the western 
front. There, again, it is quite obvious, from documents which came 
into the possession of the committee -  that the generals -  not all of 
them, thank goodness, but some generals -  were directly re^onsible 
for the appalling ill-treatment which our men received there.**

Indeed, it was the scale of the evidence that led to the British pursuing the matter at the 

Leipzig trials in 1921. Following the wrangling regarding extradition lists, the Allies 

whittled down the number of cases they wished to pursue to 45, to be tried by the German 

Reich State Prosecutor {Oberreichsanwalt) at Leipzig. One of the seven British cases 

contested at Leipzig related to the mistreatment of prisoners held in occupied France in 

1918.

This chapter opened with a quotation from an account of the evidence presented at this 

trial taken from a British Parliamentary Paper. The British accused a German camp 

commandant, Emil Miiller, of neglect and mistreatment of prisoners at a work camp at 

Flavy-le-Martel in 1918. According to one former British prisoner held there, between 5

ACICR, 432/11/26, 2, Bd, c.44, Expose de la situation des prisonniers de guerre russe telle qu’elle est 
comme par I’enquete preliminaire faite en decembre 1918a  Berlin par la delegation du Comite 
International de la Croix-Rouge.

Comments by Sir Reginald Acland on a speech by Lord Cave, Transactions o f  the Grotius Society. 
Problems o f  Peace and War. 8 (1922), p. 36.
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April and 10 June 1918, 70 British prisoners died of dysentery at this camp where
886conditions were extremely unsanitary. The British case at Leipzig was based upon the 

evidence of such former prisoners. Twenty-seven former British prisoners testified in 

London and, o f these, nineteen made the journey to Leipzig to present eyewitness 

evidence. Despite their testimony, Muller was acquitted o f almost all the charges against 

him as “the court [...] came to the conclusion that Muller had done his best to improve 

the conditions of the camp and that his failure to render them satisfactory was due not to 

his fault but to the lack of assistance given to him by his superiors.” *̂’ Muller’s defence 

also blamed the British blockade for the lack o f available supplies. The only charge on 

which he was found guilty was that of hitting the prisoners for which he received six 

months’ nominal imprisonment -  the time he had been in detention awaiting trial was
Q Q Q

deducted from the sentence. J.H Morgan, British military representative on the Inter- 

Allied Council who attended the trial, considered it a farce, noting that Muller “a huge 

man [...] habitually thrashed sick men with his stick, kicked them as they lay on the 

ground [...] and amused himself by taking snapshots o f them with his camera as they 

were using an exposed latrine.”**̂  The Leipzig court accepted Muller’s insistence that he 

took the photographs “merely to commemorate his service as commandant.”*̂®

It is unlikely that Emil Muller’s defence in the Flavy-le-Martel case at Leipzig 

particularly reflected on what had brought about the catastrophic working conditions for 

British and French prisoners of war in the occupied territories in 1918. The defence 

team’s task was to show that one man could not be blamed for what were, they argued, 

the faults o f the entire army labour system. The defence claimed that Muller had written 

to his Divisional Headquarters asking for assistance and supplies but that none had been 

received owing “to the great strain put upon German Headquarters Staff by the rapid 

advance in March 1918, to the fluid state of the front, the number of prisoners taken, the 

lack of supplies in Germany and the general inability of staff to meet the demands made

**6 161/100, Interview no. 2816, Private John Dixon.
Parliamentary Paper, German War Trials Report, Cd. 1450 (London, 1921), p. 11.

*** Gerd Hankel, D ie Leipziger Prozesse. Deutsche Kriegsverbrechen und ihre strafrechtliche Verfolgung 
nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg (Hamburg, 2003) p. 340.

J.H. Morgan, Assize o f  Arms. Being the Story o f  the Disarmament o f  Germany and her Rearmament 
(I9 1 9 -I9 3 9 ),vo \.\ (London, 1945), p. 140.

Ibid.
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O Q  1

upon it at this time.” It was claimed that the camp had formerly been a British clearing 

station and was in poor condition when the Germans occupied it. Muller could not be
♦ • 892held responsible “due to the lack of assistance given to him by his superiors.”

What is perhaps most revealing about this trial is that the appallingly harsh conditions 

which the prisoners endured at Flavy-le-Martel camp were not disputed by the German 

court. Significantly, it was accepted without contention by both the British and the 

Germans involved in the trial that the camp was overcrowded and unhealthy, leading to 

many prisoner deaths. Even among the German nationalist circles attempting to defend 

the German army record at Leipzig, the disastrous health conditions of prisoner work 

camps in the occupied territories in 1918 were accepted as fact. The evidence was too 

overwhelming to be challenged. Indeed, the German military evidence on the camp 

conditions supported the British accusation that they were unsanitary and the camp 

inadequate. That the work camp was in a dreadful state was not at issue during the trial -  

what was at issue was who was responsible.

This chapter set out to examine how British and French prisoners o f war working for the 

German army in occupied France and Belgium were treated in 1918. An overall 

assessment is hampered by the lack o f statistics on prisoner deaths during this period. 

However, even in the absence o f statistics, the picture o f prisoner treatment in the 

occupied territories which emerges from the sources is one of beatings, malnourishment 

and harsh forced labour. As the Flavy-le-Martel case shows, even in Germany in 1921 

amidst the animosity generated by the Leipzig trials, it was still irrefutable that work 

camp conditions in the occupied territories had been extremely bad. What was the major 

issue in the immediate aftermath of the war was not the question of whether, but rather 

why, these conditions had developed. It is to this question that the next chapter now turns.

Cd. 1450, German War Trials Report, p. 11. 
Ibid.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE FINAL LOGIC OF SACRIFICE? INTERPRETING VIOLENCE IN 
PRISONER OF WAR LABOUR COMPANIES, 1917-1918

Introduction

The practice of violence against prisoners in labour companies in 1918 was a very 

significant phenomenon in the German army. Taboos breached in 1916 and 1917 laid the 

basis for what occurred in 1918. As the previous chapter has shown, violence emerged 

both from above and below in different forms -  violence from below consisted of 

beatings by guards, whereas the exposure o f prisoners to the violence of shellfire in 

spring 1918 was sanctioned by the OHL. Both of these forms of violent practice occurred 

in the context of forcing labour from prisoners who were suffering from malnutrition, 

damaging their health and in some cases leading to death from exhaustion or starvation. 

Analysis of German labour companies from 1916-1918 reveals that the gap between the 

forms of violence practiced against the enemy on the battlefield and those permissible 

against prisoner workers was reduced, although it never disappeared -  it remained the 

case that German front soldiers sought to kill the enemy on the battlefield whereas there 

was never a deliberate policy of shooting labour company prisoners of war. But the 

OHL’s failure to implement protective measures to ensure its malnourished labourers 

were not overworked, the lack of adequate medical inspections, failure to enforce time off 

for sick prisoners, exposure to shellfire and failure to prevent beatings by guards all 

marked a highly significant dilution of the pre-war distinction in international law, and 

military culture, between the prisoner of war and the fighting enemy on the battlefield. 

This narrowing of the gap between the practice of violence against the enemy prisoner 

and the enemy combatant mirrored the changes between 1914 and 1915 in the 

representation of violence against prisoners, which had blurred the lines between the 

representation of the enemy prisoner and the representation of the enemy as perpetrator of 

war crimes.
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Yet if the distinction between the enemy soldier and the enemy captive was blurring by 

1918, so too was the distinction between the demands made of the enemy prisoner and 

those made of the German soldier. The ideal of sacrifice had become so all encompassing 

and totalised by 1918 that even prisoners o f war, who were not part of the nation in arms, 

were to sacrifice their health in the battle zone for Germany. The backdrop to the increase 

in irrational violence against labour company prisoners in 1918 was that in the cultural 

context of a total war, violence was permitted and legitimised as sacrifice. Within the 

logic of this coding, the inverse also became true for prisoners of war -  by mid-1918 total 

sacrifice was on the verge of becoming total violence.

However, if this was true for the German army, what of the French and the British? Can 

the irrationality of the increased violence against prisoner workers be explained as a 

universal trend? The violence of the totalised battlefield was part of the environment 

where labour companies worked. Existing in such surroundings, was it inevitable that 

violent practices would transfer from the battlefield to the labour company? In order to 

answer this question, this chapter will consider how different armies dealt with the 1918 

phenomenon of mass surrender. This assessment reveals much about the military culture 

of each army towards prisoners and the extent to which violence was practised within the 

army structure to maintain its labour capabilities on the battlefield. It also reveals 

different checks and balances which, depending on the cultural attitudes towards violence 

against prisoners within an army, served as control mechanisms to either promote or 

contain prisoner mistreatment.

First, the impact of mass surrender and its multiple consequences will be examined, to 

assess whether the German army was simply overwhelmed by the number o f captives 

taken in 1918. Second, the question of changing attitudes towards prisoners and surrender 

will be considered. By looking at these two factors in turn, it is possible to gauge whether 

the macrohistorical factor of mass surrender and its consequences were responsible for 

prisoner treatment and to what extent the cultural attitudes of the captor army can be held 

accountable. Was it the case, as the German army argued, and as Emil Miiller’s defence
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at Leipzig contended, that the sheer numbers of prisoners taken in 1918 had overwhelmed 

an army incapable of feeding them due to the British blockade? Or, in fact, were the 

cultural attitudes which influenced the key decisions taken by the German army in 1918 

in relation to prisoners of war responsible?

What factors led to poor prisoner living conditions in the occupied French and
Belgian territories?

In his book. The Pity o f  War, Niall Ferguson contends that the mass German surrenders in 

late-1918 determined the Allied victory. For Ferguson, these surrenders reveal that a shift 

in attitudes towards surrender had taken place -  soldiers were no longer put off 

surrendering by fear of the enemy shooting prisoners. What exactly this shift in attitudes
O Q -2

was and why it occurred, Ferguson fails to explain. Ferguson’s argument, although 

simplistic, is cogently made. 1918 did mark a real shift in prisoner-taking patterns and 

attitudes towards prisoners of war.

Niall Ferguson based his arguments regarding mass surrender solely upon German 

prisoners of war captured by the British from August 1918 on.*̂ "̂  Yet the initial mass 

surrenders, upon which the outcome of the war hung, were those of British troops in 

spring 1918. It was these surrenders, the German army claimed, which had overwhelmed 

them and caused very poor prisoner living conditions. Some 75,000 British troops were 

taken prisoner in the fifteen days between 21 March and 5 April 1918 along with 15,000
Q Q C

prisoners of other Allied nationalities.

The German argument is important. At no stage in 1918 did either the British or the 

French army capture as many prisoners in as short a period. British captures in spring 

1918 were incredibly low -  fewer than a hundred other rank Germans were captured per
O Q ^

week in January and February 1918. Between March and July, British captures never

Niall Ferguson, The Pity o f  War (London, 1999), pp. 367-394.
Ibid., p. 368.
Martin Kitchen, “Michael-Offensive” in Gerhard Hirschfeld, Irena Renz, Gerd Krumeich, eds, 

Enzyklopddie Erster Weltkrieg (Paderbom, Munich, Vienna, Zurich, 2004), p. 714.
War Office, Statistics o f  the M ilitary Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great War, 1914-1920  

(London, 1922), German Prisoners taken by the British Army in France, p. 632.
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exceeded 2,000 in any one week. Even between 30 July and 6 August 1918, when the 

number o f Germans taken prisoner by the British suddenly jumped from the low 

hundreds to 19,533, this was still much lower than the 75,000 British captured in the first 

fifteen days of the Ludendorff Offensive. During the two peak periods of mass German 

surrenders to the British in the last 14 days of August, and between 10 September and 24
807September 1918, the British took 42,753 and 41,062 German prisoners respectively.

On both occasions in 14 days the British captured fewer than half the 90,000 figure the 

German army captured in the 21 March -  5 April phase. The British never had to process 

as many prisoners in as short a period as the German army in spring 1918.

Nor did the French army in 1918 ever take as many prisoners in as short a time as the 

German army in those first fifteen days of the spring offensive. As in the British case, the 

French captured very low numbers of Germans in early 1918 -  until June the whole
898French army never captured more than 2,600 German prisoners a month. In all of 

January they only captured 296.*^^ The number o f German prisoners taken by the French 

suddenly soared in the last fifteen days of July 1918 when 18,021 prisoners were taken. 

This jump in captures occurred two weeks earlier than that experienced by the British 

army in late August 1918. However, as in the British case, French captures never 

surpassed the 90,000 prisoners the Germans took in fifteen days between 21 March and 5 

April. The French army took its highest monthly tally o f prisoners in 1918 in October 

when 36,396 Germans were captured.^”' A ftarther 33,505 German prisoners were taken 

in the first fifteen days of November 1918.^'’̂  However, this still represents only 69,901 

prisoners taken over a six-week period.

7
These figures are based on an analysis o f  the Etats numeriques in: SHAT, 16 N 525, GQG Bureau de 

Personnel -  Pertes, Dossier 2, Prisonniers de guerre, etats numeriques, 1917 novembre -1919, fevrier.
Ibid.

’““ Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Clearly, the scale of German prisoner-taking in the first fifteen days of the Ludendorff 

Offensive was unprecedented on the western front.̂ **̂  No other western front army ever 

had to cope with taking such a large number of prisoners so quickly. In this respect the 

German argument that its army was simply overwhelmed by the number o f prisoners is 

an accurate point. However, this cannot account for the failure to prepare for large 

numbers of prisoners -  indeed to prepare at all for the logistics of prisoner-taking when 

beginning such an offensive. The German army had experienced taking huge numbers of 

prisoners in 1914. However, it does not appear to have leamt any lessons from the chaos 

which ensued in 1914 from its lack of preparation for them. The lack of any preparation 

or organisation which might have improved prisoner living conditions appears to have 

stemmed from a belief that prisoners offered an easily exploited labour resource which 

could be immediately incorporated into the prisoner of war labour system in the occupied 

territories. This prisoner labour system structure allowed for additional prisoner 

companies to be formed immediately after capture with the absolute minimum of 

administrative effort. The emphasis was on creating as many new labour units as rapidly 

as possible regardless of the food or material resources available. This lack of 

consideration stemmed from cultural attitudes which were as important as the material 

factors that influenced prisoner treatment in 1918.

Cultural attitudes to prisoner treatment within the German army offer another explanation 

as to why prisoners of war were so harshly treated in the occupied territories. The army 

could have done much more to improve the conditions o f its prisoner labourers. There is 

no doubt that the return to mobile warfare caused huge supply problems and placed a 

premium on the amount of food which could be transported.^®'* The blockade of Germany 

also reduced the amount of food available. But this carmot explain the failure to ensure 

that all prisoners were registered in order that they could receive parcels from their own 

countries or humanitarian organisations. Nor does it explain why parcels failed to reach 

those prisoner labourers who were registered or why the collective bread and biscuit

The Eastern and Italian fronts o f  course offer a different perspective -  the Austro-Hungarian victory at 
Caporetto being one example where the tally o f  prisoners was much higher.

Wilhelm Deist “Verdeckter Militarstreik im Kriegsjahr 1918?” in Wolfram Wette, ed., D er Krieg des 
kleinen Marines. Eine Militdrgeschichte von Unten (Munich and Zurich, 1995), p. 153.
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deliveries which reached camps in Germany failed to reach prisoner labour companies in 

the occupied zone. In particular, there is no explanation for the fact that large numbers of 

prisoners in the occupied territories were not allowed write home to notify their families 

that they had been captured. The German spring offensive was not the cause of this -  the 

German Kriegsministerium admitted to the International Red Cross in February 1918 that 

post and parcels were not being regularly delivered to prisoners in the occupied zone, 

something it blamed upon the “conditions” in the Operation and Etappen areas.

Some prisoners believed keeping the prisoners incommunicado with the outside world 

was an unofficial German policy. The British prisoner, W. A. Tucker, felt senior German 

officers

[...] showed a cynical indifference to the matter. The reason I think was 
pretty obvious. The Germans were detaining us in the fighting zones as a 
labour force doing what direct combatants would otherwise do, in perilous 
and revolting conditions that no stretch o f imagination could call camps; 
and rather than divulge that offence against international law they 
preferred our people to infer that we were missing and dead.^'’̂

In fact, organisational chaos in the German army in 1918 largely explains why many 

prisoners were left without parcels or the chance to write postcards. However, cultural 

attitudes towards the status of prisoners were also a factor. These explain why policy 

changes which could have improved the prisoners’ lot were not taken. The postal chaos 

could have been considerably reduced had several Stammlager been established directly 

in the occupied territories. Prisoners could have been allowed to buy extra food in camp 

canteens or from civilians. Prisoners’ working hours could have been reduced. Some 

British prisoners interviewed pointed out that their guards received similar rations to the 

prisoners, except that the guards received meat.^^’ But guards were also receiving parcels 

from home, could buy from local civilians and unlike prisoners were not doing any 

manual labour, only supervising work. Moreover, despite all the food supply difficulties, 

for most of 1918 the German army was able to feed its own fighting soldiers relatively

ACICR, 444/IV/C.59 -  Visiles de PG dans le zone des armees, Kriegsministerium 
Kriegsgefangenenschutz to CICR, N r.2840.11,17,U.5.1, 14.2.1918.
^  W.A. Tucker, The Lousier W-’a/-(London, 1974), p. 62.

TNA, WO 161/100.
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well.^^^ It also captured considerable stores o f Allied foodstuffs during the spring 

o f f e n s i v e . T h e  supply of rations and letters to front line troops, while difficult, never 

totally broke down. Yet the delivery o f parcels to prisoners did.

Aside from organisational chaos, there remain two possible reasons for this. First, 

although it badly needed their labour, the German army never wanted prisoners better fed 

than its own troops. Partly this was due to the effect on morale this would have. German 

fighting troops had to be assured o f their status over that of prisoners in the hierarchical 

culture of wartime, particularly given the food supply problems the army was 

experiencing. This policy that prisoners must never be treated better than one’s own 

troops had also operated in the German army during the colonial wars in 1904-1907.^'*^ In 

addition, seeing the contents of parcels sent from Britain and France disabused German 

troops of the idea that these countries were also short of food. It was also expedient, 

given German fears of a mass prisoner mutiny behind their lines, to ensure that prisoners 

were not stronger than their Landsturm guards who were living on the reduced German 

rations given to non-fighting troops. Second, the failure to deliver food parcels was also 

due to theft. It must remain conjecture as to exactly how many of these prisoner parcels 

failed to arrive because of looting. But it is clear that parcels were being plundered or 

stolen en route. Even parcels for German prisoners in France were being looted in 

Germany from June 1918 on.^”

Certain major shifts were occurring within the German army during the summer of 1918 

as a culture which valorised collective discipline imploded into one that encouraged 

individual and collective retribution. One sign of this indiscipline was the plundering of 

prisoner parcels. Another was the frequent beating of prisoners despite the orders from 

higher commands prohibiting this. The destruction of property during the final German 

retreat and the violent reaction to any civilians who tried to give prisoners food are

Deist “Verdeckter Militarstreik im Kriegsjahr 1918?”p. 163, footnote 28. The official calorie ration per 
day was 2,500 for German front soldiers.

Malcolm Brown, The Imperial War Museum Book o f  1918. Year o f  Victory (London, 1999), p. 72.
Isabel V. Hull, Absolute Destruction. M ilitary Culture and the Practices o f  War in Imperial Germany 

(Ithaca and London, 2005), p. 155.
SHAT, 16 N 1224, Groupe d’armees de Test, Direction des etapes, Nord, etat-major, ler bureau,

Rapport Mensuel de I’lnterprete Stagiaire de la DE Nord du GAE, 12.6.1918.
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symptomatic of this shift. These shifting cultural paradigms of 1918 are crucial to 

understanding why German army prisoners were treated so harshly in the occupied 

territories.

This becomes clear if  one carries out a brief comparison of conditions for prisoners in the 

occupied territories with those in prisoner of war camps in Germany. First, in officer 

camps within Germany there was a relatively good standard of living until October 1918. 

Georges Connes, a French officer held at Strasburg camp near Gdansk in German Poland 

wrote of how during the summer of 1918, French officer prisoners enjoyed beer, wine 

and port at the local lake during their supervised swimming sessions: “We could imagine
Q1 9ourselves by the Marne River, except for the lack of women.” In July, British officers 

at Holzminden camp were enjoying theatre performances.'^'^ Captain T.E. Duggan, an 

officer prisoner at Mainz, reported treatment that, “though unsympathetic, is reasonably 

just,” although he did report that the camp canteen never sold meat. '̂"* Another British 

officer prisoner at Holzminden in 1918 limited his complaints to the fact that the 

prisoners had “no cutlery or table linen.” '̂^ British civilian internees at Ruhleben never 

suffered from h u n g e r . ^ T h u s  certain categories o f prisoners were well-treated 

throughout 1918, despite serious home front shortages. The head of the French Service 

General des Prisonniers de Guerre, Georges Cahen-Salvador even believed the 

treatment o f French prisoners in camps in Germany significantly improved in 1918 

following the Berne Accords, two agreements on prisoner treatment between France and 

Germany made in March and April 1918.^'^

Second, although conditions did deteriorate in camps for French and British other rank 

prisoners in Germany as chapter six will show, this deterioration was less severe than that

Georges Connes, A PO W 's Memoir o f  the First World War. The Other Ordeal, Lois Davis Vines, ed. 
(Oxford and New York, 2004), p. 94. For another account o f  officer prisoners’ relatively comfortable living 
conditions in 1918 see: Alec Waugh, The Prisoners o f  M aim  (London, 1919).

Hugh Dumford and Others, Tunnelling to Freedom and Other Escape Narratives from  World War I 
(New York, 2004 [1932]), p. 75.

TNA, WO 161/96, no. 407, Captain T.E. Duggan.
TNA, WO 161/96, 0 .416 , H.G. Dumford.
J. Ketchum Davidson, Ruhleben. A Prison Camp Society (Toronto and London, 1965).
Georges Cahen-Salvador, Les Prisonniers de Guerre (1914-1919) (Paris, 1929), pp. 118-119.
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which occurred in the occupied territories and happened later in the year. Charles

Gueugnier, a French prisoner, at Merseburg camp wrote in his diary in May 1918 of

prisoners allowed supervised walks and on one occasion permission to drink beer in a 
01 8local pub. Indeed, in parts of Germany, hungry civilians came to camps to beg for food 

from British and French prisoners. Private Henry Webb even recalled German troops 

scrambling for bread thrown to them by British prisoners at Aachen in October 1918.^'^ 

For one prisoner in occupied territory, W. A. Tucker, “an established prison camp inside 

Germany [...] while no Butlin’s, was a holiday resort compared with our concentrations 

behind the lines.”^̂ ® Even prisoners working in mines were able to get extra food from
Q71their German civilian co-workers.

British and French prisoners in Germany had to work extremely hard, but their standard 

o f living in 1918, while spartan, was never reduced to the conditions prisoners 

experienced in the occupied territories. Prisoners in Strafkommandos in Germany did 

endure poor conditions -  one British prisoner described his time in a mining 

Strafkommando as “hell” -  but these were regarded as punishment regimes rather than the 

norm. British and French prisoners were relatively highly regarded within the socio

cultural hierarchy o f German prison camps in contrast to other nationalities such as Serbs, 

Romanians or Italians. Italian other rank prisoners were at times prevented from receiving 

parcels and died in large numbers from hunger in 1917 and 1918. Indeed, prisoner 

parcels provided the British and French with items unavailable to many German citizens 

in 1918. This better treatment of British and French prisoners in Germany was largely the 

result of certain cultural attitudes which governed German home front behaviour towards 

them. Only cultural attitudes can explain why during a time of food shortages for German 

civilians, resulting in an increase in civilian death rates, British and French prisoners

Charles Gueugnier, Les Carnets de Captivite de Charles Gueugnier 1914-1918  (Midi-Pyrenees, 1998) p. 
2 1 0 .

TNA, WO 161/100, Interview no. 2724, Private Henry Webb, RAMC.
Tucker, The Lousier War, p. 61.
Kai Rawe, “Wir werden sie schon zur Arbeit bringen! ” Ausldnderbeschaftigung und Zwangsarbeit im 

Ruhrkohlenbergbau wahrend des Ersten Weltkrieges (Essen, 2005), p. 153.
Malcolm Hall, In Enemy Hands. A British Territorial Soldier in Germany, I9I 5- I 9I 9  (Stroud, 2002), p. 

104.
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continued to receive parcels until the disruption of the September-November 1918 

period.^ '̂^ Clearly, where such attitudes prevailed it was possible, despite shortages, to 

ensure that prisoners were reasonably well treated.

There were, however, considerable regional variations in these cultural attitudes towards 

prisoners. In border areas of Germany prisoners were more vulnerable due to the 

increased Allied bombardments of German towns which provoked a radical reaction. In 

response to the British air bombardment o f Freiburg and Offenburg in 1918, British 

officer prisoners of war were moved to strategic locations in the towns to act as a 

deterrent to any further Allied bombardment. The British and French believed that at 

Mannheim the prisoner o f war camp was deliberately lit up during bombing raids for the
Q ') f \same reason. The British government reacted by placing German officer prisoners in

927requisitioned schools and other buildings at Ramsgate, Margate and Southend.

Cultural attitudes explain much regarding the lack of will within the German army to 

improve prisoner conditions for prisoners in the occupied territories. The fact that by 

1918 the German army was singularly unconcerned with international law on the 

treatment of prisoners of war highlights this. All three belligerent armies under discussion 

here, at different points in the war breached the original 1907 Hague Convention clauses 

relating to treating prisoners humanely and not making prisoners work on tasks connected 

with the war effort. However, only in the German case had all internal debate within the 

army command system -  or reference -  to the original Hague Convention ceased by 

1918. More revealingly, the German army was not only knowingly in breach of the pre

war international law on prisoners, it was also breaching the new treaties signed on 

prisoner treatment between belligerents during 1917 and 1918. Article 25 of the 15 

March 1918 Beme Accords, signed by France and Germany, stipulated that prisoners

On civilian death rates in Berlin see: Jay Winter and Jean-Louis Roberts, eds, Capital Cities at War: 
Paris, London, Berlin 1914-19  (Cambridge, 1997), p. 497.

TNA, AIR 1/2154/209/3/312, CR FC 1623/51/I.G. IFl 4/4/19, 27 March 1918 and IFl 4/4/15 12 August 
1918.

TNA, AIR 1/2154/209/3/312, Etat Major de I’Armee, 2e Bureau, Manoeuvres employees par les 
allemands en cas de raid d’avions sur Mannheim, 28.4.1918.
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should not be forced to work within thirty kilometres of the firing line. In June 1917, 

and July 1918, Germany signed similar agreements on prisoner treatment with Britain at 

The Hague. The Berne and Hague agreements related mainly to prisoner exchanges but 

they also outlined standards for disciplining prisoners and set out rules regarding 

prisoners’ working and living conditions. Signed by representatives of the 

Kriegsministerium, these agreements were publicised within the German army but their 

stipulations remained largely unenforced in the occupied territories.^^^

Cultural attitudes towards prisoners of war in 1918 were also influenced by the German 

army’s failure to stem mass surrender by its own men from late July on. Mass surrender 

in 1918 redefined the nature of the conflict. Capture suddenly came to play a much 

greater role in winning and losing battles than at any point since 1914. Yet how armies 

reacted to this shift remains largely unexplored. Within the German army in 1918 two 

sources provided information about Germans who had surrendered; allied pamphlet 

dropping campaigns and Kriegsministerium propaganda. Allied pamphlet dropping had 

encouraged German troops to surrender from 1915 but the initial leaflets were short and 

unsophisticated.^^^ From 1916 on the pamphlets included extracts from letters by German 

prisoners in France and photographs showing prisoners living a comfortable life of ease 

and pleasure. These pamphlets encouraged Germans to desert -  to free themselves from 

being ‘prisoners of war’ in the trenches by becoming French prisoners, as one 1918 

pamphlet put it.^^' Such depicfions, intended to encourage Germans to surrender, 

paradoxically appear to have succeeded in making those who had already done so appear 

as traitors. In contrast, in July 1918 the German Kriegsministerium circulated material to 

troops describing atrocities committed by the French and British against German 

prisoners to dissuade surrenders and remobilise fighting spirit. “Instructions and Rules

BA-M A, PH5 / II / 453, Verfugungen Uber Kriegsgefangenenangelegenheiten, Bd. 2, f. 92, Abschrift 
from Generalquartiermeister to all AOKs.

Ibid.
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for the Conduct of every German Soldier who is taken Prisoner” were issued in July 

1918, stating:

For a man to allow himself to be taken prisoner by the enemy without 
having defended himself to the utmost is a dishonourable act equivalent to 
treachery. Capture at the hands of our inhuman foes, in view of their 
unexampled brutality of treatment, which is now proved beyond question 
in so large a number of cases, merely means being slowly tortured to 
death.^^^

These instructions also threatened that any German taken prisoner who gave information 

to the enemy would face “criminal proceedings” after the war and his family would 

experience “great unpleasantness.”^̂"* Those Germans who surrendered appear either as 

traitorous cowards or as tortured victims.

Neither of these alternate depictions of prisoners -  coward or victim -  was new, and both 

also existed in the British and French armies. However, in the context of the German 

army in 1918 their significance changed. Because discipline collapsed, cultural 

perceptions of w'hat surrender represented increasingly influenced German soldiers’ 

behaviour towards Allied prisoners, rather than orders. The depiction of prisoners in 

French propaganda encouraged the idea that all prisoners were cowards, which within the 

moral economy of wartime attached enormous stigma to their situation, encouraging 

mistreatment. The portrayal of German prisoners as victims incited abuse of Allied 

prisoners as revenge. Moreover, the depiction of the prisoner as a powerless victim also 

encouraged guards in the idea that the prisoner of war had no rights or particular status. 

Guards took out their frustration at the collapse of the German war effort upon Allied 

prisoners.

In contrast, the shift from a culture of discipline to one of retribution largely occurred 

after the Armistice in the British and French cases, as section three will show. In the 

British and French armies there was a far more diverse spectrum of colonial, civil and 

immigrant labour sources available. The Allied armies were never as reliant upon

TNA , ADM  137/3868, captured German document translated, la /54182 , July 1918. 
Ibid.
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prisoner labour to win the war. In the British army, German prisoner labourers even
Q'iZ

enjoyed privileged status over native colonial workers.

This highlights one further important aspect of the controversy regarding German 

treatment of prisoners in the occupied territories. Allied cultural expectations of how 

prisoners should be treated help to explain why German treatment caused such 

controversy. It was not only how Germany treated its prisoners that mattered. How this 

treatment differed from Allied cultural expectations was also hugely important. British 

expectations in particular are very revealing. The debate regarding prisoner treatment in 

the occupied territories was so important in Britain precisely because of positive British 

perceptions of their own men who had surrendered in 1918. This was due to the way the 

mass British surrenders of spring 1918 were interpreted.

In August 1918, the British and French took 91,307 German prisoners in total and in 

September, between them they took 75,891.^^^ Put simply, in August the British and 

French took roughly the same number of prisoners in a month as the German army took 

in the first fifteen days of the Ludendorff Offensive. Therefore, the issue in 1918, as Gary 

Sheffield has pointed out, was not that German troops began surrendering in high 

numbers in August, but that they continued to do so at high rates in September and 

October 1918 causing their army to effectively collapse. In contrast, the British army 

managed to stem the huge rate of British surrenders en masse after a difficult period at
Q 'l ' J

the opening of the Ludendorff Offensive. Why the British army was able to 

successfully overcome this phase of mass surrenders in the spring is rarely asked.

Historians have continually placed entirely different value meanings on surrender in the 

British and German armies in 1918. In the German case, historians assume that surrender 

after late summer 1918 revealed war weariness and discontent among German soldiers. In 

the British case, historians reason that surrender in the spring was entirely outside the

TNA, w o  95/282, Second Army, Deputy Adjutant and Quartermaster General, Jan 1917-19 Dec. 1917, 
War Diary November 1917, Proceedings o f  conference at AHQ at 3pm on 30.11.1917.

SHAT 16 N 525; War Office, Statistics o f  the M ilitary Effort o f  the British Empire during the Great 
War, 1914-1920, German Prisoners taken by the British Army in France, p. 632.

Gary Sheffield, Forgotten Victory (London, 2001), p. 193.
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control of the troops involved who were cut off by the speed of the German a t t a c k . I n  

one case morale is blamed, in the other errors of defensive strategy. This is clearly far too 

simplistic a picture -  there is evidence that war weariness and poor morale may have 

influenced some of the British surrenders in the spring. The number of court martials for 

desertion in the B.E.F. rose dramatically in April and May 1918.^^^ The British were 

concerned about morale in the ranks in January, receiving a report from Jan Smuts and 

commissioning a report on the state of morale as revealed by soldiers’ letters between 

April and July.^”*̂  The German decision to attack the British rather than the French was 

based on their assessments that the British were “probably more inclined towards peace 

(wohl eher dem Frieden Likewise, some of the German mass surrenders in

late 1918 were due to German troops whose morale was still intact finding themselves 

strategically cut off and deciding any further resistance was futile. The interpretation 

placed upon mass surrenders, however, was often as important as the real reasons why 

they occurred. The collective meaning attributed to the British surrenders in spring 1918, 

resulted in a change in how the British army saw its own men who had been captured.

On 11 April 1918, Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, the Commander in Chief of the 

British army in France, issued one of the most extraordinary orders of the war. It came at 

a point where British troops had surrendered in huge numbers and when a large question 

mark hung over morale, particularly in the British Fifth Army from which many of these 

surrenders came. The British war effort was in crisis following the huge German advance 

after 21 March, as evidenced by the appointment of a French general, Ferdinand Foch, as 

Allied Generalissimo on 26 March and the sacking of the British Fifth Army’s 

Commander, Lieutenant-General Hubert Gough the following day.̂ "*̂  For those watching
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the British army retreat in France the situation appeared critical. Describing 4 April 1918, 

Vera Brittain, nursing near Camiers, wrote.

We were already becoming a Casualty Clearing Station with only the 
advance units at Abbeville between ourselves and the line; how much 
longer should we be able to remain where we were? How long until we 
too fled before the grey uniforms advancing down the road before 
Camiers? This horror...monstrous, undreamed of, incredible...this was 
defeat.^”*̂

The First World War equivalent o f Churchill’s ‘never surrender’ speech, Haig’s order of 

the day was a highly astute use of language which brilliantly succeeded in reinventing 

what was, in fact, a British defeat.^'^'' Haig ascribed romantic and idealistic values to what 

had occurred, deliberately honouring those who had borne the brunt of the German 

advances, claiming the Germans had made “little progress” due to “the determined 

fighting and self-sacrifice of our troops. Words fail me to express the admiration which I 

feel for the splendid resistance offered by all ranks of our Army under the most trying of 

circumstances.” '̂*̂  These words significantly reduced the stigma of surrender for those 

who had been captured in the previous fourteen days, which Haig reinvented as days of 

resistance rather than mass surrender. There were two other important points about the 

order. First, it frankly acknowledged the exhaustion of the British troops: “many amongst 

us are now t i r e d . T h i s  recognition acknowledged the sense of despair and war 

weariness among British soldiers during the retreat, thereby removing any sense of shame 

from it and thus reducing its impact. Second, Haig called for “every position to be held to 

the last man: there must be no retirement. With our backs to the wall and believing in the 

justice of our cause each one of us must fight on to the end.” "̂*’ By definition, this call for 

no retirement meant that British troops were to hold their ground until dead or captured.

Vera Brittain, Testament o f  Youth. An Autobiographical Study o f  the Years 1900-1925 (London, 1978 
n 9 3 3 ]) ,p .4 1 2 .

Dan Todman, The Great War. Myth and Memory (New York and London, 2005), p. 86.
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It restored a certain honour to men who were taken prisoner because they remained at 

their posts and did not retreat.

This is illustrated by the changing War Office policy towards granting awards for military 

valour to officers taken prisoner. War Office minutes noted that a modification in the 

regulations governing military awards was necessary “owing to our being involved in 

defensive warfare,” so that army commanders who followed orders to hold on to the last 

and were captured might be given the Victoria Cross. "̂** The minute added that “this is 

the practice occurring at the present time though the recommendation is apparently 

contrary to existing regulations.” '̂*̂  According to regulations an officer taken prisoner 

could not be recommended for an award until cleared by a court of inquiry upon his 

return to the U.K. of any blame for his capture by the enemy. However, given that many 

of those called by Haig to hold out in untenable positions were later reported prisoners of 

war due to the German advance, the V.C. Committee turned a blind eye and 

recommended them regardless. Graham at the War Office told Major-General Sir 

Ruggles Brise, Military Secretary at G.H.Q. that “the V.C. Committee have so far shut 

their eyes in the case of those reported missing, seeing that the fate of the man missing is 

immaterial as the decoration can be awarded posthumously and sentiment similarly has 

no doubt lead [sic] the Committee to overlook cases where it is obvious from the data that 

the man is a prisoner of war.”^̂ ^

Therefore, the British army in 1918 constructed a narrative of honourable surrender 

around the events of the spring offensive, which sought to maintain army unity and avoid 

vilifying as cowards those men taken prisoner. It emphasised the deeds of those who 

surrendered after bravely fighting until no further resistance was possible and played 

down questions of war weariness or low morale which may have been involved in some 

surrenders. This reaction worked well, rallying the army’s morale and self-belief In 

contrast, within the German army there was no such command ability to mythologise the

TOA, WO 32/5396, Minute on file, 67A, Letter from GHQ, H. Ruggles Brise to Colonel Graham, 
28.5.1918.

Ibid.
TNA, WO 32/5396, 68 A, Graham, W.O. to Major General H. G. Ruggles Brise, 2.6.1918.
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initial mass surrenders of late July-August into a narrative of heroic resistance. The 

heroic narrative built around the British captured in the spring offensive helps explain 

why their mistreatment caused such a reaction in Britain. Concern for British prisoners of 

war was paramount even when it interfered with military objectives. One illustration of 

this occurred during the increased bombing of German towns in 1918, when the newly 

named R.A.F. tried to research the exact locations of prisoner of war camps to avoid 

bombing Allied prisoners.^^’

Perceptions of surrender influenced cultural expectations regarding prisoner treatment. 

Cultural attitudes towards surrender help explain why the Allies felt justified in accusing 

the Germans of breaching the laws o f war with regard to prisoners in 1918, and why the 

British felt strongly enough on the issue to ultimately include it among the few symbolic 

cases they brought to Leipzig.

However, cultural attitudes not only influenced the Allies’ perceptions of surrender. They 

also influenced how the British and French treated their German captives, as the 

following examination of British and French prisoner treatment will illustrate. This 

chapter will now explore whether the deterioration in how prisoners were treated in 1918 

was solely a German phenomenon or a universal trend. How did treatment o f prisoners in 

the British and French armies compare with that in German labour companies in 1918? 

What were the differences in attitudes and military practices between them?

TNA, AIR/1/2154/209/3/312.
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The 1918 experience of German prisoners of war held by Britain

I am strongly of the opinion that it is economically unsound to ask a man
952to do strenuous work unless you feed him.

Ian Macpherson to the British Prisoner of War Employment Committee, 22.10.1918.

In 1918, the treatment of British prisoners in Germany was not the only subject o f a 

British government committee investigation. While the Government Committee on the 

Treatment by the Enemy o f British Prisoners of War was carrying out interviews and 

compiling reports on British prisoners abroad, a second committee was entrusted with a 

full-scale examination of how German prisoners were being employed by Britain. This 

Prisoner o f War Employment Committee had a largely economic brief. It was to examine 

how the labour output of German prisoners held by Britain might be increased. At first it 

was only involved in assessing prisoner of war labour in the United Kingdom but on 19 

July 1918 its remit was extended to look at British-run prisoner of war labour companies 

in France as “no proper comparison” had been made of how prisoners were employed 

inside and outside the U.K. Using the material gathered by this committee, this section 

will consider how German prisoners held by Britain were treated in 1918 prior to the 

Armistice.

The evidence collected by the Prisoners of War Employment Committee reveals several 

important points about German prisoner labour within the U.K. First, the majority of 

German prisoners taken by Britain were kept in France working in B.E.F. labour 

companies. There were very few German prisoners actually employed on manual labour 

tasks in Britain in 1918: on 12 May 1918 there were only 43,140 German prisoners 

allocated to different economic sectors, and of these only 30,480 had actually

TNA, NATS 1/1331, Interview with Rt. Hon. Ian Macpherson, The Prisoners o f  War Committee, 
22.10.1918.

TNA, NATS 1/568, 40A, Prisoner o f  War Employment Committee, Prisoner Labour Enquiry, Interim 
Report, 19.7.1918.
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commenced work.^ '̂* The largest number of prisoners -  9,300 -  were working in 

agricuhure. 8,850 were working in building, 3,360 in quarries, 3,250 on timber work and 

2,350 on Royal Engineering work.^^^ The remainder were manufacturing cement or 

working on road building. Unlike the German and the French cases, none of these 

prisoners was engaged in directly manufacturing munitions. Moreover, in contrast to 

France and Germany, prisoners held in the U.K. in 1918 were never housed in improvised 

accommodation by their employer but always sent to work from a camp, even where 

prisoners were working on farms.

Second, in the U.K. guards had no role in influencing how fast or effectively prisoners 

were working. Their sole duty was to prevent any escapes. This contrasted with the 

pressure upon German guards in the occupied territories to beat prisoners to make them 

work more. In fact, accounts of German prisoners being beaten in Britain are extremely 

rare. Civilian supervisors were responsible for controlling prisoners’ output. Indeed, in 

large camps, guards assigned to prisoner workers were not under the control o f the prison 

camp commandant but were commanded by an entirely different military structure - 

G.H.Q. home f o r c e s . T h e  camp commandant could give the guard direct orders but he 

could not punish them himself^^^ This led to a particularly relaxed approach towards 

prisoners from military guards, which the Prisoner of War Employment Committee 

criticised, stating that guards “appear in general to take the view that they have nothing to 

do with the work at all and that so long as they take the prisoners out and bring them back
Q C  Q

at the proper times they have done all that is required of them.” One farmer, John Steel, 

who employed prisoners on his farm stated the guards were

Never with the Germans. They are either at the back of the hedge or under 
a tree in the summer, or somewhere tucked up in the winter. They simply 
leave the prisoners. They say they have really nothing to do with them,

TNA, NATS 1/282, Table showing the distribution o f  prisoners o f  war in Great Britain by industry as at 
12.5.1918.

Ibid.
TNA, NATS 1/1331, Interview with Brigadier General T.E. O’Leary, Second in command to 

Lieutenant-General Sir Herbert Belfield, Prisoner o f  War Department at W.O., 26.6.1918.
Ibid.
TTslA, NATS 1 /568 ,40A, Prisoner o f  War Employment Committee, Prisoner Labour Enquiry, Interim 

Report, 19.7.1918.
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that they bring them to the farm and it is for the farmer to see that they 
work.^̂

In some cases prisoners were privileged over civihan labourers. At Partington Steel and 

Iron company, for example, German prisoners worked a 6 Va hour day and their output 

was “about one-fifth o f the amount done by British labour today.”^̂ *̂  The company 

reported persistent slacking and that the “idleness in which the prisoners are allowed to 

indulge has a very bad effect on all other classes o f l a b o u r . T h i s  system where guards 

were not responsible for prisoners’ work rates was considered a waste o f manpower by 

the committee. The British assigned a much higher number o f guards to working 

prisoners than the French or Germans, which restricted how prisoners could be employed 

and used up British troops.

The cultural attitude to violence towards prisoners was very different among the British 

military in comparison with its German counterpart. When Colonel Mair, a member o f 

the Prisoner o f War Employment Committee, suggested to Colonel Bulkeley, 

Commandant o f Dorchester camp, that repatriated British prisoners o f war be used to 

guard German prisoners as they might be more enthusiastic about making them work, the 

conversational exchange was revealing:

Colonel Mair [Prisoner o f war Employment Committee]: It has been 
suggested that returned prisoners o f war from Germany should form 
the guard. It would be a very good thing if  we could give these men 
something who came back from Germany. They would be much more 
inclined if  they had a bad time in Germany to make the prisoners 
work?

Colonel Bulkeley [Commandant, Dorchester camp]: You would have 
to be very careful that they did not strike them or something o f  that 
sort.̂ ^̂

The idea was dropped by the committee.

TNA , N A T S 1/1331, Interview with Mr John Steel, Farmer o f  Rochford, 7 .6 .1918.
960 N A T S 1/1331, M em o on Prisoner o f  War Labour Em ployed by the M inistry o f  M unitions, Frank 
Baines, 12.6.1918.

Ibid.
TNA , N A T S 1/1331, Interview with Colonel B ulkeley, 21 .6 .1918 .
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Third, the Prisoner of War Employment Committee emphasised reward over coercion in

order to encourage German prisoners to work. The provision of extra food or pay was

seen as the best way to improve output. This was based on information the committee

received in consultation. One memo pointed out that

Punishment is often found to react detrimentally on the work, making the 
labour sullen and unwilling. Further if certain men are punished very 
severely on account of withholding their labour, it has been found that 
throughout the whole camp a consistent witholding of labour is in 
operation, and as it is impossible to punish the whole camp by detention 
etc. or loss of rations, the result of such discipline is found to be 
ineffective.^^^

Pay bonuses, letting prisoners off work early for increased output, or increased food as 

rewards were used in place of coercion.

The way the British handled a food shortage in relation to German prisoners also differed 

from the German case. In 1918, many British officials responsible for the employment of

German prisoners in the U.K. called for increased prisoner rations as the only way to

increase the amount of manual work a prisoner labourer could do. The consensus was that 

unless fed more, prisoners could not be expected to work more. The committee reported 

that

It has been strongly impressed upon us by the testimony of numerous 
witnesses representing many branches o f labour that a heavy day’s work 
cannot be obtained from the prisoners without some supplement to their 
present rations. The evidence on this point is overwhelming and all but
unanimous [...] Money is of little value to the prisoners if they cannot
spend it on anything they covet, and of all their desires it seems certain 
that extra food is uppermost in their minds.^^^

The committee’s interim report recommended making extra food available for sale in 

prison camp canteens to solve this problem and to encourage prisoners to work more. 

However, the committee stopped short o f recommending extra rations for prisoners.

TNA, NATS 1/1331, Memo on Prisoner o f  War Labour Employed by the Ministry o f  Munitions, Frank 
Baines, 12.6.1918.

TNA, NATS 1/568, 40 A, Prisoner o f  War Employment Committee, Prisoner Labour Enquiry, Interim 
Report, 40A, 19.7.1918.
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stating, "the opinion has been expressed in some camps that more work would be done by 

the prisoners if  their ration were increased. There seems to be no direct evidence that the 

output of the prisoners is curtailed by want of food, and the records of sickness do not 

provide any justification for the view that the prisoners are underfed.”^̂  ̂ However, 

Lieutenant General Sir Herbert Belfield, head o f the Department o f Prisoners of War at 

the War Office, admitted after the war that the failure to increase rations to German 

prisoners had reduced output:

With increasing scarcity of supplies the rations were gradually changed in 
quality and reduced in amount, until in 1918 the non-worker got little 
more than a subsistence ration, and the worker no more than was 
absolutely necessary. It would, indeed, have paid us to feed our working 
prisoners better, for the general consensus of opinion among employers 
was that a hard day’s work could not be expected from them, but we, at 
any rate in the United Kingdom, could not increase the ration.^^^

Two important points emerge here. First, Britain in 1918 was trying to husband its food 

resources and had cut its allocation to prisoners of war. However, in contrast to the 

German case, the British accepted that without an increase in food rations an increase in 

prisoner labour output was impossible and would not be demanded of the prisoners. Note 

Belfield’s reference to the attitude among employers. Nowhere was it considered that 

increased labour output could be forced from prisoners regardless of food intake. Indeed, 

Colonel Bulkeley, Commandant of Dorchester Camp, even argued for prisoners’ working 

day to be reduced to 6 hours, stating “I am a very healthy man but I couldn’t do that work 

on that food.”^̂ ’

Second, by late 1918, British public opinion was a key obstacle to increasing prisoner 

rations. Extra rations for German prisoners became a sensitive issue. Whereas rations for 

German prisoners working for the B.E.F. in France were increased in 1918 on the 

recommendations of the committee, it was felt that the same increase could not be

TNA, NATS 1/569, 34 A, Organisation o f  Prisoners o f  War Labour, Memorandum Covering General 
Conclusions derived from Investigations o f  Prisoners o f  War Camps. 24 camps with an aggregate o f  14,998 
prisoners were assessed by the committee, 8.10.1918.

Herbert Belfield, “The Treatment o f  Prisoners o f  War’’ Transactions o f  the Grotius Society’, 9 (1923), p. 
139.

TNA, NATS 1/1331, Interview with Col. Bulkeley, 21.6.1918.
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granted to German prisoners in the U.K. because the civilian population, strictly rationed 

in its own food consumption, would resent it. This public attitude was influenced by 

information about the treatment of British prisoners by Germany. Sir Ian Macpherson, 

Undersecretary of State for War, interviewed by the committee in October 1918, argued 

for prisoner rations in the U.K. to be increased, stating “it is economically unsound to ask
Q ^ O

a man to do strenuous work unless you feed him.” However, Macpherson warned,

We have all these reports from Germany -  most of them unfortunately 
confirmed -  of the wicked treatment which our own men receive, and if it 
were known in public -  however good and sound our economic arguments 
may be -  that we did to a great extent reinforce the constitution o f the 
prisoner by food, I am sure there would be a tremendous outcry. I am sure 
I am expressing the opinion of the vast majority of the people of this 
country when I say that if  it were known that we gave to German prisoners 
in this country a proportion of food practically the same -  in any case 
comparable with the ration of our own civil population, while our own 
prisoners are being overworked and starved I think it would be difficult to 
defend.

The same problem with public opinion was referred to by Colonel Bulkeley, 

Commandant of Dorchester Prisoner of War camp, who stated that “everybody 1 meet 

now go [sic] for me about the way the Germans are fed.”^̂ *’ French intelligence reported 

in June 1918 that public opinion in Britain was “preoccupied” with the fate of British 

prisoners.^^' Despite the hostile public attitude towards German prisoners, however, in 

June 1918 the Prisoner of War Employment Committee recommended providing 

prisoners with extra food.

In sum, in 1918 the regime of German prisoners working in the United Kingdom 

involved regulated working hours and a considerable amount of civilian supervision with 

relatively little military input into how hard prisoners worked. Prisoners also had the 

opportunity to spend their earnings in camp canteens. However, there had been a

T>JA, N A T S 1/1331, Interview with Ian M acpherson, The Prisoners o f  War C om m ittee, 22 .10 .1918 . 
Ibid.
T N A , N A T S 1/1331, Prisoner o f  War Em ploym ent Com m ittee M eeting, 21 .6 .1918 .
SH AT, 7 N 679, EM A, 2em e bureau, avril 1917-aout 1919, D ossier 3, 1 .5 .1918-15 .6 .1918 , section des 

renseignem ents generaux, no. 29, 15.6.1918.
TN A , N A T S, 1/1331, Prisoner o f  War Em ploym ent Com m ittee, Prisoner Labour Enquiry, draft letter to 

WO, June 1918.
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reduction in prisoner rations from previous years which had an adverse effect on prisoner 

morale. Unlike the German case, this reduction in rations did not significantly impact on 

prisoner health for three reasons. First, prisoners retained access to canteens and food 

parcels. Second, the civilian government was heavily involved in investigating, regulating 

and advising on changes to prisoner working conditions as illustrated by the role of the 

Prisoner of War Employment Committee, which kept a close watch on how the reduced 

rations were influencing prisoner health and called for increased amounts o f food to be 

sold to prisoners through the canteen system. Third, cultural attitudes differed. The 

reduced rations appear to have been taken into account by employers and civilian 

supervisors who set the amount of work to be demanded from the prisoners accordingly. 

Significantly, employers consulted by the Prisoner of War Committee were largely 

sympathetic to their prisoner workers, arguing that without increased rations, increased 

output could not be e x p e c t e d . F a r m e r s ,  in particular, frequently gave their prisoner 

labourers extra food.

German prisoners working for the British in France experienced a different regime to 

those held in the U.K. Assessing their experience in 1918 is very difficult due to a paucity 

of German prisoner testimony. In October 1918, there were 303 prisoner of war labour 

companies, comprising of some 160,065 German p r i s o n e r s . B y  November German 

prisoners accounted for 44% of the B.E.F. labour f o r c e . I n  France, German prisoners 

working in British army prisoner of war labour companies saw their ration increased in 

1918, above that received by prisoners in the U.K. Sir Frank Baines, Chief Architect at 

the Office o f Works who employed prisoners on projects in Britain and France, told the 

Prisoner of War Employment Committee:

He did not meet in France signs of real malnutrition or underfeeding.
Generally prisoners of war were if anything in a better condition than
prisoners in this country; that purely applied to their physical condition.
Civilians going over to France are astounded at the quantity of food under

See: TNA, NATS 1/1331, interviews with General Lord Lovat, Sir Frank Baines, Ian Macpherson, Mr 
John Steel, fanner o f  Rochford, Mr W. P. Theakston o f  Huntingdon.

Scott, “Captive Labour: The German Companies o f  the B.E.F., 1916-1920,” p. 328.
Ibid., p. 319.
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military control and that, he thought, probably reacted [sic] in giving 
prisoners more in France than in England.^^^

However, prisoners in France carried out harder manual work. The Controller of Labour 

in France, Colonel Wace, informed the Prisoner of War Employment Committee in 

August 1918 that he considered more work could be got out of German prisoners. He 

“was not satisfied unless the task” made the prisoner “dog tired at the end of the day.”^̂  ̂

He added “officers tried to get out [of] the bosche [sic] as nearly as possible the amount
Q7Rof work which the British navvy would do but that was a high standard.” However, he 

also acknowledged that “the bosche [sic] works extraordinarily well. There was very little 

patriotic slacking.”^̂  ̂ Major Scott-Tucker in charge of labour discipline concurred with 

Wace but added that one German N.C.O. who did slack had recently been court 

martialled and received 56 days imprisonment as punishment.*^^*’ Wace pointed out that 

prisoners were let off work early as a reward if they had finished the task assigned. 

Wages were also an incentive to work. Prisoners were allowed buy games, music, 

musical instruments and even gramophones using any profits made in the camp 

canteen.^*' Some even bought toys to relieve the monotony o f camp life. They could also
982buy specially censored British newspapers.

The British officers working with prisoners in France were trained for the task. Among
983the courses British subalterns attended was one on the handling o f labour. However, 

the British privates had little interest in the prisoners’ work rate. As in Britain, guards 

rarely considered that it was their task to make the prisoners work faster or more 

efficiently. In an interview on 30 July, Sir Frank Baines complained that “he had never 

met a guard who was of the opinion that it was his duty to see that the men were keeping

TNA, NATS 1/1331, Interview with Sir Frank Baines.
TNA, NATS 1/1331, Prisoner o f  War Employment Committee Meeting with Colonel Wace, Controller 

o f  Labour in France and Major Scott-Tucker, responsible for labour discipline 12.8.1918.
Ibid.
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to their work.” *̂'* Baines stated that it was “lamentable” that the War Office, despite 

issuing instructions that guards were to make prisoners work efficiently, had not 

convinced the commandants and the guards in France of this:

Baines: “what would the W.O. say, that the privates of the guard 
should be able to insist that these men should go on with their work?

Colonel Mair [Prisoner of War Employment Committee]: “I do not 
think we should have any objection to that provided there was no ill- 
treatment.

Baines: “the French private himself does it, and does it with the point 
of the bayonet.

Baines noted with regard to French prisoner labour companies that “the French were a
Q Q ^

little bit more drastic and bitter in the treatment o f the prisoners.” Clearly British 

guards enforced a milder discipline at work than that which existed for prisoners working 

for the French or the German army. Further attempts were made to encourage British 

guards to make prisoners work efficiently. A captured British instruction from 4 

September 1918 outlined that prisoner guards were “responsible for maintaining 

discipline and promoting hard work (betraut, um die Manneszucht aufrecht zu erhalten
QX7und den Fleiss wahrend der Arbeit zu fordern).'' Prisoners who did not work were to 

have their numbers noted and their names were to be reported back at camp. Freed of the 

constraints of an occupation situation, British guards could afford to be less severe with 

civilians who tried to communicate with prisoners on matters unrelated to work than their 

German counterparts -  civilians were to be informed that such communication was 

prohibited and to have their names taken if they persisted in attempting it. The 

instructions stated that “A manly discipline and good work are not obtained by shouting 

{Manneszucht und Fleiss lassen sich nicht durch Schreien erreichen). The best results

TNA, NATS, 1/1331, Prisoner o f  War Employment Committee, Interview with Sir Frank Baines, Office 
o f  Works, Chief Architect and civilian employer o f  prisoner o f  war labour in France and Great Britain, 
30.7.1918.
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come if the orders are passed on by the German underofficers and not given to the
Q O O

prisoners directly.” In fact, much of the control of prisoners during labour was carried 

out by German N.C.O.s who were paid a bonus for this work. This system was found to 

be highly effective. N.C.O.s largely accepted this work, although there were cases where 

they were punished with prison terms for telling prisoners to “go slow.” *̂̂

In some cases guards fraternized with the prisoners. When the committee asked Lord 

Lovat, Director of Forestry who was responsible for the provision of timber for the troops 

in France, whether the guards “sometimes pal up too much with the prisoners,” he 

admitted that this had been a problem:

I think you always make a pet of something you are looking after every 
day -  just as you would make a pet of a kangaroo. But I want to insist that 
there is a considerable improvement since March 30.

Convincing guards that they were responsible for making prisoners work effectively was 

a continual problem in the British prisoner labour company system.

There were three further reasons why German prisoners in British labour companies were 

largely better treated than their British counterparts in the occupied territories. First, the 

British kept the 30 kilometre rule. Prisoner of war labour companies were not to work 

within 30 kilometres of the front line. This rule could be enforced because the British 

army had access to other labour sources who could be used nearer to the front. For 

example, the Second Army used British and ‘coloured’ labour companies wherever it 

wished, and could use Chinese and alien labour companies at up to 16 kilometres’ 

distance from the front line.^^’

Second, the British had more resources to supply their prisoner of war companies. The 

logistics of feeding and clothing prisoner of war labour companies were much better in

Ibid.
TNA, NATS, 1/1331, Interview with Major-General Lord Lovat, 22.8.1918.
Ibid.
TNA, WO 95/282, Second army HQ, Deputy Adjutant and Quartermaster General, Jan. 1917 to 19 Dec. 

1917, Second Army H.Q., ‘A ’ and ‘Q ’ branch. War diary with appendices, Nov. 1917, App. F, Proceedings 
o f  conference at AHQ at 3pm on 30.11.1917, Subject; labour.
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the British army which, in 1918, did not suffer from the same resource problems 

hampering the Germans. W.A. Tucker, comparing his treatment by the Germans as a 

prisoner in occupied France with that o f German prisoners taken by Britain, stated:

The Germans did not play the game. I am trying to be fair and not to 
exaggerate my accounts o f their behaviour [...] The British at any rate did 
behave in a proper way to all their prisoners. I had some experience which 
convinced me that there was little doubt about that. On many occasions my 
Cyclist Company was called upon to act as sentries over sudden 
concentrations o f German prisoners. The food we gave them was equal in 
quantity and quality with what was given to British soldiers and the 
Germans were the first to admit the excellence o f these rations compared 
with what they had been living on before capture. Moreover, the British saw 
to it that their prisoners were accommodated and clothed in a proper way at 
the earliest opportunity. A sense o f decency demanded that this should be, 
and it required no authority to dictate it. It was a matter o f playing the

Third, there was an entirely different system for managing labour in the British army.

Labour companies made up o f  British soldiers were administered by the same command

as those made up o f Chinese, native troops, alien civilians and German prisoners o f war.

Prisoner labour units were not part o f a separate system but subject to the same labour

instructions and control checks, as British soldier labour units. Prisoners carried out the

same work as other labour units, except that they were not used inside the thirty kilometre

zone.^^^ In the Second Army:

In all labour units and prisoner o f war companies the working hours per 
day will be at least 8 exclusive o f the time occupied for meals and for 
going to and from the place o f work. If the distance from the place o f 
parade to the work is more than 1 Vi miles the time taken to march the 
excess distance may be deducted from the hours o f  work.

15% o f the men will normally be excused from work daily. This will 
enable each man to have one day’s rest in seven. It must be understood 
that this day off may not be possible when urgent work has to be done.^^"*

Tucker, The Lousier War, pp. 56-57.
IWM, Misc. 214, Item 3104, Report on the administration o f  Labour in XVII Corps, Feb 1917-Feb 

1918.
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Prisoner labourers were seen as part of a large labour pool and due to the thirty kilometre 

rule were actually privileged over the other types of labour which had to work closer to 

the front. Disciplinary charges also reveal that prisoners were not excessively harshly 

punished in comparison with British soldiers. In the whole conflict, 22 military and 

civilian prisoners of war held by Britain were sentenced to death by military courts. 

The most common punishment prisoners received was military confinement for six 

months, one of the lighter punishments available. 2,472 prisoners received this sentence 

as opposed to 47 who received penal servitude sentences o f over a year and 1,191 who 

were sentenced to imprisonment with hard labour.^^^

It is extremely difficult in the absence of German source material to take this comparison 

further or to explore how the British labour companies coped with the influx of German 

prisoners in the last months of the war. By the end of the conflict, German prisoners 

represented a massive labour force working for the British army: on 11 November 1918 

there were 303 British prisoner of war labour companies in France and Belgium 

containing 178,692 German other r a n k s . I n  contrast there were only 64,250 German 

prisoners of war working in the U.K. on 7 November 1918.^^* The absence of German 

testimony or memoirs on British prisoner o f war labour companies is remarkable and is 

matched by an absence of British documentation. However, by late 1918 the British 

public was certainly convinced that it was treating German prisoners far better than 

Germany was treating its captive British troops. Between August and November 1918 

there were 255 articles and letters on prisoners of war published in the Times. The British 

government was heavily criticised for its failure to adopt reprisals against German 

prisoners which it was felt would force Germany to improve its treatment o f its British 

captives. The government was also criticised for the failure o f the second Hague 

Agreement, signed in July 1918, to produce any improvement in Germany’s prisoner

TNA, w o  161/82, p. 670.
Ibid.
Scott, “Captive Labour,” p. 328. 
TNA, WO 161/82, p. 634.
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treatment.^^^ FeeHngs ran high. One letter published in the Times on 31 October 1918

came from an anonymous British officer on the western front who stated:

What we all feel so bitterly out here is the treatment of our prisoners. I 
could hardly believe the monstrous and awful stories one reads about 
but now I know first hand from civilians -  as does everyone else -  of 
the indescribable brutality and bestial treatment our poor fellows have 
had to go through [...] many of them perished from murder, starv'ation 
and torture. Nothing can ever be written to make those at home realize 
what our prisoners have suffered. And then our government takes no 
action whatsoever or none at any rate that is obvious to the public or to 
the chaps out here. [...] At home and out here the German prisoners 
are not only well treated, but they are absolutely pampered and petted 
and if anything better fed than the fighting Tommy. One sees batches 
of them working on roads out here. They loll about smoking and 
talking and do as much or as little as they please. I don’t know what 
time they start work but they knock off for lunch and cease altogether 
at 4 pm. They usually have lorries to take them to and from their work 
and if it is raining I don’t believe they work at all. Sunday is a rest day 
for them -  not for us. Only yesterday I passed a prisoners’ camp and 
saw a mob o f them sitting about outside their huts while our Labour 
Corps men were breaking stones on the road in full view of the camp.
What must the Hun think? Simply laughs at us I suppose. [...] We 
have procured written evidence from civilians of cases where our 
prisoners have been shot in the street for taking food from civilians.
One doesn’t want the brutes ill-treated or starved but why this 
favouritism?

Significantly, even in an angry letter such as this, there is still a cultural rejection of 

beating German prisoners or starving them.

The indications are that conditions for German prisoners working behind British lines 

remained much better than those for Allied prisoners in occupied territories. The 

complaints which were made by the German government illustrate this. On 9 October 

1918, the Auswdrtiges Amt complained about the treatment of German prisoners in three 

British prisoner of war labour companies -  121, 147 and 71.’*̂®’ In prisoner of war labour 

company number 121 the prisoners had only one blanket and had to sleep on the ground. 

They complained of frequent roll calls and poor food. Many had caught Spanish

“A Derelict Agreement,” Tim es, 19.10.1918.
Letter to Editor, Times, 31.10.1918.
BA-M A, PH2 / 588, f. 156, nr.94.11 .18.Z.V.I., n.36, 9 .10.1918.
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influenza.''’*’̂  In company 147, the accommodation and food were “extremely inferior 

(dusserst minderM’ertig).'’'^^^  ̂ Prisoners had been hospitalised suffering from frozen feet 

or from lice. The water provided to this labour company was dirty. In prisoner company 

71, prisoners had to work on Sundays and holidays and received no day off. These were 

real grievances which show that the British labour company system also saw prisoners’ 

welfare undermined by military necessity. However, they do not compare to the range of 

abuses occurring in the German labour company system. The only very serious complaint 

here was that men in labour company 71 were not receiving a day off. Beatings, prisoners 

collapsing from starvation or enduring work under shellfire are entirely absent. In 1919, 

the German government admitted that it was “unlikely” that there were cases o f war 

crimes against German prisoners held by the British.

The German government when establishing a post-war commission to investigate prisoner abuse 
against Allied prisoners in Germany, stated that it expected the Allies to reciprocate by investigating crimes 
against German prisoners: ‘"which it is conceded are not expected as far as prisoners in England are 
concerned but which are not wholly unfounded as regards prisoners in Russia.” ACICR, 431/III/j/c.31, 
Times, 29.11.1918 “Treatment o f  prisoners. German commission appointed.”
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The 1918 experience of German prisoners of war held by France

I have become used to Ufe in my company - that is if  the German planes 
would leave us in peace -  which was not the case at the end of July. Only 
a hair’s breadth difference and their first bomb would have fallen directly 
on our barrack and it would have naturally produced the same result as 
happened in another company; 92 dead and 70 wounded. You see for us 
too the war is not over yet and if this distribution of bombs does not stop 
the best thing for us would be to write to the Red Cross asking for a 
donation in the form of anti-aircraft guns so that we could defend 
ourselves against similar attacks.

German prisoner, working in French prisoner o f war labour company 33, to his family, 16 
August 1918.'“ ^

By 1 June 1918, France had captured 243,590 German p r i s o n e r s . O f  these 46,664 

were working in prisoner of war labour companies for the French army.’®̂  ̂ The 

remainder had been assigned to work in the French interior or were exempt from working 

due to their status as officers or wounded. The French system was highly centralised. The 

distribution of prisoners of war was decided by the Comite de Guerre. On 19 May 1918, a 

new Service General des Prisonniers de Guerre was created by the French War Ministry. 

This was to set the standards for prisoner treatment and working conditions. The military 

Inspection General des Prisonniers de Guerre which had hitherto controlled all such 

prisoner matters was henceforth confined to managing the guard system, inspecting 

camps and enforcing discipline.''*'’̂  Within the French system, as outlined in chapter two, 

certain special categories of prisoner, such as those from Alsace-Lorraine or Poland, 

enjoyed a regime de faveur. Wounded prisoners, prisoners who were members of the 

German army medical services and officer prisoners were also treated differently from 

the bulk of captives made up of other rank German soldiers. This section will assess the 

treatment of these other rank prisoners by looking at French administrative sources, the

SH A T, 16 N  1224, Rapport m ensuel sur les renseignem ents recueillis dans la correspondance des P.G. 

de la D.E. du G.A.C. au courant du m ois d ’aout 1918, Q.G., 14.9 .1918.
1006 5 2 5  ̂ Etat des prisonniers stationnes dans la zone des armees a la date du 1 juin 1918
[captures et evacuations de prisonniers de guerre effectuees dans la quinzaine du 15 mai au 1 juin 1918]. 

Ibid.
SH A T, 7 N 1993, M inistere de la Guerre, Sous-Secretaire d ’etat de la Justice M ilitaire, N ote pour les 

Directions et Services, 29 .5 .1918 .
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French postal control reports on German prisoners’ letters and German memoirs and 

interviews, looking in particular at prisoners’ rations, disciplinary treatment and working 

conditions.

In 1918, the two Beme Accords, signed between France and Germany in March and 

April, were intended to set a common standard for prisoner treatment in both countries. 

Prisoner rations, punishments, working hours and working conditions were agreed in 

principle. Ironically, this meant a cut in bread rations for the average German prisoner in 

France. Article 26 o f the April Beme Accord set rations of 2,000 calories for non

working prisoners, 2,500 for ordinary workers and 2,850 for workers engaged on heavy 

manual l a b o u r . N o n - w o r k i n g  prisoners and officer prisoners received a daily ration of 

350 grams of bread following the Beme Accords; working prisoners received 400 

g r a m s . G e r m a n  prisoners had received a ration of 460 grams of meat per week for 

non-workers and 610 grams for workers prior to the Beme Accords. Following the 

agreements they only received meat 4 days a week and their ration was reduced by 

3/7.'^" A French censor’s report noted that German prisoners in prisoner labour 

companies complained that the “food was rather insufficient in quantity. The reduction in 

the bread ration to 400 grams set by the Beme Convention has caused uproar.” '®'̂  The 

censor summarised several prisoners’ comments: “each prisoner would lose 10 to 15 

years off his life on this diet; the governments could agree so that prisoners never receive 

too much but for everything else they carmot agree; the German government was 

mocking its prisoners and it should watch itself when they are repatriated! The people 

will not always let themselves be led by the nose.” '®'̂

1009 7 jvj 1993, Ministere de la Guerre, Sous-Secretaire d’etat de la Justice Militaire.
Service general des prisonniers de guerre, a MM. les Generaux Gouvemeurs Militaires de Paris et de Lyon, 
les Generaux commandant les regions, les Commandants regionaux des depots de prisonniers de guerre, 
15.6.1918.

Ibid.
Ibid.
SHAT, 16 N 1224, GQG, foat-Major, 2e Bureau SRA, Zone des Armees, 1917-1918, D.E. du G.A.C., 

Groupe d’armees de Test, Direction des etapes, Nord, Etat-Major, ler Bureau, Rapport Mensuel de 
I’lnterprete Stagiaire de la DE Nord du GAE, 12.6.1918.

Ibid., Rapport Mensuel de I’lnterprete Stagiaire de la DE Nord du GAE, 12.6.1918.
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Despite these complaints, however, the quantity and quality o f food received by German 

prisoners in France was generally much better than that received by Allied prisoners in 

Germany in 1918. First, the quality of the rations had not deteriorated -  in particular the 

white bread prisoners received was thought to be of a good standard. Second, France 

adhered strictly to the quantity of rations outlined in the Berne Accords whereas Germany 

did not. Most prisoners in the French interior continued to receive a meat ration in 1918 

in contrast to Allied prisoners in the occupied territories who never received any meat. 

German prisoners in France, in both the interior and the army zone, also continued to 

receive a coffee r a t i o n . T h i r d ,  prisoners in France had access to well-stocked canteens 

which sold food and goods that were no longer available in Germany. Finally, prisoners 

in France -  both in the French interior and in prisoner of war labour companies in the 

Army Zone -  continued to receive parcels. The French censor noted in June 1918 that the 

parcels always contained “a high proportion o f food items; cakes, biscuits, salami, lard, 

smoked ham, sugar, jams, tinned food, marmalade, sweets, dried fruit, butter, potatoes 

and b e a n s . H e  also remarked that most o f the parcels came from rural Germany or 

from the Swiss or Dutch Red Cross. German prisoners in France also were regularly 

able to write and receive letters. One German prisoner remarked “the post works 

marvellously now; in sum it is the best thing about c a p t i v i t y . A n o t h e r  wrote home 

that all his parcels had arrived and that it was rare for a parcel to go missing in France. It 

was, he claimed, on the German side that they disappear.’®’*

As in the German case, prisoners working for the army in the militarised war zone in 

1918 experienced worse living conditions than those in prisoner of war camps in the 

interior of country. Although standards had improved since early 1917, particularly due

BK, Generalkdos IbAK, B d .l07 , Aussagen der am 12.6.18 aus franzos. Kriegsgefangenschaft 
entkommenen deutschen Kriegsgefangenen Untoff. d.L.Hermann Gartner, Musketier Otto Kampe, 
Musketier Walter Viehrig, 14.6.1918.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, GQG, Etat-Major, 2e Bureau SRA, Zone des Armees, 1917-1918, D.E. du G.A.C., 
Groupe d’armees de Test, Direction des etapes, Nord, Etat-Major, ler Bureau, Rapport Mensuel de 
I’lnterprete Stagiaire de la DE Nord du GAE, 12.6.1918.

Ibid.
SHAT, 16 N 1224, GAN, DE, Etat-Major, Service PG, Rapport Mensuel sur les Renseignements 

receuillis dans la correspondance du mois de Novembre 1917 des Prisonniers de Guerre de la DE du GAN, 
22.12.1917.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, Rapport Mensuel sur les renseignements receuillis dans la correspondance du mois 
de fevrier des prisonniers de guerre de la D.E. du G.A.N., 14.3.1918, p. 26.
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to the implementation of the rule that prisoner labour companies could only work at thirty 

kilometres from the front, these workers still lived in rough accommodation. The thirty 

kilometre rule was rigorously kept. Each labour company informed the Direction de 

I ’Arriere of its distance from the front. On one occasion a company was found to be at 25 

kilometres from the front. Orders were immediately issued that it be moved back to thirty 

k i l o m e t r e s . A t  thirty kilometres prisoners were relatively safe from shells -  however, 

aerial bombardment of work camps was still a danger.

As in the German army, initial conditions after capture were very poor for prisoners taken

by the French. While prisoners were sorted into different categories -  Alsace-Lorrainers,

Poles, Officers, skilled workers, unskilled workers -  they were kept in large collection

centres in the army zone where conditions were generally overcrowded with very

rudimentary sanitation. The French quarantined their German prisoners for 15 days in

these camps. One French report on Allibaudieres holding camp was scathing, describing

it as poorly built and badly o r g a n i s e d . G e r m a n  prisoners who escaped described the

holding camps near the front in a very unfavourable light. Two of the main holding

camps were at Souilly and at Cormantre. Prisoner Streichert who escaped from prisoner

of war labour company number 19 stated that, at Souilly, prisoners were hit to extract

information from them, were fed on watery rice, that almost all the prisoners suffered
1022from frozen hands or feet and that those who reported sick were punished. Another 

prisoner wrote that he spent three days at Souilly camp in September 1917 without 

receiving any food.'^^^ An escaper from Cormantre camp described it in July as a 

“pigsty.” '̂ '̂̂  By November 1918 the sanitary situation at Cormantre was still problematic. 

A note for the Service de Sante at the French General Headquarters, stated that

SHAT, 16 N 2466-2, Inspections des PG, DA GQG Etat-major, Direction des transports militaires aux 
armees No.8633/DTM A compte rendu de I’emplacement des compagnies de P.G., 6.12.1917.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, Rapport Mensuel sur les renseignements recueillis dans la correspondance des P.G. 
de la D.E. du G.A.C. au courant du mois d’aout 1918, Q.G., 14.9.1918.

SHAT, 16 N 2466-2, GQG Etat-major D.A. 13.2.18, Compte rendu de mission, Visite du camp de PG 
d’Allibaudieres effectuee le 12.2.1918.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, GQG, Etat-Major, 2e Bureau SRA, Zone des Armees, 1917-1918, D.E. du G.A.C. 
Etat-Major, Secteur Postal 5, Rapport Mensuel de I’Officier Interprete de la DE du GAC, 19.11.1917.
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The holding camp at Cormantre which has 1,800 prisoners does not have a 
disinfection room nor does it have showers. Please could the necessary 
equipment be sent to this camp. The prisoners arrive there in large 
numbers [...] and are generally in a hideous state of filth. If this situation 
does not cease one has to fear the outbreak of epidemic sicknesses in this 
camp.’«̂ ^

The poor conditions in French holding camps were just one problem with the French 

prisoner of war system. While many prisoners working in the interior of France in 

agriculture or forestry were allowed considerable freedom and were often fed and lodged 

in small groups by their employers, others set to work in mines or munitions factories 

fared worse. In general, punishments for misdemeanours were harsh throughout the 

French system -  usually involving long periods in solitary confinement on bread and 

w a t e r . F a i l e d  escapers received 30 days such confinement.

A survey o f twelve Bavarian escapers’ accounts o f conditions in different French prisoner 

of war camps in 1918 reveals the following:

SHAT, 16 N 2466-2, 3599/DA Note pour le Service de Sante du G.Q.G., Deitiande d’une etuve a 
desinfecter et d’appareils a douches pour le camp d’organisation de Connantre, 8.11.1918.

See Stefan Utsch, Todesurteil in Tours 1917 (Berlin, 1940), p. 122.
BK, Generalkdos IbAK, Bund 107, Nr 9739, g O l, Aussagen der am 30.1.1918 aus franzos. 

Kriegsgefangenschaft entkommenen deutschen Kriegsgefangenen, 2.2.1918.
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Table 11. Survey of Bavarian prisoners’ accounts of French captivity in 1918

Y= yes N = no g = grams
Work camp 
in Army 
Zone

Accom,
Type

Hit by 
guards

Food rations 
[per day]

Heating
provided

Parcel/
post
received

Bedding

St Hilaire Tents Y % litre coffee,
1 litre soup,
500g white bread

N N Initially slept 
in open 
[following 
capture], later 
received 
tarpaulin

Allibaudieres Wooden
barracks

N ‘/4 1 coffee,
1 '/2  litres 
noodles/rice/ bean 
soup,
500g white bread

Not stated N W ooden 
bunks with 
straw, blanket 
given

Souilly Tents Y Va litre coffee 
1 V2 litres 
rice/macaroni 
soup,
475g white bread

N Y No blanket

Vadelaincourt Wooden
barracks

Y V2 litre coffee, 2 
litres rice soup, 
475g white bread

N Y One blanket, 
bed made 
from hurdles

Vervillers Tents 
[prisoners 
here are not 
working]

Y 500g bread and 
water only

Not stated N No blanket, 
slept on 
ground

St Dizier Wooden
barracks

N '/z litre coffee, 1 
litre soup and 
vegetables -  
cabbage,
potatoes, turnips, 
beans -
400g white bread

Y Y Straw sack 
and 2 blankets

St Eulien Barracks N 2 litres rice, 400g 
white bread and 1 
beaker o f  coffee

N N W ooden beds, 
straw and 1 
light blanket

Chalons-sur- A riding N V4 litre coffee, 1 Not stated Y Straw sacks

This table is based upon: BK, Genkdos IbAK, B d .l07 , 14.6.1918, Aussagen der am 12.6.18 aus 
franzos. Kriegsgefangenschaft entkommenen deutschen Kriegsgefangenen U ntoff d.L.Hermann Gartner, 
Musketier Otto Kampe, Musketier Walter Viehrig, Gefr. Willi Wettig, In f Wilhelm Schenk, Inf Oskar 
Markert, Gefr. Franz Feldl, Gefr. Walter Siegel, Musk. Johann Holzmann, Unt.Offizier Franz Hiltrop, 
Reservist Erich Melzner, Ers. Reservist Louis Bode.
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Marne arena '/2  litres 
lentil/macaroni/ 
noodle soup, 
500g white bread, 
twice a week  
horse meat

on the ground, 
1 blanket.

Mailly Roomy
barracks

N “Better than in 
chalons.”

Not stated Y Bunks with 
straw sacks 
and a blanket

Roye Recently
built
barracks

N V4 litre coffee, 1 
1/2 litre soup and 
potatoes, 500g 
white bread.

Not stated Y Initially on 
ground, later 
on bunks with 
straw. Each 
man received 
1 blanket

Liffol-le-
Grand

Wooden
barracks

N % litre coffee, 1 
1/2 litre potato 
soup with rusks, 
500g white bread.

Not stated Y Bunks with 
straw, 1 
blanket

Camps 
outside Array 
Zone .

Rouen Excellent -  
in wooden  
barracks

N
1/2 litre coffee, 1 
litre very thin rice 
soup, 600g white 
bread

Not stated Y Not stated

Le Treport Wooden
barracks

N Bone soup, 1 Vi 
litre rice/ 
noodle/bean soup, 
600g white bread

Not stated Y Not stated

Etampes Former mill N Rusk soup, bean 
or rice soup, 600g  
black bread

Not stated Not
stated

Straw sacks, 
1 blanket each

Fort Asnieres, 
Rouen

“good” in 
casemates

N V2 litre coffee, pea 
soup, 600 grams 
white bread, 
every 8 days 
horse meat 
[prisoners in this 
camp were not 
working]

Not stated Not
stated

Beds, 1 
blanket each

Montfort sur 
Maine

“very good” 
in an old 
Cloister

N 1/2 litre coffee, 
potato soup with 
meat at midday, 
evening -  bean or 
rice soup, 600g

N ot stated Not
stated

Straw sacks
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black bread

Clearly, German prisoners in French labour companies were subject to a very 

rudimentary regime in 1918. However, the extreme conditions inflicted on German 

prisoners in French labour companies during the battle of Verdun were not repeated.

Several important points emerge from the escapers’ interviews. First, the average German 

prisoner in the French army zone usually worked a ten hour day on heavy manual tasks 

such as forestry, road building, railway building, quarrying work or loading stores. 

They were largely housed in barracks with wooden beds and straw to sleep on.''’̂ ° The 

barracks were often unheated. Prisoners were also hit or beaten on occasion by their 

guards, although nowhere near as frequently as Allied prisoners in the occupied 

t e r r i t o r i e s . Ho we ve r ,  French military culture was much less concerned about guards 

cuffing prisoners than was the case in the British army. As the above survey shows, in 

certain camps such as St Hilaire, Souilly, Vadelaincourt and Vervillers, prisoners were 

openly hit by the g u a r d s . I n  contrast to Allied prisoners in the occupied territories, 

however, German prisoners taken by France were able to notify their relations of their 

capture relatively rapidly. The longest waiting time was fourteen days before being 

enabled to write home. This allowed prisoners to receive post and parcels. Importantly 

too, none of the escapers mentioned any sickness in the labour companies and there were 

few complaints about access to medical attention.

German prisoners in labour companies in the army zone had mixed feelings about their 

situation. “Life is nearly supportable; one single thing is lacking us: liberty!” wrote a 

prisoner from PG company 52 in February 1918. Another from company 115 told his 

family not to “worry about me; I like the work; I have plenty to eat and one is treated

1030 Generalkdos IbAK, Bd. 107, IV Nachrichten, A] Gefangenenvemehinungen und Aussagen 
zuruckgekehrter deutscher aus franz. Gefangenschaft, Aussagen der am 12.6.18 aus franzos. 
Kriegsgefangenschaft entkommenen deutschen Kriegsgefangenen U ntoff d.L.Hermann Gartner, Musketier 
Otto Kampe, Musketier Walter Viehrig, 14.6.1918.

Ibid.
Ibid.
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according to one’s behaviour. Even in enemy country there are good people.” The 

censor noted in March 1918 that most prisoners restricted their letters to discussion of 

family subjects and of Germany.'** '̂* Some expressed satisfaction at their fate which 

removed them from the dangers of shells and gas. Many prisoners were happy to be able 

to sing in choral groups after work. However, other prisoners complained bitterly and 

compared their situation to that of medieval h e r m i t s . T h e  chief complaint was that the 

rations prisoners received were not enough for the hard work that was demanded of 

them.’̂ ^̂  In July 1918, a French censor’s report stated:

We cannot pretend no matter how much we might wish to, that there is 
unanimous satisfaction among our forced guests [nos hotes forces] 
regarding the treatment they have received. Some of them adopt a tragic 
attitude, claiming they would rather return to the front under a hail of 
shells and bullets than live in the painful, humiliating situation imposed on 
them by the "pays de civilisation.'{...] However, the majority direct their 
reproaches and curses at their own government.

The prisoners were angered by the call-up to the German army of the remaining male 

members of their family who had previously been considered too young or too old to 

fight and armoyed with the German censor for blacking out large parts of the letters they 

received from home.'^^*

By August, however, the censor noted that letters being sent by German prisoners 

discussed disenchantment with the war: “Michel continues to retreat according to what 

we hear. How is this possible?” wrote a prisoner from prisoner labour company 115 on 

28 August.'^^^ “I met several new prisoners from the 1919 draft (Classe 19). Well, you 

know, what I saw and heard there was not very encouraging” another prisoner from the

SHAT, 16 N 1224, Rapport Mensuel sur les renseignements receuillis dans la correspondance du mois 
de fevrier des prisonniers de guerre de la DE du GAN, 14.3.1918.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, Rapport Mensuel de ITnterprete Stagiaire de la DE Nord du GAE, 12.6.1918, p. 18. 
Ibid.
SHAT, 16 N 1224, GAE, DE [nord] ler bureau, Rapport Mensuel de I’lnterprete Stagiaire de la DE 

Nord du GAE. Dated August 1918. Report on July correspondence.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., Rapport Mensuel de I’lnterprete Stagiaire de la DE Nord du GAE, 12.6.1918, p. 18.
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same company s t a t e d . O n e  prisoner told his family: “You must know that I am a 

prisoner in France. [...] I am better here than in the German Michael offensive.” '*̂ '̂

This progressive loss of morale during August and September is very revealing. 

Prisoners’ morale was badly affected by news from civilians at home about the 

deterioration in conditions. In particular there was a sharp change of tone in civilians’ 

letters to prisoners working in the army zone between July 1918 and August 1918. The 

German civilians’ letters in July complained of food shortages, but the overall tone was 

stoic. By August a tone of despair and utter hopelessness crept in -  a despair which 

dominated letters by September. Large numbers of letters and cards were read to compile 

these censor reports: 61, 523 in August and 59,263 for S e p t e m b e r . G e r m a n  prisoners 

in French labour companies in the army zone were all other ranks or N.C.O.s. The letters 

they received reveal the extent of the loss in morale among the lower middle classes and 

working class in Germany.

From August, this civilian loss o f morale was related unsparingly to prisoners. The postal 

censor reported that many prisoners were receiving news of the breakdown in sexual 

morality in Germany. One civilian in Koblenz wrote that there was a “new epidemic of 

matrimony. If you were here you would be surprised to see them all walking in an 

interesting manner! You understand: marriage imposes itself” '®"'̂  Prisoners were 

informed of girls they knew who were now sexually active outside marriage. All the 

postal reports from prisoner companies also mentioned that prisoners were receiving 

news of large numbers of deaths from influenza and tuberculosis in Germany in their 

letters.’®'*"' “Ah! If you knew how many young women are now dying” stated a letter 

writer in Saxony to a prisoner in labour company 26.'®^  ̂“We are all sick -  it is due to the 

food. I would never have believed that we would be brought to this. The food does not

SHAT, 16 N 1224, DE du GAE, Etat-Major, no. 20, Rapport Mensuel de I’Officier Interprete de la DE 
du GAE, 14.10.1918.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, Rapport Mensuel sur les renseignements receuillis dans la correspondance des PG 
de la DE du GAC au courant du mois d ’aout 1918, 14.9.1918.

Ibid.
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suffice to kill us but it is not enough to live on,” a letter from Pomerania to a prisoner 

stated.'*’"'̂  “If you were here you would be amazed at what we are enduring. It is high 

time that the war finished,” another civilian w r o t e . G e r m a n  prisoners in prisoner 

labour company 114 in September 1918 received news in their post of 120 deaths of 

civilian acquaintances or relations; prisoner labour company 9 received news of 102 

civilian deaths the same m o n t h . T h e  impact of so many civilian deaths on morale 

should not be underestimated - there were only 425 prisoners in each labour company. 

The French censor noted that in September 1918 “almost all” the letters to prisoners from 

their families stated that they were unable to send them anything and sought to make the 

prisoners understand the situation: “If you knew what we have become, I think you would 

not even dare to ask us for a pin” a letter from Koenen stated.'®''^

The tone o f the prisoners’ letters too changed in August 1918. In the postal censor report 

for July, the censor noted that a proportion of prisoners expressed their dissatisfaction 

with captivity and their despair at being out of the German offensive. Prisoners, the 

censor noted, were not depressed. Many were still “filled with an unquenchable faith in 

the ‘right arm of Hindenburg’ (in other words in Ludendorff) and are still religiously 

respectful o f the Kaiser,” awaiting some action by them which would bring about final 

v i c t o r y . I n  the August and September reports, however, there were far fewer 

complaints about captivity and a general despair at the outcome of the war appeared. 

Whereas in postal reports from earlier in the year prisoners were loathe to express 

discouraging sentiments to their families, by August this taboo disappeared. This shift in 

prisoner attitudes to captivity was paralleled by a shift in public opinion in Germany 

towards French treatment of prisoners. The censor reports also show that German public 

opinion remained firmly convinced until August 1918 that the French were mistreating 

German prisoners and often mentioned this in their letters. In August and September, 

however, these comments disappeared.

1046 ]5 1224, DE du GAE, Etat-Major, no.20, Rapport Mensuel de I’Officier Interprete de la DE
du GAE, 14.10.1918.
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By late August 1918 German prisoners in French labour companies in the army zone 

considered that despite the work and spartan living conditions their situation was 

preferable to that of German soldiers or German civilians. “The food is good...l have 

wished many times that you could have as regular and abundant food in Germany, 

especially the really good white bread which does not exist anymore there,” a German 

prisoner in labour company 31 wrote home.'®^' This was an important shift and indicates 

that although the French worked their prisoners hard, living conditions in labour 

companies were, for the majority of German prisoners, largely endurable. This contrasts 

hugely with the perception of Allied prisoners in the occupied territories in 1918. “The 

Frenchman is not mean to us. He who does his work is not unhappy,” a prisoner in labour 

company 8 w r o t e . “I am better here than in the trenches. During the week 1 go to work 

and on Sundays I rest. When I return from work at midday I have a hot meal and the most 

important thing is that in the evening I get a full night’s sleep,” another prisoner wrote in 

S e p t e m b e r . T h e s e  letters to Germany informed families that the French were not 

suffering food shortages. They also served to encourage other German soldiers to 

surrender.

To conclude, in 1918 German prisoners in the French interior received adequate rations 

and, although they worked hard, they were treated relatively well. Their labour was hired 

out to employers and as a result they had a considerable amount o f contact with the 

civilian population and a certain amount of freedom. German prisoners in the French 

army zone were worked very hard and received smaller rations than German prisoners in 

the French interior. However, they were subject to less physical violence and received 

better housing, in purpose built wooden barracks, than their counterparts in the German- 

occupied territories who were often billeted in semi-ruined buildings or factories. Most 

importantly, they received regular food rations supplemented by parcels from home. They 

also had regular contact by letter with their loved ones.

SHAT, 16 N 1224, DE du GAE, Etat-Major, no.20, Rapport Mensuel de I’Officier Interprete de la DE 
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Was there a deterioration in British and French treatment of prisoners of war during 1918 

in comparison to previous years? It seems that there was a limited deterioration. For 

prisoners in camps in Britain this was due to the cut in their rations. Similarly, for a 

proportion of German prisoners in France the Berne Accords resulted in a cut in their 

bread ration. In other respects treatment of German prisoners remained largely static for 

the first half of 1918 in the two countries, particularly for those German prisoners in 

working camps in the army zone who were subject to a very hard regime. From late July 

onwards the huge surrenders of German prisoners placed great strain on British and 

French holding camps. However, due to the greater food resources of the Allies, the 

French and British prisoner labour company systems did not collapse under this pressure. 

The most ironic point about the limited deterioration in prisoner conditions on the Allied 

side was that it occurred at precisely the point when German prisoners’ perceptions of 

captivity became more favourable.
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Conclusion

If 1940 was, in the words of Marc Bloch’s book, France’s “strange defeat,” then 1918 

represented the strange v i c t o r y . S u d d e n  triumph came before the military, the 

politicians or the general public of Britain or France expected it. The rapidity with which 

events moved between August and November 1918, together with the chaos of the 

German retreat and the Allied advance, meant that the military bureaucracies struggled to 

keep pace with what was happening. Even keeping records of what was occurring 

became problematic. In the midst of the general drama of September, October and 

November 1918, no administrative systems were in place for dealing with the prisoners 

o f war liberated in the occupied territories. It was simply beyond the British and French 

armies’ capabilities at this point to properly assess or record the scale of prisoner 

mistreatment in Northern France and Belgium. Gathering legal evidence from prisoners 

about their treatment was last on the agenda; feeding and repatriating them were onerous 

enough tasks in themselves. Moreover, many prisoners in the occupied territories had 

been evacuated to camps in Germany in September-October 1918. For the French and 

British armies at this point, detailed investigation of what had happened to prisoners was 

impossible.

The confusion which accompanied the end of the war obscured the key trends in relation 

to prisoners which were emerging in 1918. The last months of the First World War saw a 

deterioration in prisoner treatment in the occupied territories which was the product of 

cultural attitudes within the German military that were dominated by ruthlessness and 

indifference. In the German case there was no powerful civilian government to control or 

inspect what was happening. The cultural attitudes which underlay the German army use 

of prisoners in 1918 effectively marked a break with late nineteenth-century humanitarian 

ideals o f how prisoners should be dealt with.

The Allies, on the other hand, culturally defined themselves against the German pattern 

of behaviour towards prisoners in 1918, believing that they had upheld the standards of

Marc Bloch, Strange Defeat. A Statement o f  Evidence Written in 1940 (New York and London, 1968)
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late nineteenth-century humanitarianism. This discourse of difference obscured the reality 

o f the Allies’ treatment of prisoners in 1918. For the importance of 1918 was that it 

showed the prisoner of war labour company, like the aeroplane, the submarine or poison 

gas, to be a universal military irmovation of the war. It was an innovation common to the 

Allies and the Germans. Had the German treatment of prisoners in 1918 not deteriorated 

so badly, more questions would have been raised about the Allies’ behaviour. As it was, 

the German treatment was so bad as to allow the Allies retain their cultural sense of 

moral superiority.

Thus the deterioration in German treatment hid the fact that a limited deterioration in 

prisoner treatment by the Allies also occurred in 1918. In the British case, prisoners in 

Britain proper were on shortened rations; in the French, German prisoners were working 

in prisoner of war labour companies on low rations for long hours in temporary 

accommodation. In both the British and French case, a large increase in the numbers of 

German prisoners in labour companies occurred. Fewer prisoners were being evacuated 

from the military controlled area to the established camps with their much better leisure 

and sanitation facilities. Finally, the influx of German prisoners at the end of the war 

meant that conditions for prisoners in the Allied holding camps deteriorated.

However, perhaps the most important point is that although a deterioration in prisoner 

treatment occurred on the Allied side, it was limited prior to the Armistice. This 

limitation was partly due to the greater resources of the Allies. But more importantly it 

was also due to the different cultural perceptions which underlay Allied behaviour. 

Cultural attitudes were crucial determinants of the use o f the military innovation of 

prisoner o f war labour companies and the treatment of their prisoner members. Both the 

British and French armies’ cultural attitudes towards prisoners were evolving in 1918. In 

the British case, a very highly developed culture of labour management underscored their 

treatment of German prisoners. The British applied concepts already developed to deal 

with their civilian labour force to managing their prisoners of war. These cultural 

attitudes served to limit the military demands made upon prisoners, although in the
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absence of further German sources the extent to which they protected German prisoners 

on the ground cannot be fiilly determined.

The French, despite their often quixotic attempts to reform their prisoner system, failed to 

establish such a coherent civilian labour management approach. Culturally, the attitudes 

w^hich informed the treatment of prisoners in the French labour companies were 

influenced more by French military experiences with forced labourers, those sentenced to 

hard labour or 7a hagne,' rather than civilian workers. However, the cultural paradigms 

inherent in the French understanding of the war, such as civilization against barbarism, 

and democracy against tyrarmy, also played a role. It mattered to French self-perception 

that the "civilisation'' ideals of the French revolution were upheld, ideals which ultimately 

were universal, not national, in scope. This did not stop the French military employing 

reprisals or exploiting prisoner labour harshly, but it did limit the level of ruthlessness 

which was culturally acceptable as direct policy in 1918, prior to the Armistice.

The French military was always aware that it was directly answerable to a civilian 

government and citizens for whom the civilization image mattered. It had learnt that 

lesson during the 1917 spring reprisals. The French military was also continually 

concerned with public opinion, not just that of civilians but also the opinion of its citizen 

soldiers who had to perceive that their own side was not simply militarily superior, but 

also morally just. This concern with opinion even extended to examining German 

prisoners’ attitudes to France in their letters. As long as the war continued, these cultural 

factors acted to limit the other cultural trend in France towards essentialising the German 

as a subhuman: the boche enemy who deserved annhilation.'^^^ Given the prevalence of 

this wartime essentialisation of the German enemy, which preached the annihilation o f all 

German foes, it is interesting that the French managed to maintain prisoner treatment at 

the level they did, rather than adopting a more ruthless stance. This shows the power of 

the ‘civilisation’ ideal for the French military and government alike.

On the essentialist racial discourse against Germans which developed in France see: Annette Becker, 
Ouhlies de la Grande Guerre, humanitaire et culture de guerre 1914-1918, populations occupees, deportes 
civils, prisonniers de guerre (Paris, 1998), pp. 328 -  329.
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Uhimately the German treatment of AlHed prisoners o f war in the occupied territories 

was an important factor in the bitterness which appeared in France and Britain during the 

initial post-Armistice period. In Britain the issue directly fuelled public anger towards 

Germany, an anger which was enhanced by the popular belief that Britain had treated its 

German prisoners well. Britain had not suffered invasion and its prisoners of war 

represented the most visible British victims of what was perceived as German 

Schrecklichkeit. In France, the situation was somewhat different. The treatment of French 

prisoners in the occupied territories in 1918 was less of a focus for public anger, which 

was also roused by damage to property and industry, general mistreatment o f occupied 

civilians and the invasion atrocities of 1914. However, it did contribute to the climate of 

extreme anger which emerged in France following the Armistice.

Most importantly, this anger helps explain the shift in French cultural attitudes towards 

German prisoners of war which took place following the Armistice in November- 

December 1918. This was the point when a culture o f retribution appeared in France, 

which was instrumental in defining new boundaries for what was acceptable prisoner 

treatment in 1919-1920. This process occurred at the very point when the first attempts 

were made to define the memory of prisoner treatment during the war. It is to this 

complex and difficult period that this thesis now turns.


